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Dear Mr.Dircks: 4 A/F 3J<'j

Representatives of the American Nuclear Society met
with you, Victor Stello, John Davis and other NRC staff members
on September 10, 1982. The purpose of the meeting was to present
ANS's initial reaction, from a technical perspective, to the July
29, 1982 version of l0CFR Part 60 (Technical Criteria for
Geologic Repositories for High-Level Radioactive Waste), includ-
ing NRC staff-Recommendations and the technical Rationale Docu-
ment. At.the meeting, A1S reiterated its general position on
proposed l0CFR Part 60 to NRC on October 14, 1981:

-ANS strongly recommends that all numerical subsystem
performance requirements be deleted in favor of more
general statements permitting system trade-offs to
achieve the desired overall system or repository per-
formancei. And,

:It is our concerted view that overly restrictive and
specific performance standards are not necessary, and
that such standards in regulation form are likely to
add to the overall cost of the waste disposal without
achieving any degree of benefit to the public health
and safety. Instead, using current engineering prac-
tices, a carefully sited, engineered, and designed
repository coupled with effective confirmation and de-
sign validation can assure compliance with a single,
overall performance criterion for the repository as a
whole system. The application of such a single per-
formance standard would not only coincide with the
Environmental Protection Agency's recommended approach
of the systems concept, but would permit repository
designers to optimize the repository as a system of
both natural and engineered barriers for differing site
and.-geologic-medium characteristics' _ _ _ _
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Additionally, we expressed our'concern about nRC
staff's rejection of the overall system or repository standard
approach (similar with EPA's) which was recommended by ANS and
other technical specialists and organizations. There was a broad
general technical consensus on this point which seems to have
been inadequately considered by the NRC without substantive'
technical justification.

While ANS had a relatively brief period to review the
July 29, 1982, technical Rationale Document prior to the Septem-.
ber 10, 1982, meeting, knowledgeable ADS members on this subject
are in general agreement that the numerical subsystem performance
standards (now gobjectivesw) cited in the proposed regulation
have not been technically justified. Further, we believe it will
be very difficult, if not impossible, for the NRC to technically
justify any variation from these numerical subsystem performance
objectives on a case-by-case" basis with these unmeasurable and
technically unjustified values cited in the regulation.

----- With the preceding in mind. ANS strongly recommends NRC
take the following actions before approving 10CFR Part 60:

o Based on a preponderance of technical community
opinion, including ANS, supporting a single, overall
repository performance standard, NRC should reconsider
the proposed numerical subsystem performance objectives
in favor of more generalized design objective state-
ments in the regulation.

o NRC should submit technical rationale documentation
for 10CFR Part 60 to a peer review by the technical
community for the adequacy of analytical methodology,

* parameters, assumptions and conclusions.

Relative to the preceding, ANS has taken the following steps:

0 A technical paper is being prepared to present ANS and
technical community views on the approaches used and
material presented in the Rationale Document. This paper
is scheduled to be completed and available on November 22,
198,' and would provide the basis for a techiifcal presen-
tation to the NRC staff and Commissioners.
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0 A special peer review session on 10CFR Part 60 
s being

organized to be held during the ANS Winter 
Meeting (Nov. 14-

18, 1982) in Washington. D. C.

The American Nuclear Society would be pleased 
to meet

with the Commission and the staff to assist 
in the development of

a technically sound regulation.

'.er '" in

L. anng ntzin
President
American Nuclear Society
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MEMORANDUM FOR Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnmi
-Washington, -D.C. 20555 _.

ssion

On July 29, 1982, the Department of Energy met with the NRC staff in an.open
meeting to discuss'-the proposed'final draft of 10 CFR Part 60. Others who
had participated in the rulemaking proceeding were also Invited to this~meeting.

Draft copies of the final Rule and *Rationale for Performance Objectives in
10 CFR Part 600 were distributed. Based upon those documents and discussions
at that meeting, it is clear that a number of basic Department concerns are
not being adequately addressed by the NRC staff as it proceeds with the -
development of the Rule.' Accordingly, I am writing to .advise the Commission
directly-that the Department has serious difficulties'with certain aspects of
the Rule as now written, despite extensive discussions with NRC staff management
and the apparent accommodations of our concerns.

The Department's major concern with the proposed Rule, which has been noted
in our'comments and in those of other reputable reviewers, is the inclusion of
ad'hoc numerical design requirements for subsystems (individual barriers).
Because the degree to which a repository contains radionuclides over time is
the ultimate test of its adequacy, we believe the Rule should be based on and
derived from an overall system performance objective, as were the curie release
limits which have been'proposed by EPA in their draft Standard. Instead, the
Rule'centers on the imposition of performance requirements for individual
components that are neither derived from nor related to an overall system
performance objective.

Further,'inclusion in the"'Rule of numerical performance requirements for
individual barriers'will, because of the difficulties in demonstrating
compliance significantly complicate the licensing process and add needless
expense of the disposal of high-level waste. The NRC has issued drafts for
public review and comment twice, first on May 13, 1980, and again on July 8,
1981. In response, the Department and other concerned parties have expressed
reservations about the NRC's approach. These comments, however, have not
been fully addressed by theNRC staff, perhaps partially because of a failure
to appreciate the potential licensing pitfalls involved. . .

In its current form'the Rule still contains rigid, numerical requirements for
Individual components that are not justified. For-example, the Rule states in
section 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A):

'Containment ofHLW within the HLW waste paiEage will Se--'-'
substantially complete for a period of 1,000 years after

''permanent closure of the geologic repository, or such other
period as may be approved or specified by the Commission."

I
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The NRC staff position is that the phrase Nor such other period as may be
approved or specified by the Commiission" sufficiently addresses the Department's
concern that the 1,000-year period constitutes a firm requirement. We, however,
cannot agree. As a practical matter, case-by-case approvals of deviations
from specific numerical requirements are almost never granted, require
extensive litigation, and, accordingly, are not a realistic alternative
to compliance with specific numerical criteria.

We are seriously concerned over the numerical requirements prescribed in
60 113 for components in the Rule for three reasons. First, we believe that
the need to demonstrate compliance will- unnecessarily complicate and prolong
the licensing process. Simply determining the requirements necessary for
demonstrating a 1,000-year waste package, for example, is likely to consume
considerable time. Secondly, the requirements in the Rule are not technically
Justifiable. For example, as discussed in our previous comments on the
proposed Rule, a long lived (1,000-year) waste package makes no measurable
contribution toward protecting the health and safety of the public. The
third reason for concern is that of unnecessary cost. The cost of a very
long-lived waste package--and exotic, very low release rvate waste forms,
which also appear to be required by the Rule--would needlessly add to the
expense of the disposal of the Nation's waste.

In addition, we have found that the NRC staff's nRationale m document, which
accompanies the draft Rule and sets forth the staff's bases for the requirements
it contains, does not, in fact, support the specific requirements in the Rule.
During their presentation.to the Commission on the proposed Rule, the NRC staff'
acknowledged that the impositi on of the numerical values will not in and of
themselves ensure that the proposed EPA Standards will be met. The geologic
conditions in the repository must provide a measure of protection from premature
radionuclide release. In assessing the effectiveness of the geology, however,
minimal credit was allowed because of assumed conditions which were seriously
flawed compared to geologic options the Department is investigating.

Enclosed are excerpts from the comments of others on the NRC Rule. You can see
that the Department is not alone in taking a position against the specific
design requirements included in the proposed Rule. Even one of the NRC staff's
principal contractors, Sandia National Laboratories, has stated "If a constant
release rate and a groundwater travel time greater than approximately 500 years
is assumed, then the presence of (a) canister has little effect on releases.'

We understand that on November 2, 1982, the NRC staff is scheduled to brief the
Commission on alternative procedures to finalize the technical criteria
portion of 10 CFR 60. Given our concerns with the requirements of the Rule
as presently drafted, we urgently request an opportunity to present to the
Commission our concerns and to suggest alternatives which we believe will
significantly improve the Rule. Unfortunately, senior members of DOE
management will be out of the country on November 2. Consequently, we
request that the Commission reschedule the NRC's staff presentation to a

~~ ~mutually convenient time;K Additionally,-we request that the Commission defer -

any action on this matter until we have had an opportunity to present our
concerns to the Commission.
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Thank you for your consideration of our request. I am sure that we can work
together to develop a useful, technically sound rule.

Sincerely,

Shelby T Brewer
Assjstant Secretary

for Nuclear Energy

Enclosure -
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cc:
John F. Ahearne,'Commissioner
James Asselstine, Comndssloner
Victor Gilinsky, Commissioner
Thomas Morgan Roberts, Commissioner
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Enclosure

SUMMARY OF OTHER PARTICIPANTS' COMMENTS

I. SYSTEMS APPROACH

Many commentors supported the systems approach to performance assessment and
suggested elimnation of subsystem performance requirements. A few of these
comments are quoted below.

NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

a. * . we believe that the licensee should be given a greater degree
of flexibility for compliance with the overall safety goal. One approach
would be to emphasize the fact that the NRC will be evaluating the
anticipated performance of the total waste repository as a system, in
contrast to the performance of its individual components. Since we
foresee only one or two repositories being built within the next several
decades, we believe that each should be evaluated in relation to overall
performance on a case-by-case basis."

American Nuclear Society

. . . ANS strongly recommends that all subsystem numerical performance
requirements be deleted in favor of more general statements permitting
system trade-offs to achieve the desired overall system or repository
performance. Specifically, the following values should be deleted:

1000-Year Waste Package Life (Section 60.lll(b)(2))
10 Long-TerM.Release Rate (Section 60.111(b)(2)(ii)(A))
1000-Year Undistrubed Water Travel Time (Section 60.112(c))
50-Year Retrieval Time (Section 60.111(a)(2))"

Oit is our concerted view that overly restrictive and specific performance
standards are not necessary, and that such standards in regulation form
are likely to add to the overall cost of waste disposal without achieving
any degree of benefit to the public health and safety. Instead, using
current engineering practiges, a carefully sited, engineered, and designed
repository coupled with effective confirmation and design validation can
assure compliance with a single, overall performance criterion for the
repository as a whole system. The application of such a single performance
standard would not only coincide with the Environmental Protection
Agency's recommended approach of the system concept, but would permit
repository designers to optimize the repository as a system of both
natural and engineered barriers for differing site and geologic medium
characteristics.'

Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group

. . . the NRC barrier performance objectives approach, as embodied in
the current proposed regulations, can only be viewed as the arbitrary
imposition, on individual system components, of special-value standards
that are without scientific or other technical support.'

O* . . we cannot agree that the inclusion of such component requirements
will increase the ability to show compliance with an overall system
performance requirement (eeq , EPA protection standards), since such a
showing will necessarily Tiivlve the use of mathematical models independent
of specific component performance requirements.'

I Enclosure D
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'UNMWG is firmly of the view that overall repository performance should
be addressed directly by means of the systems approach. Utilization of
an overall-performance standard would correctly serve to focus attention
on total repository performance. In addition, it would provide for
appropriate design flexibility; something which is important in order to
both be able to take advantage of new developments, as this new undertaking
proceeds, and to accommodate and effectively utilize the specific character-
istic of individual sites."

National Research'Council/National Academy of Sciences

-The BRWM (Board on Radioactive Waste Management) questions the adequacy
of the proposed numerical-criteria to accomplish these (their) purposes.'
.1... ZSpecifically, our-conclusions regarding the proposed numbers are
as follows:

1. NRC has not presented adequate evidence that these numerical
criteria can 'support a finding of no unreasonable risk to
the health and safety of the public .

2. NRC has not shown that'these numerical criteria are either
necessary or sufficient to meet the "EPA Standard."'. . .

3. It has not been shown that adoption of the numerical
criteria will simplify the licensing process . .

4. No attempt has been made to demonstrate the technical
validity of the proposed criteria. .

5. NRC has not shown how the proposed numerical criteria for
the waste package can be verified . . .

we recommend that precise numerical criteria for major elements
of the repository system be eliminated.

II. 1000-:'-OR WASTE PACKAGE

The NRC received many technical comments questioning the validity of the
1000-year waste package containment requirement. A few of the comments are
quoted below.

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

The zero-released containment limit as proposed by the Commission is
not necessary because more reliance can and should be placed on the
other barriers . . " In addition, it should be recognized that small
releases are not intolerdble, in view of the vast inventory of naturally-
_ occuring radionuclides in the earth's crust . . . ' The containment time
proposed by the Commission is not reasonable because'the function of te

F ; waste package should be to provide containment primarily during'handling
-and shipping, including possible retrieval, not long-term containment.'

Enclosure D



American Nuclear Society

The requirement for a 1,000-year containment period by engineered
barriers is grossly excessive and unsupported by scientific fact.' NRC
claiUs that the basis for the choice of 1,000 years is mainly that the
heat induced by the waste in the geologic medium will increase the waste
package leachability and reduce the near-field transport time, with the
net result that the radiological source term from the ndistrubed zone'
increases. NRC does not argue that the l,000-year containment period is
necessary to reduce the overall radiological releae to man's environment
to an acceptable level."

It is agreed that the postulated release from the underground facility
would be accelerated due to resulting higher temperatures in the geologic
medium but, generally, the calculational models used do not take credit
for any holdup or delay of radionuclides in the region of relatively
higher temperatures. Rather, the radiological source term for the
far-field transport models are derived directly from the waste package
release rate as if the heated geologic medium region or "distrubed zone"
did not exist. Thus, any acceleration of release from the underground
facility due to temperature effects has already been discounted and,
therefore, should not be used to penalize the waste package design."

Dr. T. H. Pigford, University of California at Berkeley

Dr. Pigford has prepared a detailed analysis of the NRC's proposed 1,000-
year waste package containment period. Seven areas were analyzed: (1)
the NRC's purpose;..(2) the importance of 1,000-year containment to overall
performance; (3) temperatures assumed by the NRC; (4) temperature effects;
(5) extrapolation from current knowledge; (6) compliance verification; and
(7) cost estimate.

Dr. Pigford summarizes:

The above analysis shows that NRC's proposed criterion that the radio-
nuclides be confined within the waste package for 1,000 yr is without
adequate or valid technical foundation, is based upon questionable
assumptions, and may not be important to long tern public health and
safety. There is no showing by NRC that the proposed criterion is
necessary or sufficient for NRC's stated purposes."

Environmental Protection Agency

'Although we strongly support the multiple barrier approach, we think
that the 1000 year waste package requirement may be excessive. Studies
published by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and confirmed
by EPA indicate that in almost all situations improvements in canister
life are less important for reducing long-term risks than improvements in
waste form or careful selection of site characteristics. If the waste

____-._package lasted only a few hundred years, it would guard against uncertainties
during the period-of greatest heat generation; however, the 1000-year
life requirement for the waste package could necessitate the use of very
expensive or exotic materials (such as titanium) for waste canisters.
The supporting documentation for the rule does not consider the potential
cost of this requirement. In light of the relatively small benefits and
possible high cost, we believe the Commission should reexamine this
requirement.'
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Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

'The 1000-year requirement for Waste Package integrity would probably
be unduly restrictive in cases where engineered barriers are available
and/or groundwater travel times are longer than 1000 years. 'In addition,
it may be prohibitively difficult and expensive to fabricate waste
packages that will remain intact for 1000 years, and impossible to
provide assurance that the requirement will be met.'

III. RELEASE RATE REQUIREMENT

The NRC proposed release limit of one part in 100,000 per year was also
disputed by most of the technically qualified commentors.

Dr. T. H. Pigford, University of California at Berkeley

*The numerical specification of a fractional-release rate of l05 /yr is
of questionable importance'to long-term safety and is proposed without a
technically valid basis and with invalid.assumptions of existing technology
and cost if such a numerical criterion were adopted, compliance could
probably not be verified. It would be more appropriate for NRC to state
the considerations which may help guide DOE in its development and proof
of the waste package -as one of the possible barriers that may aid in
meeting whatever safety standards that emerge."

Dr. H. P. Ross, Geophysical Consultant

"The one part in 100,000 release requirement for the engineered system
again will be impossible'to verify and ignores the positive features of a
good geologic site to contain or delay transport of radionuclides. The
requirement as stated requires engineering overkill for-a single component
of the system which will be unnecessarily costly and still impossible to
verify. Sorption, long travel paths, and dilution all tend to offset the
effects of release from the engineered system.

IY. 1,000-Year Groundwate'r Travel Time

Several commentors disagreed with the 1,000-year groundwater travel time
requirement.

Dr. T. H. P19ford, University of California at Berkeley

*NRC has not shown need-or adequate technical basis for its proposed
numerical criterion for water travel time. It would be more appropriate
for NRC to state its considerations of water travel time as a contributor
to overall safety performance. It would be appropriate for DOE to have
the'flexibility to select sites with water travel times sufficient so
-that, in combination with-the other properties of the site and of the _

engineering design, there will be reasonable assurance that a regulatory
specified overall performance standard will be achieved."

Enclosure D
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Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

*Placing the requirement on water travel time, rather than on radio-
nuclide travel time, may, in effect, resu't in focusing on an
implicit assumption that no retardation occurs. This is another
compounding conservatism."

V. INTERNATIONAL COMMENTS

Agencies from two countries, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, were
concerned about the performance criterta proposed by the NRC.

Netherland Energy Research Foundation

. . .there should be only one approach for setting performance
criteria for a high-level waste repository. That approach should be
the prescription of a single performance standard for the overall
disposal system." . . . It is only by means of an iterative process of
safety assessment and repository system improvement that the relative
importance of the different components to the overall system can be
evaluated."

'At least for a carefully designed HLW-repository in salt the waste
package is therefore not a key component of the overall engineered
system .

"The restrictive containment or confinement of the radioactive waste to
its waste packagers an irrational requirement. The boundary of confinement
can easily be shifted more outward without any consequences from the point
of view of radiological hazard to man and his environment."

Department of the Environment, United Kingdom

"Document 10 CFR 61 illustrates the setting of overall performance
objectives whilst allowing some flexibility in designing and operating
each individual repository, whereas document 10 CFR 60 appears to set
acceptance criteria not always justified by technical evidence."

"The rule has been developed in the absence of raidological protection
criteria (environmental standards), for disposal of high-level wastes;
the proposed technical criteria are, therefore, arbitrary. This approach
to setting technical criteria is incorrect in principle. It leads to
criteria which are inflexible because, since they have no clear basis,
there can be no basis for changing them. In addition the approach
is very likely to lead to criteria which are too restrictive, thus
causing more expenditure on high-level waste disposal than is warranted
by radiological protection consideration."

*The rule does not define in any detail the means by which compliance
with performance objectives is to be demonstrated. As a consequence
the proposed performance objectives have little meaning and it is
very difficult to decide whether they are appropriate or achievable."

0. . . the proposed rule is unsatisfactory and should not be adopted
in its present form. It would be preferable to leave the rule in
proposed" form until the EPA standards have been published and until

there is sufficient information available to derive technical criteria
from these standards. The rule should then be revised."
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"We feel that too many firm numbers are being laid down without sufficient
experimental and theoretical Justification. Particularly if disposal
will not take place for many years it is better to set overall dose
limits, to define the required performance of the multiple barrier. It
is then up to designers to optimize the individual elements in the system
as models and experimental data are improved-over the years. The
proposed rule would freeze options too soon."

.

__ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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NOTE: DOE refers to a statement made by
Sandia National Laboratories in its

- comment letter (#91). The NRC staff
has provided this copy of the report
from which the statement was quoted by
DOE so that the statement may be
reviewed in its original context.
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ASSESSOEWT OF TECKNICAL CRITERIA OF
lDCFR6O FOR GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF

NIGH-LEVEL WASTE

M. S. T. Chb
.9 . 1. Ortiz

A. E. Pepping
M. 0. Siegel

Fuel Cycle Risk Analysis Division
Sandia National Laboratories '

The Environmen al Protection Agency (EPA) has issued a draft
standard (4OCFRI91) which specifies persissible radionuclide re-
lease limits from a reposttory for high-level waste to the access-
1ble environment. The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comuission (NRC)
has published a proposed rule (OCFR60 ' whicih specifies technical
criteria for geologic disposal of high-level waste designed to
facilitate compliance with the EPA draft standard. One of the
purposes of the rule is to enhance RRC's confidence that the EPA
standardqwill be net. NRC has requested support tram Sandia
National Laboratories (SNLA) in the assessment of the lOCFR60
technical criteria and their relation to the EPA draft standard.
The assessment Includes but Is not limited to:

1) Evaluating the effect of the lOCFR60 numerical-technical
criteria on reducing the risk and/or uncertainties
associated with meeting the EPA draft standard.

2) Identifying potential modifications of lOCFR60 to further
reduce the risk and/or uncerUaint1es of meeting the EPA
draft standard.

3) Identifying possible interpretations of the numerical -
criteria anf their Impact regarding compliance with the
EPA draft standard.

4) Identifying the state of the ... for assessing compliance
with the IOCFR60 numerical criteria.

5) Assessing the Impact of the non-quantitativte criteria
ti lOCFR60 on the risk to the public.

This paper presents preliminary results and observations re-
lated to Item (l) above. The other issues will be addressed before

. 19
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Ceopletion of the project which Is scheduled for September 19t2.

The impacts of the following three numerical-technieal criteria
en cowpliance with the EPA draft standard were examfned:

1) ,,ste package containment of at least 1.000 years.
2) Cootrol release rate of at most 10 part/year from

the underground facility.
3) Groundwater travel time of at least 1,000 years to

the accessible environment.

I, 4 , a .

In this study al1 the cilculations are limited to the post-closure
period and only transport by groundwater Is considered. The
aste containment period Is considered synonymous to canister
lifetime, and radlonuclide release from the undtrground facility
begins Immediately after the waste containment period. The prell _-
Mary results of the analysis are expressed In terms of a Oreleaso
ratio 10i). This ratio Is deffied as /qiIL)i where Qi is
the cumulative release of radionuclide I bver 10.000 years-
IRLtI Is the release limit for radlonuclide I froml.000 metric
tons of heavy metal INTI) as specified In the 1PA draft standard.

The analysis consists of three sets of parametric calcula-
tiMas:

1) generic parametricanalysis.
2) Parametric analysis Including geochemical retardation

for'basalt. i
31 Parametric analysis for a hypothetical basalt site.

the EPA standard. Integrated discharges over 10.000 years for
radionuc ldes were calculated with the following assumptfons:

1) All canisters fail at the end of the waste containment
period t .

21 Release fate I, Yr.,I) Is a constant and Is set at a'
specified fraction of the Inventory present at time te.

3) DIspersion Is neglected in transport.
4) Radionuclides In thel ovenijtr Ig diladed ilia two jir i.

Group I consists of T1c C, 1, Sr. Cs and Cs
,htch are assumed to be unretarded by 11Jgeoeedia.
Group If consists of all actinides and Sn. which are
assumed to be retarded by the same factor.

The DIp (Distributed Velocity hiethod) computer code developed
at Sandia was used to calculate the discharges of radionuclides
with decay chains. AnalytIcalclosed-orm solutions were used to
describe the transport of single member radionuclides. Figure 1
shows release ratio for Group I (unretardedl radionuclides as
a function of groundwater Travel time and release rate. For example,
with a release rate of 10 yr * the EPA standard Is violated
by these radionuclides alone for sites with groundwater travel
time less tharw 7600 years. Figure 2 shows the results of similar
calculations for the Group It Iretarded) radlonuclides. We calcu-
lated a set of residual release ratio curves (Fig. 3) for the
radionuclides In Group lI as t46.0 - RRI w.h. here RUl if Is
the release ratio curve for the v relilse rate in Fig: . We
can estimate the amount of radionubide retardation necessary to
ensure compliance from these datp. The minilum radionuclide m1gra-
tion time associated with a particular release rate that Is needed
to ensure compliance with the EPA standard is found at the Intersec-
tion of appropriate RR curve for Group It radionuclides (Fig. 2)
and the corresponding residual RR curve (Fig. 3). The minimu retaf-
dation factor for radionuclides In Group It Is the ratio of this
radlonuclide migration time to the groundwater migration time.
Table I simaurlies the results of these calculations. The numbers
In parentheses are results for a 1.000 year calster lifetime.

21

In the first set. a simple model with point valve estimates of
Input parameters was specified. No assumptions about the varlabillty
or uncertainty In Input parameters were made and no credit for -
retardation of radionuFildes by geomedia was considered. In
the second set or nalyses. ranges of Input values for groundwater
travel times and radionuclide retardation factors representative
of basaltic host rock were sampled. In these calculations the.
effect of the uncertainty in Input data upon the uncertainty
In the release ratio was assessed. In the third calculation.
release ratios for a hypothetical basalt site were calculatid.

Centric Parametric AnalysIs-

In this study. an Inventory of 45,800 THM of spent fuel was
nsqted. For releases occurring with a probability greater than
10* ,a release ratio of less than 46 .8 Indicates compliance with

i
20
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The effect of different canister lifetimes It,. years) on the
release of nuclides 1n Group I Is shown In Fil. 4. Note that
If a constant release rate and a groundwater travel tibe greater
than- 500 years Is assumed. then the presence of canister has
little effect on releases.

Teuperature dependence of the release rate of radionuclides
Irom waste form has been demonstrated In laboratory studies .
this temperature dependence can be converted to a time deptndence.
In Fig. 5 the results of similar calculations on the effect of
canister lifetimes are shown when a tlie-dependent release rate
it used. For our calculations we arbitrarily assumed a release
rats of 10 yr" from 0 to 100 yr. after closere of the -epository,
10' yr between 100 yr. and 400 yr.. and 10 yr therafter.
Whoen this release behavior Is assumed, the significance of canlster
lifetime becomes apparent. Effort Is underway to collect realistic
date for time (temperature) dependent release rates.

"LAW"~ "At I*AP "uAVvan 1 Ie

Release Ratio curves for Group I eeaeRatio Curves for Group II
Radionuclides. TO Release Rate (Yr-l.." dionuclides. T- Release Rate (yr-ll
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Parametrtc Analysis Including GeoChemicel Retardation for Basalt

There ore large uncertainties associated with many of the
input parameters used In modellng the performance of a real waste
isolation system. In our models, these uncertainties are treated
by:

1) Assigning a probability distributIon to the range of
values for each parameter.

2) Dividing the input parameter ranges Into finite intervals
of equal probability.

3) Computing the consequence l(sing Dv" code) for combina-
tions of input values selected by the Latin-iypercube
Sampling technique (IIHS-

With this scheme, the uncertainties of Input are reflected as a
range of output values (consequences). The results are presented
in a plot which shows the fraction of calculations with release
ratio greater than some value.

In this analysts three sets of calculations were performed
for an Inventory of 1.000 o Te H of spent-fuel. Each set of calcu-
lation Involves a parametric variation of one of the performance
objectives of 10CFR60. Ranges of all other parameters vere divided
Into 2S Intervals and sampled by LHS. A computation wvs performed
to calculate the release ratio for each combination of input
variables. Rangesiof retardation for each radionuclide In the
Inventory were chosen from the published data to represent the
range of chemical retardation in a reducing basalt environment.
The detailed geologic properties of a basalt sfte are not con-
sidered. Calculations were performed for several values of the
groundwater travel time from the underground facility to the
discharge location.-The dispersivity was sampled over a range
of 50-500 ft. The release rate was constant with respect to
time for each calculation. The In pat date for each set of
calculations are suemarized in Table 11.
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Figures 6 through 0 presents the results of these calculations.
In these figures, the curves Indicate the fraction of calculation
results In release ratios greater than the value on the abscissa.
In Fig. S It can be seen that the waste containient period has
little effect on compliance. Longer groundwater travel times and
slower release rates result In a reduction In release as demonstrated
by the shifting of the curves to the left In Figs. I and S.

Parametric Analysis for a Hypothetical basalt Site

These calculations were based on e hypothetical basalt sit.
with the stratigraphy shown In Fig. 9. Ranges of hydraulic
properties and retardation factors for radionuciides were assigned
to each unit based on Its postulated lithology and mineralogy
respectively. Figures 10 and 11 show the two scenarios considered
ia this analysis. The first scenario Is a base case froutine
release) scenario; the second scenario involves fracturing the

T1 dense basalt unit that contains the underground facility. In these
calculations 100 combinations of Input values were sampled froo
the data ranges, producing 100 consequences for each scenario.
Two canister lifetimes 1300 and 1,000 yrs.l and two release rate

I
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ranges 1107 - 10 And a 0n 7 105 yrt) were considered. figures
12 and 11 show the results of these calculations for Scenarios
I and If respectively. These results are similar to those obtained
from the generic parametric analyses. It can be seen that varying
the lifetie of the canister has a minor effect an the shape
or position of the traction-release ratio curves when a temperature
Independent release rate Is assumed. Variations In the groundwater
travel time caused by choice of scenario or variability tn hydraulic
or geocheefcal parameters significantly affect the curves. Varia-
tion In the range of sampled release rates also has a strong
effect on these curves. The shifting of these curves to the left
could be interpreted as an Increase In the safety margin with
respect to complance.

Summary and Coaents

In these preliminary analyses, the ability of, thi three
numerical criteria In loICfRO to facilitate compliance with the
LPA draft standard was examined; It was found that the waste
containment period had minor importance In assisting compliance
with the EPA draft standard. If the release rate of radionuclidet
Is Independent of time Itemperaturel. However, the waste con-
tainment period will have a significant Impact If the release
rate changes significantly with time (temperature). In the latter,
case, the regulation of the waste containment period, or the tem-
perature at which radionuclide release could occur, may have a
significant impact In meeting the EPA draft standard.

It was noticed that for relatively large release rates
1l0 /yr.) a9g It so.leradionuclIdes were unretarded by the g-
"dia (e.g.. Tc and C). these radionuclides alone could violate
the EPA standard unless compensated by a good site (e.g.. long
vroungvater travel tine). For relatively smaller release rates

,10 /yr.) compliance with the CPA draft standard could be ob-
tuened If the site ea1ibited a minimum retardation factor for
those radionuclides which could be retarded. In the present draft
of lOCFR60, geochemical retardation of radionuclides is addressed
only py non-quantitative (soft) requirements. In this study.
inismum retardation factors were calculated for-simple generic
sites and for several combinations of groundwater travel time.
release rate and canister lifetime.

The criterion on groundwater travel time showed a significant
effect on compliance with the CPA draft standard. Sites with
relatively long groundwater travel times will help In meeting the

,l
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tPA draft standard. It i0 Interesting to note that for very short
'6510 containment periods Ifigs. 4 1 5). the release ratio versvs
groundwater truel time Cm"res show a large change in slope near
IO. year groundwater travel time .this implies that In the event
of premature failure of canisters, a site would have to have bout
1.060 years groundwater travel time to prevent massive releases of
radlonuclides.

The IOCF160 rule deAlies discrete mfnlmua vxlues for the
performance objectives (technical criteria) in regulating the rist
involved in tLW isolation. However, the characteristics of natural
systems and the performance of engineered systems cannot be des-
cribed without a degree of uncertainty. The calculations described
in this paper demonstrate a method to estimate the impact on com-
pliance with the EPA draft standard from uncertainties In the input
data. Similar analyses can be performed to estimate the Impact on
compliance with the [PA draft standard from other interpretations
of the performance objectives. For example, the values of the
technical criteria may be set equal to the lower limit or the
mean of a probability distribution which describes the engineered
system performance or the natural variability of the site.

It Is Important to note that 10CFAS0 also contains *soft*
(non-quantitative requirements described as favorable conditions
and potentially adverse conditions for the geologic setting. Thesq
requirements shall be considered together with the numerical
criteria In assessing the Impact of IOCFR60 In reducing the rust
ant/or uncertainty in meeting the EPA draft standard. the above
cotditions intend to guide the applicant In selecting a site
that protects the health and safety of the public. For example,
compliance with these requirements could help to reduce the
probability of having scenarios (e.g.. faults, volcanc activity)
which could lead to radionuclide releases to the accessible
environment. An assessment of the impact of these requirements
o compliance with the (PA draft standard will be performed.

* . ' . . .
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.. - . STATE OF
Af WISCONSIN

RADIOACTIVE WASTE REVIEW BOA RD C 7th Floor GEF 2 Building
101 S. Webster
Madison, WI 53702

MiO ) 266-05.97'82 22 Y608267-7615Executive Director- Patrick Walsh
Assistant Director- Lisa Vinson Beaman

December 7, 1982
CF .-- SEL sitc
OOC!IMf5 & SEPeV CE

BRANCH Q 1 2tc 1

QRsco;
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

. _ .

Re: NRC Rulemaking--1OCFR60, Technical Criteria for Geological Repositories

Gentlemen:

7he State of Wisconsin Radioactive Waste Review Board strongly objects to the
attempt made by the United States Department of -Energy to eliminate the 1000
year containment criterium for high level waste packaging. This action comes
well after the comment period has ceased. Should the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission consider revising its rule in accordance with the Department of
Energy request, the State Radioactive Waste Review Board demands that the
Commission reopen its rulemaking to allow further comment from interested
parties regarding the Department of Energy proposal. The department's attempt
to unilaterally influence the current rulemaking after-the-fact is legally
indefensable and may require legal action should such a procedure be adopted
by the Commission.

- I -

Patrick Walsh
Executive Director
Wisconsin Radioactive Waste Review Board

PW:tab/6811E/d
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;1% q ACTION - Minogue
UNITED STATES Cys: Dircks

A. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Roe
S. b jWASHINGTON. D.C. 20555 Rein

- January 4, 1983 Stello
Davis
MBe1 1

OFFICE OF THE Kell
SECRETARY GCunni ng ham

Philips

, MEMORANDUM FOR: William J. Dircks,'Executiv
Director for Operations .

FROM: . Samuel J. Chilk, Secret

SUBJECT: SECY 82-427 - COMMISSION 0 I S ON
DEVELOPING FINAL TECHNICAL RIA FOR

-. '.. DISPOSAL OF ELK IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

This is to advise you that the Commission (with Chairman
Palladino and Commissioners Gilinsky and Asselstine agreeing)
has approved Option 3 of the subject paper and the attached
modifications to the rule. Commissioners Ahearne and
Roberts would have preferred Option 1.

The staff is directed to.finalize the high level waste rule
incLuding the two performance objectives for the engineered

-*.J barrier system; state that the NRC will review the performance
----standards after the EPA standard is issued in final form and

"revise them in a subsequent rulemaking, if necessary.
---.- -(ES3 (SECY Suspense: 1/25/83)

RES (EDO Suspense: 1/21/83)
Attachment:'

* w"As stated , S -~*4~ ~.. e
* ~cc: Cara aldn

- Commissioner Gilinsky
Commissioner Ahearne
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Asselstine
Commission Staff Offices

jay IS An* *.. -.. .-. :

.Ree Off. ED
. Date..... . ._____

. . .*;-<. .. :....... ... -Times.. .

; . -. , *E.c..osue
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PROPOSED REVISION OF § 60.113
* S

j 60.113 Performance of particular barriers after permanent clo-.

sure.

(a) General provisions.

(1) Engineered barder system. J<

(I) The engineered barrier system shall be designed so that

assuming anticipated processes and events (A) containment of HLW will be-'.

substantially complete during the period when radiation and thermal

conditions in the (undeFS1eMRd-fae44+ty] engineered barrier system are

dominated by fission product decay; and (B) any release of radionuclides

from the engineered barrier system shall be a gradual process which

results in small fractional releases to the geologic setting over long

times. EXa-the-ease-ef-d~spesaT-4R-the-satrated-aeaeT-$t-shaIlT-be

*assw~ed-4 a-des {gnRheg4Reei'g~ed-aPeF-bFe-System-that-paFt{al-er
ties . R

cesp}.ete-f4;14Sg-w~th-greuedwater-ef-cwa44ab~e-ve4d-spaees-4R-tkRe

vndergPeuRd-(ae44ty-eeePsr] For disposal in-the saturated zone, both

the partial and complete filling with groundwater of-'available void

* spaces in the underground facility shall be appropriately consideredA ALI

among the anticipated processes and events in designing the engineered

barrier system. -

(ii). In satisfying the preceding requirement, the engineered

barrier system shall be designed, assuming anticipated processes and

events, so that:

(A) Containment of HLW within the waste packages will be substan.

tially complete for a period to be determined by the Commission taking

into account the factors specified in subsection 60.113 (b) Wr]3

. Enclosure E
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. .300
provided, that such period shall be not less than IQM years nor more

. than 1,000 years after permanent closure of the geologic repository

[T-eF-seuh-etheP-peP4ed-as-may-be-appreved-eF-spee4f4ed-by-the

Gea 46sseRr] ; and

(BJ the release rate of any radionuclide from the engineered

barrier system following the containment period shall not exceed one

* part in 100,000 per year of the inventory of-that radionuclide calculat-

ed to be present at 1,000 years following permanent closure, or such

other fraction of the inventory as may be approved or specified by the

Commission; provided, that this requirement does not apply to any

radionuclide which is released at a rate less than 0.1% of the calculat-

ed total annual release rate limit. The calculited total release rate

* limit shall be taken to be one part in 100,000 per year of the inventory

of radioact:ve'waste, originally emplaced in the underground facility,

* that remains after 1,000 years of radioactive decay.

(2) Geologic setting. The geologic repository shall be located

so that pre-waste emplacement groundwater travel time along the fastest

_ - ath of likely radionuclide travel from the disturbed zone to the

accessible environment shall be at least 1,OOOyears-or-sizch- nthe&r

-. travel time as may be approved or specified by the-Commission.

- (b) On a case-by-case basis, e

may-eeRsideF-seae-a~terJatfve-eesb4ROeR-ef] thfie tomi-s-sion- may approve

or specify some other radionuclide release rate, designed containment

period, [and] or pre-waste emplacement groundwater travel time, provided

-thtthe overall system performance objective, as It. relates to.

anticipated processes and events is satisfied. Aqong the factors that

the Commission may take into account [4R-appFev4Rg-sieh-al'ernat'%vesI

are:

Enclosure E
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(1) Any generally applicable environmenpal standard for radioac-

iivity established by the Environmental Protection Agency;.

(2) the age and nature of the waste, and the design of the

underground facility, particularly as these factors bear upon the time

during which the thermal pulse is dominated by the decay heat frbm the

fission products;

(3) the geochemical characteristics of the host rock,.surrounding

strata and groundwater; ind-

(4) particular sources of uncertainty in predicting the perfor-

mance of.the geologic repository.

(c) . Additional requirements may be found to be necessary to

- satisfy the overall system performance objective as it relates to

.. unanticipated processes and events.

. .* . ..

.
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sales6 Federal Register I Vol 47, No. 250 / Wednesday. December 29. it82 I Proposed Rules

ENViRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ENVIRONMENAL PROTECTON
AGENCY

4OCFR Par 191

IA4FRL 180-11

Envlronmental Standards for the
IMlanagement and Disposal of Spent
Nuclear Fuel, Iligh-Level and
*Transuranlc Radioactive Wastes

£OENCT: Environmental Protectin
Agency.
A'CTomc Proposed rule.

svmuuav The Environmental Protection
Agency requests comments on proposed
envIronmental standards for the
management and disposal of spent
nuclear reactor fuel and high-level and
transuranic wastes. Subpart A of the
proposed standards would limit the
radiation exposure of members of the
public from management of spent fuel
and of waste prior to disposaL Subpart
B would establish both containment
requirements for disposal systems and
requirements to assure that these
containment requirements should be
met. The containment requirements
would limit the amount of radioactivity
that may enter the environment for ten
thousand years after disposaL The
assurance requirements provide seven
principle necessary for developing
confidence that these long-term
containment requirements will be
complied with. The requirements of
SubpartB would apply to disposal by
any method, except diposal directly
Into the oceans or oean sediments.

After we consider the comments
received on this proposal. we will
develop a final version of these
standards and promulgate them as a
now Part 192 to Tnle 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Part 91).
The standards would be implemented
by the Nuclear Rcgulatory ComsSion
angd the Deparlment ofEnergy under
thereective stattory
responsibilities.
vATh Public hearings on this proposed
rule will be held during May of 1983.
Specific dates and arrangementaiwll be
announced In a later Federal Register
notace. Comments an the proposed rule
and requests to participate in the public
hearings should be received on or before
may 2.2I=3

in addton. a panel of EPs caen
Advisory Board (SABI will review the
technical analyses supporting the

roposed standards during the comment
period. The mneetins of the SAB panel
wil be open to the public and wvill be
announced In the Fedrl Reiter.

ADR Comments should be
submitted (in duplicate if possible to:
Central Docket Section (A-1301,
Environmental Protection Agency, Attn-
Docket No. R-82-3. Washington D.C.
20460

Docet No. R-8ZU3 containing
material relevant to this rulemaking. is
located in the West Tower Lobby,
Gallery a Central Docket Section.
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M
Street. S&W. Washington. D.C. The
docket may be inspected between a 8am
and 4 pm. on weekdays. and a
reasonable fee may be charged for

co-j copies of the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for this
action may be obtained by writing to:
Director, Criteria and Standards
Division (ANR-460). Office of Radiation
Programs. Environmental Protection
tAgency. Washington. D.C. 2060.

Requests to partcipate in the public
hearings should be made in writing to
te Director. Criteria and Standards
Division. All requests for participation
must include at least an outline of the
topics to be addressed In the opening
statement(s) the amount of time
requested for the statement(st) and the
names of the particpants. Statements

hould not repeat information aldy
presented In written comments, but
sould address additional Information
or Issues.
FOR URTHR INFORMATION CONTA=C
Daniel Egan. telephone number (703)
537-86810.

1UPPLEUMTART I1FORMATMIOC
Fissining of nuclear fuel in nuclear
reactors creates a small quantity of
hghy radioactive materials. This
concentrated adioactivity is retained in
the spent fuel elements when they are
removed from the reactor. If the fuel is
thaen reprocessed to recover unued

ranium and plutonfum. the
concentrated radioactivity goes Into
acidic liqud wastes that wilt later be
converted into solid for ese highly
radioactive liquid or solid wastes fom
eprocessing spent nuclear fueL or the

spent fuel elemensts themselves If they
will be disposed of without
reprocessdng, arecealled "hig -level
wastes." The nuclear r~eactors operated
by the nation's electrical uilities
currently generate about 2.000 metric
tons of spent fuel per year. For
comparison. chemically hazardous
wastes reulated under the Resource
*Consention and Recovery Act are
produced at a rate of about 40.OO0
metric tons per year.

Although they are produced In small.
quantities. proper management and
disposal of high-level wastes are

Inportant because of the Inherent
hazards of the large amounts of
radioactivity they contain. TIs neet
carefulcontrol has been recognied
ssnce the inception of the nuclear ag
The Federal Government has alway
Issumed responsibelity for the ultm
care ant disposal of these wastes
regardless of whether they are prodL
by commercial or nastional defense
activities. Over the last several yea
the Federal Government has intensif
Its program to develop and demonstr
a praent disposal method for hig
level wastes. President Reagan's Apt
2a 2I message to Congress on nucd
waste disposal reaffirmed this
commitment and called for a Federal
owned and operated permanent
repository to be available at the earli
practicable date. The environmental
protection requirements that we are
proposing today will provide the basi
mework for the long-term controls

that these wastes ceed.
High-level wastes contain many

different radionuclides. Some of these
nuclides emit alpha particles other en
beta particles. Some radionuclides cm
gamma rays in addition to alpha or be
p ides. The radionuclides decay wit

ranging from less than one
year to millions of years We have
concentrated our attention on
radionuclides with half-lives greater
than 20 years because they must be
isolated from people for ver, long time

Thnus we exclude radionuclides such a
tritium kyptn. and plutonum-241
whichE are present In large quantities In
fr*sly dischage fueb. but which decay
so rapidly that they do not rqie long

Reprocessing reactor fuel used for
national defense activities has produce
about 00 million curies of radionuclide
with half-lives greater than 20 years.
Most of the activity is due to strontims-
90 and cesium-137, which have half.live
of about 30 years. These wastes are
stored In various liquid and solid forms
on three Federal reservations in Idaho.
Washington. and South Carolina
Rlelatively snall additions are being
made from ongofing defense progruams

Spent fuel from commercial nuclear
power reactors contains about 800
million curies of radionuclides with half.
lives greater than 20 years About 10
illon ctries of this radioactivity are

due to radionucides. such as plutonium.
which emit alpha particles. Most of this
spent fuels Is stored at reactor sites.
Over the next few years. this Inventory
Is expected to prow at a rate of about
ZOO million curies per year from reactors
currently licensed to operate. At some
ftactor sites. spent fuel storage capacity

Enclosure F
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Is almost used up. Electrical utilities, the
operators of commercial reactors. are
pursuing a variety of techniques to

crease storage capacities, and
legislation concerning Federal
assistance for spent fuel storage Is under
consideration in Congress.

Nuclear reactors use some Isotopes of
uranium. plutonium. or thorium to
produce energy from nuclear fission.
These elements are sometimes referred
to as heavy metals." The amount of
wastes produced Is roughly proportional
to the amount of these elements placed
Into a ractor. We use the unit 'wastes
generated per metric ton of heavy metal
(MTHM)' to measure the amount of
waste placed In disposal systems.

The amount of natural uranium ore
needed to produce one MTHM depends
on the reactor type. degree of
reprocessing and quality of ore For the
light water reactors currently used In the
United States, about O.000 metric tons of
Iuranium ore re used to produce one
MTM of reactor fuel. We have used
this relationship to associate amounts of
waste from reactor fuel with uranium
ocm

In proposing these environmental
protection requirements. we do not
advocate any specific method for
disposing of high-level wastes.
However. In developing our proposed
standards. we considered the long-term
risks from disposal in mined geologic
repositories. We concluded that well-
designed repositories at well-chosen
sites can keep potential radiation
exposures to very low levels. In fact.
because repositories appear to provide
such good protection, we have chosen to
propose disposal standards that limit
the risks to future generations to a level
no greater than the risks which those
generations would be exposed to from
equivalent amounts of unmined uranium
orea Thus, any risks to future
generations from disposal of high-level
wastes would be no greater than and
probably much less thal Arsks which
those generations would face If the
wastes had not been created in the first

Description of the ProposedA
| Under authorities established by the

Alomic Energy Act and Reorganization
lan No.3 of 1970 we are proposing
enerally applicable environmental

standards for managing and disposing of
tese Wastes When such standards are
Promulgated, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commision (NRC) and the Department
Of Energy (DOE) will be responsible for
Itpiewnenting and enforcing them
through appropriate regulations and

prcdures. The Draft Environmental
Wpat Statement pEIS) published with

this proposal Includes detailed
discussions of the reasons for our
selections of these standards, and it
provides extensive summaries of the
technical analyses used. This preamble
describes our proposed action.
highlights features that we believe are of
major interest, and points out Issues on
which we particularly seek public
comment.

The proposed standards apply to
spent reactor fuel the highly radioactive
wastes derived from reprocessing spent
fuel, and to certain wastes containing
long-lived radionuclides of elements
heavier than uranium ("transuranic
wastes". Transuranic wastes are
covered if they contain 00 nanocurles
or more of alpha-emitting transuranic
Isotopes with half-lives greater than 20
years. per gran of waste. People could
receive, under some circumstances.
more than 600 mlflrems per year from
wastes containing more than 100
nanocuries of transuranic elements per
gram if these wastes were not well
Isolated. s0 m~liresns per year Is the
Federal Radiation Protection Guide for
Individuals In the general population
Because transuranic wastes have very
long half-ives and represent a potential
hazard for very long times. we are
proposing the same controls for these
wastes as would be required for high-
level wastes. Protection requirements
for transuranic wastes containing less
than 100 nanocuries per gram will be
considered In future standards.

Some wastes produced from
reprocessing spent fuel. particularly
when changing the form of the wastes.
may not need the same degree of control
as the high-level wastes themselves.
(For exaple, processing of certain
defense wastes may leave large volumes
of salt cake containing relatively low
concentrations of technetim-s
Accordingly, we are proposing a
definition of high-level waste that would
exclude wastes that contain less
radioactivity than the concentration
levels specified in Table I of the
standards. Disposal of wastes with less
radioactivity will be considered In
future standards.

The levels In Table 1 are equivalent to
the maximun concentrations for
acceptance at shallow-land burial sites
that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) will soon promulgate es part of 1
CFR Part 61 The concentration limits in
10 CFR 61 have been derived so that a
person intruding Into a shallow-land
sites after Institutional controls were no
longer effective. should not receive a
radiation exposure gpeater than 500
millirem per year. However, because no
method to generically classify radio
active wastes by their need for Isolation

has been widely accepted yet. we
particularly seek comment on our
proposed definition of high-level waste.

The proposed standards do not apply
to wastes that have already been
disposed of Although no high-level
wastes have ever been disposed of In
this country, some transuranic wastes
have been buried at a number of sites.
Most of these wastes, produced In
support of national defense programs.
were disposed of before the current
Department of Energy (DOE) procedures
for transuranic waste management were
adopted [d1970 We do not curently
have enought information on costs and
risk to develop generally applicable
standards for these wastes.

Also, our standards do not apply to
ocean disposal because such disposal of
high-level waste Is prohibited by the
Marine Protection. Research. and
Sanctuaries Act of 1972

In developing the proposed standards.
we estimated the risks from waste
management and disposal systems that
use methods of controlling releases
which either are available now or are
likely to be available In the near future.
From these evaluations. we concluded
that:

1 Any harm to people. including
future generations. from the
management and disposal of spent fuel
high-leveL and trasrac wastes can
he kcept very small Thle assessments
wrhich support thist conclusion are

outlined below nd are discussed
extensively In the Draft EIS.

2. The standards that we are
proposing would adequately protect the
public from har Under them the risks
lo future generations from the wastes

wud bze no greater th~an thie arsks from.
equivalent amounts of ued uranium
* ore. Thesefhwouldalso be far less
than the risks from other sources of
natural background radiation.

In selecting the release limits given In
the standards. we projected the
performance of dispoal systems which
have not yet been demonstrated There
arc ignificant uncertainties Inherent In
such projections. To avoid
underestimating the risks associated
with such systems, we often made
pessimistic assumptions about how well
a repository would perform. For
example. we assumed that human
Intrusion Into a repository would take
place as If no site markers or records
discouraged It beg ng 100 y after
disposal. Our estimates miay, therefore.
beconsidrd upperboundsofthe risks.

When actual control methods are
selected and demonstrated at specific
sftes, expected releases are likely to be
well below the amounts allowed by the

I
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proposed standards. Accordingly, the
proposed standards Instruct the
implementing agencies to take steps to
reduce releases below these upper
bounds to the extent reasonably
achievable, taking into account
technical, sociaL and economic
considerations.

Our environmental standards apply to
both management and disposaL Subpart
A applies to management and includes
storage. preparation of the wastes for
disposal. and placing them in a disposal
site. Off-site transportation is not
covered. In his April 2 1982 message to
Congress. President Reagan
recommended imat both temporary
storage facilities and long-term.
monitored retrievable storage (MRS)
facilities be considered to manage spent
fuel and highlevel waste until a
permanent repository is available.
Subpart A would apply to both types of
storage systems. Subpart B applies once
the wastes are Isolated enough so that it
would be much harder to get them out of
a disposal system than It was to put
them In. With a geologic repository, for
example. Subpart B would take effect
when the mine was backiilled and
sealed. -

Waste Management
(40 CFA Pait 292 SubpartA)

Certain operations required before
disposing of high-level or transuranic
radioactive wastes are not regulated
under our Uranium Fuel Cycle
Standards (40 CER Part 190) These
operations principally Involve storage of
the materials. olidification or other -
preparation for disposal, and placing the
wastes In disposal sites. Subpart A
applies to spent fuel management.
regardless of whether the fel is
considered to be waste or is destined for
reprocessing. except for management
already regulated by 40 CER Part 190.

We estimated the largest expected
radiation exposures to members of the
public from waste msanagment and
storage operations associated with
geologic disposal and found them to be
somewhat smaller than the requirements
set in 40 CER 2SM We propose to extend
the limitations contained in Part 190 to
the operations addressed by this new
Part 191 for two reasons

1. Some strategies for disposal could
Involve operations such as chemical
separation of transuranic elements.
which are similar to those of spent fuel
reprocessing. Reprocessing operations
were a significant consideration in
selecting the limits of 40 CFR 190
Setting the standards in Part 1 at the
levels indicated by assessments based
only an geologic disposal activities

could preclude other disposal strategies
which might be better overall.

2. Some of the operations addressed
by Part 191 may take place necr
operations regulated by Part 190.
Establishing different limitations for -

different operations at the same site
would create difficult implementation
problems with little. if any, additional
public health protection. The provisions
of Part 191 requIre the combined Impacts
frm multiple operations to meet a
single set of dose limitations which will
be the samne in both Parts 190 and 191.

Section 191.0 therefore requires that
the combined annual dose equivalent to
any member of the public due to
operations covered by Part 190. and to
direct radiation and planned discharges
of radioactive materials covered by this
Subpart, shall not exceed 25 milltrems to
the whole body, 75 millirems to the
thyroid. and S mnillirems to any other
organ. It also requires that waste
management operations be conducted so
as to reduce exposures for members of
the public below this level to the extent
reasonably achievable. taking Into
account technicaL sociaL and economic
considerations.
Disposal
(40 CF0192 Subpart B)

Environmental protection standards
for the disposal of high-level and
transuranic radioactive wastes require
far different considerations than those
for management. These Include the
followinw

I The Intent of disposal is to Isolate
the wastes from the environment for a
longer time than any period over which
active controls, such as monitoring the
disposal site to detect releases of
radioactivity. can reasonably be relied

upon for protection.
L These disposal systems will be

designed so that very little. If any,
radioactivity returns to the environment
if the system performs as intended.
Thus. the principal concern is the
possibility of accidental releases. either
due to unintended events or due to
ailure of part of the disposal system to
perform as expected.

These considerations have severa
ramifications for developing
environmental protection standards.
First, the requirements we establish can
only be implemented by the NRC and
DOE in the design phse-y setting
design principles or by analytically
projecting disposal system performance.
The more familiar concepts of
Implementation involving monitoring of
emissions or ambient levels of
pollutants are not applicable because

such surveillance cannot be relied upon
for the long time periods involved.

Second. the standards must address
unintentional releases such as those
resulting from human intrusion or
geologic faulting. Their provisions must
be applicable to a variety of disposal
strategies because the Agency does not
have the authority to specify details of
disposal method designs. Regulations to
be developed by the NRC or-DOE as
appropriate, will control specific
designs.

Third, the standards must
accommodate large uncertainties. These
Include both uncertainties in our current
knowledge about disposal techniques
and Inherent uncertainties about the
distant future. Thus. protecting the
environment involves encouraging use
of disposal systems that are tolerant of
potential mistakes in engineering design
or site selection.

We addressed these Issues by
developing numerical containment
requirements for disposal systems
accompanied by qualitative
requirements to assure that these
containment requirements should be
met. These two parts of cur proposed
action are complementary the
containment requirements set limits on
potential releases of radioactive
materials from disposal systems for
10,00 years after disposal the
assurance requirements provide the
framework necessary to develop
appropriate confidence In meeting the
containment requirements in spite of the
Inherent uncertainties. In addition. the
standards contain procedural
requirements to Insure that the
containment requirements are properly
applied.
Contaisnent Requirements
(Section 19 13)

To develop the long-term containment
requirements, we assumed that we can
predict some aspects of the future well
enough to use the predictions for
comparing and selecting disposal
methods. Thus, we evaluated ways that
waste might be released fom a mined
geologic repository, developed
analytical models to predict potential
relases and their ditribution
throughout the ecosyitem over 10.000
years. and estimated the possible risks
that could result from these releases if
they accured In an environment similar'
to todays.

We concentrated on geologic
repositories because much more
Information is available on this
approach than an other disposal
methods, and because the Department
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of Energy has decided to focus the
national program an this method (45 FR
2874 Furthermore. when we evaluated
the limited Information available on
other disposal methods. we did not
Identify any other methods which were
dearly better than geologic disposal.
Our disposal standards. owever. are
*meant to apply to any method of
disposal. except disposal directly into
the ocean or ocean sediments. Thus. any
other disposal method would have to

* Jprovide at least as much protection as
that projected for geologic disposal.

There are significant uncertainties in
the analytical models are used to assess
the long-term performance of geologic
repositories, and there are substantial
uncertainties in the data we used in the
models. The primary objective of the
review to be conducted by the Agenc y
Science Advisory B6ord will be to udge
whether our models and assumptions
are adequate for the purpose they
served in our development of
containment requirements The
following paragraphs more fully
describe how we formulated these
requirements.

In our assessments of geologic
disposal. we Identified expected and
accidental releases of radioactivity from
a generic model of a repository. The
model repository contains 1X00o
MTHa of spent reactor fuel, about as
much as would be generated during the
operating lifetimes of 100 reactors of
current design The Initial amounts of
some of the principal radionuclides in
this model repository would be: eight
billion curies of ceslum-137; six billion
curies of strontium-9. 20 million curies
of ameridun-241 30 million curies of
plutonium-3. and one million curies of

We examined the capabilities of
waste canister waste chemical forms.
respository design, and geologic media
to prevent or delay the release of
radionuclides. We selected reasonably
achievable characteristics for each
portion of the disposal system. For
accidental releases we estimated the
probabilities of events leading to
releases. Intentional disruption of the
disposal system was not considered.

Radionuclides were considered to be
; released from the disposal system if

they reached the "accessible
enment." which includes surface
waters, land surfaces, the atmosphere.
and the oceans. Our definition of the
Vaccessible environment" also Includes
all groundwater formations that are -
more than ten kilometers in any
direction from the original location of
the radioactive wastes in a disposal
system Although this approach does noi
provide any direct protection for the

relatively small amount of groundwater
that could within ten kitlmeters of a
I geologic respository It recognizes that
adjacent geologic formations serve as
part of the containment system for a
repository. Since the amount of.
groundwater left unprotected should be
kept as small as possible. consistent
with other requirements we expec that
the Federal environmental impact
statement for each disposal system will
identify al sources of groundwater
within ten kilometers of the disposal
system. will describe the potental long-
term environmental effects of possible
contamination of these sources of
groundwater, and will consider these
effects as one the factors In evaluating
alternative sites.

Our regulations and the assessments
on which we base them cover releases
of radionuclides to the accessible
environment for a period of 10.000 years
after disposaL We believe that a
disposal system capable of meeting
these requirements for I.000 years will
continue to protect people and the
environment beyond 1.000 years. We
selected IO.O years as the assessment
period for two reasons

1. It Is long enough for releases
through groundwater to reach the
accessible environment If we had
selected a shorter time. such as 1.000
years. our estimates of long-term risks in
the accessible environment would be
deceptively low. because groundwater
could take 1.000 years to travel a mile at
a well-selected site, and most
redionuclides would take much longer.
Choosing 10.000 years for assessment
encourages selection of sites where the

eochemc properties of the mack
or tiosan significantly reduce

releases of radioactivity through
groundwater..

2 Major geologic changes. such as
development of a faulting system or a
volcanic region. take much longer than
10000 years. Thus, the likel od and
characteristics of ologic events which
might disrupt the .posal system are
reasonably predictable over this period.

We estimated the amounts of
radioactivity that could reach the
accessible environment over this time
period under various circumstances.
Releases from geologic repositories fall
Into three general categories. Relatively
small release would be caused by
expected processes and by fairly likely
but unintended events. These processes
and events lead to what we call
"reasonably foreseeable' releases.
Moderate releases would result from
much less likely events. such as fault
movements or other disruptive geologic
events and thee we call "very unlikely
releases.' Very large release would

result only from the Intrusion of
volcanos or impacts by huge meteorites.
If sites are selected away from regions
of volcanic activity, these large releases
will be extremely unlikely.

We used our estimates of releases and
their likelihood to select limits on total
releases of radioactivity over 10.000
years. Limits were set for two categories
of releases in terms of their
probabilities: "reasonably foreseeable."
and 'very unlikely." The release limits
for the "very unlikely" category are ten
times larger than those for the
'reasonably forseeable' category.
Reasonably forseeable releases are
those which have more than one chance
In 100 of occurring within 1i.000 years
Very unlikely releases are those whose
chance of occurring within 10.000 years
Is less than one In 100 and more than
one in 1Q.000. No limits were set for
releases which have less than one
chance in 10.000 of occurring within
10000 years.

To select the specific release limits for
the various radionuclides in a disposal
system, we first estimated the health
effects that might be caused by these
releases. For these calculations. we used
very general models of environmental
transport and a linear. nonthreshold
dose-effect relationship between
exposure and premature deaths from
cancer. This relationship. which is based
on studies prepared by the National
Academy of Sciences (NAM. assumes
that the number of cancers induced In a
population b proportional to the total
dose received by the population. even at
very low Individual doses. At the low
levels of exposures that might be
associated with releases-from amined
geologic repository, ny aual incidence
of health impacts may be ls tan that
calculated by this relationsh and it
certainly would not be distinguishable
from natural occurrences of cancer.
However. the Agency believes that
health impact estimates using a linear.
nonthreshold relationship are a prudent
consideration In developing radiation
protection requirements.

Our assessments of repository
performance Rave estimates of the
possible health effects expected from
releases after disposaL These estimates
can vary considerably depending upon
the assumptions used and the geologic
media considered For well-designed
1000: MTWM model repositories in
salt and granite-using engineering
controls that we believe are readily
achievablewe estimate that the health
risks over 10000 years would be no
greater than the risks from an equivalent
amount of Wnmined uranium ore. To
provide a specific basis for our proposed

I
. . . 1.
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standards, we selected a limit on long
term risks of 1.000 health effects over
10.000 years for a 100.000 MTHM
repository. Our assessments show that a
wide variety of respository designs and
sites can reduce risks below this leveL
We then used this level of protection as
the basis for calculating the release
limits specified In Table 2 of the
standards

- ~ According to our modes, at well-
chosen repository sites more of the

. projected risk from releases Is due to
: possible human intrusions than from

eeases by geologic processes-il we
nake the very conservative assumption

* that Rassive Institutional controls have
o ect In deterring or limiting

inadvertent human intrusion for more
than 10 years after disposal. However.
predicting human actions Is much more
uncertain than predicting natural events.
In particular, we can only guess at the
frequency of some actions (such as
drilling for resources). We considered
setting separate containment

i requirements that would limit the
radioactivity that could be released by
any one likely human intrusion. in order
to avoid having to estimate such
frequencies. However, we did not do
this because: (1) setting separate
requirements for natural and human
events would not place an upper limit on
risk and (2) setting separate
requirements for individual intrusions in
addition to the total combined

rurents would not appreciably
Inease confidence that the overall
requirements would be met unless we
made the limits on individual intrusions
unreasonably low.

i The release limits ae given In Table 2
in terms of L..is released per 1000

-M- I LThe release limit for each
radionuclide Is the number of curies of
that radionuclide that we estimate could
cause 1.000 health effects over 10.000
years If It were the only radionuclide
released from a 100.000 MTHM
repository. For releases Involving more
than one radionuclide. the allowed
release for each radionuclide is reduced
to the fraction of Its limit that insures
that the overall limit on harm is not
exceeded. For transuranic wastes. the
release limits are In terms of curies
rleased from units of au amount of
wastes containing one million curies of
alpha-emitting transuranic
radionuclides. These units were chosen
so that the standards would require
alpha-emitting radioactivity from either
high-level or transuranic wastes to be
Isolated with about the tame degree of
effectiveness. This procedure for using
the release limits is described in Table 2
to the proposed standards. Compliance

with these containment requirements
will be achieved if the projected
releases from a disposal system do not
exceed these release limits.
Assurance Requirements
Isectfon 1.921.M

Closely associated with our numerical
containment requirements are seven
qualitative requirements we believe are
essentil for developng the needed
confidence that ourlong-term release
limitts should be met These assurance
requirements address and compensate
for the uncertainties that necessarily
accompany plans to Isolate these
dangerous wastes from the environment
for a very long time. No matter how
promising analytical projections of
disposal system perfomances appear to
be. high-level and Iransurarzlc wastes
should be disposed of In a cautious
manner that reduces the liktelihood of
unanticipated releases Our assurance
requirements provide the context
necessary for application or our
containment requirements, and they
should Insure very good long-term
protection of the environment.

Several of the concepts Incorporated
In these assurance requirements have
been adapted from the Federal
Radiation Protection Guidance for all
types of radioactive waste disposal that
we proposed for public comment on
November 15.197843 FR 53282). After

iewing the responses we received.
we decided that the characterlstics of
different kinds of radioactive waste are
not sufficiently similar for generally
applicable criteria to be appropriate.
Therefore, we stopped developing this
Federal Radiation Protection Guidance
(4F R 187) Howev-- ve also
determined that, because of the
uncertainties Inherent In 10.000-year
containment requirements, several of
the principles Included In this earlier
proposal needed to be Incorporated as
Integral parts of these standards for
disposal of high-level and transuranic
wastes.

The seven assurance requirements In
Section 1.14 Include the following
principles. We expect that the specific
steps taken by the implementing
agencies to comply with each of these
equirements will be described In the

Federal environmental Impact
statement-nd other appropriate
decision documentsor each disposal
system.

X. These wastes shall be disposed of
promptly once adequate methods are
available in order to reduce the chance
of accidents duIng long-term storage.
We have not established a time limit for
this requirement. because the

appropriate length of storage may
depend on details on the disposal
method. For example. It may be
desirable to store high-level wastes for
ten years or more to allow for decay of
most of the short-lived radionuclides.
The primary intent of this requirement Is
to prevent wastes from being stored
Indefinitely In order to avoid ultimate
disposal.

2 Because they must be effective for
so long, disposal systems shall offer as
much protection as Is reasonably
achievable. Confidence in complying
with the numerical release limits can
only be assured through adopting this
approach. There will always be
substantial uncertainties in predicting
the long-term performance of these
systems, and a conservative approach to
site selection and system design Is
essential to reduce the chances of
serious harm. This concern. of course.
must be balanced by judgments about
cost, technical feasibility, and social
considerations. Although the intent of
the requirement cannot be reduced to a
quantitative form, It Is a concept that
has been successfully applied to
radiation protection matters for a long

8. Disposal systems shall reduce the
consequences of possible mistakes in
selection. design, or construction by
using several different tpes of .
engineered and natural barriers against
release of the wastes. and by taking full
advantage of the protection each has to
offer. With this redundancy. the
unexpected failure of one or more
barriers will be compensated for by
other barriers. Different kinds of
engineered barriers may be appropriate.
depending upon the type of waste
nvolved. They coud incude canisters.
the physical and chemical forms of the
waste Itsell£ waste package overpaccs.
or other structures within the disposal
system that will prevent or ubstantlly
delay release of the waste to the
environment.

4. Protection from the wastes s1hal not
depend on people to take active
measures to control them for more than
a reasonable period of time after
disposal although the Federal
Government plans to retain perpetual
control over all disposal sites for hih
level wstes. The appropriate role for
Institutional controls was dcussed
extensively during the developmentand.
public review of the Federal Radiation
Protection Guidance for radioactive
waste disposal that we proposed on
November 15. 1978 (43 FR 532k)-.ince
one of those Guides would have limited
reliance on institutional controls for not
longer than 100 years. Public comments
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on this issue were divided fairly evenly
among four positions: (1) That
institutional controls should be relied
upon for only about one generation. or
204 years; (2) that the ao0-year period
was appropriate; (3) that the lo- year
period should be extended to 500-1.000
years or even longer. and (4) that we
should limit reliance on controls, but let
the implementing agencies select the
appropriate period. Several commentern
aso made a distinction between
"active" controls. such as restricting
access to disposal sites, and 'passivef
controls. such as warning markers and
records.

In these assurance requirements for
high-level and transuranic radioactive
waste disposal. we have decided to limit
reliance on -active" controls-such as
guarding a disposal site. performing
maintenance operations, or controlling
or cleaning up any releases from a site-
to a "reasonable" period of time after
disposal which we believe should be no
more than a few hundred years.
However. because the Federal
Government is committed to retaining
control over these disposal sites in
perpetuity, we expect that 'passive"
institutional measures should
substantially reduce the chance of
inadvertent human intrusion well
beyond this period. Such passive
controls will include permanent markers
placed at a disposal site. public records
or Krchives. Federal ownership or
control of land use. and other methods
of preservng Iknowledge about the
-disposal system. The assumptions that

we believe are appropriate when
considering the effectiveness of passive
institutional controls are described in
our procedural requirements (I 19.5)
These proposed provisions regarding
I nstitutional controls only apply to
disposal of high-level andtransuranic
wastes and are not Intended to have
Implications for regulations regarding
other radioactive wastes. We
particularly seek comment on all of our

; provisions regarding institutional
controls.

I. The dangers and locations of
disposal systems shall be recorded In
the most permanent ways practicable In
order to reduce the chances of
unintended disruption of disposal
systems by future generations.

G Disposal systemsshall not be
located where then has been mining for
resources. or where ther is a
reasonable potential for future
exploration for scarce or easily
accessible resources. Furthemore
disposal systems shall not be located
where there Isa significant
concentration of any material which is

not widely available from other sources.
This requirement would discourage the
use of geologic formations which are
often associated with resources or
mining activity. For example, the
frequent mining of salt domes either for
their relatively pure salt or for use as
storage caverns would argue against
locating a repository in this type of
structure. However, this sani concern
would generally not apply to bedded
salt deposits because they are much
more common. We particularly seek
comment on this requirement because It
could rule out sites which might
otherwise be advantageous in meeting
all of our other requirements.

7. Recovery of most of the wastes
should not be precluded for a
reasonable period after disposal if
unforeseen events require Ws in the
future. The various Isolation
requirements of these standards would
make recovery after disposal very
difficult and expensive and probably
dangerous. Nevertheless. because some
of our scientific understanding may
prove to be wrong in a way that would
produce much greater risks than we
expect, future generations should be
able to recover the wastes if they deem
it essentials An Important implication of
this requirement is that the physical
location of most of the wastes must be
reasonably predictable after disposal.
Current plans for mined geologic
disposal would meet this requirement.
However. some possible disposal
methods, such as deep well injection of
liquid wastes or rock melting concepts.
may not. Since this requirement could
eliminate some otherwise feasible and
perhaps advantageous disposal
methods, we particularly seek public
comment about It
Procedural Requirements
(section ds) .

The contaInment requirements in
1191L13 were derived with the
assistance of our performance
assessments of long-term repository
performnance. When these requirements
are applied to a particular disposal
system. some of the procedures we used
in our assessments must be retained to
Insure that the intent of our containment
requirements Is met. On the other hand.
some of the assumptions we made
should be replaced with the specific
Information developed for each
particular system. The requirements in
I 19.1S establish the procedures
necessary for proper application of our
containment requirements.

We based our performance
assessments on relatively simple models
of generic repositories and the data that

was available for such models. Where
informationi was unc- `n we made
conservative assumptions that should
tend to overestimate the long-term risks
of disposaL However. we do not intend
that the implementing agencies should
use all of the same models, data, and
assumptions that we did in making
performance assessments. Instead, the
implementing agencies generally should
use the best information available for
each particular disposal site.

In particular. the assumptions we
made about the frequency of human
intrusion were conservative because.
they ignored the substantial protecion
that passive Insttutional controls should
offer. The performance assessments
mnade for specific sites by the
Implementing agencies do not need to be
as pessimistic with regard to human
Intrusion. Because of the uncertainties of
controls requiring the active
participation of people over a long tim;.
performance assessments should not
assume that active institutional controls
can prevent or reduce releases beyond a
reasonable period of time (e.g. a few
hundred years) after disposal However.
because the Federal Government is
commited to retaining control over these
disposal sites in perpetuity. passive
institutional controls should
substantially reduce the chance of
inadvertent human intrusion well
beyond this period. These passive
controls should not be assumed to
prevent all possibilities of inadvertent
intrusion. because there is always a
chance that the controls will be
overlooked or misunderstood. However.
such measures should be effective in
deterring systematic or persistent
exploitation of a disposal site

- Furthermore, the chance of human
Intrusion should be very small as long as
the Federal Government retains passive
control of disposal sites.

In developing the standards for
disposal. we considered the overall
protection which should be achievable
y the ecmbination of bariers in a

geologic repository. Accordingly, the
analyses used by NRC and DOE to
evaluate compliance with our
requirements should consider realistic
assessments of the protection provided
by all of the engineered and natural
barriers of a disposal system. For
example, performance assessments of a
geologic repository system should
include the protection afforded by
geochemical retardation of
radionudlides and by the limited
solubility of radionuclides in
groundwater. provided that reasonable
evidence is developed to support such
mechanisms for that particular site.
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Implementation
The standards for waste management

operations (Subpart A) will be
Implemented by the NRC for commercial
nuclear power activities and by the DOE
for national defense facilities.
Implementation procedures for Subpart
A wil be very similar to those for the
Uranium Fuel Cycle Standards (40 CFR
Part 190).

The standards for disposal (Subpart
B) will be Implemented by the NRC for
all high-level wastes. whether the
wastes come from commercial or
military activities. The NRC will do this
by developing the necessary regulations
(primarily 10 CFR Part 60) and by
Issuing appropriate licenses. Under
current law, disposal of transuranic
wastes from military activities Is not
regulated by NRC; therefore, DOE will
Implement our requirements for disposal
of these transuranic wastes

The containment requirements In
£ 191.13 will be applied through design
specifications, and the Implementing
agencies will have to evaluate long-term
projections of the disposal system
performance. As a result. a vital part of
implementation will be the use of
adequate models. including the
probabilities of unplanned events. to
relate appropriate site and engineering
data to projected performance. The NRC
has made substantial progress in
developing such analytical models to
predict long-term performance of actual
geologic repositories. These models are
quite detailed. and they are capable of
evaluating how important any
uncertainties in specific types of data
*are to the overall projections of
repository performance Thus, they can
provide Information about any needs for
obtaining better data to determine If
repositories meet the containment
requirements of these standards

At our request. the National Academy
of Sciences studied the difficulties in
verifying compliance with long-term
environmental protection requirements
for geologic disposal Our NAS panel
developed an approach that specifies
the types of information needed and
outlines appropriate methods for
obtaining this data at prospective sites.
Based on this NAS study, NRCs models,
our own analytical efforts, and the
confidence that should be provided by
our assurance requirements, we have
concluded that our containment
requirements can be effectively
Implemented.
Effects on Health

A disposal system complying with
these standards would confine almost
all of the radioactive wastes to the

Immediate vicinity of the repository for
a very long time. Because the wastes
would be so well isolated from the
environment, any risks to future
individuals and populations would be
very small.

Potential risks to individuals would
depend upon the characteristics of
particular disposal sites. However. the
following examples are typical of the
exposures which individuals in the
vicinity of a repository might encounter.
After many hundreds or thousands of
years. some of the waste may dissolve.

becarried by groundwater to nearby
aquifers. and flow along those aquifers'
to surface streams. Individuals using the
water from such a stream could receive
doses of a few millirem per year. (Even
If a person were to ignore available
records and sink a water well Into an
aquifer as ciloe as two kilometers from
the repository, projected doses would
not be expected to exceed about one
rem per year.) Such potential exposures
are mnodest when compared to the
approximately 100 milhirem per year that
everyone continuously receives from
natural background radiation. Inded, in
most cases we would expect that any
additional exposure would be so small
as to be considered trivial to the

Individuals involved.
With regard to exposures to

p opulations. we estimated the potential
long-term health risks to future
generations using very general models
of environmental transport and the
linear. no nthreshold dto se-aeffec -t

relationship that was described earlier..
Food chains, ways of life. and the size
and geographical distributions of
populations woill undoubtedly change
ovrer a 10000 year period. Unlike
geological processes, factos such as
these cannot bec usefully predicted over
such long periods of time. Thus, In
mnakin our health effects projections we
found it necessary to depend upon very
general models of environmental
pathwtays. and to assume current
population distributions and death rates.
As a consequence, these projections are
Intended to be used prmnarily as a tool
for comparing the performsance of one
waste disposal system to another and
for comp~arison of the risks of waste
disposal with those of undisturbed ore
bodies. The results of these analyses
should not be considered a reliable
projecton of the "reals or absolute
number of health effects resulting from
compliance with our standards.

Using our generalized models, we
assessed the long-term risk from a
repository containing the wastes from
100.000 MTWDS which could include d1
existing wastes and the future wastes
from all curgently operating reactors.

We estimate that this quantity of waste.
when disposed of in accordance with
the proposed standards. could cause no
more than 1,000 premature deaths from
cancer in the first 10.000 years after
disposal: an average of no more than
one permature death every 10 years.
Any such increase would be fat too
small to be detectable in any manner
compared to today's Incidence of
cancer, which kills about 30W0 people
per year. Similarly. any such increase
would be undetectable compared to the
approximately 4.O0 premature cancer
deaths per year that the same linear
dose-effect relationship predicts for
natural background radiation.

However, aIthougl this long-term
population risk Is clearly very small, the
discontinuity between when the wastes
are generated and when the projected
health effects manifest themselves
makes It difficult to determine what
level of residual risk should be allowed
by these standards. The difficulty arises
because most of the benefits derived In
the process of waste production fall
upon the current generation. while most
of the risks fall upon future generations.
Thus, a potential problem of
Intergenerational equity with respect to
the distribution of risks and benefits
becomes apparent This problem is
sometimes referred to as the
Intergenerational risk issue. and it Is not
unique to the disposal of high-level
radioactive wastes. If we tried to insure
that our standards fully atisfy a
criterion of Intergenerational equity with
respect to the distribution of risks and
benefits, It might appear that we should
require that an risk be passed on to
future generations. This Is a condition
which we conclude cannot be met by
disposal technologies 'seeable within
this century. However, there Is one
particular factor which has reinforced
our decision about the reasonableness
of the risks permitted under our
proposed standards This Is our
evaluation of the risks associated with
undisturbed uranium ore bodies.

Urium Ore: Most uranium ore in the
Un:ted Slates occurs In permeable
geologic strata containing flowing
ground water. Radionuclides In the ore,
partic ularly uranium and radium,
continuously enter th ground water.
We estimated the potential rsks from
thse undisturbed ore bodies using the
same generalized environental model
that we used for releases from a waste
repository. The effects associated with
the amount of ore needed to produce the
high-level wastes that would fill the
model geologic repository can vary
considerably. Part of this variation
corresponds to actual differences from
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one are body to another. part can be
attributed to uncertainties In the
assessment. Our estimates ranged from
300 to more than 1.000o.0 excess cancer
deaths over 10.000 years. hus. leaving
the ore unmined appears to present at
least as great a risk to future generations
as disposal of the wastes covered by
these standards.

We are not sure that this analysis
provides an adequate means of
resolving the question of
Intergenerational risk. It has. however.
helped to Influence our decision of what
is an acceptable level of residual risk
given our current scientific.
technologicaL and fiscal capabilities.

! We particularly invite comment upon
the questions of Intergenerational riskz
:and the acceptability of risk.

-Addti~onally, for purposes of
comparisons of risks permitted under
the rtandards to radiation risks we are
currently exposed to. we have included
a brief discussion of the risks from
natural background.

Vadrations in Naturni Backgrotmd-
Radionuclides occur naturally In the
;earth in very large amounts and are
produced Jn the atmosphere by cosmic
randiation. EverYOne JS exposed to
natual balckground radiation from these
natu±l radionucides and from direct
exposure to cosmic radiation. Individual
exposures average about 1oO mnillirem
per year. with variations between 60
and 200 millirem/year. These natural
background radiation levels have
remained relatively constant for a very
long time. According to the same linear.
nonthreshold dose effect relationship
used in our other analyses. an increase
of one millirem per year (about one
percent) in natural background in the
United States would result in about 40
additional deaths per year. or 400.000
oveltr a r year period.
Regulatory Impact Analysis

This proposed rule was submitted to
the Office of Management and Budget
(0MB) for review as required by
Executive Order 129. Any comments
we received from OMB qnd our
response to those comments are
available for public inspection in the
docket cited above under the heading
"ADDRESSES.'

We have had to take an unusual
approach to evaluating the regulatory
Impact of this proposed action-es
required by Executive Order 12291. In
Mnost cases a regulation concerns an
ongoing activity and may be considered
a burden whose costs should be judged
against the regulatorybefits. Here, we
could not quantify thie costs ad benefits
of our action comnpared to the
consequences of no reulation because

there Is no wbaselinew program to
consider. The appropriate regulations
must be established before development
of the regulated activity can even begin.
Thus. the typical perspectives on costs
and benefits are altered. We evaluated
how the costs of commercial waste
management and disposal might change
in response to different levels of
protection from our containment
requirements and to changes in our
assurance requirements

To evaluate the effects of difareant
evels oftprotection, we considered the
performance of differeoct repository
designs in three different geologic
mnedia: salt, granite, and basalt. We
estimated the csts of the various
engineering controls that might be
needed to meet different levels, and we
made some assumptions about the
Increased site selection costa that might
occur if more stringent standards made
It harder to find an adequate site for a
repositorg.

We found that the increased costs of
setting the standards at the proposed
level could range from zero to 50 million
(1981) dollars per year when compared
to the costs of choosing a level more
than ten times less stringent (release
limits ten times greater than our
proposed limits). This potential increase
Is much less than the uncertainty in the
total costs for waste management and
disposal, which range from about 700
million to almost 1.5 billion (1981) dollar

per year. For comparison, electrical
utility revenues were about 100 billion
dollars in 198Q We estimate that the
potential economic Impact of choosing
the more stringent level of protection
could be about a 0.2 percent Increase in
the costs of generating electricit from
nuclear power plants and a muc -
smaller increase (about 0.05 percent) In
average electricity rates. ITe details of
these calculations are provided In the
report of our regulatory impact analysis.
Alternative Approaches

Besides considering different levels of
protection, we also considered several
different approaches to our proposed
standards. These alternatives are
evaluated In our Draft Environmental
Impact Statement and we encourage
public comment on these options. We
particularly seek comment on a different
approach to our standards for disposal
(Subpart B)-an alternative that would
establish radiation exposure limits for
individuals, such as the limit of 25
millrem per year in Subpart A of this
proposal. rather than the radionuclide
release limits that we are proposing.

Standards based on individual
exposure limits, or equivalent standards
which limit radionuclide concentrations

In air or water, restrict the risks that an
particular individual may be exposed k
Particularly when the limits are
comparable to or less than natural
background levels, they may be more
effective at communicating how small
the chance of harm from disposal of
these wastes should be. However, we
chose not to use individual exposure
limits in Subpart B because of two
unique aspects of these disposal
standards:

irt, these disposal systems have to
protect the environment from these
highly concentrated radioactive wastes
for much longer than institutional
controls can be guaranteed to be
effective. Any Individual exposure limit
we set could only apply at some
distance from a repository, or it would
have to ignore the risks from unplanned
events like Inadvertent Intrusion-
because individuals who fail to
understand passive warnings and
penetrate directly into or close to a
disposal system (through exploratory
drilling for water or mineral resources.
for example) could receive very large
exposures. These exposures would
probably exceed any reasonable
individual exposure standard.

Second. the disposal standards have
to be applied through analytical
performance projections-implementing.
such standards through environmental
monitoring and potential rmedial
actions over thousands of ye is not a
credible approach When we compared
the analyses needed for compiane
with exposure limits to the analyses
needed for compliance with release
limits, we found that our proposed
disposal standards would be much
easier to implement than exposure
limits. The NRC. which Is responsible
for applying our standards for high-level
waste disposal. made a similar
evaluation and also found that
standards based on radioactivity release
limits could be implemented more
readily than standards based on
exposures to individuals

Thus, we believe our proposed
approach will facilitate licensing ofgood
disposal systems while providing
appropriate environmental protection
from the long term risks presented by
high-level wastes. However. the
arguments favoring Individual exposure
limits are also persuasive, and we
particularly seek comnents on which

-approach we should ultimately select.
Questions for Public Comment

In describing our proposed
environmental standards, we have
highlighted several issues about which
we particularly seek comment. For
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convenience, we summarize these
questions here:

1. Is our definition of high-level wi
which excludes any material with
concentrations below the values
specified In Table 1, a proper approa
to distinguish between wastes whicJ
require maximum Isolation (as in a
geologic repository) and wastes wil
may be disposed of In less secure
facilities?

2 In choosing the proposed level i
protection provided by the standard
havwe ta en an appropriate apprc
with regard to the long-term residus
Aiks we may pass on to future
generations?

3. Have we chose an appropriate
approach with regard to the degree
protection that should be anticipate
from active -and passive instltutiona
controls?

4. Should we adopt our proposed
requirement to avoid siting disposal
systems where ttere may be scarce
easily accessible resources-a
requirement which could rule out sit
which might be advantageous In me
all of our other requirements?

L Should we adopt our proposed
requirement that recovery of most o
wastes should be feasible if unfores
events require this In the future-a
requirement which might rule out so
alternatives to mined geologic dispo

S Is our choice of limits on total
radioactivity released an approprial
approach to protecting the envrnn
from these long-lived wastes? Or ah
we develop standards that limit
maximum exposures to Individuals
Instead?
Llst of Subjects In 40 CFR Part 191

Environmental proction. Nuclea
energy. Radiation protection. Urani:
Waste treatment and disposaL
Regulatory Flexibility Cerdficatlon

In accordance with the Regulator
Flexibility Act of 1980 5 U.S.C 605(
the Administrator hereby certifies di
this proposed rule would not. If adol
have any significant impact an smat
businesses or other entities. and the
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis Is at
required. The rule woud affect only
small number of facilities, most of v
would be operated by the United St
Government.

Date&- December 7. 2wlz
A.wSGorsuch.

Admiistratbr.
A new Part 191 is proposed to be

added to Title 40. Code of Federal
Regulations. as follows.

SUBCHAPTER F-RADIATIOU
PROTECTION PROGRAMS

askp PART 191M-ENVRONMENTAL
RADIATION PROTECTION
STANDARDS FOR MANAGEMENT AND
DISPOSAL OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL,
HIGH-LEVEL AND TRANSURANIC

ch RADIOACTIVE WASTES
-War A--Environnmeftal Standards for

ManagementandStorage

of Sec
Is, 1 1 Applicabillty.

291.03 Standards for normal operations.
114 Variances for unusual operations.
291.5 Effective date.
Subpart B-Environmental Standards for
Disposal
21.21 ApplcablIty.
291.1 Def itions.
2L23 Containment requirements.
19L24 Assurance requirements
19215 Procedural requirements.
19L16 Effective date.

or Appendix
toty Ihe Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

as ended Reorganization Plan No. 3 of
eting I=

Subpart A-Environmental Standards
Ithe for Management and Storage

een I 191.01 AppUcabmty
This Subpart applies to radiation

me doses received by members of the public
sal? as a result of the management (except

for transportation) and storage of spent
t nuclear fuel. high-level, or transuranic
lent radioactive wastes, to the extent that
ould these operations are not subject to the

provisions of Partn 9 of Title 40.
191.02 Deftions.
Unless otherwise Indicated In this

Subpart, all terms shall have the same
meaning as In Subpart A of Part 190

(a) 'Spent nuclear fuerl means any
nuclear fuel removed from a nuclear
reactor after It has been Irradiated.

(b) "High-level radioactive wastes"
means any of the following that contain
radtonuclides In concentrations greater

b). than those Identified In Table 1
hst (Appendix): (1) Liquid wastes reulting
pted. from the operation of the first cycle
I solvent extraction system, or equivalent.
t a In a facility for reprocessing spent
ot nuclear fuels; (l) the concentrated
a wastes from subsequent extraction
rhich cycles, or equivalent (3) solids into
ates which such liquid wastes have been

converted. or (4) spent nuclear fuel If
disposed of without reprocessing.

(c) Transuranic wastes." as used In
this Part, means wastes containing more
than 100 nanocurles of alpha emitting
transuranic Isotopes, with half-lives
greater than one year. per gram of
waste.

(d) "Storage" means placement of
radioactive wastes with planned
capability to readily retrieve such
materials.

(e) "Management and storagem means
any activity, operation or process.
except for transportation, conducted to
prepare spent nuclear fuel, highlevel or
transuranic radioactive wastes for
storage or dispos3al the storage of any of
these materials, or activities associated
with the disposal of these materials.

(I) "General environment" means the
tot terrestlal atmospheric. and aquatic
environments outside sites within which
any operation associated with the
mnanagement and storage of spent
nuclear fuel, high-level or transuranic
radioactive wastes Is conductet

(gJ "Member of the public" means any
Individual who Is not engaged In
operations Involving the management.
storage, and disposal of materials
covered by these standards. A worker
so engaged Is a member of the public
except when on duty at a site.

1191.03 Standards for normal operations.
(a) Operations covered by this

Subpart should be conducted so as to
reduce exposures to members of the
public to the extent reasonably
achievable, taling Into account
technical, sociaL, and economic
considerations. As an upper limit,
except for variances in accordance with
11.4 these operations shall be
conducted In such a manner as to
provide reasonable assurance that the
combined annual dose equivalent to any
member of the public due to: (1)
Operations covered by Part 190. (2)
planned discharges of radioactive
material to the general environment
from operations covered by this
Subpart, and (3) direct radiation from
these operations; shall not exceed 25
millirems to the whole body. 75
mlfsrem to the thyroid, or 25 millirems
to any other organ.

£ 191.4 Variances for unusual operations.
(a) The Implementing agency may

grant a variance temporarily authorizing
operations which exceed the Standards
specified in 191.03 when abnormal
operating conditions exist if: (1) A
written request justifying continued
operation has been submitted, (2) the
costs and benefits of continued
operation have been considered to the
extent possIble. (3) the alternatives to
continued operation have been
considered, and (4) continued operation
Is deemed to be In the public Interest.

.(b) Before the variance is granted, the
Implementing agency shall announce, by
publication In the Federal Register and

o
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by letter to the governor of affected
States: (1) The nature of the abnormal
operating conditions. (2) the degree to
which continued operation is expected
to result in doses exceeding the
standards, (3) the proposed schedule for
achieving conformance with the
standards, and (4) the action planned by
the Implementing agency.

191.05 Effecdve date.
The standards In this Subpart shall be

effective 12 months from the
promulgation date of this rule.

Subpart 8-Environmental Standards
for Disposal
I 191.11 Applicability.

This Subpart applies to radioactive
materials released into the accessible
environment as a result of the disposal
of high-level or transuranic radioactive
wastes. Incuding the disposal of spent
nuclear fuel. This Subpart does not
apply to disposal directly Into the
oceans or ocean sediments.

I 191.12 Definitions.
Unless otherwise Indicated In thi's

Subpart, all terms shall have the same
meaning as in Subpart A of this Part.

(a) "Disposal" means isolation of
radiocative wastes with no Intent to
recover them.

lb) "Bariers" means any materials or
structures that prevent or substantially
delay movement of the radioactive
wastes toward the accessible
enviornment.

(c) -Disposal system" means any
combination of engineered and natural
barriers that contains radioactive
wastes after disposal.

(d) 'Groundwater" means water
beow the land surface in a zone of
saturation.

(e) Lithosphere" means the solid part
of the Earth. including any groundwater
contained within it.

() "Accessible environment" includes
(1) The atmosphere. (2) land surfaces. (3)
surface waters. (4) oceans. and (5) parts
of the lithosphere that are more than ten
kilometers in anybdirection from the
original location of any of the
radioactive wastes in a disposal system

(g) "Reasonably foreseeable releases"
Means releases of radioactive wastes to
the accessible environment that are
estimated to have more than one chance
in 100 of occurring within 10.000 years.

(hI Very unlikely releases" means
releases of rdlocative wastes to the.
accessible environment that are
estimated to have between one chance
in 10 and one chance in 10.OO of
occurring within 1o0.00 years.

(13 "Performance assessment" means
an analysis which identifies those

events a*d processes which might affect
the disposal sy stem. examines their
effects upon Its barriers, and estimates
the probabilities and consequences of
the events The analysis need not
evaluate risks from all identified events.
However. It should provide a reasonable
expectation that the risks from events
not evaluated are small In comparison
to the risks which are estimated In the
analysis

0) "Active Institutional controls"
means: (1) Guarding a disposal site. or
(21 performing maintenance operations
or remedial actions at a disposal site. or
11 controlling or leaning up releases

om a disposal site.
kc) "Passive Institutional controls"

means: (11 Permanent marners placed at
a disposal site. (2) public records or
archives. (3) Federal Govenent
ownership or control of land use, or (4)
other methods of preserving knowledge
about the location, desJign or contents of
a disposal system.

(1) "Heavy metal" means all uranium.
plutonium. or thorium placed into a
nuclear reactor.
£191.13 Containment requirements.

Disposal systems for high level or
transuranic wastes shall be designed to
provide a reasonable expectation that
for 10,00 years after disposal

(a) Reasonably foreseeable releases of
waste to the accessible environment are
projected to be less than the quantities
Calculated accoring to Table 2
(Appendix).

(b) Very unlikely releases of waste to
the accessible environment are
projected to be less than ten times the
quantities calculated according to Table
2 (Appendix)

114 Assurance requirements.
To provide the confidence needed for

compliance with the containment
requirements of i 191.13. disposal of
high-level or transuranic wastes shall be
conducted in accordance with the
following requirements

(a) Wastes shall be disposed of
promptly once disposal systems are
available and the wastes have been
suitably conditioned for disposaL

lb) Disposal systems shall be selected
and designed to keep releases to the
accessible environment as small as
reasonably achievable. taking into
account technical social, and economic
consideratons

{. (c) Disposal systems shall use several
different types of barriers to isolate the
wastes from the accessible environment.-
Both engineered and natural barriers
shall be induded. Each such barrier
shall separately be designed to provide
substantial isolation.

(d) Disposal systems shall not rely
upon active Institutional controls to
isolate the wastes beyond a reasonable
period of time (e.g., a few hundred
years) after disposal of the wastes

(e) Disposal systems shall be
identified by the most permanent
markers and records practicable to
indicate the dangers of the wastes and
their location.

(f) Disposal systems shill not be
located where there has been mining for
resources or where there Is a reasonable
expectation of exploration for scarce or
easily accessible resources In the future.
Furthermore, disposal systems shall not
be located where there is a significant
concentration of any material which is
not widely available from other sources.

(g) Disposal systems shall be selected
so that removal of most of the wastes Is
not precluded for a reasonable period of
time after disposaL

1t1.1S1 Procedural requirements
Performance assessments to

determine compliance with the
containment requirements of S 19113
shall be conducted in accordance with
the following

(a) The assessments shall consider -
realistic projections of the protection
provided by all of the engineered and
natural barriers of a disposal system.

(b) The assessments shall not assume
that active Institutional controls can
prevent or reduce releases to the
accessible environment beyond a
reasonable period (e.g.. a few hundred
years) after disposaL However. It should
be assumed that the Federal
Government Is committed to retaining
passive Institutional control of disposal
sites In perpetuity. Such passive controls
should be effective in deterring
systematic or persistent exploitation of
a disposal site. and It should be
assumed that they can keep the chance
of Inadvertent human Intrusion very
small as long as the Federal
Government retains such passive
control of disposal sites.

(c) The assessments shall use
Infoamation regarding the likelihood of
human Intrusion, and all other
unplanned events that may cause
releases to the accessible environment.
as determined by the Implementing
agency for each particular disposal site.

.11.1 Effecteda. ___d

The standards In this Subpart shall be
effective immediately upon
promulgation of this rule: however, this
Subpart does not apply to wastes
disposed of before promulgation of this

II
1.i
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TABLE 1.-CONCEMTMAMONS IDENnfYNG
HiGm-0EL, RAKoACTIVE WASTES

ROSCRak bavn (of

twe

CCas

Caw.15 401O*

5~isn4 h10*

T0 aIM. 9 WV OM 10 pea'I....Aar 0a neIacd £M 9I
Af0 ~ 1f v it 1M
NW so JW

TABLE L-Raou mnrs "m CowAiNMENT by so (50OO0 KM divided by 100
REOUREMENM MTHM
sla I" rs o ftr (b) If f particular disposal system

CCOS Y AM contained five million curies of alpha-
emitting transurnnic wastes, the Release

R464436 Limits for that system would be the quantities
Raicaicd. in Table 2 multiplied by five (five mllion

cwules divided by one million curies).
(c) if a particular disposal system

_10 contained both the high-level wastes from
tffw_______ 4 5 SO" MTHM and S million aries of alpha-

ce,,Xz5 soao emitting tansuranic wastes. the Release
Cmn-137 soo Limits for that system would be the quantities

20 In Table 2 multiplied by M5
D A W

No SOUoO MHWM L000oW curies TRU
m4m *- _ + _ 55

4 2100 .o hffMTH 1..000 curies TRU

go Note L-n cases where a mixture of
10000 radionuclides is projected to be released. the

Ansa , apane _ *o lirmitint values shall be determined as
Any o amaaf Wwf on -ae follows: For each radionuclide in the mixture.

SW& .Cs So0 determine the ratio between the cumulative
release quantity projected over 100O years
and the limit for that ndionuclide as

Note .-.The Release Limits in Table 2 determined from Table 2 and Note I. The sum
apply either to the amount of high-level of such ratios for all the radionuclides in the
wastes generated from 1000 metric tons of mixture may not exceed one.
heavy metal (tHM). or to an amount of For example. If radionuclides A. L and C
transuranic (TRUJ wastes containing one are projected to be released in amounts Q..
nillion cories of alpha-emitting transuranic Q, and Q,. and if the applicable Release

radionuclides To develop Release Limits for Limits ar REI, RI,, and Rl.. then the
a particular disposal system. the quantities i cumulative relesses over 10.000 years shall
Table 2 shall be adjusted for the amount of be limited so that the following relationship
wastes included in the disposal system. For exists:
example Q Qb Q.

(a) a! particular disposal system - + 4C--1
contained the high-level wastes from 5Q000 R. RL Ri.
MENL the Release Limits for that system PT Doc a-151 Mad U-M.= LA3 &im
would be the quantities In Table 2 multiplied mU94 COOM LMO.40

Nota.-ln cases where a waste contains a
mIxture of radionuclides. It shall be
considered a high-level radioactive waste if
the sum of the ratios orthe radlonuclide
concentration In the wasto to the
concentration in Table 1 exceeds one.

For example. it a waste containing
radionuclides A. L and C In concentrations
C. C%. and C, and If the concentration limits
from Table 1 are CL. CS and CL. then the
waste shall be considered high-level
radioactive waste if the following
relationship exists:
C Cb C,.
-t - F )1
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WASTE IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES
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I. INTRODUCTION

On July 8, 1981, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) proposed
technical criteria (46 FR 35280) which would be used in the evaluation
of license applications under procedural rules established by the
Commission for licensing of geological disposal by the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) of high-level radioactive waste (HEW), 46 FR 13971. NRC
received 86 comment letters on these proposed technical criteria. Many
commenters focused their commentary on the proposed numerical
performance objectives, among other things, and identified the issues
related to them that are the subject of this rationale. In particular,
the rationale shows how the numerical performance objectives for
individual sub-systems of the geologic repository, as revised in
consideration of the public comment received, contribute to meeting the
overall system performance objective, which is whatever generally
applicable environmental standard as may have been established by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and which for purposes of this
analysis is assumed to be the working draft of the EPA standard found in
Appendix C of NUREG-0806, of which this rationale is a part.

This chapter briefly delineates the authority of the three federal
agencies mentioned above as involved in disposal of high-level
radioactive wastes -- NRC, DOE, and EPA. Chapter It describes the nature
of the high-level waste problem, including the inventories, hazards, and
heat generation rates associated with various types of HLW, and how they
change with time. Chapter III briefly discusses the functions which a
repository must perform to protect public health and safety in light of
the hazards discussed in Chapter II, and Chapter IV describes both the
engineered and geologic features of a repository which must be considered
in evaluating those functions. Chapter V contains a discussion of the
uncertainties associated with assessing the performance of the features
of a repository described in Chapter IV. Chapter VI discusses how the
uncertainties discussed in Chapter V affect the alternatives considered
in selecting a regulatory approach and the rationale for the approach --

selected. Chapter VII describes an assumed environmental standard for
the allowable releases from a HLW repository and a model which both relates
this standard to the numerical criteria for the performance objectives
in the rule and reflects the uncertainties mentioned in Chapter V. Chapter
VII also discusses the results of this model for the routine long term
performance of the repository. Chapter VIII applies the model to two
failure scenarios for long term repository performance, and describes the
impact of the numerical criteria on whether the assumed environmental
standard is met. Chapter IX describes the rationale for requiring the
repository to be designed so that the option' to retrieve the wastes is
preserved. Chapter IX also contains the basis for the numerical value
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1OCFR6O Rationale - 8/30/82 3

selected for the design period during which the retrieval option is to be
preserved.

Three Federal agencies have major roles in the national program for
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. The EPA is responsible for
developing a generally applicable environmental standard which will serve
as the overall performance objective for releases from high-level waste
disposal. The NRC wild develop and issue regulations which cover all
aspects of high-level waste disposal, and which will implement the EPA
standard. The NRC will then consider license applications for HLW disposal
to determine whether the proposal will conform to the regulation. The DOE
has lead responsibility for formulating national policy for disposal of HLW,
and has determined that national policy should focus on disposal of HLW in
mined geologic repositories (Ref. 1-1). Further, DOE is responsible for
constructing and operating a waste disposal facility in accordance with NRC
regulations. -

Disposal'of high-level radioactive waste in a manner that will assure safety
for many thousands of years represents a unique problem not previously dealt
with in other NRC or EPA standards. Throughout the rulemaking process
for the technical criteria, the NRC staff has considered several
approaches that might be applied to this unusual regulatory problem. The
remainder of this report provides the bases for the'approach-selected for
siting and design of the repository to assure effective long-term
isolation of the wastes.

II. NATURE OF THE HIGH-LEVEL WASTE PROBLEM

In this chapter we describe the types and quantities of high-level

wastes, and their properties, such as radioactivity old heat generation

rates, that could affect the design and performance of a HLW facility.

For perspective, we compare the hazard of the HLW, as a function of time,

with the hazard of the natural uranium ore that was mined to make the

fuel that produced the wastes. From these considerations we attempt to
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1OCFR60 Rationale - 8/30/82 4

draw some inferences about the relevant time periods for isolation of

H LW.

Types and Quantities of Wastes

HLW may be disposed of in two basic forms: spent fuel discharged from

nuclear power plants (if It is disposed of as a waste), and the residue

resulting from reprocessing spent fuel for recovery of uranium and/or

plutonium.

Substantial quantities of HLW currently exist in the United States as a

result of both U.S. defense programs and commercial nuclear power

operations, and additional quantities of wastes are projected to be

generated in the future by both programs. The amount of radioactivity in

defense wastes is less than 10% of that in the commercial wastes which

are expected to be generated by the time a repository is constructed and

in operation; the following discussion is therefore limited to commercial

waste inventories. It should be recognized that defense wastes will add

a small but significant increment to the total HLW inventory, and that

commercial wastes represent an upper bound with respect to heat

generation rates and concentrations of radioactivity.

Commercial light-water reactors of the type currently in use in the U.S.

generate spent fuel at a rate of about 35 metric tons of heavy metal

(MTHM) per GWe-yrA of electrical energy production. Currently operating

* GWe-yr means the amount of electrical energy, in billions of watts,

produced in a year of continuous operation.
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nuclear power plants have a generating capacity of about 55 GWe, and

additional plants which are planned or under construction could increase

the total generating capacity to about 130-150 GWe.

Depending on'the rate at which new plants are placed in service, the

cumulative year 2000 inventory of spent fuel is likely to lie in the

range from about 45,000 to 72,000 MTHM* (Ref. 2-1), or about the capacity

of a single repository (Ref. 2-2). By the year 2040, 1 to 3 additional

repositories would be required depending on the growth rate of nuclear

power generation, whether or not the waste is reprocessed, and the

geologic media selected for disposal.

Waste Characteristics

As nuclear fuel is irradiated in a nuclear reactor, three types of

radioactive products are formed. Fisfion products are generated by

fissioning uranium and plutonium isotopes and, with a few exceptions, are

characterized by relatively short half-lives and low radlotoxicity.

Actinides are radionuclides with atomic numbers greater than 88, and

'result from non-fission neutron absorptions in uranium. The actinides

typically have longer half-lives and higher radiotoxicitles than'the

fission products. Small quantities of additional radionuclides, called

activation products, are produced by neutron absorption in the structural

materials which support and contain the fuel in a reactor. The

activation products make only a minor contribution to the overall

radiotoxicity of HLW, and will not be discussed further.

* The small current inventories of commercially generated reprocessing

wastes are insignificant.
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6

Figure 1 presents the radioactivity of pressurized water reactor (PWR)
spent fuel as a function of time after removal from a reactor, while
Figures 2 and 3 present the same information for the wastes which would Z
result from reprocessing the spent fuel from the uranium recycle and
mixed oxide fuel cycles, respectively.* (Figures 1-3 as well as
subsequent figures and tables in this chapter are all normalized on the
basis of one metric tonne of heavy metal (MTHM) initially charged to a
reactor.)

In all three fuel cycles, the fission product radioactivity decreases by 5
orders of magnitude during the first thousand years and then stays
relatively constant until about 100,000 years after disposal. Much of
this change (about 99.9 X or more) occurs within the first few hundred
years, primarily because of decay of Sr-90, Cs-137 and other short-lived
fission products. Some of the shorter-lived actinides such as Pu-238 also
decay significantly during the first few hundred years.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 display the decay heat generation for spent fuel and
reprocessing wastes from these same fuel cycles. In all three fuel cycles,
the fission product decay heat generation rate decreases by almost 6 orders
of magnitude during the first 1000 years and stays relatively constant
for the next 100,000 years. The rate at which total heat is generated by
the waste decreases less rapidly than the total radioactivity, but at least

*In the uranium recycle fuel cycle, it has been assumed that 09.5% of
the plutonium in spent fuel is recovered and placed in storage, while
the recovered uranium is returned to the fuel cycle. In the mixed oxide
fuel cycle, both plutonium and uranium are returned to the fuel cycle.
Reference 2-3 discusses additional assumptions.
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a 99% reduction in heat generation rate is achieved within the first few

hundred years for each of the waste types.

The preceding discussion does not address the differing radiotoxicitles

of the nuclides present lnHLW. A rough estimate of the intrinsic hazard

of a radioactive waste material can be obtained by calculating -the

"hazard index" or "untreated dilution index" (UO) defined by:

-JI*= 2 M

i MPC1

where Qils the activity of nuclide I in the waste and MPC is the

concentration limit for the nuclide in effluents as presented in 10 CFR

20. This "untreated dilution index" then represents the quantity of

water (in cubic meters) which would be required to dilute the waste to

meet the effluent concentration limits of Part 20. Figures 7, 8&and 9

-present this index as ,a function of time for spent fuel and reprocessing

wastes, These-figures also include, for perspective, the "untreated

dilution index" for an equivalent amount of unmined uranium ore.-

.. Recent revisions in the ICRP's recommendations for dosimetry caiculations

(.Ref. 2-4) would cause some significant changes in this.measurement of the

relative hazard of HLW as a function of time. This effect has beiin noted

-- recently In the scientific literature by a number of authors (Ref. 2-5,

2-6 and 2-7). Revised curves, based on the more recent ICRP

._ recommendations ICRP-.30), are displayed in Figures 10, 21 and i27ftor..

- -- spent fuel and reprocessing wastes. The most significant results-of-the

ICRP revisions are:

.

1) the hazard of some of the fission products (primarily Sr-90) is

reduced,
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2) the hazard of several of the long-lived actinides is increased

(especially Am-241, Am-243 and Np-237), and

3) the hazard of Ra-226 is reduced and, as a result, the hazard of the

original uranium ore is reduced.

The UOI curves of Figures 7-12 indicate that the toxicity decreases

substantially (90% - 99.9%) during the first 1000 years for all three

waste types and for both dosimetry approaches considered. The toxicity of

the fission products decreases by more than five orders of magnitude during

the first 1,000 years and then remains essentially constant for the next

100,000 years. Table 1 lists the nuclides and their inventories which

dominate the UDI curves using the revised ICRP-30 calculational

procedure. (The NRC has not formally adopted ICRP-30, but the procedures

described in it have been used here because it is the most current ICRP

publication on internal dosimetry available.)

The "untreated dilution index" can provide some perspective regarding the

intrinsic toxicity of a radioactive material, but is subject to the

following limitations:

o The UOI does not consider the physical or chemical form of the
radioactive material. Properties such as solubility or
leachability may significantly affect the true hazard to human
health.

o The location of the material and the pathways through which it
could reach humans are not considered.

o There is considerable uncertainty inherent in the dosimetry
parameters upon which the UDI is based, leading to considerable
uncertainty in the index itself.

OesDite these limitations, the UDI and the comparison with uranium ore

are useful in understanding the magnitude of the hazard associated with

HMM and how this hazard changes with time. In order to gain further
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TABLE 1 - Dominant Nucltdes* in Spent Fuel
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understanding of the potential impacts of disposal of high level wastes,

it is necessary to consider the rate of releases of the radioactive

materials from the location where the wastes are emplaced and the

physical and chemical processes that transport the radioactivity back to

parts of the environment where it can be contacted by humans. These rates

and processes are addressed in detail in the following chapters.

III FUNCTION OF A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY

At present, national policy is focusing on disposal of HLW in mined

geologic repositories (Ref. 3-1). The primary function of a mined

geologic repository is to isolate the waste so that only small quantities

of the wastes would return to the environment over such long times that

disposal would not constitute an unreasonable risk to public health and

safety. The principal mechanism by which radioactive material is

anticipated to be released to the environment from a geologic repository

is by contamination of groundwater (Ref. 3-2) that contacts the emplaced

waste and transports the radioactive materials from the repository to

locations in the environment where they can be ingested or contacted by

humans. Thus, the assessment of how well a repository performs its

isolation function involves consideration of *he time when groundwdter

initially contacts the waste, the rates at which groundwater can contact

the waste, the quantities and concentrations of radioactive materials

which may be transported away from the disposal facility, and the rates

of transport of the radionuclides through the geologic, hydrologic and

geochemical systems to the accessible environment.

In order to emplace the wastes, the repository must be open for a period

of years during which wastes would be received and handled in surface

facilities, transported to the underground facility and placed in

disposal locations. After this period of operation, the repository would
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be sealed and permanently closed. Until the time of permanent closure,

handling of the radioactive materials would be carried out so that the

public and workers would be protected from excessive exposure to

radiation. The measures taken to protect the public and workers during

the pre-closure period would be similar to those taken for radiation

protection at other nuclear facilities and are not discussed further.

In light of the hazards of the radioactive materials in the HLW and the

time periods involved, the measures required to achieve successful

isolation of HLW are unique. As discussed in Chapter II, there are

substantial uncertainties involved in estimating the toxicity of the
waste material itself, and these uncertainties are compounded by

uncertainties in such factors as the release rate of wastes from a

repository and the pathways by which the wastes might reach the

environment. These uncertainties will be discussed in more detail in the

following chapters.

IV DESCRIPTION OF A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY

A mined geologic repository is a facility which achieves isolation

(limiting the rate of waste release to the accessible environment to

acceptable levels) by means of two major subsystems. These are the

geologic setting itself, which is selected for geologfi7,hydrologic and

geochemical attributes which can contribute to isolation; and the

engineered system consisting principally of waste packages and materials

used to backfill and seal the underground facility, boreholes and shafts.

The geologic setting and the engineered system differ both in their

contributions to isolation and in the degree of confidence which can be

placed on predictions of their long-term performance. Any mined geologic

repository will contain some combination of these engineered and natural

barriers which together must provide isolation. This is commonly called

0010.0.0
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the multiple-barrier or the defense-in-depth approach. A major issue the

Commission has had to deal with in promulgating technical criteria for

geologic disposal of HLW is "how do the components of these two

subsystems contribute to isolation and what confidence can be placed on

their relative contributions to overall system performance?" To answer

this question, the staff considered what the respective contributions of

the geologic setting and the engineered system to overall performance

should be so that the Commission can determine that there is reasonable

assurance that a particular repository can isolate wastes.

ENGINEERED BARRIER SYSTEM

As currently envisioned by DOE in its GEIS on Commercial Waste Management

(Ref. 4-1), wastes placed in a geologic repository will be in solid form

and will be in a container or canister which, as a minimum, is needed to

facilitate shipping and handling. Packages can be made of long-lived

corrosion resistant materials, and special low permeability and absorbent

materials can be placed around the canisters and in the underground

facility to contribute to isolation. In fact DOE, in its GEIS, states

that one of the functions of the waste package is to contain the waste

for periods sufficient to allow most of the fission products to decay to

very low levels. This action protects the waste front groundwater contact

until the temperature and radiation levels have decreased to the point

where technically supportable predictions of radionuclide release rates

to the host rock can be made. It is expected that, at the end of

repository decommissioning, the underground facility will have been

backfilled and the boreholes and shafts which connect the underground

facility with the ground surface will have been sealed with low

permeability materials. The combination of waste packages and the

underground facility we have called the engineered barrier system. The

engineered barrier system can contribute to isolation first by
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controlling the release rate of radioactive materials to the geologic

setting, thereby reducing the contribution which the geologic setting

must make, and second, by providing a source of isolation which is

relatively independent of the geologic setting and which can therefore

mitigate the consequences of unforeseen failure of that setting.

This control of the source term can be achieved in several ways. First,

the engineered barrier system can be designed of materials that limit the

rate at which groundwater can contact the wastes. Second, the waste form

itself can be comprised of, or encapsulated in, leach resistant

materials. Third, materials which can retard migration once leaching his

occurred can be placed in the underground facility and around the

canisters to further control release of radioactive materials to the

geologic setting.

One means by which waste-groundwater contact can be limited is by

containment. In this context, containment means confining the wastes

within a sealed boundary, such as a metal or ceramic container or

canister, to protect the waste form from groundwater and to delay the

onset of leaching and migration until the containment boundary is

breached. Such a container can protect the waste form from water durin,

the period when radiation and temperatures are high and release rate

predictions are difficult. Even after an initial breach of a canister,

which may only be a small pinhole or crack, the waste package may

continue to contribute substantially to control of release for decades or

centuries by limiting the amount of water which may contact the waste

form.

Use of a long lived package to achieve containment is a means, therefore,

to compensate for, and to an extent avoid, uncertainties in the

prediction of rates of release and migration of the individual
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radionuclides, particularly during the critical period when the hazard of

the wastes is greatest and the heat generation rates are the highest.

This is important, because, as explained in Chapter V, temperature is one

of the principal factors in calculating what the source term to the

geologic setting is. During this critical period the uncertainties in

predicting release rates are very great. Even if we did understand the

mechanisms completely, the data scatter increases with temperature so that

test programs to gather the data to narrow the uncertainties to reasonable

bounds are very cumbersome (Ref. 4-2).

THE GEOLOGIC SETTING

Following release of the radioactive materials from the engineered

barrier system, the geologic setting alone must provide whatever

additional isolation is needed to keep radioactive materials entering the

accessible environment to acceptable levels. The geologic setting can

provide the needed isolation by two principal means. First, the geologic

setting can exhibit hydrologic conditions which result in low groundwater

velocities and long groundwater travel times to the accessible

environment. Second, the geologic setting can be comprised of materials

that chei....ally inhibit transport of radionr_.. ides by groundwater by, for

example, ion-exchange or precipitation reactions. The objective is for the

geologic setting, through long groundwater travel times and geochemical

retardation, to delay the arrival time of radionuclides at the accessible

environment for many thousands of years. During this time additional

radioactive decay will take place, so that only a small fraction of the

material released from the engineered barrier system will enter the

accessible environment, and then only very far in the future.
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V. UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES

In the two previous chapters we discussed the function of geologic
disposal of HLW (Chapter III) and gave a brief description of current
concepts for a geologic repository (Chapter IV). Assessments of the
long-term performance of such a HLW repository require the use of
quantitative models, and substantial uncertainties are associated with
both the models themselves and with the input data necessary for their
use. In this chapter we-discuss the uncertainties associated with
long-term performance assessments, the effects of those uncertainties on
the confidence that can be placed in such assessments, and the means by'
which these uncertainties-may be reduced or compensated for.

In Section 1 of this chapter, we begin by reviewing the functions of
engineered barriers for isolating HLW, noting specific processes which
control or determine these functions. Fur each process, we cite 1) the
properties important in the process, 2) the methods available to measure
those properties, 3) ways to determine whether the function is achieved,
and 4) the-uncertainties associated with those determinations. In
Section 2, we treat the key elements of the geologic setting in a similar
manner. Finally, we discuss the implications of the uncertainties with
respect to confidence that the wastes will continue to remain isolated
long into the future.

The specific processes discussed are chosen to follow current concepts of
a geologic repository. A canister containing a leach-resistant waste
form is emplaced within a backfilled underground facility. Hence, in
Section 1 we discuss the engineering by focusing upon the containment
properties of a canister, leach properties of waste forms, and
sorption/chemical/mechanical properties of backfill. The processes
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discussed (corrosion, leaching, etc.) would be relevant to any

engineering scheme which might be proposed to control release of

radionuclides to the geologic setting. Similarly, groundwater flow,

geochemical retardation, and the general suitability of a location to

host a geologic repository are discussed in Section 2.

1. Uncertainties in the control of radionuclide release to the geologic

setting through engineering.

If an engineered barrier system is used to control the release of

radionuclides to the geologic setting by methods such as containing the

wastes for some period or controlling the rate at which the nuclides are

released, then there must be some level of confidence that the materials

will perform as planned. This section discusses those processes which

determine how engineered materials will behave and affect containment or

release of radionuclides, methods for determining and projecting the

performance of engineered materials and the uncertainties associated with

projecting barrier performance.

To assess the performance of barrier materials it is necessary to

understand the environment which they experience, as ag.ered by the

effects of these materials on that environment. The central feature of

the environment will be groundwater, whose naturally occurring properties

such as chemistry and temperature will be altered by thermal and

radiation effects of the waste, as well as by chemical interactions with

the barrier materials. The complexity of these interactions will result

in an uncertainty in the understanding of the environment experienced by

the barrier materials which will contribute to the uncertainties in the

prediction of their performance.

0015.0.0
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a) Leach-resistant waste forms

(i) Properties

Leach-resistant waste forms can-control releises of radlonuclides to the

geologic setting in two ways. First, the rate at which nuclides are

released can be reduced, reducing nuclide concentrations in groundwater.

Second, retention of radionuclides in the waste form allows time for

decay, reducing the total quantity of radioactivity ultimately released

to the geologic setting.

Leaching will depend on parameters associated with the ground (or

repository) water contacting the waste form, such as composition, pH and

Eh; parameters pertinent to the waste form itself, such as surface area

and structure; and-parameters which affect properties of both the water

and the waste form, such as temperature and radiation. (Ref. 5-1, 5-2 and

5-3).

(ii) Determination of leach rate

Leaching of a waste form by groundwater is a very complex process. There

is as yet no rigorous, well determined rate expression available to

describe the leaching of a waste form and its dependence on all the

physical, chemical and geometric properties that are known to affect it.

Moreover, much of the data available indicate a complex interplay between

leach rates and parameters such as pH, Eh, flow rates, leachant chemistry

and how these parameters may change with temperature. As a result the

models presently available to estimate the rate of leaching generally

reflect empirical correlations rather than theoretical principles.

Experimental measurements can be conducted under conditions intended to

-represent the expected leacning environment (Ref. 5-4 and 5-5).
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Controlled perturbations of leach rate experiments may lead to a broader

understanding of fundamental leach rate phenomena (e.g., the influence of

temperature and pH on leaching) and, in principle, can aid in the

development of and improve the validity of the models. However, in all

cases, predictions of long term performance will be based on the results

of tests and analyses of those results. From such analyses, it is known

that certain parameters such as temperature and radiation alter the

measured leach rates significantly (Ref. 5-6 and 5-7). As the temperature

increases the mechanism of leaching may change, the nature of the

leaching medium may change, and the ability to precisely and reproducibly

determine the leach rate may be hampered. Radiation will alter

characteristics of the leaching medium, such as, its pH (Ref. 5-8), and

thus will alter measured leach rates. The combined effects of increased

temperature and radiation can potentially increase the uncertainties in

the leach performance of the waste form to a point where they may not

easily be quantifiable.

Further, there will always remain the question as to whether the

conditions by which leach rates are determined in the laboratory are the

same as those which will be encountered by the waste form in the

repository. Uncertainties in measurements of current hydrologic

characteristics ( e.g., flow rates) and, particularly, in predictions of

future hydrologic conditions (Ref. 5-9), place limits on the reliability of

long-term leaching extrapolations.

(iii) Implications

Several conditions must be met if a leacn resistant waste form is to

serve as a major barrier to waste release:
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1) The Influence of significant parameters'(e.g., temperature,

groundwater chemistry) must be thoroughly investigated. An

understanding of the influence of these parameters may require that

the waste form be contained to prevent the initiation of leaching

until temperature and radiation levels are low enough that a greater

degree of confidence can be placed on the long term leach behavior.
6

2) Predictions of the repository environment far into the future must

be bounded, including changes in the environment between closure and

resaturation of the underground facility. $uch predictions neer'not

be precise, but the bounds must lie within the range of conditions

for which the waste form has been experimentally tested.

3) Manufacturing quality control must be adequate to assure that the

properties of "production line" waste forms do not deviate

significantly from the properties of the waste forms evaluated in

- the laboratory.

If these conditions are met, leach rates may be extrapolated with less

uncertainty. Furthermore, long-term leach rates can probably be

predicted with more confidence than can near-term leach rates because of

the 'elevated temperature conditions shortly after waste emplacement. A

low leach rate waste form can therefore-serve as a high performance

engineered barrier over the long-term after thermal and radiation effects

have decreased. The level of confidence would probably be lower in the

short-term (hundreds of years) when elevated temperatures and radiation

may cause extreme repository conditions.

The waste form testing,-groundwater measurement and manufacturing quality

control conditions discussed above seem reasonable in light of the degree

of confidence which could be placed on a low-leach rate waste form as an

0018.0.0
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engineered barrier. A numerical limit for the leach rate to be achieved

by such a waste form will be discussed in a later chapter.

(b) Canister

(i) Properties

The use of a canister to contain the wastes can overcome some of the

difficulties with predicting leach rate and radionuclide sorption (to be

discussed in section (c)) at the elevated temperatures and radiation

levels likely to be present during the first few centuries following

closure. Containment can delay the onset of the leaching process until

temperatures have fallen to a level where the leach rate is predictable

with a higher degree of confidence.

The mechanism of containment functions not so much to keep wastes within

a specified volume (e.g., the canister), but to keep the groundwater from

contacting the waste-form until temperature and radiation levels are

within the range where laboratory data can be relied on to predict long

term performance with reasonable assurance. Hence, the process of

concern is deterioration of the canister. Some of the physical and

chemical parameters which determine corrosion rates are the same as those

which determine leach rates. Principal among these are groundwater

chemistry'(Eh, pH and chemical composition), temperature and radiation

(Ref. 5-10).

(ii) Determination of expected containment time

Actual containment time can not be observed directly because of the long

periods involved. Rather, the expected containment time must be inferred

from extrapolation of experiments, noting both the modes and rates of
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deterioration and failure. Typically, specimens of the material to be

used, including weldments, will be subjected to conditions simulating the

groundwater and, possibly, the radiation environment expected to be

present.

(lii) Implications

The principal.advantage of containment is that it permits the system to

be simplified by separating the waste from the groundwater until such

time as temperature and radiation effects decrease to where laboratory

tests can better simulate repository conditions.

Container degradation or failure can be experimentally measured over a

wide range of anticipated repository conditions (e.g., typical

repository water chemistries, temperatures and radiation fields). As

with leaching from a waste form, corrosion of a metallic barrier is a

complex kinetic process which may be difficult to predict. At higher

temperatures, new mechanisms may arise and the uncertainties in the data

may increase. However, failure rates for some processes, or the

conditions under which a specific process can cause failure, may be

investigated. Failure rates under the range of conditions expected in

the repository can be estimated and their accompanying uncertainties

bounded. These can then be used to assess the performance of canister

materials and to bound the confidence in that assessment.

The conditions previously discussed for leach rate predictions

(predictions of groundwater conditions, testing that bounds these

conditions, and manufacturing quality control) also apply to containment

time predictions. If these conditions are met, containment times may be

extrapolated with confidence. A numerical limit for the containment time

to be achieved will be discussed in a later chapter.
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(c) Backfill

(i) Properties

Backfill materials can serve a number of purposes. They can retard

migration from the underground facility of radionuclides leached from the

waste form, can condition groundwater within the underground facility

both to slow corrosion of canisters and to lower leach rates, and can

physically limit the rate of groundwater contact with a canister or waste

form (Ref. S-li). The chemical, thermal, and mechanical (physical)

properties of the backfill and its interaction with the groundwater

determine its performance. When groundwater interacts with a canister or

a waste form, the chemical composition of the resultant solutions must be

considered if backfill is used to retard radionuclide migration, limit

leach rates or reduce solubility limits. Further, for backfill to be a

useful agent for conditioning groundwater or retarding radionuclide

movement it must contact the groundwater effectively. That is, the

backfill must be emplaced in such a way that there are no extensive voids

or channels that would permit the groundwater to bypass the backfill

materials. In addition, the backfill must be able to perform its.

function in the changing thermal, chemical, and radiation environment of

the repository.

(ii) Determination of backfill performance

Standard engineering tests for compaction, permeability, homogeneity, and

gradation can be performed on backfill emplaced within an underground

facility to assure the proper mechanical properties for its intended

function. Groundwater conditioning and radionuclide retardation

properties can be determined by laboratory tests which focus on .the

chemical properties of the backfill. Backfill materials can be tested in
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the laboratory -and in-situ to determine their behavior in the repository

environment (Ref. 5-11 and 5-12).

(Mii) Implications

The functions of a backfill-material can be considered to be of two basic

types:

(1) An adjunct to other barriers. A backfill can condition groundwater

to increase containment times and reduce leach rates, and can

limit the rate of groundwater contact with a canister or waste form.

(2) A barrier in its own right. A backfill can retard movement of

nuclides away from their location of-emplacement.

The uncertainty in the performance of a backfill material probably cannot

be quantified very precisely. Rather, the backfill serves largely to

reduce the uncertainty in the performance of the other barriers. (For

example, by controlling the pH of the groundwater, uncertainty in the

corrosion rate of a canister may be reduced.) The backfill can, :

nevertheless, serve an important function in overall repository

performance, and can be instrumental in predicting the performance of the

other engineered barriers.

2. Uncertainties with respect to transport of radionuclides through the

geologic setting. -

Regardless of the extent to which engineering is used to contain wastes

or control the release of radionuclides, the geologic setting determines

the environment in whicn the engineering must perform its intended

function. Hence, the geologic setting must be characterized
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and understood at least with respect to the design parameters of the

engineering. Moreover, to the extent that the geologic setting is used

to isolate the wastes from the accessible environment, or that it is

relied upon to mitigate the consequences of premature or unanticipated.

failure of the engineering, it must be characterized and understood with

respect to its ability to control the movement of radionuclides to the

accessible environment. In this section we discuss the parameters which

describe the processes and characteristics of the geologic setting relevant

to the functions described above.

(a) Groundwater Hydrology

(i) Properties

The groundwater is the likely means by which radionuclides would be

transported from a geologic repository to the accessible environment.

Hence a long groundwater flow time between the underground facility and

the accessible environment is a highly favorable condition for waste

isolation. Further, our confidence in the ability of a geologic

repository to isolate wastes is directly dependent upon an understanding

of the groundwater flow between the repository and the accessible

environment. The characteristics by which we describe the groundwater

flow through porous media typically are those by which any fluid system

is described: hydraulic gradient, porosity, permeability, temperature,

density, viscosity, and the geometry of the system. For flow in fractured

media, an effective porosity and an effective permeability can be developed

based on average fracture size and length and the porosity and permeability

of the unfractured rock. (The chemical properties of the groundwater also

are important to the design of the engineering used to contribute to the

isolation of the wastes. The measurements of the chemical properties
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relevant to engineering, and their associated uncertainties were
discussed in the previous section.)

(ii) Oetermination of groundwater flow

The hydraulic properties of the groundwater system particularly important
to isolation of radioactive wastes are related to groundwater flow (rate,
quantity, direction, and, in the saturated zone, time for resaturation of
the underground facility). Groundwater flow can be measured directly for
simple aquifers with rapid groundwater flow. However, the underground
facility is likely to be constructed in an aquitard or aquiclude, nearby
groundwaters are likely to be very slow flowing, and flow paths may be
complex and fractured. Such slow flow or complex heterogeneous conditions
make direct measurement of groundwater flow difficult. Fluid systems models
that incorporate the properties described in the preceding section can be
used in place of direct measurement to estimate groundwater flow. Such
models have been developed, but have not been validated, for estimating
groundwater flow in the slow-flow conditions expected in the stratum in
which an underground facility would be constructed. Moreover
fracture-flow will likely be of importance in many host rocks, but the
developmnnt of fracture-flow models is in itC infancy and the utility of
these models for predictive purposes has not yet been demonstrated (Ref.
5-13 through 5-16).

Groundwater dating is an alternative to direct measurement for estimating
groundwater flow, and does not require measurement of all the properties
which determine groundwater flow. Hence, groundwater dating can provide
a semi-independent check on groundwater flow estimates (Ref. 5-17).
Groundwater dating involves uncertainties which are potentially
important, however. Among these are uncertainties in initial isotope
ratios, chemical or physical processes which could alter isotope ratios
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or concentrations along the flow-path, and mixing with groundwaters from

other sources between measurement locations. At present, groundwater

dating techniques applicable to waste repositories are mostly in the

early stages of development, except for methods using C-14 (Ref. 5-18).

(iii) Implications

Some of the uncertainties associated with estimates of groundwater flow

for repository performance can be assessed quantitatively by means of

parameter sensitivity analyses and statistical sampling techniques (Ref.

5-19, 5-20 and 5-21). However, the utility of uncertainties estimated in

this way is limited with regard to actual flow at a repository site for

several reasons. Validation is lacking for flow estimates under

slow-flow and fracture-flow conditions. Also, the models used to make

the estimates may not properly account for (1) the diverse and

heterogeneous geologic environments which are likely to be encountered

over the distance of groundwater travel from the underground facility to

the accessible environment, and (2) the effects of natural geologic

processes, as well as the thermomechanical perturbations caused by the

wastes themselves, which may significantly alter groundwater flow patterns

over the time period required for waste isolation.

(b) Geochemistry

(i) Properties

Favorable geochemistry would tend to retard the movement of radionuclides

with the groundwater. The movement of radionuclides typically is

described by the groundwater flow rate and the empirical retardation

factor. The latter is a shorthand for the complex geochemical processes

which affect radionuclide transport in groundwater. The retardation
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factor is described in terms of characteristics of the geologic medium

(e.g., bulk density and porosity for porous-medium flow) and the

radionuclide distribution coefficient, Kd, which accounts for the

chemical interactions among a radionuclide, the constituents of the

groundwater, and the host rock/aquifer of concern.

Solubility limits may also be important, particularly for the actinide

elements. If the rate.of groundwater contact with a waste form is very

low (e.g., because of favorable backfill material properties), or if the

solubility limit of an element is very low, the apparent."leach rate" of

a waste form will be reduced independent of the inherent leaching

characteristics of that material. Solubility limits are dependent

primarily on the groundwater chemistry (for a given element). Thus, a

combination of a favorable groundwater chemistry and a low rate of

groundwater contact with a waste form (e.g., good backfill properties)

could substantially reduce nuclide dissolution rates from a waste form.

(ii) Oetermination of geochemistry conditions- .

The relevant processes which must be measured or inferred.-to predict

geochemical retardation of radionuclides incTude, among others,

precipi.tation/dissolution (controlled by solubility),.the chemical forms

of nuclides in solution, sorption/desorption interactions, and colloid

transport and ultrafiltration. Generally, the limiting geochemical

processes are chemical complexing (which determines species present in the

groundwater), and precipitation and sorption/desorption (which affect the

amounts of radionuclides dissolved in groundwater).

Laboratory.tests can be used to estimate maximum solubilities, and field

measurements can' be made to verify laboratory measurements. Similarly,
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laboratory measurements can be used to determine sorption/desorption

properties. However, the relevance of laboratory measurements to actual

field conditions is only beginning to be investigated.

Theoretical geochemical models have recently been developed to

investigate element speciation in realistic geochemical environments.

(Ref. 5-22 and 5-23). However, the requisite field data and

thermodynamic data, particularly for transuranic elements, are difficult

to obtain. Most of the available thermodynamic data are at a temperature

of 25aC and standard atmospheric pressure (Ref. 5-24) and need to be

adjusted to expected repository conditions. Experiments at elevated

temperatures are being conducted (Ref. 5-25). In addition, the models

involve important assumptions, such as that of chemical equilibrium,

which may be unrealistic if the spatial variation in geochemical

properties of the geologic setting is severe. Finally, theoretical

models do not yet incoporate kinetic effects in the predictions of

element speciation, nor do they relate speciation to predictions of

retardation in groundwater transport. Theoretical geochemical models

alone cannot provide an adequate substitute for empirical data from

experiments approximating anticipated.repository conditions, especially

for elements such as Pu, Np, U, and Tc, whose mobility characteristics

depend strongly on geochemistry (Ref. 5-26). All three approaches:

experimental solubility and sorption measurements, field migration

studies, and theoretical calculations are necessary to provide and

understanding of radionuclide migration.

(iii) Implications

A large body of experimental data on solubilities and Kd's has been
obtained for many of the important radionuclides in HLW (Ref. 5-27 and
5-28). However, serious questions have been raised about the relevance
of Kd's to observed retardation effects, and about the ability to measure
and to predict the in situ conditions which must be known to reduce the
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uncertainties associated with both solubilities and Kd's to tractable

levels (Ref. 5-29). Nonetheless, estimates of solubilities and Kd's and the

uncertainties associated with them have been made for the geologic media

of interest to the national program (Ref. 5-30) and are used in the

calculations appearing in Chapters VII and VIII of this document.

(c) Geologic Environment

(1) Properties

The characteristics customarily used to describe the geologic environment

relate to its mechanical and thermal properties, its mineralogy, and its

geologic structure. The processes which affect these characteristics

include climatic changes, surface erosion/deposition, diagenesis, and

tectonic processes such as uplift, subsidence, folding, and faulting.

(ii) Characterization of the geologic environment

Geologic characteristics, I.e., both the present thermal, mechanical,

chemical, etc., properties of a given location and the geologic processes

anticipated to be operating there now and in the future, are essential

not only for understanding factors relevant to transport of wastes by

groundwater, but also for confidence in the performance of any

engineering over the long term. Not only must conditions In the present

be favorable for waste isolation, but also there must be some assurance

that the processes expected in the future at the location will have no

significant adverse effect. That is, the processes and events which

occur at this location either 1) leave the relevant characteristics

unchanged, or 2) change them in a way that allows confident predictions

of no adverse consequence to the isolation of the wastes. Measurements

can be made of the mechanical and thermal properties, mineralogy, and -
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structure of a particular location, although complexity of a location and

spatial inhomogeneity add to the difficulty of Interpreting the results

of such measurements. Inferences are made from the geologic record

as to the likelihood of continued or renewed activity of geologic processes.

(iii) Implications

Uncertainties in our understanding of the present state of a geologic

environment result from the potentially complex spatial variations in

pressure, structure, and mineralogy. In order to reduce uncertainties,

field measurements should employ sample sizes and spacings of

sampling locations which match the scale of important inhomogeneities at

the location. Some uncertainties are quantifiable, e.g., those

associated with the extrapolations and interpolations based on field data

which are numerical and, thus, are subject to statistical analyses (Ref.

5-31). The magnitude and significance of these uncertainties are site

specific.

The predictions as to which geologic processes are likely to be active

into the future and which events are likely to occur are based primarily

on interpretations and temporal extrapolations of the geologic record.

Significant uncertainties may result from the incompleteness or possible

misinterpretation of the geologic record. Predictions based on the

geologic record are Inherently judgmental, particularly for discrete

events at specific locations. Nonetheless, the geologic record can be

used to estimate bounds for the future effects of anticipated geologic

processes and events. At locations which have exhibited little change

since the beginning of the Quaternary, the uncertainties in predicting

the effect of geologic processes on repository performance are likely to

be unimportant for time periods of about 10 years or less, but may
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become significant for longer times (Ref. 5-32). However, there is

always a residual uncertainty as to whether a process or event might

occur which is not expected or considered likely on the basis of the

geologic record-and which will-cause the engineering to fail.

Thermal and mechanical perturbations of the natural geologic environment

caused by development and operation of a repository and emplacement of

wastes also need to be taken into account in determining the suitability

of a location for waste disposal (Ref. 5-33). 'For about the first 103

years, when the decay heat generated in the waste is most important (see

Fig. 4-6), it is likely that the thermal perturbations will have important

effects in the rock in close proximity to the underground facility. In

principle, uncertainties associated with predicting the post-closure

effects of thermal and mechanical perturbations (e.g., in salt) are

quantifiable on the basis of field tests. Testing is difficult, however,

_.both because of the long time period over which the decay heat is

significant and because the physical size and layout of a test facility

should simulate expected repository conditions.

3. Assessment of performance over long periods of time - -

In the previous sections we discussed the properties by which engineered

and geologic systems could contribute to isolation of radioactive.wastes.

We also discussed the kinds of measurements and experiments needed to

conclude that those systems would perform the various functions that

might be attributed to them. Finally, we discussed the uncertainties

associated with those measurements and experiments and touched upon the

implications of those uncertainties with respect to confidence in the

isolation of high-level radioactive wastes.
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From the preceding discussions of this chapter it is seen that, of the

uncertainties which affect confidence in geologic disposal of HLW, the

most easily accommodated is measurement uncertainty. There are, of

course, practical limitations to the accuracy and precision of

measurements of the relevant properties, especially field measurements

of the geologic setting in which a repository might be located. Yet,

measurement uncertainty is quantifiable and amenable to statistical

analyses. Not only the values of properties deemed relevant can be

known, but also some quantitative statement can be made as to how well

those values are known.

Mathematical models must figure prominently in any assessment of

long-term performance of a HLW repository since there will be no

opportunity to observe actual repository performance prior to licensing.

The reliability of the predictions of these models is limited by the

reliability of the input data to these models and by the reliability of

the models themselves. The geologic sciences are far from being

precisely predictive and, as a result, the models and most of the

geological data upon which they rely are subject to sizeable

uncertainties. These uncertainties could make repository licensing

problematical for the Commission unless adequate compensating measures

are employed. Engineered barriers can, as the preceeding paragraphs

Indicate substantially reduce and compensate for these uncertainties.

Some engineered barriers, e.g., waste forms, can reduce uncertainties by

reducing the source term which the geologic environment must control.

Other engineered barriers, such as canisters, can reduce uncertainties by

preventing contact between the waste form and the groundwater until the

temperature and radiation levels are low enough that the mechanisms

controlling radionuclide releases to the geologic setting are understood

and the data scatter in measuring and predicting these releases is

reduced to tractable levels. Additional engineered barriers, such as
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backfill materials, can compensate for uncertainties in ways which may be

largely qualitative, but which will nevertheless lend confidence to a

decision on overall repository performance.

In a complementary manner,-the geologic setting will compensate for

uncertainties in the performance of the engineered barrier system. A

minimum groundwater travel time can provide quantifiable compensation for

premature failure of or excessive early releases from the waste package

and underground facility. Siting criteria addressing resources can

reduce the liklihood of inadvertant intrusion into the engineered

barriers system. Overall, this element of redundancy of barriers is

expected to play a significant role in any Commission decision to license

a HLW repository.

The specific contributions which individual barriers can make to overall

repository performance and to reductions in uncertainty, are discussed. in

more detail in subsequent chapters.

VI. IMPACT OF UNCERTAINTIES ON REGULATIONS FOR GEOLOGIC'OISPOSAL OF HLW

1. Regulatory policy

If we examine the implications of uncertainties (discussed in

Chapter V) associated with determining whether the engineered and natural

barrier systems will function as desired as components of a geologic

repository, we see that none is free from the uncertainties discussed

above. -Further, no matter how good the design or how excellent the site,

and no matter how precise and accurate the measurements and observations

of the components of the repository, the best that can be known is the

state of the repository At the time the Commission must decide whether to

allow closure. The state of the repository beyond that decision point is
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an inference. While it is conceivable that the DOE could develop a

design that does not require anything of the geology other than to

provide a location, or could choose a site so good that no engineered

barriers would be needed, there will be no opportunity to see the

engineering or the site work under all the anticipated conditions, or to

observe whether the actual conditions are those for which the engineering

is designed or the site selected. Further, there is always the

uncertainty as to whether processes and events not anticipated in the

design or not expected to occur at the site will indeed occur, and fail

the repository.

Faced with this same type of uncertainty for other licensing decisions in

the past, although not to the same degree, the Commission has applied a

policy of multiple protective systems. This is commonly known as the

defense-in-depth approach. In the case of geologic disposal of HLW, this

policy would be realized as a requirement that the site and the

engineering share in the task of isolating the wastes. Moreover, no one

who Kas been involved in the formulation of national policy for the

disposal of HLW, including the DOE, the USGS, the EPA, and the

Interagency Review Group on the management of radioactive wastes has

suggested exclusive reliance on either geology or engineering for

isolation of HLW. The reasoning behind the implementation of the

Commission's policy and its advantages for licensing geologic disposal of

HLW are discussed below.

First, requiring both engineering and geology to contribiutaeto -tsolation -

can be used to limit the consequences of an unanticipated process or

event, which could cause failure of one barrier to properly perform its

isolation function. Since the Commission will need to make a judgement

as to whether it has reasonable assurance that the public health and

safety suffers no unreasonable risk from permitting disposal of HLW
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within a repository in the absence of any experience and proof-testing,

the knowledge that mechanisms are in place which limit the consequences

of partial failure will-add to confidence in that judgement, despite the

knowledge that unanticipated processes and events could occur. Further,

since some of the functions of the engineering and the site operate by

different mechanisms (e.g., groundwater flow and canister corrosion),

requiring OQE to use both In a repository provides multiplicity in the

methods by which safety is provided. Although one can never be sure that

all eventualities have been addressed, viewing possible failure

modes/mechanisms from more than one perspective adds confidence that

nothing major has been ovelooked.

Finally, although isolation of wastes through engineering or geology

involves-many of the same properties, and indeed in some instances

involves similar processes (e.g., both containment of wastes by a waste

package and retardation of radionuclides by the geochemistry of the

geologic setting could rely on sorption of radionuclides suspended in

groundwater), the major contributors to uncertainty for each arise from

different considerations. For example, poor correspondence between

laboratory and field measurements has-resulted in considerable

uncertainty associated with retardation factors for the geologic setting.

In the case of material incorporated in the waste package to retard

radionuclides, however, retardation factors can be measured with relatively

little uncertainty. Hence, to the extent, and over the times, that we

can rely on waste packages to contain radionuclides, the uncertainties

associated with retardation by the geology are less important. On the

other hand, as time progresses our confidence in the waste package's

continued performance diminishes. The long history of geologic

conditions provided by the geologic record permits more confident

evaluation of the ability of the location to maintain some level of

retardation of radionuclides into the future. Hence confidence in the
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geologic record compensates for the uncertainty in the survivability

of engineering, while confidence in containment for an initial period

compensates for uncertainty in geochemical retardation.

2. Numerical requirements

Numerical specification of the contribution to isolation to be made by
the site and by the engineering should be consistent with both the
standard to be met (the generally applicable standard for radiation in
the environment from the disposal of HLW), and whatever the Commission
regards as an appropriate level of risk from unanticipated processes and
events.

Although no HLW standard exists at present, the Commission can proceed to
specify numerical performance objectives by assuming a standard based
upon a reasonable expectation of what an HLW standard might be. Several
comments on the proposed rule referred to Draft 19 of the EPA standard,
which has been under development for some time. We have therefore chosen
this draft as the basis for an assumed standard*, and in Chapter VII we
consider numerical requirements for containment, controlled release, and
groundwater flow time which, if met, will contribute to meeting it.

3. Additional considerations

Use of an assumed HLWd standard provides a basis- for specifying

numerically, at this time, performance of individual barriers (e.g.,

containment) under anticipated processes and events. However, when a HLW

standard is promulgated, the Commission should have the discretion to

review and change as needed the numerical values specified for those

barriers in light of that standard. Among the factors the Commission

might take into account in exercising this discretion are the age and

* On December 29, 1982 the EPA published a Proposed HLW Standard which

is somewhat different from Draft 19. An analysis of the impact of the

differences between the two versions appears in Appendix A to this

Rationale.
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nature of the wastes, characteristics of the geologic setting, and

particular sources of uncertainty in predicting the performance of the
engineered barrier system or the geologic setting. Finally, in

specifying performance numerically at this time, we have not foreclosed

the possibility that considerations related to unanticipated processes
and events could form a basis for changing the specification, for
requiring additional specifications, or both.

VII IMPACT OF NUMERICAL REQUIREMENTS ON ROUTINE RELEASES

As stated in Chapter VI, Draft 19 of the EPA standard, referenced by a

number of comments on the proposed rule, has been employed to show the

relationship between overall system performance and the numerical

requirements on the engineered barrier system and the geologic setting.

We expect EPA to publish soon a proposed standard for public comment

similar to this draft. This chapter contains an assessment of the

contributions to overall performance under anticipated processes and

events. An assessment of the mitigation of unanticipated processes and

events appears in Chapter VIII. The working draft of the assumed

standard fixes a number of parameters against which the overall

performance of a repository will be evaluated, including a location at

which performance is to be measured (the boundary of the accessible

environment), a measure of performance (cumulative releases of specific

radionuclides measured in curies), and an interval during which

performance is to be measured (10,000 years). In the draft Supplementary

Information accomoanying the working draft, the EPA also notes its

judgment that regulation of releases for a 10,000 year interval will

protect public health and safety beyond 10,000 years. Specific limits

for releases for reasonably foreseeable (anticipated) processes and

events appear in Table 2, and were applied here in accordance with the

footnote to that table.
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Table 2

Limits of Cumulative Releases to the Accessible
Environment for 10,000 Years After Disposal

According to the Assumed Standard

Release Limit
Radionuclide Curies Per 1000 MT

Americium-241 10

Americi uj-243 4

Carbon-14 200

Ceslum-135 2000

Casium-137 500

Neptunium-237 20

Plutonium-238 400

Plutonium-239 100

Plutonium-240 100

Pl utoni um-242 100

Radiumw-226 3

Strontium-90 80

Technetium-99 2000

Tin-126 so

Any other alpha-emitting
radionuclide 10

Any other radionuclide
which does not emit
alpha particles S00

NOTE: In cases where a mixture of radionuclides is projected to be
released, the limiting values shall be determined as follows: For each
radionuclide in the mixture, determine the ratio between the cumulative
release quantity projected over 10,000 years and the limit for that
radionuclide as determined from Table 2. The sum of such ratios for all
the radionuclides in the mixture may not exceed one.

For example, if radionuclides A, B, and C are projected to be released
in amounts Q , Q and Q , and if the applicable Release Limits are RLa
RL RL than tRe cumul tive releases over 10,000 years shall be a
ligitedCso that the following relationship exists:

% , b C 1

RLa RLb RLc
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For purposes of our assessment, consistent with the assumed standard, the

accessible environment is assumed to be all areas on the land surface

regardless of distance from the repository and to include all subsurface

locations beyond a vertical surface one mile away from the location of

the emplaced wastes. These boundaries appear in Figure 13. (A more recent

working draft of the standard allows a distance of up to 10 km rather

than 1 mile. This change does not significantly affect the results of the

present study, however, since only the groundwater travel time explicitly

appears). For an actual repository the distance from the wastes to the

vertical boundary of the accessible environment is expected to be site

specific but not to exceed 10 km.

Routine Release Scenario: The Undisturbed Repository

The NRC staff identified a scenario for the purpose of showing the effect

of numerical requirements for the engineered barrier system and the

geologic.setting on the performance of a geologic repository which Is

operating normally. A diagram of this scenario appears in Figure 13.

It is anticipated that if radionuclides are released from an undisturbed

repository to the accessible environment, this release will take place by

failure of the container surrounding the wastes, dissolution of the

wastes by groundwater, and migration of the radioactive material

dissolved from the wastes with the groundwater to the accessible

environment. For this reason,-location of the underground facility in the

saturated zone is considered a realistic bounding case for routine

release. In this scenario, groundwater is presumed to resaturate the

repository within a few centuries after closure and to initiate

deterioration of the waste packages, causing eventual breaching of the

waste packages and start of radionuclide release to the underground

facility. In time, the radionuclides are released to the geologic
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setting. The assumption of prompt resaturation is conservative but

reasonable because void spaces in the backfilled repository will result

in a hydraulic gradient that will tend to promote flow inward, and

because some natural leakage is anticipated. An upward hydraulic

gradient in the geologic setting is assumed, causing groundwater carrying

the radionuclides to move vertically through the host rock from the
repository to an overlying aquifer. The radionuclides then follow the

groundwater flowpath horizontally along the aquifer away from the

repository and eventually reach the accessible environment.-Transport of

some radionuclides through both the host rock and the aquifer is assumed

to be impeded by chemical retardation and by limitations on radionuclide

solubility. Alternative release paths might be selected, such as a
downward gradient which could move radionuclides to an underlying

aquifer." However, thermal effects will tend to enhance transport to an

overlying aquifer, so this upward case is considered realistic. This

scenario will be considered for the three media currently of greatest

interest for HLW disposal: basalt, tuff, and salt. Evaluation of this

scenario involves prediction of the behavior of an undisturbed repository

taking into account uncertainties associated with significant parameters.

Numerical Assessment: The Model Chosen

To quantify the effects of numerical requirements for the engineered

barrier system and the geologic setting in the routine release scenario,

it is necessary to specify a quantitative model which corresponds to the

qualitative description above. That model may then be used to determine

how each of the barriers affects the performance of the overall geologic

repository. The model selected for describing this scenario is a

quasi-two dimensional model in which the radionuclides travel vertically

upward, both through the repository and from it to the aquifer, after
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which they travel horizontally along the aquifer. This model approximates

the groundwater flow shown in Figure 13 by a series of legs, shown in

Figure 14. Legs A and 8 correspond to the upper aquifer, leg C

corresponds to flow through the underground facility itself, and leg D-
corresponds to flow from the underground facility through the host rock
to the upper aquifer.

A number of simplifying assumptions have been made in order to implement

this model. These assumptions are consistent with generally accepted

practice in transport modeling and are not intended to introduce either

conservatism or non-conservatism into the analysis. First, one-

dimensional Oarcy flow is assumed, implying low Reynolds number flow in
porous media, and implying that all significant flow is unidirectional.
Low Reynolds number flow is reasonable in view of the small conductivities
and hydraulic gradients involved in geologic disposal systems. Porous

flow is reasonable for sandstone aquifers assumed to overlie bedded salt,
but for basalt and tuff flow through fractures is likely. Therefore, the

hydraulic conductivity has been adjusted for basalt and tuff to roughly
approximate fracture flow. Presumption of unidirectional flow in the

legs has been shown to lead to good agreement with complex multi-
dimensional models such as SWIFT (Ref. 7-1) for applications similar to

this one (Ref. 7-2 and 7-3).

The model also presumes that rock properties are invariant for the length

of an individual leg, so that properties such as permeability and

chemical retardation are constants. A radionuclide passing through an

actual unit is likely to encounter a spatially varying environment that

may affect its velocity. The constant properties of the leg specified in

the model therefore are spatial averages of estimates of the aquifer

properties, so that a radionuclide is modeled to traverse the leg in the

same length of time it would take to traverse the aquifer unit the leg
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represents. Further, the ranges of the properties considered below are

considered to encompass the changes in these properties that are

anticipated to occur along actual aquifer units.

Another simplification made by this model is that it does not account for
all of the effects of the heat released by the waste. The model does
account for thermal buoyancy effects on flow in leg D,.by adjusting the
pressure at point 2, the point where flow enters the underground
facility. The model does not account, however, for possible permeability
changes in the overlying host rock which might result from thermomechanical
effects. Finally, as applied here, the model does not deal with the specific
processes which cause canister failure or which affect radionuclide
release rates from the engineered barrier system. It therefore does not
deal with the uncertainties associated with early failure of containment
such as hydrothermal dissolution of waste forms or failure of the
backfill to retard radionuclides due to elevated temperatures or
radiation fluxes.

Clearly, the model described above is highly idealized, and the behavior

and models of an actual site will probably be much more complex. However,

it is the staff's view that the model is more than sufficient to

accomplish its purpose in this document. That is, the model provides

significant, realistic insight into the relationship between numerical

criteria and repository performance.

To implement this model, the NWFT/DVM code was used (Ref. 7-4 and 7-5).

which requires an extensive set of parameters as input data. These

parameters, whose selection reflects the assumptions mentioned above,

have been divided into two groups; the first is subject to relatively

little uncertainty, the second reflects many of the sources of

uncertainty discussed in Chapter V. The first, to be called fixed

parameters, are those quantities which define the system and which are

specified as point values. In an actual case these parameters would be

fixed by the geometry of the site and the properties of the fluid and
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waste which are relatively well known. These include the distances along

the legs shown in Figure 14, the cross-sectional area of the legs, fluid

properties such as density and viscosity, and waste properties such as

initial inventory and half-lives. The second group, to. be called

variables, consists of parameters whose values are subject to

uncertainties which may span several orders of magnitude. These

parameters are not taken as point values in the calculation, but are

approximated by distributions. These variables include solubility and

retardation factors for individual radionuclides, and factors affecting

groundwater travel time, such as permeability and hydraulic gradients. In

addition, this group includes parameters for which numerical criteria

were established in the Proposed Technical Rule, such as containment time

by the waste packages and radionuclide release rates from the underground

facility, so that repository performance can be assessed as these

parameters vary over the given ranges.

Table 3 identifies the fixed parameters used by the model and the values

used in the analyses. Table 4 identifies the variables whose values are

approximated by distributions in the calculations, and gives the ranges

of those values used in these analyses.

Input 6ata for Routine Release Scenario

The point values for the fixed parameters shown in Table 3 reflect the

media and underground facility designs currently being given the most

emphasis by DOE. The dimensions of the underground facility which lead

to the-areas of leg C and 0 and the length of leg C are taken from EPA's

granite reference repository (Ref. 7-6). The areas of legs A and 8

are consistent with overlying aquifers for repositories located in basalt,

tuff, and salt (Ref. 7-7) and-the length of leg E corresponds to the one

mile distance to the accessible

0041.0.0
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TABLE 3. FIXED PARAMETERS FOR ROUTINE RELEASES IN
BASALT, TUFF, AND SALT

Descrio tion

Area of leg A
0 B
a C

n n t 5

Value

1 x 106
1 x 106
8 x 106
a x 10

Units

ft2

Io
;*

Length of leg A
is It $. a

1" 0 (Basalt)
it I N a (Tuff)

I "n (Salt)

Not needed
5280
16
1530
1825

i 1850

ft
,.

.

of

to..

Conductivity of leg C
Porosity of leg C
Pressure at point I
Initial radionuclide inventory
Radionuclide half lives
Water Oensity
Water 'Iiscosity

infinite
Not needed
0
*

*

62.3
1.02

psi
Curies
years
1/ft3

Centipoise

*From Ref. 7-7.

/



TARLE 4. Variables and their rengas. (For normal and lognormal
dlstributions. ranges are for .001 antd .99 quantiles.)

Variable 01strtbution
Nanq, in
basalt

Range 1rn
w lade tuft
non-lelittizaa

Range In
bodd sal t unt ts

basalt non-:eohltizea badOta salt units

Rd for Am
In ,test rock

KC for fu
fit host roct

Xd tfr U
In host rack

1M far ft '
in host fact

Kd for fissi'n
products In host
Pecs

Rd for Am
In gulfuer

Kd far Pu
in aquifer

Rd for U
in aqufaer

Kd for No
In a4uifer
Xd for fission
products in
aqu1 ter

Solubility limit
for AM

Selub111ty lfzitt
for Pu

Solubility limit
for U

Solubility limit
far NV

Selubi Ity limit
for Tc

S4aubility limit
tar fission
products

Gispersivity

hadienuclida
release tins

Conductivity In
aquifer
(legs A 4 C)

Poirsity In
aquitfer
Clegs A & 1)

Conductivity in
htst rocx
(legs C A 0)

Parosity in
14st rocx
(legs C 4 0)

Crutdent In
bost rect

Gradient in
a4ul,,

Canistnr lif

LognorumaI

Lognormal

Lognormal

Lognormal

Lagnormal

Lagwomal

Lognormal

-Lagnormal

Lagnormal

.Lagnormal

Lognormal

Lognarmal

Uni oram

Lognormal

eqnorma

LOgnIarel

Uqniormt

Logunor.

(2.511 . 2.0E6)

(4. 5a. 5.2E3)

(4. 1E. L3E3)

(150 .. 114

L 7n. 5.8£3)

(t.OE-2. LOES4)

tL.OE-2. 1.01E)

tlOE-2. .Ort1.0E-2. 5.011)

(1.01-2. 5.0E2)

(2.SE-U. 2.5E-$)

t2.1E-6. 2.0E-4)

t2.5E-L3. 2.SE-13)

(LOE-9. LOE-7)

(5.011. 5.012)

(MG0£3. L017)

(LtEO. 1.014)

(L.E1I. .OE-1)

Loguni farm
(l.O£-7, 1.010)

(5.0£-3. 3.0£-2)

Uniform
(1.OE-4. 1.0-2)

tl.OE2. LAOE41

(.511. 9.513)

(7.011. 2.0E3)

(L 0£-2. 1.5E1)

(4.5E0. 3.111)

(101. 2. 11)

C.5 a1. 3.612)

(7.0E1. 4.512)

(1.01-2. 1.1)

CO.~~ L E

(5.010. 7.0E0)

(1.2E2, 1.113)

leah-t 1.1taU

*Leaqultniform

(.0E3. 1.017)

(2.-. 11-1)

t(r.11-5.S1 t0

(1.01-t1. 4.01-2)

Loguniorma

(1.01-3. L301-21

(t.OE2. t,.OE4)

(s.GEn. LGE4j

(3.011 . 1.014)

(3.011, 1.014)

(L.E-2, 2.7E2)

(2.00E. 4.0E2)

(1.O0-2. 3.013)

(t.0£1. 1.OE4)

(3.01n. 1.OE4)

(L0£-2. 2.712)

(2.0MG. 4.012)

(1.0E-2. 3.t£3)

leQaclh- im ~t~d

(6.O1-17. 4.0E-4)

(l.6E-6. 3.01-2)

(L.3£-25 5 .0E-7)

(L 51-9. t.5E-5)

(C.3E-17, L.E-4)

(S.O1l, 5.013)

(L 013. LO17)

tl.5E-l. 4.1 12)

tl.OE-l. 2.0E-1)

Lognorma

t2.1E-tO. 3.31-2)

(6.61-4. 7.2E-2)

(2.01-3. 3.0£-2)Un(1 te

M2.E-3, L OE-Z)

tL 0£2. L t£4)

Alig

*1/2

0/St
mugj

Mlig

*Iug

g/g

g/g

1/9

g

g/g
V9f

ft

Yrd

ftjda

'I/ft

*Ur

-,. _.., , I . . ;- - -- . ... ..... , =
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environment. The initial radionuclide inventory is taken from DOE's
projections for spent fuel (Ref. 7-8).

The variables which appear in Table 4 reflect many of the uncertainties

discussed at length in Chapter V. Uncertainties in geohydrology include

predictions of conductivities, porosities, hydraulic gradients and

dispersivitles. These sources of uncertainty are accounted for in the

model by expressing these variables as distributions of values which span

the range of available data. Similarly, distributions of solubilities

and distribution coefficients (Kd's) are used in recognition of the

uncertainties involved in predicting these properties. Three

radionuclides, 1291, 14C, and 99Tc, do not appear to be retarded

chemically, and are therefore presumed to move at the same speed as the

groundwater. This information was developed by Sandia National Laboratory

under contract to NRC through a review of the available data for

pertinent sites and rock formations (Ref. 7-7). These data are consistent

with conditions to be found in the media being investigated by DOE and

are considered appropriate for this modelling exercise. However, it is

recognized that a thorough analysis of a specific site might well make

use of additional or different data which would be more pertinent to that

particular site. The ranges and distributions for waste package life and

radionuclide release rate were selected to uniformly bound the numerical

values in the proposed rule.

Outout From Routine Release Scenario

The effects of the variables whose uncertainties are modeled by the

distributions in Table 4 on repository performance were investigated by

repeatedly running NWFT/DVM using a standard statistical sampling

technique (Ref. 7-9, 7^10). In this statistical technique, a "case"

composed of 26 values, one for each of the variables in Table 4, was

0042.0.0
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selected from within the ranges shown in the table. By selecting the

values at random and by running enough cases to Investigate the entire

data range, the effects of each of the variables on repository

performance can be determined.

The effect of radionuclide release rate from the underground facility to

the host rock on the fraction of cases tested thich meet the assumed

standard can be seen in Figure 15 for routine releases from basalt. In

this figure, release rates are varied along the horizontal axis and ground-

water travel times are varied along the vertical axis. It should be noted

that the release rates shown are limits which apply to all radionuclides for

a particular case; if the solubility for a particular nuclide for that case

was sufficiently low, that radionuclide might be released more slowly

than the release limit associated with that case. The lines plotted on

the figure are for constant fractions of cases tested which fail to meet

the assumed standard. For example, for a groundwater travel time of 1000

years and a release rate from the underground facility of about 1 part in

40,000 per year, the fraction of cases failing to meet the assumed standard

is 0.10 or 10%. Similarly, at a groundwater travel time of 100 years, the

release rate from the underground facility at which the;fraction of cases

failing to meet the standard is 0.10 is about 1 part in 300,000 per year.

Engineered Barrier Svstem Release Rate Recuirement

Impact of Release Rate on Performance

Figures 16 and 17 are like Figure ,1, but for bedded salt and non-

zeolitized tuff, rather than basalt. In interpreting all three figures it

is very important to note that the range of groundwater travel times in each

figure has been selected to illustrate the impact of the numerical value

0043.0.0
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ROUTINE RELEASE
BASALT

0C

S.

-
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.M,

4-I

3

0

qC"

0

0-6

Release Rate from
Underground Facility (1/yr)

Figure 15. Contours of constant fraction of cases failing
to comply with the assumed standard, as a
function of limiting release rate and travel
time. Medium is basalt.
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ROUTINE- RELEASE
BEDDED SALT
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Release Rate from
Underground Facility (1/yr)

Figure 16. Contours of co nstant fraction of cases failing
to comply with the assumed standard, as a
function of limiting release rate and travel
time. M~edium is bedded salt.
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ROUTINE RELEASE
NON-ZEOLITIZED TUFF

aW

0-

-

I-

3

:0

t-

a

C%

Release Rate from
Underground Facility (1/yr)

Figure 17. Contours of constant fraction of cases failing
to comply with the assumed standard, as a
function of limiting release rate and travel
time. Medium is non-zeolitized tuff.
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of 1,000 years proposed in 10 CFR 60. The staff does not intend to Imply
that this range is necessarily likely for an actual site. In particular,

* the staff recognizes that the generally low permeability of salt may
result in longer groundwater travel times. Nevertheless, a routine
release scenario in salt Is considered because of the-uncertainties
discussed previously.

In Figures 15 and 16, it is seen that as the release rate from the repos-
itory decreases, the probability of failing to meet the assumed standard
decreases significantly for both basalt and bedded salt. It may also
be seen that there is a region in each figure in which the lines of
constant fractions of cases lie relatively close to each other. In these
regions, relatively small changes in release rate' from the underground
facility or in groundwater travel time are observed to make relatively
large changes in the fraction of cases whose releases fail to comply with
the assumed standard. Outside these regions, changes in release rate from
the underground facility and in the groundwater travel time have less
impact, since they do not cause the lines of constant failure rate to be
crossed. (Although no fractions less than 0.10 are shown in the figure,
it is apparent that the largest gradients are near the lines shown.)

For basalt (Figure 15), decreasing release rates from the underground

facility from about 1part in 5,000 per year to about 1 part in.50,000

per year reduces the fraction of cases failing to meet the' assumed

standard from about 1.00 to 0.10, while for bedded salt (Figure 16)

reducing release rates'from the underground facility to about 1 part in

100,000 per year is needed to achieve a fraction of failures below 0.10.

For these media, it is therefore quite advantageous to have a release

rate from the underground facility as low as about 1 part in 100,000 per

year, but there is-little further improvement to be gained from a

substantially slower release rate, since this release rate results in

compliance with the 'assumed standard for most travel times.

On the other hand, inspection of Figure 17 reveals that for a repository

in the saturated zone in non-zeolitized tuff, the greatest improvement is

gained by having releases less than about 1 part in 1,000,000 per year.

This result is due to inferior geochemical retardation of uranium in non-

zeolitized tuff compared to basalt or bedded salt, consistent with the

0o44.0.0
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relatively lower range of Kd's for uranium in non-zeolitized tuff which
appears in Table 4. However, it is recognized that many tufts are
zeolitized, with geochemical retardation properties substantially better
than non-zeolitized tuffs. Table 4-A consists of a comparison of the
retardation properties of zeolitized and non-zeolitized tuff aquifers
(Ref. 7-7). Figure 18 results from an analysis identical to that of

Table 4-A. Kd Ranges in Zeolitized and Non-Zeolitized Tuff Aquifers
(All distributions are lognormal)

Variable Range Range
Zeolitized Tuff Non-Zeolitized Tuff

Kd for Am (S.0E2, 9.5E3) (8.5E1, 3.6EZ)
Kd for Pu (2.5E2, 2.0E3) (7.OE1, 4.5E2)
Kd for U (S.OEO, 1.5E1) (1.OE-2, 1.1E1)
Kd for Np (4.SEO, 3.1E1) (5.OEG, 7.QEO)
Kd for fission
products (2.9E2, 2.2E5) (1.2E2, 8.6E3)

Figure 17, except that the aquifer is presumed to be zeolitized, and for
that case, the behavior of a tuff repository is very much like those in
basalt and bedded salt. In Figure 17, reducing release rates from the
underground facility to about 1 part in 100,000 per year "will achieve a
fraction of failures below 0.10. Figure 17 also demonstrates that the
impact of the rate of release of radionuclides from the engineered barrier
system is media specific. The staff does not intend to imply that at an
actual tuff site radionuclide transport must be through either zeolitized
or non-zeolitized tuff, but recognizes that both types of tuff are
likely to be traversed.

Alternatively, the influence of the engineered barrier release rate can
be evaluated by directly comparing releases from the engineered barriers
with the release limits og Table 2. Table 5 presents such a comparison
for a release rate of 10 per year following an initial 1000 year
containment period. The quantities released do not greatly exceed the
limits for any of the nuclides except Am and Pu. This table demonstrates
that a low release rate from the engineered barriers is able to
contribute substantially to overall repository performance, and may29
provide a very desirable degree of redundancy for nuclides such as - Tc
which are unlikely to be controlled very effectively by the geologic
barriers.

0045.0.0
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ROUTINE RELEASE
ZEOLITIZED TUFF
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Figure 18. Contours of constant fraction of cases
failing to comply with the assumed standard,
as a function of limiting release rate and
travel time. Medium is zeolitized tuff.
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Table 5. Effectiveness of 10 5 per year release
rate in complying with the EPA standard.

NUCLIDE

Am-241

Am-243,

C-14

Cs-135

Cs-137

Np-237

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-242

Ra-226

Sr-90

Tc-99

Sn-126

REPOSITORY
INVENTORY
@ 1000 vr
(Ci/100,000
MM)

9.24E7

1.57E6

1.35E3

2.23E4

1.00

1.OE5

9.8E4

3.2E7

4.4E7
1.7ES

2.84E2**

1.5E-1

1.4E6

5.6E4

RELEASE
RATE IF
EQUAL TO
INVENTORY5
TIMES 10 *

(Ci/yr)

9.2E2

1.E1

1.4E-2

2.2E-1

1.OE-5

1.OEO

9.8E-1

3.2E2

4.4E2

1.7EO

2.84E-3

1.5E-6

1.4E1

5.6E-1

TOTAL
RELEASES
(YEARS
1000 to
10.000)
'(d)

3.OE6

1.4E5

1.2E2

2.0E3

3.4E-3

9.0E3

8.2E2

2.9E6

4.OE6

1.5E4

2.6E1

4.8E-4

1.3ES

5.OE3

EPA
LIMIT

(c/1oo, ooo
MTHM)

RATIO OF
TOTAL

RELEASE TO
EPA LIMIT

. WI

1000

I 400

20,000
200,000

50,000

2,000

40,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

300

8,000

200, 000***

8,000

3,000

350

0.006

0.01

0

4.5

0.02

290

400

1.5

0.09

0

0. 65"

0.62

Total 1.7 x 10a 1.7E3

-

*Equal to 10 x values in column 1. Note that release rates at or below 1.7 Ci/yr (0.1%
of total rate) meet the rule.

**Release calculations based on inventory at 1000 years. In the absence of leaching, the
quantity of Ra-226 would increase to 1.22E4 Ci per 100,000 MTHM at 10,000 years.

***The proposed EPA standard published in the Federal Register revised the Tc-99 release
limit to 1,000,000 Ci/100,000 MTHM. The corresponding ratio of total release to the
EPA limit would be 0.13. .jhis change has no impact on the overall conclusions regarding
the effectiveness of a 10 per year release rate in complying with the EPA standard. See
Appendix A for further discussion.
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Achievability-

As stated in the proposed rule, "Proof of the future performance of
engineered systems and geologic media over time periods of a thousand or
many thousands of years is not to be had in the ordinary sense of the
word." Demonstration of compliance with any of the performance
objectives-will be accomplished through extrapolations and data using
physical models based on accelerated tests and natural analogs which are
subject to uncertainties. These uncertainties can only be expressed as a
statement of reliability or probability that the criterion will be
achieved. To require absolute assurance of exact numerical compliance is
neither reasonable nor intended. Rather the quantity and quality of the
data and the methods will be carefully reviewed as part of the licensing
process.

While DOE has not proposed a particular design to control releases from
the engineered barrier system, considerable research and development has
been devoted to the subject. The NRC staff has been following DOE's
technology development program closely, and has been assessing the
uncertainties associated with achieving a release rate of 1 part in
100,000 per year.

Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. 7-11) has concluded that the
criterion is readily achievable, and in some cases exceeded, using
borosiltcateiglass encased in non-radioactive glass.

Savannah River Laboratories consider that this requirement can be met by
either of their waste forms currently receiving most attention, boro-
silicate glass or SYNROC (Ref. 7-12). The Department of the Interior in
its comments on the proposed rule supported the achievability of this
criterion by means of a succession of barriers at low temperature
con.ditons (Ref. 7-13).

Nowak considers that a one-foot-thick backfill barrier around the waste
can delay breakthrough of most fission products for LOO to 10,000 years,
and the breakthrough of transuranics for substantially longer (Ref.
7-14). Smith, Salter and Jacobs suggest that, for the case of Hanford
basalts, low solubility alone may limit releases from the underground
facility to very low levels (Ref. 7-15). Therefore, having reconsidered
the matter, the staff continues to conclude that the requirement to limit
the release rate from the engineered system to 1 part in 100,000 per year
at 1000 years is reasonably achievable, particularly in view of the
Commission's statement that absolute proof of compliance, is not required.

0046.0.0
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The staff also notes that in proceeding from the proposed rule to the final
rule the performance objectives have been stated with significantly more
flexibility. The staff recognizes that a limit on the rate at which
wastes can be released will depend on such factors as the nature of the
waste, the properties of the geologic setting, and the uncertainties
associated with all aspects of geologic disposal. Proper consideration
of such factors must be a part of any requirement on release rates from
the engineered barrier system.

Geoloaic Settina Groundwater Travel Time Recuirement

Impact of Travel Time Requirement on Performance

Figures 15 and 16 also show the effect of groundwater travel time on the

fraction of cases whose results fail to comply with the assumed

standard for basalt and bedded salt. In each figure, groundwater travel

times of several hundred years are required to reduce the fraction of

cases which fail to 0.10 or less, without simultaneously requiring

excessively low release rates from the underground facility. It is also

seen that groundwater travel times approaching 10,000 years are needed to

reach the region where rapid release rates from the engineered barrier

system such as 1 part in 5,000 per year and faster can be tolerated.

(This is intuitively reasonable since the model assesses repository

performance over a 10,000 year interval and a 10,000 year groundwater

travel time would prevent radionuclides from reaching the accessible

environment during that time.)

It has already been demonstrated that a release rate from the underground

facility of 1 part in 100,000 per year is appropriate, and a nominal

groundwater travel time requirement should be consistent with it. Such a

value could lie between several hundred and several thousand years for

basalt and bedded salt, and a value of 1,000 years, in conjunction with

reasonably achievable leach rates, can significantly increase confidence

that the assumed EPA standard will be met.

0047.0.0
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Figure 17 shows that a groundwater travel time .of more than 6,000 years
is needed to achieve reasonably low repository failure rates in tuff if the
release rate from the underground facility is 1 part in 100,000 per year
and if the aquifer is non-zeolitized. As shownin Figure 18 and as noted
in the discussion of the release rate criterion, this result is improved
if the aquifer is assumed to be zeolitized, in which case a groundwater
travel time of 1,000 years can-significantly increase confidence that
the assumed EPA standard will be met.

Achievability

The NRC staff has estimated the time necessary for groundwater to travel
one mile from the underground facility. Using data from Table 4, the
staff evaluated the fraction of these travel times which exceeded 1,000
years. Those fractions are 0.67 for basalt, 0.93 for bedded salt, and
0.98 for welded tuff. While the permeability and hydraulic gradient data
(from Table 4) used in these analyses are not intended to represent a
particular site, it is considered that these data are representative of
conditions likely to be found in these media.

Further, Battelle has modeledjthe Hanford site, and reports (Ref. 7-16)
that the average distance which groundwater travels from the underground
facility in 10,000 years is 5,800 feet, (less than 1.1 miles). Rockwell
has also modelled the Hanford site, and shows how far groundwater travels
in 100,000 year increments (Ref. 7-17). According to this report, after
800,000 years,'the groundwater has moved less than-5 kilometers (about 3
miles) from the underground facility.

The staff considers that these results provide significant support for
the achievability of a minimum groundwater travel-time requirement of
1,000 years between the disturbed zone and an accessible environment
which is located up to 10 kilometers away.

Conclusion

A 1000 year groundwater travel time can be of significant value in
providing reasonable assurance that the assumed standard can be met
without placing an undue reliance on the ability of the underground
facility to minimize release rates, and is readily achievable.

Further, the 1000 year groundwater travel time requirement is an
essential component of the defense-in-depth concept as applied to waste
disposal. This requirement constitutes a quantifiable criterion for the
geologic'setting to meet, in contrast to the remainder of the siting
criteria for which compliance will be determined by expert judgement.
The 1000 year groundwater travel time requirement thus constitutes an
invaluable measure of the quality of the geologic setting.
0048.0.0
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The staff again notes that performance objectives have been stated with
significantly more flexibility in the final rule than in the proposed
rule. The staff recognizes that a minimal groundwater travel time will
depend on such factors as the age and nature of the waste, the design of
the engineered system, the properties of the geologic setting, and the
uncertainties associated with all aspects of geologic disposal. Proper
consideration of such factors must be a part of any minimal groundwater
travel time requirement.

Engineered Barrier System Containment Time Reauirement

Impact of Containment Time on Performance

The impact of a containment interval on repository performance is
discussed from a different perspective than criteria on release rates
from the engineered barrier system or groundwater travel time. Use of a
long lived package to achieve containment is a-means to compensate for,
and to an extent avoid, uncertainties in the prediction of rates of
release and migration of the individual radionuclides, particularly
during the critical period when the hazard of the wastes is greatest and
the heat generation rates are the highest. These uncertainties have been
discussed in Chapter V, but for convenience, they are briefly reviewed
below.

Temperature is one of the principal factors in calculating what the
source term to the geologic setting is. Ouring the initial period the
uncertainties in predicting release rates for long times are very great.
Even if we did understand the mechanisms completely, the data scatter
increases with temperature so that test programs to gather the data to
narrow the uncertainties to reasonable bounds are very cumbersome
(Ref. 7-18).

Additional uncertainties due to thermal effects influence radionuclide

transport following release. Thermally induced convection near the

underground facility may occur and may transport radionuclides in

unanticipated ways. Thermomechanical effects may create pathways for

groundwater to travel through the host rock in the disturbed zone. By

containing the wastes until the repository temperatures have peaked and

are spatially relatively uniform, much of the uncertainty associated with

these effects can be avoided.

0049.0.-0
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A further source of uncertainty arises from the large number of different
fission product radionuclides, each of which has a variety of
solubilities and retardation factors. The latter uncertainties recallChapter II and the Untreated Dilution Indices appearing in Figures 10,
11, and 12. By containing the wastes until the fission products arenearly depleted, these uncertainties can be greatly reduced.

In order to determine a nominal containment time requirement which can beexpected to reduce these sources of uncertainty, it is necessary toconsider how fission product inventories and near-field temperatures
change as a function of time. Fission product inventories and theirchanges appear in Figures 1 through 12, and have the same general
characteristic in each figure. It is seen in Figures 4, 5, and 6, thatthe rate at which total heat is generated by the waste decreases so thatat least a 99% reduction in heat generation rate occurs within the first
few hundred years for each of the waste types. Repository temperatures
may have peaked and become spatially relatively uniform-oy this time, ormay require additional time, depending on parameters such as the thermal
properties of the host rock and the design of the engineered barrier
system. As seen in Figures 7 through 12, the toxicity of the fission
products decreases by more than five orders of magnitude during the first1,000 years and then remains essentially constant for the next 100,000
years. Thus, to a large extent, the uncertainties introduced by the heatgeneration rate and the fission product contributions to hazard can becompensated for by containment times in the range of several hundred to1,000 years. However, the staff recognizes that the interval during
which wastes should be contained will deoend on such factors as the ageand nature of the waste,-the design of the engineered system, the
properties of the geologic setting, and the uncertainties associated withall aspects of geologic disposal. Proper consideration for such factors
must be a part of any containment requirement. Therefore, by compensatingfor several of the principal sources of uncertainty in assessing
repository performance, a containment time of several hundred to 1,000years is appropriate to contribute to reasonable assurance that the EPA
standard. as it pertains to anticipated processes and events, can besatisfied.

Achievability of Containment Requirement

As expressed more generally in the discussion of the achievability ofrelease rates, the staff does not intend that the containment time
requirement be achieved absolutely for all of the waste (i.e., absolute
proof of zero release for 1000 years is not required). It is expected
that containment of the waste will be substantially complete, with
releases during the containment time limited to a small fraction of the
inventory present. What is intended is that the waste package design
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have a high reliability, taking into account anticipated processes and

events that could affect package performance. It is realized that a

small fraction of the approximately 100,000 packages will be breached

before 1000 years due to variations in materials, manufacturing

processes, etc. that can only be estimated using statistical procedures.

Similarly, a significant fraction of the packages may remain intact for

much longer than 1000 years.

There has been considerable emphasis in the DOEtprogram over the last

several years on the research and development needed to design a long

lived waste package. NRC has, in its own program, been reviewing DOE's

R&D and has been performing assessments of the uncertainties involved in

designing a waste package that could reasonably be expected to contain

waste for 1000 years.

Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. 7-11) states that a multilayered,-

metal container can provide containment for 1,000 years, as can carbon

coated particles and-high silica glass coated waste forms. Westinghouse

has developed for DOE conceptual designs for titanium clad and

self-shielded cast steel and cast iron containers which they consider

will contain wastes for 1,000 years in basalt (Ref. 7-19). A report

for the Electric Power Research Institute describes a container capable.

of retaining its integrity for 13,000 years (Ref. 7-20). While DOE has

not yet proposed a waste package design, the NRC staff considers that

the concepts being considered have promise and that a design objective

for containment by the waste package of 1000 years is reasonable.
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Combined Performance Objectives For The Routine Release Scenario

Impact of the Proposed NRC Requirements

The combined impact of all three performance objectives for the case of

the routine release scenario in basalt is shown in Figure 19. Like

Figures 15 through 18,.Figure 19 results from repeatedly running NWFT/DVM

using a standard statistical sampling technique (Ref. 7-10). However, in

the analyses leading to Figure 19, groundwater travel times were not

limited to those shown in the preceeding figures, but took the values

naturally resulting from the distributions of gradients and permeabilities

appearing in Table 4. In this figure, the horizontal axis displays ratios

of releases of radionuclides.determined by NWFT/DVM to the releases

permitted.by the assumed EPA standard for routine releases described on

page 49 and Table 2. The vertical axis displays the fraction of cases in

the sample which exceed the value appearing on the horizontal axis. The

figure displays results for the unrestricted cases, whose variables span

the entire data ranges in Table 4 regardless of whether or not they

satisfy the 10 CFR 60 criteria, and the results for all cases which are

in compliance with 10 CFR 60. It may.be seen that for a given frequency

of releases, the consequences associated with that frequency decrease by

two to three orders of magnitude. For example, in the unrestricted case

there is about a 0.05 or 5% probability of exceeding the assumed standard

by a factor of 10. However, for the case of a repository which complies

with 10 CFR 60, the probability of about 0.05 or S% is associated with

releases of about 1/30 of the assumed standard, an improvement by a factor

of 300. Likewise, about the worst 1r or = of the unrestricted cases result

in releases exceeding the assumed standard by a factor of about 200, but

the worst LS or Z% of the restricted cases result in releases of about 15M

of the assumed standard, an improvement by a factbr of more than 1,000.

Figures 20 and 21 contain similar results for bedded salt and non-zeolitized

tuff, respectively. In each case, the releases resulting from about the worst
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1% or Z2 of the cases tested are reduced by about'a factor of 50 and are

brought within the release limits permitted by the assumed standard.

A comparison ofFigures 17 and 21, for non-zeolitized tuff, 'raises the 'point

that in Figure 17, compliance with the release rate and groundwater travel

time values still permits about a 90% probability of repository failure to

meet the assumed standard, but Figure 21 indicates that similar compliance

will result in a near-zero probability of failure. These figures are

consistent, because the permeability and hydraulic gradient data for tuff

which appear in Table 4 generally result in long groundwater travel times,

and the entire range of these data was used to arrive at Figure 21. Thus,

for non-zeolitized tuff, the relatively low geochemical retardation of

uranium compared to other media, which was discussed In connection with

Figure 17, is compensated for by relatively long groundwater travel times.

Therefore, in Figure 21, both the unrestricted case and the case in

compliance with 10 CFR 60 have sample points with groundwater 'travel

times which generally exceed thousands of years, and therefore result in

releases to the accessible environment below the assumed standard.

In summary, for a routine release scenario in basalt, bedded salt,- idiion-

zeolitized tuff, for the variable ranges tested, the consequences'associated

with various probabilities of releases are reduced by between a factor

of 50 and a factor of 1,000 by complying with'the performance objectives '

in 10 CFR 60. The staff considersmthat these improvements demonstrate

that compliance with 10 CFR 60 can substantially increase confidence

that the assumed EPA standard will be met.

VIII IMPACT OF NUMERICAL REQUIREMENTS ON UNANTICIPATED EVENTS

In the previous chapter we showed how meeting the controlled release rate

of 1 part in 100,000 per year and minimum groundwater travel time of 1000

years to the accessible environment contributed to meeting the assumed
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HLW standard. We also discussed how requiring containment of the wastes

within the waste package substantially contributed to confidence that the

assumed standard would be met. In this chapter we show how the numerical

requirements, if met, would limit the consequences of a failure of a

portion of the repository system (the natural barriers). We present this

chapter by way of illustration only. We have made-no estimate of the

progability of such events actually occuring. Estimatas-of the

likelihood of a low probability geologic event that could disrupt the

repository can only be made on the basis of the geologic record for a

particular site, and even then will involve considerable uncertainty.

However, we illustrate how the numerical requirements for the Individual

barriers mitigate the consequences of failure of the natural barriers

with respect to the assumed EPA standard as it applies to unanticipated

processes and events.

1. FAULTING SCENARIO

There are plausible scenarios in which the geologic barrier is breached.

One such scenario assumes a fault through the underground facility,

extending through an overlying aquifer. We assume that the fault offers

no hydrologic resistance to vertical flow to the overlying aquifer, which

carries the contaminant to the accessible environment. However, we

assume that the fault does not breach any waste packages and does not

influence the release rate from the engineered barrier system.

The code used to evaluate this scenario is the same NWFT/0V1M code that

was used in the routine release scenario. In this case leg 0 has been

modified to simulate the result of the fault described above by assuming

infinite permeability and a zero retardation factor.. The variable ranges

for the fluid parameters are those for basalt shown in Table 4 of Chapter
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VII. Figure 22 shows the flow model for this scenario, and Table 3 shows

the fixed parameters selected. The time of the occurrence of the fault

was a random variable distributed uniformly over the 10,000 years.

Conclusions

Figure 23 shows the fraction of outcomes of the faulting scenario

exceeding various multiples of the assumed EPA standard. Results are

displayed both for repositories which meet the numerical criteria
associated with the engineered barrier system and for repositories whose

containment interval and release rates span the ranges for these
variables shown in Table 4. The staff has not attempted to establish a

standard for releases for this scenario. However, for' comparison

purposes, it may be seen that for anunrestricted repository, the 20'per

cent of the cases whose releases are highest result in releases from about

1,000 to 15,000 times those permitted by the assumed standard. For a

repository which complies with 10 CFR 60, the 20 per cent of the cases

whose releases are highest result in releases from about 30 to 450 times

those permitted by the assumed standard. Clearly, for this scenario,

controlling the rate of release of radionuclides to the geologic setting

does have the effect of limiting consequences.

2. Borehole Scenario

We have re-examined the human intrusion question in light of the public

comment on the proposed technical criteria. We make no assumption with

respect to the question of whether small-scale unintentional intrusion

may warrant examination at the time of licensing, and, therefore, may be

appropriate for inclusion in the safety analysis report to be prepared by

DOE as part of a license application. Nevertheless, in this section we
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examine the consequences of a small scale intrusion scenario which

assumes a borehole penetration into the underground facility as an

example of such small-scale intrusion, and examine the consequences. The

model for this scenario appears in Figure 24. As in the preceeding

scenarios, groundwater is presumed to resaturate the repository shortly

after closure and to initiate deterioration of the waste packages. The

eventual breach of the packages releases radionuclides to the underground

facility, and in time, to the geologic setting. The time when the

borehole is drilled is distributed uniformly between 100 and 10,000 years

after repository closure. Release occurs by the bulk removal of

contaminated water during the drilling process. A volume of 200 m3 (7058
3ft ) of water from the underground facility is assumed to mix with the

drilling fluid and to be brought to the surface. (Ref 8-1). The

concentrations of radionuclides in the groundwater in the repository

determine the quantity of each nuclide brought to the surface (the

accessible environment). If a larger quantity of contaminated water were

brought to the surface, or if more frequent small-scale intrusions were

considered credible, the consequences would be proportionately greater.

Figure 25 illustrates the effect this small-scale intrusion in terms of

consequence relative to the assumed standard of Chapter VII. We note

that under the assumptions of this scenario, small-scale intrusion of

this type is mitigated by the engineered barriers already required to

meet the assumed EPA standard as it applies to routine releases.

IX RETRIElA8ILITY

In its licensing procedures for disposal of high-level radioactive waste

in geologic repositories, the NRC has adopted a step-by-step approach

that consists of four principal stages:
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(1) Site characterization, during which detailed.studies of alternative

candidate sites are conducted before selection of one of the sites

for development as a repository.

(2) Construction authorization' during which NRC reviews a license

application that contains a detailed design and an analysis of the

performance of the-repository based on the site specific information

obtained during a site characterization. _. . . -

(3) License to receive.wastes, when the application is reviewed again

prior to operation. At this time, the repository design and

performance assessment are updated in light of new information

obtained about the site during construction of the repository.

(4) Permanent closure, at which-time an application to terminate

operations and seal the repository is submitted. The application

will again contain updated analyses of the performance of the

repository in light of: (1) information obtained about the site

during the operation of the repository; and (2) data collected about

the performance of the engineered barrier system to verify that

performance can be expected to be within design limits. -

At the permanent closure stage, the Commission will determine whether the

aOE's performance confirmation program demonstrates that the repository

can be expected to work as planned. Here performance confirmation means

the program of tests, experiments,- and analyses which is conducted to

evaluate the accuracy and adequacy of the Information used-to determine
reasonable assurance that the performance objectives for the period after

permanent closure can be met. Commission's intent in separating the

license application and permanent closure decisions was to be able,

following emplacement of the waste, to obtain further information
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concerning the workability of the repository and to use this information

in making its final decision on the acceptability of permanent closure.

The retrievability option provides the capability to implement this

regulatory approach.

The NRC staff therefore considers that the option to retrieve the wastes

must be preserved long enough to complete a program of monitoring and

verification of repository performance. The design must also ensure that

the option is preserved long enough to permit a decision to permanently

close the repository or take any corrective actions shown to be necessary

by the verification and monitoring program. Since some of the

assumptions and issues that will need to be verified and resolved by the

monitoring program may not be identified until the underground facility

Is excavated, it is not possible to specify prior to construction the

complete content of the verification program or how long it will take.

We expect the verification program to evolve throughout the operating

lifetime of the repository.

On the other hand, important design decisions will need to be made before

submitting an application. Some of these design decisions will affect

the length of time available to take corrective action or conduct

retrieval, if found to be necessary. For example, the-thermal loading of

the waste in the emplacement areas will affect the temperature of the

host rock and the stability of the underground structure. These factors

will have a large effect on the ability to retrieve the wastes, since the

structure could become too unstable or the rocks too hot to safely

recover the wastes. Therefore the staff concluded that a retrievability

period must be chosen early in the design process to permit the design to

go forward, and a .retrievability requirement was included in the proposed

technical criteria.
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For the licensing procedures to be workable, the staff considers that the
option to retrieve should be preserved for the time necessary to emplace
all-of the wastes, complete a performance confirmation program, arrive at
a decision as to whether retrieval must be undertaken, and execute
retrieval, if found to be necessary. The design for retrievability
should encompass all of these considerations.

Present estimates of the time to be devoted to the operation of the
repository are 25 to 30 years (Ref. 9-1, 9-2). Performance confirmation
programs have been suggested which require a variety of periods to -
complete. For example, some proposed hydro-thermomechanical studies (Ref.
9-3) will require 8 years to complete. Alternatively, performance
confirmation may require approaching maximum temperatures in the host
rock near the waste package. Reaching these temperatures will require up
to 10 years for reprocessed high level waste and 20 to 25 years for spent
fuel depending on the geologic medium, according to the DOE Final GEIS
(Ref. 9-4).. For some media and conceptual repository designs more than
25 years may be required according to TM-36 (Ref. 9-5). While the
appropriate length of such a program will be site and design specific,
the above estimates suggest that a program extending through the period
waste is being emplaced is not unreasonable.

Clearly, such a program should be initiated as early in the operational
phase as practicable, both to provide guidance during operations and to
ensure that completion of the program does not delay closure. However,
common sense dictates that the option to modify or to initiate a new
phase of a performance confirmation program late in the operational phase
should be maintained to be able to respond to variability in the host
rock or to technological developments which lead to engineering changes.
The capacity to keep the repository open for 10 to 15 years after the
operational phase If needed is therefore advisable.
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Adding the time needed for the operational phase to the time needed to -

provide the options discussed above results in a total interval of around

35 to 45 years.

Therefore, we have concluded that the repository should be designed so

that the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule starting at

any time up to 50 years after waste emplacement is initiated. We

consider a reasonable schedule to be one in which the waste could be

retrieved in the same overall time that the repository was constructed

and wastes were emplaced. We do not intend to preclude a decision to

permanently close the repository before 50 years has elapsed, if

sufficient data are available to support an earlier decision, and if the

people charged with the decision to seal the repository are satisfied.

However,.we do not want the underground facility design to be such that

retrieval would be so expensive or difficult or entail such high

occupational exposures that the option is foreclosed and needed

corrective actions could not be taken. -

As discussed earlier, the staff recognizes that site and design specific

factors will strongly influence selection of the design for

retrievab4 lity. The performance objective has therefore been expressed to-

permit flexibility to take these factors into account during licensing.

Maintaining the option to retrieve the wastes does not entail keeping the

mined areas open, although OOE may choose to do so in some geologic

media. A design in which the emplacement rooms are backfilled and

sealed, but corridors and shafts are kept open and surface handling

facilities are maintained could be acceptable, provided that the rooms

could be remined and the wastes removed, if necessary. Remining of the

backfill should not be precluded because of high temperatures or because

it was needed for structural stability. Trade-offs between keeping rooms
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open and ventilated, backfilling, and areal-heat densities are design

options that DOE must consider in meeting this requirement. Both the

proposed and final rules do not require that retrieval be essentially the

reverse of emplacement. We can foresee no situation where protection of

the public health and safety would require the waste to be removed very

rapidly. .

Rather, we envision that if, as the result of years of data collection

and analysis, a decision is made that the site or design is not adequate

to isolate the wastes for the long term, corrective actions could be

taken. These actions could be performed over a period of years or decades

without an imminent health and safety hazard. Therefore, the final rule

requires that if a decision to retrieve is made, the design should be

such that the inventory of wastes could be removed in about the same

number of years in which it was emplaced. We intend for DOE to have

considerable flexibility in the design of the repository in meeting these

requirements. -

A repository designed to permit retrieval of the waste has advantages in

addition to the limiting case of preserving a Commission option to order

abandonment of the site at as late a stage as permanent closure. From the

time waste emplacement starts until permanent closure any of a variety of

eventualities may require corrective action. Examples might include

repair or replacement of canisters that prove to-have manufacturing

defects, changes to more effective backfill, or perhaps installation of

additional barriers in the exits. Design of the repository for

retrievability of the waste assures that it will remain practical to take

corrective actions should they become necessary.
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RATIONALE FOR THE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES IN 10 CFR PART 60

APPENDIX A - IMPACT OF PROPOSED EPA STANDARD (40 CFR PART 191)

On December 29, 1982, the Environmental Protection Agency published its

proposed Environmental Standards for the Manaaement and Disposal of

Spent Nuclear Fuel. Hiah-Level and Transuranic-Radioactive Wastes (Ref.

A-1). The proposed standards contain environmental standards for

management and storage (Subpart A) and environmental standards for

disposal (Subpart B), which are further partitioned into containment,

assurance, and procedural requirements. The containment requirements,

along with related definitions, are comparable to Draft No. 19 of the

Standard, and are the subject of this appendix.

The containment requirements (§191.13) and definitions (§191.12) of the

proposed standards differ from Draft No. 19 as follows.--

1) The definition of 'Underground Sources of Drinking Water' has

been deleted.

2) Defintions of 'Groundwater', 'Lithosphere'. 'Active

Institutional Controls' and 'Passive Institutional Controls'

have been added. - /

3) In the definition of 'Performance Assessment' the following

sentences-have been deleted:

"The (Performance Assessment] analysis should address the

uncertainties in the estimates. To provide reasonable

confidence in the results, the analysis shall be subjected to
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peer review by technically competent individuals independent of

the organization preparing the assessment."

4) The first paragraph of §191.13 has ,been deleted. This paragraph

read:

"(a) Disposal systems shall be designed to comply with the

projected performance requirements of this section [191.13].

These requirements are upper limits.- In accordance with

Appendix A [Table 2 of the proposed version], the implementing

agency should establish design objectives which will reduce

releases as far below these limits as reasonably achievable."

5) In the second paragraph in §191.13, reproduced below, the

lined-out phrase has been deleted.

"(b) Disposal systems for high-level or transuranic wastes

shall be designed to provide a reasonable expectation, based

upon-quant4tative-performance-ass esments, that for 10,000

years after disposal:"

6) The definition of accessible environment has been changed so

that the distance from the original location of t'he radioactive

wastes to the accessible environment, which was 1 mile in Draft

No. 19, is 10 kilometers in the proposed standard.

7) The release limit for technetium-99 which appears in Table A of

Draft 19 was increased from 2,000 to 10,000 curies in the

corresponding table (Table 2) of the proposed version of the

standard.
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Only the latter two of the-above changes, Items'6 and 7, could have any

effect upon'the calculations and, hence, the conclusions of the analysis

upon which the Rationale document is based. In particular, potentially

affected calculations (and conclusions) involve Figures 15-21, 23, and 25

and Table 5 in Chapters VII and VIII. Therefore, these calculations-were

redone, reflecting these two differences, and results compared with the

earlier calculations, as discussed below. For ease in comparison, Figures

15A-21A, 23A, and 25A, based on the proposed standard, are presented

side-by-side with the corresponding figures based on Draft No. 19.

Figures 15 and 15-A contrast the results, assuming anticipated processes

and events, for-a geologic repository in basalt, using Draft No. 19 and

the proposed standard as the performance measure, respectively.

Comparison of the two figures leads to the conclusion that the

differences between the results of Draft No. 19 and proposed standard

calculations are negligible and do not change the validity of the

conclusion based on-the Draft No. 19 calculations. The same result and-

conclusion obtain for the geologic repository in non-zeolitized tuff,

Figures 17 and 17-A.

Figures 16 and 16-A contrast'the results, assuming anticipated processes

and events, for a bedded salt repository,' while Figures 18 and 18-A treat

a geologic repository in zeolitized tuff. A change in the repository

system is found as a result of the changes in the EPA standard. For

example, in both media, for a groundwater travel time of 1,000 years, to

achieve a fraction of'failures below 0.10, it is necessary to reduce

release rates.from the underground facility to about 1 part in 100,000

per year if Draft No. 19 is assumed to be the standard, while the same

fraction of failures can be achieved with a release rate from the

underground facility as-high as about lipart in 40,000 if the proposed

version-of the standard is assumed, a difference of about 2 - 2 or less.
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Given the two to four order of magnitude range of the variables and

results, the staff does not consider that a factor of 2 - 2h difference

constitutes a basis for altering the conclusions in the rationale

document.

Figures 19 and 19-A contrast the results, assuming anticipated processes

and events, of the relationship between releases and the probability of

those releases for a geologic repository in basalt, using Draft No. 19

and proposed standard assumptions, respectively. Comparison of the two

figures leads to a conclusion that the differences between Draft No. 19

and proposed standard calculations are negligible for the range of

conditions considered in this case and do not change the validity of the

conclusion based on the Draft No. 19 calculations. Similar results and

conclusions obtain for a geologic repository in bedded salt, Figures 20

and 20-A.

Comparison of the respective figures for non-zeolitized tuff, Figures 21

and 21-A, however, shows a significant difference in performance with

respect to the two standards being considered. These differences arise

out of the different distances to the accessible environment which are

reflected in different lengths of the horizontal leg in the model. In

the turT model, the horizontal leg makes a major contribution to

isolation; by increasing its length, the performance of the repository

can be significantly improved. The proposed standard establishes a

distance to the accessible environment of 10 kilometers, whereas Draft

No. 19 set a distance of 1 mile, a difference of about a factor of 6. It

is important to note, however, that in both figures, compliance with 10

CFR Part 60 reduces the releases resulting from about the worst LT or 2%

of the cases by a factor of about 50 to 100. Thus the results for

non-zeolitized tuff for both Draft No. 19 and the proposed standard

demonstrate the contribution of the multi-barrier approacn of 10 CFR Part
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60 to confidence in meeting an EPA standard.

However, if this kind of result were to occur at a real site, it could

support a decision to take advantage of the flexibility provisions in the

performance objectives. Since the proposed final version of 10 CFR Part

60 allows DOE to consider Sup to 10 kilometers' to be within the

controlled area, the Commission could use such a result as part of a

basis for approving some other performance requirements for particular

barriers.

Figures 23 and 23-A contrast the results for the fault scenario in basalt

for the Draft 19 and proposed versions of the standard. For both the

unrestricted case and for a repository in compliance with 10 CFR Part 60,

the differences between Draft No. 19 and the proposed standard cause the

releases associated with a particular probability of those releases to be

reduced by about 10% to 20 %. The relative impact of 10 CFR Part 60 on

limiting the consequences of this scenario is not significantly affected.

Figures 25 and 25-A display the consequences of the borehole scenario.

Comparison of the two figures again leads to the conclusion that the

differences in performance, based on the ranges of parameters considered

by the staff, between Draft No. 19 and proposed standard calculations are

negligible and do not change the validity of the conclusion based on the

Draft No. 19 calculations.

The change to Table 5 is minor and is discussed in a footnote to that

table where it appears in the Rationale.

In summary, the staff concludes that the differences which result from

the changes to the EPA Stanaard do not form a basis for altering the

conclusions in the Rationale.
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DRAFT CONGRESSIONAL LETTER

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed for your information are copies of a notice of final rulemaking to be
published in the Federal Register and a public announcement concerning that
rulemaking.

The Commission has adopted regulations containing licensing procedures for the
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes In geologic repositories to be
constructed and operated by the Department of Energy. They were published in
final form in the Federal Register on February 25, 1981 (46 Fed. Reg. 13971).

On July 8, 1981 the Commission published for public comment a proposed rule which
set forth the technical criteria that the Department of Energy must follow in order
to construct and operate a geologic repository for the disposal of high-level
radioactive waste (46 Fed. Reg. 35280). The final rule contains a number of
changes that reflect concerns addressed in the many comments submitted by the
technical community, government agencies and members of the public.

The purpose of the technical criteria istto define more clearly the bases upon
which licensing determinations will be made and to provide guidance to the Depart-
ment of Energy and information for the public with respect to the Commission's
policies in this regard. The final rule addresses siting, design and performance
of a geologic repository. The rule also contains provisions for design of the
waste package, performance confirmation requirements, quality assurance, and
training of personnel.

The notice of final rulemaking addresses, as appropriate, certain provisions
of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, including those dealing with a
multiple-barrier approach and retrievability. The Commission regards the
present action as constituting full compliance with the statutory requirement

-1 Enclosure H
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that the Commission promulgate technical criteria for geologic repositories not

later than January 1, 1984. The Commission also intends to reexamine its

licensing procedures in light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act so as to ensure

that the Commission's regulation is consistent with current law. Any proposed

changes will be forwarded to you in a timely manner.

Sincerely,

Robert B. Minogue, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Final Rule
2. Public Announcement

2 Enclosure H
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NRC ISSUES TECHNICAL CRITERIA FOR REGULATING

GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is amending its regulations to

specify'technical criteria for the disposal of high-level radoactive wastes in

geologic repositories.

The technical criteria,'which are contained in an amendment to Part 60

of the Commission's regulations, will be used to review any application from

the Department of Energy for a license to receive and dispose of high-level

waste at a geologic repository. The criteria will apply to all actions taken

by the Commission with respect to the license application, including authoriza-

tion for construction, operation'and closure.

The rule sets forth requirements for the siting, design.and performance

of the geologic repository and for the design and performance of the waste

package. Also included are criteria for performance confirmation, quality

assurance and personnel training and certification.

Because of the uncertainties associated with predicting the behavior of

a geologic repository over the thousands of years during which high-level waste may

present hazards to public health and safety,-the Commission is requiring that

the repository use a multiple-barrier approach. An engineered barrier system

will be required to compensate for uncertainties in predicting the performance

of the geologic setting, especially during the initial period of high radio-

activity. Similarly, because performance of the engineered system is also

subject to considerable uncertainty, the geologic setting will have to be

able to contribute significantly to isolation.

The overall system performance objective is that the geologic setting,

the engineered barrier system, and the shafts, boreholes and their seals should

be selected and designed so as to ensure that releases of radioactive materials

to the accessible environment following permanent closure will conform to such

generally applicable environmental standards for radioactivity as may be

established by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Specifically, the regulation requires that the engineered barrier system

under anticipated conditions, be designed so that:

1 Enclosure I



(1) Wastes will be contained within the waste packages for a period to

be determined by the Commission, but normally ranging from 300 to 1000 years

after permanent closure of the geologic repository.

(2) The release rate of any radioactive material from the engineered

barrier system following the containment period will not exceed one part in

100,000 per year of the inventory of that radioactive material calculated to

be present 1,000 years following permanent closure, or such other fraction of

the inventory as may be approved or specified by the Commission.

The geologic setting chosen must be one where pre-waste-emplacement

groundwater travel time along the fastest path of likely radioactive material

travel from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment, as defined in

the rule, will be at least 1,000 years or such other time as may be approved by

the Commission.

Wastes placed in the repository are to be retrievable for a period

sufficient to allow for confirmation of repository performance.

A proposed rule on this subject was published in the Federal Register

for public comment on July 8, 1981. Changes made as a result of the comments

received and further details on the final rule, which is effective

are contained in a Federal Register notice published on

Procedural requirements for reviewing any application from DOE for

a license for a geologic repository were published in the Federal Register on

February 25, 1981.

2 Enclosure I
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VALUE IMPACT STATEMENT ON 10 CFR 60--DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES: TECHNICAL CRITERIA

On July 8, 1981 the proposed rule, 10 CFR Part 60 was published for

public comment in the Federal Register accompanied by notification that the

Preliminary Value/Impact Analysis for the proposed rule was also available and

open for public comment.

In summary, the preliminary analysis concluded that "in regard to the

disposal of high-level radioactive waste in subsurface excavated areas, the NRC

should provide guidance to DOE through regulations which establish performance

objectives and associated technical criteria. The method of meeting the

performance objectives and criteria should be contained In regulatory guides

and staff position papers. The development of guidance should be done by NRC

with external technical assistance as needed. The guidance should contain both

performance objectives to clearly state what is expected of a geologic

repository, and to the extent needed, prescriptive requirements to constrain

and direct design and siting such that the health and safety findings necessary

.for.licensing can be made with confidence."

The public comment period resulted in a total of 92 comments on the

proposed rule. No significant comments were received on the Preliminary /

Value/Impact Analysis. As a result, the basic findings of the Preliminary

Value/Impact Analysis have not changed and are applicable, as written, to

the final version of 10 CFR Part 60.

It should be noted additionally, that under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

of 1982, the Commission is required to publish technical criteria no later

than January 1, 1984.

1 Enclosure 3
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AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
555 North Kensington Avenue. LaGrange Park. Illinois 60525 USA
Teehm. (312) 352.6611 Telecopien (312)3520499 * Telex: 254635

Ou nd ~ afMt
U815EeSfN-uatT7
W"Von. CC 20006 USA

'(ic PRIMSIC VI IPP*2ESI T VELCT

Beeiwel PowerCommon
so 'a Stro9"t
San FtaczscCA 94105L1SA

' I' EAURFA'

Sw Covwn
P.O. Box 158
Mson. PA ISM&3 USA

PASTPNES10

CarwlAtormeCar anp"
P.O. Box 81608
San iW.goCA WM UA January 24, 1983

XECUTIVEOIAECTOR
Ocave.t OLu Tomoj
A vacanNudievSoci
555 =NontKnsegn A he
La Gran" Pa IL 6052 USA

Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C.20555

Dear Chairman Palladino:

The American Nuclear Society has reviewed the proposed
technical rule of 1OCFR Part 60 and its Rationale Document (July 30,
1982) as prepared by the Commission staff. The attached paper
reports the review and the Society's Statement of Position.

After review of the proposed technical rule, 1OCFR Part
60, and its Rationale Document (July 30, 1982), the American Nuclear
Society concludes that the numerical standards on the performance of
a nuclear waste repository proposed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) in sections 113 (a)(l)(ii)(A), 113 (A)(l)(ii)(B)
and 113 (a)(2) of lOCFR Part 60 are technically indefensible, are
premature in advance of the Environmental Prtection Agency's (EPA's)
generally applicable standards for releases of radioactivity from a
repository, are inappropriate in their generic application to any
and all prospective geologic media and sites, and are structured in
such a way as to add to the overall cost of waste disposal without
achieving any degree of relative benefit to public health and
safety.
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Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
January 24, 1983
Page 2

It is the position of the Society that nuclear wastes must
be managed and disposed of in a manner that preserves the public
well being, including public health and safety as well as-financial 5.
burden. Further, the Society is of the concerted view that all
regulatory and developmental activities pursuant to a nuclear waste
repository must be technically, legally and procedurally compre-
hensive and defensible, in order to assure protection of the public
well being and to secure the confidence of the public that their
well being is indeed protected.

The Society would be pleased to pursue our findings and
their rationale with the Commission and staff.

LMM:evm-
Enclosures

cc: Commissioner John F. Ahearne
Commissioner James K. Asselstine
Commissioner Victor Gilinsky
Commissioner Thomas M. Roberts
Mr. William J. Dircks
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REVIEW AND STATEMENT OF POSITION OF THE AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
ON THE PROPOSED TECHNICAL RULE 1OCFR PART 60 AND RATIONALE

DOCUMENT (July 30, 1982) OF THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

The American Nuclear Society has reviewed the proposed technical rule of lOCFR
Part 60 and its Rationale Document (July 30, 1982) as prepared by the
Commission staff. This document reports the review and the Society's
Statement of Position.

I. SUMMARY

After review of the proposed technical rule, 1OCFR:Part 60, and its Rationale
Document (July.30, 1982), the American Nuclear Society concludes that the
numerical standards on the performance of a nuclear waste repository proposed
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in.sections 113 (a)(1)(ii)(A), 113
(a)(1)(ii)(B) and 113 (a )(2) of 1OCFR Part 60 are technically indefensible,
are premature in advance of the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's)
generally applicable standards for releases of radioactivity from a
repository, are inappropriate in their application to any and all geologic
media and sites, and are structured in such a way.as to add to the overall
cost of waste disposal without achieving any degree of benefit to public
health and safety. It is the position of the Society that nuclear wastes must
be managed and disposed of in a manner that preserves the public well being,
including public health and safety as well as financial burden. Further, the
Society is of the concerted view that all regulatory and developmental
activities pursuant to a nuclear waste repository must be technically, legally
and prmfcedurally comprehensive and defensible, in order to assume protection - -
of the public well being and to secure the confidence of the public that their
well being is indeed protected.

II. INTRODUCTION

The American Nuclear Society has.undertaken a review of the NRC proposed
technical rules and Rationale Document for the technical criteria of a
geologic, high-level radioactive waste repository, and has formed a statement
of position. This review was undertaken to determine the technical propriety
and defensibility of the proposed rules. *

The review of the numerical requirements of the proposed rule examines the
rationale of the NRC staff in proposing each numerical value, the
defensibility of the staff's conclusions, and the implications of the proposed
rule. The review is based upon the July 2, 1982 draft of the rule, and the
June 30, 1982 rationale document authored by the staff, which were made public

.. ~ ..'
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by NRC on July 29, 1982 at an NRC public briefing held in Germantown, MO. The
review focuses upon three numerical requirements contained in Section 113 of
lOCFR Part 60. The evaluations in this review were based an three criteria:

(1) The adequacy with which the public's health and safety were
protected by the proposed technical rule numerical requirements.

(2) The reasonableness of the cost/benefit to meet these requirements.

(3) The quality of the technical basis of the requirements.

The chronology of key events leading to the completion of this review is
listed below.

o December 6, 1979 - NRC publishes draft procedural rules of lOCFR Part 60
for public comment.

o February 25, 1981 - NRC publishes final procedural rules of lOCFR Part 60.

o July 8, 1981 - NRC published draft technical rules of lOCFR Part 60.

o October 14, 1981 - ANS transmits written comments to NRC on draft
technical rules (see Appendix A).

o July 29 1982 - NRC staff makes public its proposed final technical rule
with technical Rationale Document.

o September 10, 1982 - Representatives of ANS meet with NRC staff to -
express ANS initial technical assessment of proposed final technical rule
and its technical Rationale Document.

o October 5, 1982 - ANS transmits to NRC letter comments on proposed
technical rule and Rationale Document (see Appendix 8). _

o January, 1983 - ANS completes its technical review and statement of
position on the proposed final technical rule.

III. REVIEW CONCLUSIONS AND RATIONALE

It is the conclusion of the ANS review of the proposed final technical rule of
l0CFR Part 60 that the three numerical standards specified in Sections 113
(a)(l)(ii)(A), 113 (a)(l)(ii)(B) and 113 (a)(2) are: (1) technically
indefensible, (2) premature in advance of EPA's generally applicable
standards for releases of radioactivity from a repository, (3) inappropriate
in their application to any and all geologic media and sites, (4) structured
in such a way as to potentially constrain the ability to design and fabricate
or construct waste pac!ages and repositories that have a realistic

2
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cost/benefit to public health and safety. The three above-referenced sections
of 1OCFR Part 60 specifies '() the minimum waste package life,-'(2) the
acceptable'rate of release of radionuclides from the engineered system, and
(3) the minimum groundwater travel time at the repository site.- Specific
review comments on these three sections in the proposed technical rule are
presented in the discussion that follows.

The American Nuclear Society concludes that the numerical subsystem'
performance objectives are technically indefensible. *The Society believes
that all regulatory and developmental activities associated with nuclear power
and nuclear waste repositories must be founded on a basis that will Withstand
the strictest technical review. In the case of the three numerical subsystem
performance objectives, the Society believes that technically defensible
objectives for overall-repository performance must be established and then
numerical design criteria calculated from-these objectives.' TheNRC
acknowledges that its reponsibility is to implement the generally applicable
environmental standards established by EPA. This acknowledgement is made by
the NRC in'the Federal Register on February 25, 1981, and reiterated in the
NRC staff's 1OCFR'Part 60 Rationale Document of -June 30, 1982.- Indeed, in the
staff discussion accompanying the Rationale Document (Enclosure A, Page'5),
recognition is given to the'"extensive" criticism to the approach of
establishing numerical subsystem performance objectives in the NRC's proposed
technical rule:

while the usefulness of multiple barriers was recognized, -

the establishment of fixed numerical values for performance
'was extensively criticized. The criticism took two forms.
First, numerous commenters argued that until such time as an
EPA standard is established, no logical connection can'be
demonstrated between the performance of the particular
standard. The second 'criticism was that the performance
appropriate to a particular barrier is greatly dependent..,
-- upon design features and site characteristics and that '
values such as those proposed by the Commission could unduly,
restrict the applicant's flexibility - possibly imposing
great additional expense'without compensating protection of
public health and safety.'

However,>review of- the NRC's rationale for the three numerical standards '
reveals that the NRC standards are neither derived from nor assure comoliance '
with the draft EPA stancaras. The NRC staff position implicitly acknowledges
this findina when it states (Rationale Document. nnae -8). …'

'...we (the NRC staff] Jconsider numerical requirements.for containment,
controlled release, and groundwater flow time which, if met, will
contribute to meeting it" (the EPA standard, draft 19 of proposed 40CFR
Parr 191J. (emphasis-added)

3
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The Society;s review has also found that thc NRC staff has not based its
numerical subsystem performance objective on any overall performance
requirement for a repository. Further, the rationale for all three standards
are subjectively based upon reasoning that could lead to many alternate
conclusions, other than those arrived at by the NRC staff.. For example, based
on the reasoning used by the Commission staff, a waste package lifetime range
of 100 to 10,000 years might be specified with equal defensibility as the
1000-year requirement.

The second conclusion of the review is that the NRC's proposed numerical
requirements are premature in advance of the EPA standards. As presented
above, the NRC acknowledges its responsibility to implement the standards
established by EPA. That responsibility was established through the .
President's Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, and is reaffirmed in the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. The NRC staff acknowledges some
consideration of EPA draft 19 of 40CFR Part 191 in developing its numerical
requirements. However,:at the time the NRC staff made public its rationale
report, the EPA had issued-two additional drafts (at least for internal
review) which were different from draft 19, which NRC considered. Further,
the EPA on December 29, 1982, published for comment its draft 4OCFR Part 191
which has standards that are.yet different from any considered by NRC. It
should be noted that draft 19 of 40CFR Part 191 differs significantly from the
December 29, 1982 version, and raises the question of technical compatability
between NRC staff rationale for 10CFR Part 60 with the latest version of
40CFR Part 191. Also, Congress has directed the NRC to assure that its
regulations are consistent with and implement EPA's standards. Such'.
consistency cannot be attained by NRC if it develops its regulations while the
EPA standard is open for public comment. Thus, it is clearly premature for
NRC to promulgate the three numerical requirements at this time.

The third review conclusion of the Society is that it is inappropriate to
develop and apply regulations on repository subsystem performance thatdo not
reflect inherent differences in geologic media and sites under consideration.
The three leading prospects for the first repository are the basalt site at
Hanford, the tuff site at the Nevada Test Site, and a site in salt in either
Utah, Texas, Louisiana or Mississippi. Each site will be selected-so as to
protect man's environment by preventing any significantly radionuclide
contaminated groundwater contacting humans in concentrations which.are
hazardous to their health. However, each site is hydrologically very unique
in comparison to others. The basalt site is fractured and saturated. Within
a very few years after closure, waste packages' may be immersed in water as the
repository resaturates. Radiologic protection will be-provided by low
radionuclide solubility in groundwaters large mass transfer resistances
outside the waste form, long travel times to man's environment, and sorption
provided by the natural geochemistry of the site. In selected salt
formations water is virtually precluded from flowing through the repository
because after closure large masses of salt would have to be dissolved before
external water could come into contact with the waste. The waste form
characteristics and the sorption provided in the natural surroundings provides
isolation from man's environment. The tuff repository site will likely be in
the unsaturated zone of Yucca Mountain. In order for a release to man's
environment to occur, rain water would be required to flow downward to the
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waste form, flow further downward to the water table, and be transported to
man's environment. Again, the'same type of retarding mechanisms discussed
above will add protection to, this system. In another medium, granite, it is
possible that in some fractures, very small quantities of water could move
quickly over long distances. Hbwever, the quantities of flow can be
exceedingly small. Any releases would be inhibited by mechanisms such as
sorption, corrosion resistance and solubility. Thus, while the principal of
isolation is constant, and while each medium and site can be required to
achieve a common~, acceptable level of performance in terms of human radiation
dose, the strengths of certain designs, site specifications and rock types are
lost if general numerical subsystem requirements are applied to the subsystems
or all rock types and sites in a'generic manner.

In spite of the fact that U.S. high-level waste management andgeologic
disposal program is examining a number of geologic media, the Nation is only
likely to have two or three repositories for the foreseeable future.
Therefore, the selected sites will have specific individual charateristics and
repository design problems will have a variety of engineering methods that can
be applied which should be stressed for cost/benefit in protecting public
health and safety, rather than some preselected generic numerical value, as in
the proposed rule.

The final conclusion of the Society's review is' that the three numerical
requirements are structured in such a way as to-potentially limit the ability
to engineer a repository that,,protects the public health and safety at a
rational and acceptable cost for the realized benefits. The review has found
that implementation of the-regulations may require large expenditures because
of the generic application of groundwater travel time, as well as because of
imprecisions in the language applying that numerical'subsystem performance
requirement. Further, the review has found that large expenditures in
engineering and construction. may be required because of performance
requirements on the engineered system' Indeed, overall cost optimization
would be essentially impossible with generic numerical requirements specified
for the component performances. -The Society is not convinced, nor doet che
NRC staff provide support that- the requirements which may be exceedingly
costly to implement are necessary to preserve the public health and safety,
nor that the-requirements necessarily even substantially contribute to
improved public health and safety.

With regard to the different hydrologic nature of the candidate repository
geologies and site, the intent of the proposed NRC rule--concerning minimum
acceptable pre.;emplacement water travel time may be difficult to meet.
Moreover, the requirement is stated in a very imprecise manner in which the
bounds of the travel time determination are set from the extent of the

-t for example_,it is clear that a waste package with a design lifetime of
1000 years will be substantially more costly than a package with a 100
year design lifetime.
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"disturbed zone" to the "accessible environment". The "disturbed zone" is
defined such that it could be in the very near proximity to the repository
excavation, or it could intersect the "accessible environment". This
requirement and its imprecision, if interpreted in the strictest sense, could
force an intensive and perhaps futile siting effort. Yet the NRC staff does
not demonstrate that this requirement is, by itself, a prerequisite to some
level of public health and safety.

The requirements on the engineered system are that packages must survive with
no leakage for at least 1000 years, and that following this period, one part
in one hundred thousand of the radionuclide inventory may be released each
year to the geologic setting. The NRC staff defends the 1000-year package
life not because of public health and safety but because of the difficulties
they assume in predicting performance when the waste is hottest.

The NRC selects 1000 years as the thermal period of concern with a. 'logic"
that could equally well lead to a selection of a large range of values.
Likewise, the 10-' per year release limit is selected as an apparently
reasonable number. However, the NRC staff analysis shows that it is not well
founded, nor does it necessarily achieve the desired effect. Further, its
selection and application to all radionuclides ignores the scientific
knowledge base for radiation dosimetry,- which is acknowledged by NRC in lOCFR
Part 20, by treating all nuclides the same irrespective of their potential,
individual impacts to the overall repository system performance. The
consequence of'these two requirements is that repositories may be designed at
a large and excessive cost to meet standards which have no demonstrated
foundation in protecting the public health and safety.

With regard to the preceding point, a significant change has occurred in the
assumed thermal loading requirement for EPA's proposed 40CFR Part 191.
Whereas EPA specified the disposal of "five-year old" high-level radioactive
waste in earlier drafts of 40CFR Part 191, the December 29, 1982 version no
longer specifies this requirement. Consequently, the waste form can -be
allowod to cool even-further before geolomic disposal. This practical
mechanism, in addition to the option of further dilution of radionuclide
concentrations in the fabrication of the waste form, brings into question the
validity of the NRC staff's thermal assumptions in the analysis for the
proposed 1OCFR Part 60.

NRC has opted, and Congress has affirmed, that no environmental impact
statement will be prepared for issuance of lOCFR Part 60. This decision will
allow promulgation of this standard without public scrutiny of the real costs
and benefits associated with it. The Society concludes that NRC still has a
responsibility to enact responsible regulations which protect the public
health and safety at a rationale and acceptable cost, and to make the
accounting for that judgment available for technical and public review.

6



IV, CRITIQUE OF CONTAINMENT REQUIREMENT

Sectionr113(a)(1)(ii)(A) of l0CFR Part 60 establishes the following waste
package containment requirement:

[In satisfying the preceding requirement,'the'engineered barrier system
shall be designed, assuming anticipated!processes and'events, so that]
containment of HLW within the HLW waste package will be substantially
complete -for a period of- 1,000 years after permanent closure of the
geologic repository, or such other period as may be approved or'
specified by the Commission.-

The NRC does not base this requirement on meeting EPA standards but rather'
upon the belief that leach rates and'transport mechanisms will be difficult to
predict when temperatures in the repository are highest. The specification of
1000 years is based upon the following statement, excerpted from page'73 of
the 10CfR Part 60 Rationale Document. -

At about 1000 years, the fission product contribution (to'inventory 'and
heat generation) either becomes extremely-small or, having decreased
dramatically up to that time,-becomes relatively constant. Thus,'on
the basis of the fission product contributions to either radionuclide
inventory in curies, to heat generation rate, or to hazard,'containment
for about 1000-years aooears to be aopropriate. Therefore, from the
perspective of impact on. repository performance, a containment time of
1000 years,-with provision for flexibility, is most aow roDriate for
dealing with uncertainties invovled in assessing routine releases
(emphasis aoded).

The Society believes that neither the .rationale for-imposing a containment
period nor the logic for selecting one are technically'sound.- If-the NRC is
to justify a specific, numerical waste package containment requirement, it
should show that anything less in time results in unacceptable performance
from-an overall isolation system perspective. In its Rationale Document, the
NRC staff argues that leach rates probably cannot be predicted in "high"
temperatures while canister lifetimes, under the same thermal,'geochemical,
the mechanical forces, "may be extrapolated-with confidence". 'In contrast,
studies, such as ONWI-286 and -352, show that delaying release initiation from
the waste form has no impact on the potential, maximum doses to the public
within the range of waste package lifetimes or containment periods being
considered by--the NRC.,-Therefore, the-Society concludes that this numerical
subsystem performance requirement should not be promulgated.

V. CRITIQUE OF RELEASE RATE REQUIREMENT

Section 113(a'(1)(ii)(8) of 1OCFR60 imposes the following release rate
requirement:

[In satisfying the preceding requirement, the engineered barrier system
shall be designed, assuming anticipated processes and events, so that]

7



the release rate of any radionuclide following the containment period
shall not exceed one part in 100,000 per year of the inventory of that
radionuclide calculated to be present at 1000 years following permanent
closure, or such other fraction of the inventory as may be approved or
specified by the Commission; provided that this requirement does not
apply to any radionuclide which is released at a rate less than 0.1
percent of the calculated total annual release at 1000 years following
permanent closure.

The NRC staff does not derive this limit in a technically rigorous manner, but
rather determines that the value is able to contribute substantially to
overall repository performance. In making this argument, the staff does not
demonstrate that the value leads to compliance with an EPA standard. The
staff likewise does not consider the impact of varying toxicities of
individual radionuclides in a waste repository.

"The NRC staff does put forward an "uncertaintN analysis" of repository
performance to defend its selection of the 10- per year release limit.
Table 4 of the l0CFR Part 60 Rationale Document presents the data ranges used
in the uncertainty analysis. The ranges of input data used by the NRC' are so
large as to be without credibility.. For example, the NRC staff asserts that
the solubility limit for Neptunium ranges over eighteen orders-of-magnitude.
The NRC staff provides no reference for this input data. Further, the NRC
staff presents data distributions for its input parameters. However, neither
does the staff present a defense for these input distributions, nor does it
provide a reference for them. Further, DOE has not to date, to the knowledge
of the Society put forward any such distributions. Thus without reference of
defense, these values and distributions are viewed without validity. a final
criticism of this input data is that it is doubtful that the NRC would issue a
license for a site that had such a wide variation in predicted properties, nor
such an indefensible analysis of-site performance. Thus, it-is not acceptable
nor rational to establish regulations on the basis of an unacceptable level of
input data and indefensible analysis."

"In interpreting its uncertainty analysis, the NRC staff implicitly asserts
that a confidence level of 90% is satisfactory to determine acceptable -

repository performance. The Society applauds this step, provided the NRC will
codify in the standard or in regulatory guidance, such a value (that is
defensible) as an acceptable level of performance uncertainty in repository
performance."

The Society believes that any proposed NRC regulation for releases of
radionuclides from the engineered system must be firmly based upon the
generally applicable environmental release standards of the EPA. The Society
believes that the engineering and construction costs associated with meeting
this proposed NRC regulation value are unnecessary because little to no credit
is allowed to be taken for the radionuclide decay that will occur during
sorptive holdpu even if the radionuclides are released to the geologic
setting. Thus, the Society concludes that this proposed numerical subsystem
performance requirement should not be issued.

8
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VI. CRITIQUE OF PRE-EMPLACEMENT HYDROLOGY REQUIREMENT

In Section 113(a)(2) of lOCFR60, the following requirement-is placed upon the
candidate repository site.

The geologic repository shall be located so that pre-waste emplacement
groundwater travel time along the fastest of likely radionuclide travel
from the distributed zone to the accessible environment shall be at
least 1000 years, or such other travel time as may be approved or
specified by the-Commission.

The requirement for a minimum pre-emplacement groundwater travel time of 1000
years is the most ill-defined of the three values discussed in this review.
The first difficulty is that the language of the requirement potentially has
the impact of excluding any repository site in which heat-generating wastes
are to be placed. This is because the requirement specifics that the
1000-year travel time be measured from the extent of the "disturbed zone" to
the "accessible environment". The "disturbed zone" has a subjective
defiiition that allows a large range of interpretations. Contractor studies
for both NRC and DOE have shown that heat generated by wastes will result in
uplift of the controlled zone at the surface in nearly all sites and
geologies.4 Further, NRC and DOE studies have shown that the thermal
driving force from decaying wastes can alter the flow regime over a
repository, and to the "accessible environment". Thus, narrowly interpreted,
it could be argued that for a high-level waste repository, the "disturbed
zone" and the "accessible environment" intersect. If this interpretation is
made, then the travel time from the "disturbed zone" to the "accessible
environment" is zero. While this interpretation was not the apparent intent
of the NRC staff, once promulgated, only the words are codified, not their
intent.

A more fundamental error with this proposed performance objective is .that
pre-emplacement grondwater travel time is, at best, a weak substitute for
terms that are actually relevant to isolation of radioactive wastes and the
protection of public health and safety. Release of radionuclides to man's
environment is, mathematically, a function of (1) the release rate of nuclides
from the engineered system to the geologic setting, (2) the volume flow rate
of groundwater, (3) the hydraulic conductivity, (4) the effective porosity,
the (5) the retardation factors for each radionuclide, which reflect sorption,
reconcentration, and filtering. The speed of groundwater flow is not a direct
factor in this equation, though obviously is a function of volume flow rate,
hydraulic conductivity and porosity. The impact of applying this substitute
measure as a regulatory requirement may be to exclude fractured rock from

' For example, see Appendix K of U.S. Department of Energy, "Final
Environmental Impact Statement, Management of Commercially Generated
Radioactive waste", DOE/EIA-0046F, October 1980.
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consideration. In some fractured rock, the actual amount of water present is
very small, and the flow area of factures is also quite small. This may lead
to very rapid flow speeds, accompanied by very small flow rates. While this
numerical subsystem performance requirement leaves the Commission a means for
accepting shorter pre-emplacement travel time, past practices of the
Commission support the premise that adopting an alternative position is
unlikely.

The final problem with this numerical performance requirement standard is that
it cannot be shown to have been derived from any version of 40CFE191. Nor can
this value be defended as being necessary to meet any overall repository
performance requirements. In the Society's view all numerical requirements
related to overall repository performance must be defensible and shown to be
necessary to meet performance requirements for the repository as a total
system. The Society further concludes that if the NRC staff wishes to
establish into regulation a minimum groundwater travel time, that the NRC must
do so not only with the objective of meeting an overall repository system
performance requirement, but with the cognizance that such a property will
vary widely over otherwise acceptable sites. Clearly, this property is a
site-specific characteristic.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The American Nuclear Society concludes that the three numerical subsystem
performance objectives contained in Section 113 of the proposed final
technical rules of lOCFR Part 60 are technically indefensible. The American
Nuclear Society is concerned that the final issuance of these three numerical
subsystem requirements by the NRC would be an error that would greatly
handicap sound engineering and scientific practice in isolating nuclear
wastes. Clearly, these performance objectives greatly limit the alternatives
engineers have to optimize waste disposal systems in terms of public-bealth
and safety, environmental impact, cost and schedule. Therefore, the Wociety
strongly urges the following:

(1) The NRC should not promulgate the above referenced sections of
10CFR60.113. -

(2) The NRC should promulgate the balance of lOCFR Part 60, within the
framework of our previous comments.

(3) The NRC should actively support the efforts of the EPA in finalizing
40CFR Part 191.

(4) The NRC should reexamine the need for geologic media-specific and
subsystem performance objectives. If such subsystem performance
objectives are needed and justified, they could be issued in regulatory
guide form, rather than as numerical performance objectives in
regulation form.

10
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October 14, 1961

Secretary of The Huclear Regulatory Comiission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
Room 1121
1717 E Street, N.W.

Gentlemen: L . a ,

On behalf of the American Nuclear Society, I
respectfully submit the Society's comments and position
on the proposed rule, 10 CFR Part 60 (Technical Criteria
for Disposal.of High-Level Radioactive Waste-in Geo-
logical Repositories). ANS has actively followed the
progress of the rule-making with a technical support
committee of interested and technically qualified
members of the Fuel Cycle and Waste Management Technical
Division. These official ANS comments and position
were prepared and reviewed by members of the aforementionet
.Technical Division, a special committee crf senior-ANS
members, and the Society's Executive Cormittee.

The American Nuclear Society respectfully submits
that the proposed regulation should be withdrawn or,
at a minimu, extensively revised.--: it is withdrawn,
we would hope that a substitute proposed rule would be
developed expeditiously. Further, ANS strongly recormends
that all subsystem numerical performance requirements
be deleted in favor of more general statements permitting
system trade-offs to achieve the desired overall system
or repository performance. Specifically, the following
values should be deleted:

*0oo-Year 'Waste Package Life [Section 60.111(b) C2)]

lo-5 Long-Term Release Rate [Section 60.111(b)(2)(ii)

1000-Year Undisturbed Water Travel Time [Section 60.1

50-Year Retrieval Time [Section 60.111(a)(2)]

.4.



* Secretary of The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
October 14, 1981
Page 2

It is our concerted view that overly restrs ctive and
specific performance standards are not necessary, and that
such standards in regulation form are likely to add to the
overall cost of waste disposal without achieving any degree
of benefit to the public health and safety. Instead, using
current engineering practices, a carefully sited, engineered,
and designed repository coupled with effective confirmation
and design validation can assure compliance with a single,
overall performance criterion for the repository as a whole
system. The application of such a single performance standard
would not only coincide with the Environmental Protection
Agency's recommended approach of the systems concept, but
would permit repository designers to optimize the repository
as a system of both natural and engineered barriers for differin
site and geologic medium characteristics..

We would be pleased to discuss these co=.nents further
with the Commission and assist you in the development of
appropriate, alternative criteria.

Sincerely,

* Corwin L. Rickard
President

cc: N. J. Palladino, Chairman
J. Ahearne
P. A. Bradford
V. Gilinsky
T. Roberts
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* SUMMARY

The American Nuclear Society CANS) respectfully submits

that the proposed regulation should be withdrawn or, at a

minimu,.extensively revised.

Av S is of the concerted view that the draft regulation

should apply the systems concept, instead of the present stress

on subsystems, and as recommended by the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) in the Harch 19, 1981, Working Draft of.40 T .P.R..

Part 191.1 Further, the present draft regulation contains

significant sections, with related arguments, that are

technically unjustifiable and that overly constrain the design of

specific components and subsystems.

The concept of the repository as a system requires

consideration of both natural and engineered barriers in arriving

at a regulatory decision. Each repository site will differ in

the reliance that can be placed on natural barriers and,

therefore, varying degrees of compensating design margins through

engineered systems should be permitted. The designer should not

be constrained from optimizing these relationships by the

imposition of design specifications' or subsystem numerical

performance requirements such as those stated by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commiss.4on (NRC) in the proposed rule.

1 Environmentil Protection Agency, 40 C.F.R. Part 191 (1981),
Environmental Standards and Federal 'Radiation Protection Guidance
for Manacement and Discosal of Soent Fuele, HLW and TRU wastes,
Work~ing Draft 19 (March 19, 1981).
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ANS strongly-recommends that all subsystem numerical

. performance requirements be deleted in favor of more generol

performance objectives which would permit subsystem trade-offs to

achieve the desired overall repository system performance.

specifically the following values should be deleted:

1. 1,000-Year Waste Package Life (Section 60.111Mb)(2)),

2. 10 Long Term Release Rate (Section 60.111(b)(2)(ii)(A))

3. 1,000-Year Undisturbed Water Travel Time
(Section 60.112(c)); and

4. 50-War Retrieval Time (Section 60.111(a)(2)).

INTRODUCTION

A. The American Nuclear Societv

ANS, an international organization of engineers and

. scientists, now in its 27th year, is a nonprofit scientific,

technical, and educational organization. ANS currently has an-

individual membership of over 13,000 and is governed by its

officers and a ?Board of Directors elected by the- individual

membership.

To carry out its purposes, ANS has 16 separate technical

divisions. The objective of each division is to provide means

for furthering the science, engineering, and art of that branch

of scientific discipline. The disciplines range from those

related to nuclear power--such as nuclear fuel cycles, waste

management, radiation protection and shielding, reactor safety,

aand reactor operations--to other disciplines, such as controlled

nuclear fusion, isotopes and radiation,-environmental sciences,

and alternative energy technologies aind *ystems.
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B. Scooe of American Nuclear Society Review

These comments are in response to NRCIs proposed ;ule on

'Disposal of Eigh-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic

Repositories," 46 Fed. Reg. 35230 (July 8, 1981) (to be codified

at 10 C.1.R. Part 60, Subpart E--Technical Criteria, Nuclear

Regulatory Commission). ANS has actively followed the progress

of this proposed rule with a technical support committee of

interested and technically qualified members of the Fuel Cycle

and Waste Management Technical Division. Based on a technical

presentation of these division members and the overview of a

special committee of senior ANS members, ANS has developed and

formulated the enclosed formal, official position on the proposed

rule.

._II

REGULATORY APPROACH

A. The Proposed Performance Standards 'or the Repository
Are Overly Restrictive and Unnecessary

NRC lists three alternatives to regulate geologic

disposal of high-level waste. They are:

1. Alternative No. 1: Prescribe a single-
overall performance standard for the
repository that must be met. The
standard in this case would be the EPA
standard.

2. Alternative No. 2: Prescribe minimum
performance standards for each of the
major elements or subsystems, in
addition to requiring the overall system
to meet EPA standards.

3. Alternative No. 3: Prescribe detailed
'numerical criteria on critical -
engineering attributes of the repository
system,
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NRC concludes that Alternative No. 2 appears to be the

most practical compromise between Alternative Nos. 1 and B

However# a compromise alternative is not necessarily the best

alternative. Alternative No. 1-is more acceptable because it

permits the use of a systems. concept. to incorporate the

contributions from natural and engineered barriers. Overly

restrictive and specific component and subsystem performance

standards are not necessary and are likely to add to the overall

cost of waste disposal, withbut achieving any significant degree

of benefit to the public health and safety.

Using current engineering practices, a carefully sited,

engineered, and designed repository coupled with effective

confirmation and design validation can assure co:pliance with a

single, overall performance criterion for the repository as a

- whole system. In satisfying a system or repository performance

standard, the use of natural and engineered bairriers will assure

acceptable containment of the waste for the-appropriate period of

time and provide the required protection of the public health and

safety and man's environment.

During operation of the first repository, appropriate

modifications can be made in design features'and repository

layout if results of operation necessitate such changes,

Therefore the overly restrictive standards now proposed for

components and subsystems are not warranted.-

B. The Proposed Multiple Barrier Approach Should
Allow AKpropriate Credit for Natural Barriers

In evaluating multiple barriers, ARC has, considered

three. alternatives. These are: -

_. . - .- __ - - - . - - 2 -�._ 7.� - -r-
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I. rely entirely on the natural barriers of
the site to meet the system performance.
standard;

2. rely entirely on engineered barriers to
meet the system performance standard; and

3. rely on a-combination of engineered and
natural barriers to meet tLe system -
performance standards. 46 Fed. Reg. 35281
(July 8, 1981).

Alternative Nos. I and 2 were abandoned by NRC because

of (1) uncertainties in the natural barrier performance under the

stress of waste-induced changes, and (2) avoiding unduly

constraining system design.'

In adopting Alternative No. 3, NRC states (see,

Enclosure J at 26)2 that the 'staff decided to set a long-term

release rate for the underground facility and waste packages

~*working together,' without mention of the natural barriers as a

part of the system. This is not Alternative No. 3; but rather a

more tightly constrained Alternative No. 2.

The concept of the repository as a radioactive waste

isolation system reqqires consideration of the contribution of

all barriers in arriving at a regulatory decision. Each

repository site wiil be able to place differing reliance on the

natural barriers and, therefore, the site-independent numerical

subsystem performance specifications stated in Sections 60.111

and 60.112 should be withdrawn.

2 Enclosure J, Commission Paper SECY-81-267, Rationale for
Performance Objectives and Reouired Characteristics of the
Geologic Settinc (April 27, 19831).



EPA in its working draft of 40 C.F.R. Part 191 (1981)

bas commented on the system concept in several places.

Specifically, EPA's draft notes: 'We believe that making the

overall disposal system meet numerical performance requirements

by taking advantage of substantial protection from each of its

- components will provide adequate protection most economically"

(40 C.u.R. Part 191 at 13). This concept more nearly complies

with Alternative No. 3 than specific numerical design

specifications for each subsystem or component.

C. The Proposed Rule Should Recognize that Performance
Uncertainties Can Be Minimized by Bounding
Analysis and Design

NRC has placed.undue emphasis on the nature of the

uncertainties associated with the transport of the yaste through the

-geosphere to the exclusion bf other important consideratiohs.'

For example, uncertainties can be ascertained and made

inconsequential by bounding anilysis and design. Potential

performance uncertainties are better addressed and minimized in

the design of a repository and other features through the

establishment and incorporation of acceptable nonregulatory

design limits for the uncertainties which may reside in a

particular set of circumstances, rather than the establishment of

overly conservative technical criteria in the form of a rule to

cover all supposed repository arrangements and contingencies.

Further, a careful site selection process, using currently

available investigatory techniques and engineering practices and

based on the proven historical stability of the geologic setting,

can minimize tectonic and hydrogeologic uncertainties and provide

.- 6-
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adequate protection of the public health and safety and manes

environment.

*IV

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

A. The Requirement for a 1,000-Year Containment Period
by Engineered Barriers Is Grossly Excessive and
Unsuo0orted by Scientific Fact

Section 60.111(b)(2)(i) requires that the waste packages

contain all radionuclides for the first 1,000 years after

permanent closure.

NRC claims that the basis for the choice of 1,000 years

is iiainly that the heat induced by the-waste in the geologic

medium will increase the waste package leachability and reduce

the near-field transport time, with the net result that- the

radiological source term from the 'disturbed zone' increases.

NRC does not argue that the 1,000-year containment-period is

necessary to reduce the overall radiological release to man's

environment to an acceptable level. -

it is agreed that the postulated release from the

underground facility would be accelerated due to resulting higher

temperatures in the geologic medium but, generally, the

calculational models used do not take credit for any holdup or

delay of. radionudlides in the region of relatively higher

The use of "all' could be interpreted that no waste package
failure could be allowed in 1,000 years. Using probabilistic
design analyses, it must always be concluded that some chance of
failure exists; Consequently. percent of failure allowed must be
defined if any fixed life is to be required for the waste
package. Therefore, the proposed wording is unrealistic.
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temperatures. bathers the radiological source term for the far-

field transport models are derived directly from the waste.

package release rate as if the heated geologic medium region or

'disturbed zone" did not exist. Thus, any acceleration of
* ,

release from the underground facility due to temperature effects

A has already been discounted and, therefore, should not be used to

penalize the waste package design.

Furthermore, beat or high temperature does not make

* waste-package containment more necessary, only more difficult to

achieve. The waste-package containment requirement during any

period should be based on- the acceptable release quantity during

that period, not on changes in nearby or adjacent conditions. A

relatively higher temperature environment and the presence of

water in a repository will-make the waste package more difficult

to design, bul- these factors should not influence the required

waste-package performance, particularly when no credit 'is taken

for near-field or disturbed zone' retardations.-

In addition, analyses have shown that IRC's stipulated

1,000-year containment period for waste packages or an engineered

barrier would not have the suggested effect of supposedly

reducing the release of radionuclides via hydrogeologic transport

to man's environment. For example, Cloniger, et al., 3 have shown

that a waste-package containment period between 0 and 100,000

years does not contribute to reducing radiological consequences

3 H. 0. Cloniger. et al.r An Analysis on the Use of Engineered
Barriers for Geoloclc Tsolationof Spent Fuel in a Reference Salt
Site Reaository, PNL-3356 (December 1980).
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to man's environment; instead, this reduction is satisfied

through the regional geology or natural barriers. Thus, the

1,000-year containment period'results in relatively no benefit

for reduction in radionuclide releases, as compared to that for

the natural barriers. It should also be noted that NRC's implied

Ozero leakage* criterion in the proposed 1,000-year containment

period is impossible to prove.

Using somewhat different models, an almost identical

conclusion is reached by Pigford,-et al.4 Their results indicate

that in varying waste package containment times from I to 1Oo00

years makes no difference to release rates for a spectrum of

important long-lived isotopes.

For the above reasons, the 1,000-year containment period

'by engineered barriers provides no added safety and is

unsupported by scientific evidence.

B. The Long-Term Release Rate Is Unsupported by
Analvses and Studies

Section 60.111(b)(2)(ii) requires that the engineered

system design shall provide the annual -release of any

radionuclides not exceeding one part in 105 of the waste

inventory after 1,000 years. Three alternatives for the

criterion for the release rate from the engineered system after

the containment period were proposed (see Footnote No. 2,

Enclosure J).

4 T. H. Pigford, et al., iqration of Radionulides Through
Sorbing Media, Anaytical Solution, - II, LBL-11616, tc-l,
Vol. 1 (October, 1980).
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"Xi) a range-of 1I 3 to 10- 4 /year, which is
typical of- leach rates of many
borosilicate glasses at low temperature;

(ii) a release rate of 10 5/year;

(iii) a release rate of 10i7 year.*

Alternative No. (i) states that the borosilicate glass
.- .

s 'iiexpected . to crack into fragments 10 cm on a side.' The

section goes on to state that the 10 to 10o g/cr 2/day leach

rates of the glass in conjunction with the expected cracking

results 'in a range of lannbal release rates of *0i3 to 10a4 of

the waste inventory.* The basis for this conclusion is not clear

since the dissolution rate of the waste inventory will depend on

waste matrix parameters, groundwater flow rates and properties,

local geochemistry characteristics, and local temperature, as

well as fragment size and l'each rate. Thus, the annual release

rate is expected to be a strong function of the repository system

-design, the selected geologic medium, and local hydrogeologic

characteristics. -

EPA rationale -expressed for leach rates appears ,to be

more appropriate. The leach rates of various waste forms must be

cast in the role of contributing to confinement in-con5unction

with the repository. Borosilicate glass has excellent low leach

rates over the long term. NRC-quoted high rates of 10 !

gm/cm2 /day are usually- for shorter term tests for 90 Sr and 137

Cs leaching, which are likely to be chemically retained in

quantity in the near-field or; 'disturbed zone'; longer term tests

with actinides fall in a much lower range of values. The setting

of annual release rates would be better h.andled through the

- 10 M
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establishment of an overall repository release limit by

incorporating this limit in an overall system performance

standard. -

NRC has chosen the annual release rate of waste of 105S/year.

as the long.-term performance objectives for the engineered system

or barriers. In arriving at this number, NRC argues that a

larger number, such as 10- 3/year, would require relying almost

entirely on the geology and the far-field geochemistry while the

selected number of 10 S/year would contribute to reducing doses

and substantially reduce reliance on geochemical retardation.

This argument is provided without reference to supporting

analyses or studies.

As an example, the preceding argument by NRC is contrary

-to an analysis by Cloniger, et al. (see Footnote No. 3) who

concludes:

'While the need for and the effectiveness of a
release rate limiting barrier function is
somewhat dependent on the sorption properties
of the geologic-Vedi , generally a release rate
of less than 10 'yr- (fractional) is necessary
to reduce the potential dose from 14C, 99Tc,
and 1291 to a baseline level below that of the
actinides.. Beyond that, a release rate of less
*than lO-yr- is required before the potential
dose from the actinide chains can be.further
lowered by this mechanism. This is because the
distribution of actinide chain members in time
'and space, due to their different sorption
properties and the characteristics of the
groundwater flow field, has the same effect as
a releas rate reduction of between 10-> to
1lo0 yr- . Only in extreme cases of the
intrusion water well scenario is there a direct
relationship between release rate from the
repository and release to the biosphere.'

.4
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C. The Water Travel Time to the Accessible Environment Is
Invalid Without a Clear Definition of "Accessible
Environment- and Analysis of Differing Site Specific
Characteristics

Section 60.112(c) states a requirement that prewaste

emplacement groundwatertravel times through the far-field to the

accessible environment are at least 1,000 years.

While the "water travel time' concept may' have validity

in assessing multiple barriers, the ambiguity of what constitutes

the "accessible enviironment' can lead to i number of

interpretative results-for this factor, as applied to differing

site specific characteristics. It would be.-better to more'

clearly define the 'accessible environment3 as a surface" or near

surface water body or body of significant quantities of water

that could conceivably realize extensive use. -In the absence of,

analyses Justifying 1,000 years for differing-site specific

* characteristics and a clear definition of 'accessible. -

* environments ANS-recommends deleting this numerical value.,

D. The Retrievabilitv Criteria Is Unnecessary

Section 60.111(a)(2) states a requirement for a waste

retrievability period for up to 50 years- after waste emplacement

ope-rations are completed. NRC's concept of retrievability and

the states' arguments concerning relatedtime periods-are

inappropriate.i-

NRC decision to require a final -licensing- step -prior to

decommissioning or. permanent closure provides the opportunity for

examination of the repository performance up to that time. Since

the repository Is planned to be operational for tore-than 30
o .4. -.

years, the first waste emplaced will have been in monitored

-12-



storage for this time period when the least waste is emplaced. If

the applicant can demonstrate safety based on these data, n~o

further period of rzetvievability should be necessary.

We understand that the 50-year retrievability period is

designated to assure the retrieval option remains open during

repository operation and is not precluded by repository design.

This objective can be achieved without defining an artificial

time frame if the rule is so worded to set forth this

objective. The retrieval option can be easily exercised, for one

of the distinguishing features of deep geologic disposal Is that

the waste inventory and location is well documented.

Technologically there should be no problem, for what can be

emplaced can also be removed. The design and engineering of such

retrieval are well within current state of the art. This concept

is reflected in the current National Waste Terminal Storage

(N2TS) positions which we believe presents a logical approach for

satisfying the retrievability objective.

V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM4ENDATIONS

ANS is of the concerted view that the present draft

regulation should apply the systems concept instead of the

present-stress on subsystems, and contains significant sections,

with related arguments, that rare technically unjustifiable and

overly constrain the design of specific components and

'W. A. Carbiener, RetrievabilitX: The NU-'S Position,
Proceedings of the Symposium on waste Management in Tucson,
-Arizona (February 23-26, 1981). '

- 1- Is -



subsystems. Therefore, the proposed regulation should be

withdrawn ore at a minimum, extensively reviserd. The following

general conclusions are made:

With regard to the regulatory- approach
and the technical criteria alternatives,'
Alternative No. 1 or a single overall
repository performance standard is more
acceptable. Overly restrictive
component and subsystem performance
standards are not necessary and are
l ikely to add to the overall cost of
waste disposal, without achieving any
significant degree of benefit to the
public health and safety..

The concept of the repository as a
radioactive waste isolation system
requires consideration of the
contribution of all barriers In arriving
at a regulatory decision. Each
repository site will be able to place
differing reliance on the natural
barriers and, therefore, design margins
through engineered systems should be
provided on a site-specific basis.

NRC has placed undue emphasis on the
nature of the uncertainties associated
with the transport of the waste through
the geosphere to the exclusion of other
important considerations. Such-
uncertainties can be ascertained and
made inconsequential by bounding
analysis and design.

Analyses have shown that NRC's
stipulated 1,OOO-year waste-package
containment period results in relatively
no benefit for reduction in radionuclide
releases as compared to.that for the
natural barriers.

The setting of annual release rates for
radionuclides would be better handled
through the establishment of an overall
repository release limit by
incorporating this limit in an overall

-system performance standard.

- Zn the absence =f analyseF justifying
14000-year water travel time for

Is A ._
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differing site-specific characteristics
and a clear definition of 'accessible
environment,' the validity of this
numerical value is questionable.

The- retrievability concept. reflected in
the current NhTS position prelents a
logical approach for satisfying the
retrievability objective and is more
appropriate than the proposed SO-year
period.

ANS strongly recommends all subsystem numericala

performance requirements be deleted in favor of more general

performance objectives which, would permit subsystem trade-offs to

achieve the desired overall repository system performance.

Specifically the following values should be de2e6.ed:

1. 1,OOO-Year-Waste Package Life;

2. 10 Long-term Release Rate;

-S a
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;3. 1000-Year Undisturbed Water Travel Time;

4. S0-Year Retrieval Time;

DATED: October t19, - 19 1. * * f .

Respectfully submitted,

RONALD A. ZUiBRUN.
-RAYHOND M. HOMBOISSE
EILEEN B.-WRITE
Pacific Legal Toundation
1990 M Street, 4t%'., Suite
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 466-2686
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EILEEN B. , - IT

Attorneys for the American
Nuclear Society -11 . . � I

JA.HES R. HEELAN
American Nuclear Society
555 North Kensington Avenue
La Grange Park, Illinois 60525
Telephone: (312) 352-6611
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AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
-<Xi 555 North Kensington Avenue. LaGrange Park. Illinois 60525 USA

Telephone 3l12) 352.6611 Telex 254635

PREaSID ENT October 5, 1982
Donuam muozing. chanerd
1TA EYe SlMt. NW. SUtsT 775
Waslwont. QC 200 USA

Elr. William J. Dircks
Executive Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr.Dircks:

Representatives of the American Nuclear Society met
with you, Victor Stello, John Davis and other NRC staff members
on September 10, 1982. The purpose of the meeting was to present
ANS's initial reaction, from a technical perspective, to the July
29, 1982 version of lOCFR Part 60 (Technical Criteria for
Geologic Repositories for Sigh-Level Radioactive Waste), includ-
ing NRC staff Recommendations and the technical Rationale Docu-
ment. At the meeting, ANS reiterated its general position on
proposed lOCFR Part 60 to NRC on October 14, 1981:

A-ANS strongly recommends that all numerical subsystem
performance requirements be deleted in favor of more
general statements permitting system-trade-offs to
achleve the desired overall system or repository per-
formance". And,

'it is our concerted view that overly restrictive and-
specific performance standards are not necessary, and
that such standards in regulation form are likely to
add to the overall cost of the waste disposal without
achieving any degree of benefit to the public health
and safety. Instead, using current engineering prac-
tices, a carefully sited, engineered, and designed
repository coupled with effective confirmation and de-
sign validation can assure compliance with a single,
overall performance criterion for the repository as a
whole system. The application of such a single per-
formance standard would not only coincide with the
Environmental Protection Agency's recommended approach
of the systems concept, but would permit repository
designers to optimize the repository as a system of
both natural and engineered barriers for differing site

- and geologic medium characteristics".

. . _.
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!1r. William J. Dircks -

October 5, 1982
Page 2

':Additionally, we expressed our concern about URC
staff's rejection of the overall system or repository standard
approach (similar with EPA's) which was recommended by ANS and
other technical specialists and organizations. There was a broad
general technical consensus on this point which seems to have
been inadequately cohsidered by the NRC without substantive
technical justification.

Wthile AiS haid a relatively brief period to review the
July 29., 1962, technical Rationale Document prior to the Septem-

* ber 10, 1982, meeting, knowledgeable ANS members on this subject
are in general agreement that the numerical subsystem performance
standards (now -objectives') cited in the proposed regulation
have not been technically justified. Further, we believe it will
be very difficult, if not impossible, for the NRC to'technically
justify anyrvariation from these numerical subsystem performance
objectives on a "case-by-case" basis with these unmeasurable and
technically unjustified values cited in the regulation.

With the preceding in mind, AMS strongly recommends NRC
take the following actions before approving 10CFR Part 60:

o Based on a preponderance of technical community
opinion, including ANS, supporting a single, overall
repository performance standard, NRC should reconsider
the proposed numerical subsystem performance objectives
-in favor of more generalized design objective state-
ments in the regulation.

o NRC should submit technical rationale documentation
for 10CFR Part 60 to.a peer review by the technical
community for the adequacy of analytical methodology,
parameters, assumptions and conclusions.

Relative to the preceding, AMS has taken the following steps:

* o A technical paper is being prepared to present AINS and
technical community views on the approaches used and
material presented in the Rationale Document. This paper
is scheduled to be completed and available on November 22,
1982, and would provide the basis for a technical presen-
tation to the NRC staff and Commissioners.
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Page 3

o A special peer review session on 10CFR Part 60 is being
organized to be held during the ANS Winter Meeting (Nov. 14-
18, 1982) in Washington, D. C. U

The American Nuclear Society would be pleased to meet
with the Commission and the staff to assist in the development of.
a technically sound regulation. .

L. Ilanning MUntzini
President
American Nuclear Society

ULM: DB: e vm
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1983 RULEMAKING ISSUE
(Affirmation)

*INor:
Fbr:
From:

Subject:

si

Purpose:

Discussion:

The Commissioners

William J. Dircks, Executive Director for Operations

10 CFR PART 60--DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN
GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES: TECHNICAL CRITERIA AND CONFORMING
AMENDMENTS

This paper involves a major policy question.

To request Commission approval to publish as final amendments to
10 CFR Part 60, "Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in
Geologic Repositories," the technical criteria for regulating
geologic disposal of high-level radioactive wastes (Enclosure A).

Background. In November 1978, the Commission published for
comment a proposed General Statement of Policy (43 FR 53869;
SECY-78-366) which set forth a regulatory framework for licensing
geologic repositories for the disposal of high-level radioactive
wastes (HLW). In December 1979, the Commission published for
public comment a proposed rule--10 CFR Part 60, "Disposal of
High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories; Proposed
Licensing Procedures" (44 FR 70408; SECY-79-580). This proposed
rule addressed the specific procedures under which geologic
disposal of HLW by the Department of Energy (DOE) would be
regulated. Final licensing procedures were published on
February 25, 1981 (46 FR 13971; SECY-80-474 and SECY-81-48).

On May 13, 1980, the Commission published for public comment an
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on the technical criteria
for regulating geologic disposal of HLW (45 FR 31393;
SECY-80-177). Proposed technical criteria against which license
applications would be reviewed under 10 CFR Part 60 were published
for public comment on July 8, 1981 (46 FR 35280; SECY-81-267). A
copy of the proposed rule as published in the Federal Register is
provided as Enclosure B. The differences between the proposed
and final technical criteria are provided in comparative text in
Enclosure C.

Contact:
P. A. Comella (427-4616)
M. J. Bell (427-4612)
J. R. Wolf (492-8694)

g-2.
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A total of ninety-two groups and individuals commented on the
proposed rule. Eighty-nine letters were received in time to be
considered in the staff's analysis of the public comments. The
remaining three letters are provided as Enclosure 0 for the
Commission's information. The staff has reviewed these letters
and believes that they raised no significant new issues with
respect 'to this rulemaking. The eighty-nine letters that were
analyzed by the staff contained about seven hundred Individual
comments. These individual comments addressed a wide range of
issues, including'those for which specific comment was requested
by the Commission, and all parts of the rule. The concerns
expressed by these commenters are discussed in detail in the
draft Federal Resister notice (FRN) (Enclosure A), and the staff
analysis of public comment presented in draft NUREG-0804. (This
latter document will be forwarded separately once conforming
changes consistent with the January 4, 1983, Commission guidance
have been made.)

When the staff had completed its preliminary analysis of the
public comments and had formulated, consistent with this analysis,
its preliminary recommendations with respect to the final
technical criteria, it forwarded SECY-82-288 to the Commission
on July 7, 1982, to provide early opportunity to the Commission
to review these preliminary recommendations. SECY-82-288 also
contained a draft rationale document-for. the performance objec-
tives in the technical criteria. The analyses conducted by the
staff in conjunction with this rationale document were based on a
draft EPA standard, referenced by some of the commenters.

By early October 1982, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
had not as yet issued a proposed HLW standard. (Subsequently EPA
issued a proposed standard for public comment on December 29,
1982 (47 FR 58196).) Therefore, on October 21, 1982, the staff
forwarded SECY-82-427 to the Commissipn to seek guidance on how
to proceed in developing final technical criteria in the absence
of an EPA standard. The Commission met at an open meeting on
November 19, 1982, to discuss this issue; and the Secretary, in
a memorandum dated January 4, 1983, provided guidance to the staff
concerning the Commission's decision on this matter (Enclosure E).

The enclosed rulemaking package (Enclosures A and G) reflects
this guidance. See Enclosure A, pp 7-8. It also addresses, as
appropriate, issues related to the proposed EPA standard as well
as provisions of the recently enacted Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982, Pub. L. 97-425. These additional areas are identified
below. Commission attentioh is directed to those sections of
the draft FRN which treat the identified areas.
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Proposed EPA Environmental Standards for the Manaaement and
Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic
Radioactive Wastes. EPA's proposed standards (Enclosure F)
contain environmental standards for management and storage
(Subpart A) and environmental standards for disposal (Subpart B),
which are further partitioned into containment requirements
(§191.13), assurance requirements (§191.14), and procedural
requirements (§191.15). The staff has reflected the proposed
EPA standards in the enclosed rulemaking package as follows:

a. Prior to publication of the proposed EPA standards, the
NRC staff had used an internal EPA working draft standard
(Draft No. 19) as the 'assumed EPA standard" for the analyses
which provided a basis for the rationale document for the
performance objectives set forth in the final technical
criteria. The staff has reexamined the rationale document
(Enclosure G) in light of the proposed standards related to
containment requirements (§191.13), along with related
definitions, which together are analogous to Draft No. 19,
to determine if any revision of the technical criteria is
necessary as a result of differences between the proposed
EPA standard and Draft No. 19. Staff analysis indicates
no changes are necessary. The results of this analysis
are provided in an appendix to the rationale document
(Enclosure G). Reference is made to this analysis in the
draft-FRN. See Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards,'
Enclosure A, p. 6.

b. The draft FRN relates the concepts of 'anticipated" and
"unanticipated" processes and events to the evaluation of
releases addressed in the proposed EPA standard. See
Anticipated and Unanticipated Processes and Events,
Enclosure A, p. 19.

c. The term "accessible environment" is defined In both
Part 60 and the proposed EPA standard, but differently in
each. The draft FRN discusses these differences and goes
on to show why the definitions are nevertheless consistent.
See Accessible Environment/Controlled Area, Enclosure A,
pp. 24 ff.

d. The draft FRN explicitly addresses the Commission's position
on ALARA determinations and the EPA proposed guidance in
§191.14(b), concerning keeping releases to the accessible
environment as small as reasonably achievable. See ALARA,
Enclosure A, pp. 14 ff.
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Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982: As appropriate, the draft FRN
(Enclosure A) now makes reference to relevant provisions of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 as' follows: ,

a. The draft FRN indicates that publication of the final
technical criteria is regarded as constituting full
compliance with Section 121(b)(1)(A) of the Act, which
requires promulgation of the Commission's technical criteria

-. -for geologic repositories not later than January 1, 1984.
See Background, Enclosure A, p. 4.

b. The draft FRN indicates that the Commission will review
these criteria after EPA's environmental standards are
published in final form and will initiate subsequent rule-
making actions, as necessary, to take any such standards
into account. See Background, Enclosure A, p. 4.

c. Under 121(b)(1)(B) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982,
the Commission's technical criteria "shall provide for the
use of a system of multiple barriers in the design of the
repository... as the Commission deems appropriate..' The
draft FRN indicates that this provision has been satisfied.
See Background, Enclosure A, p. 3.

d. Under Section 121(b)(1)(B) the Commission's technical
criteria 'shall include such restrictions on the retrtev--
ability of the solidified high-level radioactive waste and
spent fuel in the repository as the Commission deems appro-
priate." The draft FRN indicates that this provision has
been satisfied. Also, Section 122 of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act provides that, at the time a repository is
designed, DOE shall specify an appropriate period during
which spent fuel could be retrieved for any reason per-
talning to the public health and safety, or the environment,
or for the purpose of permitting recovery of the economically
valuable components of such spent fuel. The period of
retrievability is subject to approval or disapproval by the
Commission as part of the construction authorization process.
The draft FRN states, insofar as health and safety
considerations are concerned, the Commission's intent to
grant approval so long as the technical criteria are
satisfied and to modify the licensing procedures to so
specify. See Retrievability, Enclosure A, p. 10.

e. The draft FRN also addresses the relationship between the
technical criteria and the guidelines DOE is required to
promulgate with Commission concurrence. These guidelines
are to be used in screening and selecting sites that may be
used to host a repository. Under Section 112(a) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, DOE is required to develop

(

.. . . . ..
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guidelines that, among other things, will specify (1) popula-
tion factors that will disqualify a site from development as
a repository and (2) detailed geologic considerations that
shall be primary criteria for the selection of sites in
various geologic media. Issuance of these siting guidelines

* is subject to the concurrence of the Commission. The draft
FRN would indicate that the Commission has made no
determination whether such guidelines, when issued, should

e in some manner be reflected in 10 CFR Part 60. See
Enclosure A, Population-Related Siting Criteria, pp. 12 ff.
and Siting Criteria, pp. 21 ff.

Further Rulemaking: The staff believes that it is necessary to
reexamine the licensing procedures in light of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982 to ensure that the Commission's regulation is
consistent with current Law. For example, the staff believes
that the provisions of 10 CFR Part 60 which deal with State, local,
ind Indian tribal participation in the licensing process must be
reexamined. The staff would also give further consideration to the
question of the degree, if any, to which the relationship between
the technical criteria and DOE's siting guidelines should be
elaborated through rulemaking. This effort would commence
immediately upon publication of the FRN for the final technical
criteria. The staff would expect to return to the Commission
with any proposed revisions in late 1983.

Although the technical criteria as written are generally
applicable to disposal in both the saturated and unsaturated
zones, some distinctions do need to be made. Rather than
including the criteria which will apply to the unsaturated zone
as part of the present rulemaking, staff will present such
criteria to the Commission for consideration at the same time as
proposed revisions in light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982 are presented. 'See draft FRN, Enclosure A, Unsaturated
Zone, pp. 28 ff., for further discussion.

Commission resource needs to implement the provisions of this
regulation have been reflected in programmatic budget requests.
Thus, no significant new resource expenditures will be required by
issuance of the amendments as effective. With respect to further
rulemaking, the staff presently has under active consideration,
the resource implications associated with the implementation of
all provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

Recommendations: That the Commission:

1. Approve for publication as a final rule that part of 10 CFR
Part 60, "Disposal of High-Level RadioactiVe Wastes in
Geologic Repositories" dealing with the technical criteria,
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and conforming amendments, and the accompanying Statement of
Considerations, as set forth in the draft Federal Register
notice in Enclosure A.

Certif that this rule, if promulgated, will not have a
signiTicant economic impact on a substantial number of small
entities. This certification is necessary In order to
satisfy the requirements of the Regulatory Flexibility Acts.
5.U.S.C. 605(a).

2. Note:

a. A- copy of the proposed technical criteria as published
in the Federal Register on July 8, 1981 (46 FR 35280)
is provided as Enclosure B.

b. The changes made to the proposed 10 CFR Part 60
technical criteria as published in the Federal Register
are provided in comparative text in Enclosure C.

c. Criteria which apply to disposal in the unsaturated
zone will be forwarded to the Commission in late 1983
as a proposed rule.

d. Draft NUREG-0804 containing the detailed staff analysis
of the public comments (#1-89) will be forwarded within
the next three weeks. It is the staff's view that the
Commission could meet to begin consideration of the
enclosed package prior to receipt of this document if it
so wished. Copies of the comment letters not included in
the staff analysis are provided in Enclosure 0 and
Enclosure K.

e. The January 4, 1983 memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk to
William J. Dircks is-provided as Enclosure E.

f. A copy of the EPA's proposed standards (47 FR 58196)
is contained in Enclosure F.

g. The rationale document for the performance objectives
is provided in Enclosure G.

h. As provided by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982,
no environmental assessment is being prepared in
connection with this action.

.4
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1. This rule contains no new or amended recordkeeping,
reporting, or application requirement, or any other
type of information collection requirement, subject
to the Paperwork Reduction Act (P.L. 96-511).

J. The Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business
Administration will be informed by the Division of
Rules and Records of the certification regarding
economic impact on small entities.

k. The Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of the
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, the
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation of the Senate
Committee on the Environment in Public Works, the
Subcommittee on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation and
Federal Services of the Senate Committee on Government
Affairs, and the Subcommittee on Energy and Power of
the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
would be informed by a letter similar to Enclosure H.

1. The final rule contains conforming amendments to the
10 CFR Part 60 "licensing procedures" (Subparts A-D).

m. Copies of the final Federal Register notice and the
detailed staff analysis of public comments will be
distributed to all individuals who submitted comments
on the proposed rule.

n. A public announcement such as Enclosure I will be
issued on filing of the notice of final rulemaking with
the Office of the Federal Register.

o. A statement of the final value/impact analysis is
contained as Enclosure J.

p. The most recent letter
Society, dated January
technical criteria, is

of the American Nuclear
24, 1983, concerning the
in the process of being

-- -
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docketed and will be treated in the same manner as
comment letters, #90-92, as It too raised no
significant new issues with respect to this
rulemaking. A copy is provided for information in
Enclosure K.

a .Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosures:
A - Draft Federal Register Notice
B - Federal Register Notice for

Proposed 10 CFR Part 60
C - Copy of Amendments of 10 CFR Part 60

in Comparative Text
D - Public Comment Letters (#90-92)
E - Copy of 1-4-83 Memorandum from
F* -S. Chilk to W. Dircks

F - Copy of the Federal Register Notice
for the Proposed EPA Standards

G - Rationale Document
H - Draft Congressional letters
I - Draft Public Affairs Announcement
J - Statement of Value/Impact Analysis
K - ANS Letter of 1-24-83

- _ .. 7 -- - - _ _ _ -,- -.
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Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Friday, February 25,
1983.

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Commissioners NLT Friday, February 18, 1983, with an
information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper
is of such a nature that it requires additional time for
analytical review and comment, the Commissioners and the
Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be expected.

This paper is tentatively scheduled for affirmation at an Open
Meeting during the Week of February 28, 1983. Please refer to
the appropriate Weekly Commission Schedule, when published, for
a specific date and time.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
OPE
OCA
OIA
OPA
REGIONAL OFFICES
EDO - - :
ELD
ACRS
ASLBP
ASLAP
SECY
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 60 -

Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories
Technical Criteria

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY:. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is publishing technical

criteria for disposal of high-level radioactive wastes (HLW) in geologic

repositories. The criteria address siting, design, and performance of a

geologic repository, and the design and performance of the package which

contains the waste within the geologic repository. Also included are

criteria for.monitoring-and testing programs, performance confirmation,

quality assurance, and personnel training and certification.

EFFECTIVE DATE: 30 days after publication in the Federal Register.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Patricia A. Comella, Deputy Director of

the Division of Health, Siting and Waste Management, Office of E-zlear

Regulatory Research, -U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.

20555, Telephone (301)427-4616.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

On February 25, 1981, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published

rules which established procedures for the licensing of geologic

disposal,-by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), of high-level

radioactive wastes (HLW). 46 FR 13971. On July 8, 1981, NRC proposed

technical criteria which would be used in the evaluation of license

applications under those procedural rules. 46 FR 3528G. NRC received 92

1 Enclosure A
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comment letters on these proposed technical criteria, 89 of which were

received in time for the Commission to consider in preparing the final

technical criteria that are published here. No significant new issues

were raised in the three letters received too late for consideration.

The principal comments, and the Commission's responses, are reviewed in

the discussion below. A more detailed analysis of the comments is con-

tained in an NRC staff report (NUREG-0804) which is being distributed to

all commenters on the proposed rule and which may be purchased by other

interested parties from the NRC's GPO Sales Program, Washington, D.C.

20555. A copy has also been placed in the Public Document Room (PDR),

1717 H Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20555. This staff report includes

a technical rationale for the performance objectives in 10 CFR Part 60

as well as the comment analysis. The final rules contain a number of

changes, explained in this statement, that reflect concerns addressed in

the public comments.

The licensing procedures referenced above provide for DOE to submit

site characterization reports to NRC prior to characterizing sites that

may be suitable for disposal of HLW. NRC would analyze these reports,

taking into account public comments, and would make appropriate comments

to COE.

The licensing process will begin with the submission of a license

application with respect to a site that has been characterized. Follow-

Ing a hearing, DOE may be issued a construction authorization. Prior to

emplacement of HLW, DOE would be required to obtain a license from NRC;
an opportunity for hearing is provided prior to issuance of such a

license. Permanent closure of the geologic repository and termination of

the license would also require licensing action for which there would be

opportunity for hearing.

The purpose of the technical criteria is to define more clearly the

bases upon which licensing determinations will be made and to provide

guidance to DOE and information for the public with respect to the

Commission's policies in this regard. The criteria also indicate the

approach the Commission is taking with respect to implementation of an

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standard, particularly with respect

to the classification of processes and events as "anticipated" or

2 Enclosure A
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"unanticipated" and the definition of the_"accessible environment" from

which radionuclides must be isolated.'

The Commission anticipates that licensing decisions will be compli-

cated by the uncertainties that are associated with predicting the

behavior of a geologic repository over the thousands of years during

which HLW may present hazards to public health and safety. It has chosen

to address'this difficulty by requiring that a DOE proposal be based upon

a multiple barrier approach. An engineered barrier system is required to

compensate for uncertainties in predicting the performance of the geologic

setting, especially-during the period of high radioactivity. Similarly,

because the performance -of the engineered barrier system is also subject

to considerable uncertainty, the geologic setting must be able to contri-

bute significantly to isolation.

The multibarrier approach is Implemented in these rules by a number

of performance objectives and by more detailed siting and design crite-

ria.2  In addition to the objective of assuring that licensed facilities

will adequately isolate HLW over the long term, these provisions also

address considerations 'related to health and safety during the opera-

tional period prior to permanent closure of the geologic repository.

In this statement of considerations the Commission will first dis-

cuss six issues on which it had specifically requested public comment.

It will then review other principal changes to the rule which have been

adopted in the -light of comments received. The discussion will then take

up suggestions of a policy nature which, the Commission has declined to

adopt. Finally, a section-by-section analysis reviews all changes made

Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 authorizes EPA to establish generally
applicable environmental standards 'for radioactivity. EPA's recently
proposed standard would allow higher levels of radioactivity for "unanti-
cipated' 'processes and events" than would be permitted if 'anticipated
processes and eventsu were to occur. The proposed standard also relates
these levels to places within the 'accessible environment." The Commis-
sion has assumed that these concepts will be reflected in final standards
that may be established by EPA.'

2Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the Commission's technical
criteria 'shall provide for the use of a system of multiple barriers in
the design of the repository...as the Commission deems appropriate."
Section 121(b)(1)(B). The criteria set forth in this rule represent the
criteria which, for purposes of this provision, the Commission deems
appropriate.
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other than those of a strictly editorial nature. As appropriate, refer-

ence is made to relevant provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of

1982, Pub. L. 97-425, approved January 7, 1983, and to the Environmental

Protection Agency's proposed Environmental Standards for the Management

and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level, and Transuranic Radio-

active Wastes, 47 FR 58195, December 29, 1982. The Commission regards

the publication of these rules as constituting full compliance with Sec-

tion 121(b)(1)(A) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, which requires promulga- .

tion of the Commission's technical criteria for geologic repositories not

later than January 1, 1984.3 The Commission will review these criteria

after EPA's environmental standards are published in final form and will

initiate subsequent rulemaking actions, as necessary, to take any such

standards into account. The Commission further intends additional rule-

making to deal with any changes in licensing procedures that may be neces-

sary in light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

3The technical criteria are explicitly stated to be applicable to con-
struction auth6rization, § 60.101(b), and 'to the issuance of licenses
to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at geologic reposi-
tories, § 60.101(a). An application to authorize permanent closure
requires a license amendment, § 60.51(a); the relevant technical require-
ments and criteria are set out In the rules here being adopted, Inasmuch
as the Commission is to be "guided by the considerations that govern the
issuance of the initial license, to the extent applicable," 5 60.45(b).
The Commission interprets the statutory provision pertaining to applica-
tions for 'decommissioning" to refer to the procedure described in 5 60.52,
pertaining to termination of a license; such an application would also
require a license amendment, and the Commission here, too, would be guided
by the present rules to the extent applicable, together with the addi-
tional criteria already set out at § 60.52(c). Thus, at every stage of
the licensing process, the central inquiry will be the adequacy of DOE's
plans and activities as they relate to the isolation of wastes (as well
as to safety during operations); and for each decision point we have pro-
vided, as is appropriate, for an evaluation that takes, into account both
the performance objectives and the more detailed criteria that the Commis-
sion here-adopts. (If Section 121(b)(1)(A) applies to the decommission-
ing of surface facilities, the required criteria have been included in
§ 60.132(a). That paragraph provides that surface facilities must be
designed to facilitate decontamination or dismantling to the same extent
as would be required, under other NRC regulations, for equivalent activ-
ities. This topic may be treated again, in greater detail, in connection
with the development of rules that would be generally applicable to decon-
tamination and dismantlement of facilities at which activities subject to
Commission regulatory authority are carried out.)
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Issues Raised by the Commission

As noted above, the Commission specifically requested public comment

on six issues, each of which will be reviewed here before turning to

other considerations. These issues dealt with: (1) a single overall

performance standard vs. minimum performance standards for each of the

major elements of the geologic repository; (2) the need for, and appro--
priate duration of, a waste retrievability period; (3) the level of detail

to be used in the criteria, particularly with respect to design and con-

struction requirements; (4) the desirability of population-related siting

criteria; (5) the application of an ALARA (as low as reasonably achiev-

able) principle to the performance requirements dealing with containment

and control. of releases; and (6) alternative approaches on dealing with

possibilities of human intrusion into the geologic repository.

Sinale vs. Multiple Performance Standards

The Commission identified two potentially viable approaches to assur-

ing achievement of the desired isolation goal of controlling releases so

as to assure that radioactivity in the general environment is kept to

sufficiently low levels. The Commission suggested that a course that

would be "reasonable and practical" would be to adopt a "defense-in-depth"

approach that would prescribe minimum performance standards for each of

the major elements of the geologic repository, in addition to prescribing

the EPA standard as a single overall performance standard. However, as

an alternative, the Commission invited comment on an approach that would

specify the EPA standard as the sole measure of isolation performance.

There was general acceptance of the Commission's multiple barrier

approach, with its identification of two major engineered barriers (waste

packages and underground facility), in addition to the natural barrier

.provided by the geologic setting.

While the usefulness of multiple barriers was recognized, the estab-

lishment of fixed numerical values for performance was extensively criti-

cized. The criticism took two forms. First, numerous commenters argued

that until. such time as an EPA standard is established, no logical connec-

tion can be demonstrated between the performance of the particular
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barriers and the overall system performance objective. The values speci-

fied by NRC, it was argued, had not been shown to be either necessary or

sufficient to meet any particular standard. The second criticism was

that the performance appropriate to a particular barrier is greatly

dependent upon design features and site characteristics and that values

such as those proposed by the Commission could unduly restrict the appli-

cant's flexibility - possibly imposing great additional expense without

compensating protection of public health and safety.

The Commission recognizes the force of both these arguments. Never-

theless, If the Commission were simply to adopt the EPA standard as the

sole measure of performance, it would have failed to convey in any mean-

ingful way the degree of confidence which it expects must be achieved in

order for it to be able to make the required licensing decisions. More

should be done. To that end, the Commission considers it appropriate to

include reasonable generic requirements that, if satisfied, will ordi-

narily contribute to meeting the standards even though modifications may

need to be made for some designs and locations.

The Commission's response, therefore,.has been to apply, for illus-

trative purposes, an assumed EPA standard and to examine the values for

particular barriers that would assist in arriving at the conclusion that

the EPA standard has been satisfied. For this purpose, a draft EPA stan-

dard which was referred to in some of the comments has been used. A copy

of this draft standard has been placed in the POR and is also contained

in' NUREG-0804. Following publication of EPA's proposed standard in the

Federal Register, on December 29, 1982, a supplemental evaluation was

made to take into account certain departures from EPA's earlier draft.

In this way, the Commission has been able to demonstrate the logical

connection which it makes between the overall system performance objec-

tive for anticipated processes and events, as set out in EPA's proposed

standard, and the performance of specific barriers. One of the considera-

tions that affects its judgment in this regard is the need to take proper

account of uncertainties in the performance of any of the barriers. As

one commenter noted, "To provide a safety factor to compensate for this

uncertainty, a multi-barrier system has many advantages. Since the

Commission cannot answer the global problem and predict every possible

combination of circumstances that might cause releases of waste, multiple,
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independent mechanisms of slowing or limiting the discharge of radio-

active materials to the environment are desirable." There is nothing

inconsistent between the multiple barrier, defense-in-depth approach and

a unitary EPA standard; on the contrary, in view of.the many possible

circumstances that must be taken into account, the Commission firmly

believes that the performance of the engineered and natural barriers must

each make a definite contribution in order for the Commission to be able

to conclude that the EPA standard will be met. The Commission's task is

not only a mathematical one of modeling a system and fitting values for

particular barriers into the model in order to arrive at a "bottom line"

of overall system' performance. The Commission is also concerned that its

final judgments be made with a high degree.of confidence. Where it is

practical to do.so, the Commission can and will expect barrier.performance

to be enhanced so as to provide greater confidence in its licensing

judgments. Accordingly, a.variance between.actual and assumedEPA

standards will not necessarily require a change of corresponding magnitude

in the individual barrier performance requirements.

While use of an assumed EPA standard provides a basis for specifying

anticipated performance requirements for individualbarriers, it does not

deal with the concern about undue restriction upon the applicant's flex-

ibility. The Commission's response to this has not been to abandon the

values altogether, but rather to allow them to be modified as.the parti-

cular case warrants. Thus, to take one example, the Commission continues

to be concerned that thermal disturbances of the area near the emplaced

waste add significantly to the uncertainties in the calculation of the

transport of radionuclides through the geologic environment. The proposed

rule addressed this problem by providing that all radionuclides should be

contained within the waste packages for a period of 1,000.years. The

Commission continues to consider it important to limit the source term by

specifying a containment period (as well as a release rate). But the

uncertainties associated with the thermal pulse.will be affected by a

number of factors, such as the age and nature of the waste and the design

of. the underground facility. For-some repositories, a period substan-

tially shorter than 1,000 years may be sufficient to allow for some of

the principal sources of uncertainty to be eliminated from the evaluation
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of repository performance. For cases analyzed by the Commission on the

basis of specified assumptions, a range of 300 years to 1,000 years would

be appropriate. (These values appear in § 60.113(a)(i1)(A)). Yet even

a shorter designed containment period might be specified, pursuant to

§ 60.113(b), in the light of conditions that are materially different

from those that had been assumed. For example, if the wastes had been

processed to remove the principal heat-generating radionuclides (cesium-

137 and strontium-90), the 300-years provision would not be controlling.

Similarly, the Commission may approve or specify a radionuclide release

rate or a pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time that differs from

the normal values, provided that the EPA standard, as it relates to anti-

cipated processes and events, is satisfied. Appropriate values will be

determined in the course of the licensing process, in a manner sensitive

to the particular case, using the principles set out in the performance

objectives, without having to have recourse to the exemption provisions of

the regulations.

The numerical criteria for the individual barriers included in the

rule are appropriate, insofar as anticipated processes and events are

concerned, in assisting the Commission to determine with reasonable

assurance that the proposed EPA standard has been satisfied. It should

be noted, however, that in order to meet the EPA standard as'it applies

to unanticipated processes and events, higher levels of individual barrier

performance may be required.

Retrievability

The purpose of this requirement was to implement-in a practical

manner the licensing procedures which provided for temporal separation of

the emplacement decision from the permanent closure decision. Since the

period of emplacement would be lengthy and since the knowledge of

expected repository performance could be substantially increased through

a carefully planned program of testing, the Commission wished to base its

decision to permanently close on such information. The only way it could

enviston this was to insist that ability to retrieve - retrievability - be

incorporated into the design of the geologic repository.

The proposed rule would have required in effect that the repository

design be such as to permit retrieval of waste packages for a period of
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up to 110 years (30 years for emplacement, 50 years to confirm perform-

ance,.30 years to retrieve). The Commission solicited comment, noting

that it would not want to approve construction of a design that would

unnecessarily foreclose options for future decisionmakers, but that it

was concerned that retrievability requirements not unnecessarily com-

plicate or dominate repository design.
While the benefits of retaining the option of retrieval were

recognized, the length of the proposed requirement, in the opinion' of

several commenters', was excessive. In their view, the Commission had

given inadequate consideration to the additional costs of design, con-

struction, and operations implied in the original proposal; however, no

new cost or design information was presented by the commenters.

/ The Commission adheres to its original position that retrievability

is an important design consideration. However', in response to the con-

cerns expressed,' the Commission has decided to rephrase 'the requirement

in functional terms. The final rule thus specifies'that the design shall

keep open the option of waste retrieval throughout the period during

which the wastes are being emplaced and, thereafter, until the completion

of a performance confirmation program and Commission review of the

information obtained 'fr6m such a program. By that time, significant

uncertainties will have been resolved, thereby providing greater

assurance that the performance objectives will be met. In particular,

the performance confirmation program can provide indications whether

engineered barriers are performing as predicted and whether the geologic

and hydrologic response to excavation and waste emplacement is consistent

with the models and tests used in the Commission's earlier evaluations.

While the Commission has provisionally specified that the design should

allow retrieval to be undertaken at any time within 50 years after

commencement of emplacement operations, this feature is explicitly subject

to modification in the light of the planned emplacement schedule and con-

firmation program for the-particular geologic repository.

Some commenters suggested that the technical criteria specify the

conditions that would require retrieval operations to be Initiated. Such

provisions would not belong in Subpart E, which is concerned with siting

and design. Nor are they needed elsewhere. In the Commission's view, it
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is clear that retrieval could be required at any time after emplacement

and prior to permanent closure if the Commission no longer had reasonable

assurance that the overall system performance objective would be met.

This situation could exist for a variety of reasons and the Commission

believes that it should retain the flexibility to take into account all

relevant factors and that it would be imprudent to limit the Commission's

discretion by specifying in advance the particular circumstances that

would make it necessary to retrieve wastes. It should be noted that DOE

may elect to maintain a retrievability capability for a longer period

than the Commission has specified, so as to facilitate recovery of the

economically valuable contents of the emplaced materials (especially

spent fuel). So long as the other provisions of the rule are satisfied

this would not be prohibited. This consideration, however, plays no role

in the Commission's requirement pertaining to retrievability. The

Commission's purpose is to-protect public health and safety in the event

the site or design proves unsuitable. The provision is not intended to

facilitate recovery for resource value.4

The Commission has also included a specific provision clarifying its

prior intention that the retrievability design features do not preclude

decisions allowing earlier backfilling or permanent closure. A related

clarifying change has been the incorporation.of a definition of

"retrieval." This definition indicates that the requirement of retriev-

ability does not imply ready or easy access to emplaced wastes at all

4Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the Commission's technical
criteria "shall include such restrictions on the retrievability of the
solidified high-level radioactive waste and spent fuel in the repository
as the Commission deems appropriate," Section 121(b)(1)(B). The criteria
set forth in this rule represent the criteria which, for purposes of this
provision, the Commission deems appropriate.

Section 122 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act provides that, at the same
time a repository is designed, DOE shall specify an appropriate period
during which spent fuel could be retrieved for any reason pertaining to
the public health and safety, or the environment, or for the purpose
of permitting recovery of the economically valuable components of such
spent fuel. The period of retrievability is subject to approval or
disapproval by the Commission as part of the construction authorization
process. Insofar as health and safety considerations are concerned, the
Commission intends to grant such approval so long as its technical
criteria are satisfied, and the Commission further intends to modify the
licensing procedures to so specify.
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times prior to permanent closure. Rather, the Commission recognizes that

any actual retrieval operation would be an unusual event and may be an

involved and expehsive operation. The idea is that it should not be made

impossible or impractical to retrieve the wastes if such retrieval turns

out to be necessary to protect the public health and safety. DOE may

elect to backfill parts of the repository with the intent that the wastes

emplaced there will never again be disturbed; this is acceptable so long

,as the waste retrieval option is preserved.

The Commission has thus retained the essential elements of the

retrievability design feature, but has provided greater flexibility in

its application. The Commission recognizes that retrievability implies

additional costs - more, perhaps, for'some media and designs than for

others - yet it believes this is an acceptable and necessary price to pay

if it enables the Commission to determine with reasonable assurance,

prior to an irrevocable act of closure, that the EPA standard will be

satisfied.

Level of Detail

The proposed rule contained general and detailed prescriptive

requirements, derived from Commission experience and 'practice in licens-

ing other facilities, with respect to the design and construction of a

geologic repository. The Commission noted, however, that it was contin-

uing to examine other possibilities for promulgating the more detailed

of these requirements and it invited comments on the topic.-

The-public response included arguments addressed both to the level

of detail generally and to specific criteria which were deemed to be

unduly restrictive.

The Commission has concluded that there is merit in describing, in

functional terms, the principal features which should be incorporated

into geologic repository design - such as protection against dynamic

effects of equipment failure, protection against fire and explosions,

emergency capability, etc. Certain of these proposed criteria, however,

such as those dealing with subsurface ventilation and shaft and borehole

seals, were excessively detailed and, in some cases, inappropriate. At

this stage of development, the Commission believes it should place
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emphasis upon the objectives that must be met and not become unduly con-

cerned about the particular techniques that may be used in doing so. The

i changes that have been made are addressed in some detail in the section-

by-section analysis of the rule.

Population-Related Siting Criteria

The proposed rule did not include any siting requirements which

dealt directly with population density or proximity of population centers --

to a geologic repository operations area. The Commission indicated its

belief that a more realistic approach, given the long period of time

involved, would be to address the issue indirectly through consideration

of resources in the geologic setting.

The numerous comments submitted in response to the Commission's

specific question on this issue fell generally into two categories -

those that endorsed the proposed approach and those that argued that

population factors were important. The latter group addressed not only

the geologic repository's long-term isolation capability, but also the

relevance of population considerations in connection with the period when

wastes are being received and emplaced.

The Commission is persuaded that population factors may need to be

considered in connection with the period when wastes are being received

and emplaced through evaluation of the adequacy of DOE's emergency plans.

That sectiod of the safety analysis report dealing with emergency plan-

ning (see 60.21(c)(9)) will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis in the
licensing process according to criteria that will be set forth in the

future in Subpart I. (It should also be noted that under Section 112(a)

of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, DOE is required to develop guide-

lines that, among other things, will specify population factors that will

* disqualify a site from development as a repository. Issuance of these

guidelines is subject to the concurrence of the Commission. The Commis-

sion has made no determination whether such guidelines, when issued,

should in some manner be reflected in either the technical criteria or

licensing procedures portions of 10 CFR Part 60.)

Population distribution over the long term is immaterial if the geo-

logic repository operates as anticipated. Demographic factors could

nevertheless be of concern to the extent that they could increase the
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probability or the consequences of releases associated with unanticipated

processes or events. As to probability, it is difficult to relate the

likelihood of releases to population factors; it is the view of the

Commission that it is more realistic, as originally stated, to reduce the

probability by avoiding sites with significant resource potential and by

using records and monuments-to caution future generations. Consequences
of unanticipated releases would be greater if they should occur in densely

populated areas.' Nevertheless, it is the'view of the Commission that it

makes little sense to attempt to limit such consequences by means of a

population-related siting criterion, since long-range demographic fore-

casts are so inherently speculative and unreliable; instead, the Commis-

sion is taking the approach that releases that result from the occurrence

of unanticipated processes and events must'be evaluated and must satisfy

the EPA standard.

While the Commission considers, based on the above, that the rule

should not now contain explicit requirements, particularly numerical

limits, on population density or distance from population centers, it

notes that considerations related to future human activities, particularly

uses of groundwater, are an important source of uncertainty in assessing

future performance of a geologic repository. The Commission would con-

sider it a favorable condition if these sources of uncertainty, which

would be affected 'by a large nearby population, were not present at a

particular site. -Therefore, the Commission has included in the final

rule, -s a favorable condition, a low poDulation density within the geo-

logic setting and a controlled area that is remote from population

centers.

The Commission anticipates that the selection of a densely populated

area would be unlikely even in the absence of express constraints in NRC

regulations. For one'thing, such' a site would be disqualified under the

guidelines to be developed under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Additionally,

DOE will need to'acquire interests in land within the controlled area and

may have to have additional powers beyond the boundaries of the controlled

area. These requirements may be difficult to satisfy unless a remote

location is selected for the geologic repository.
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ALARA

The notice of proposed rulemaking requested comment on "whether an

ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principle should be applied to

the performance requirements dealing with containment and control of

releases." Some commenters believed that ALARA should be applied to all

licensed activities, and that no exception should be made for geologic

repositories. Other commenters argued against incorporating ALARA, since

the allowable releases under the EPA standard would already be so low as

to eliminate any significant risk to public health and safety.

Based in part upon the standard recently proposed by EPA, the

Commission considers it reasonable to anticipate that the permissible

amounts of radioactivity in the general environment will be established

at such a low level that -efforts to reduce releases further would have

little, if any, demonstrable value commensurate with their costs.

Accordingly, the ability of a geologic repository to perform at levels

superior to the EPA standard should not be the-issue in licensing proceed-

ings. The central issue with respect to the EPA standard is whether

DOE's proposal, and the data presented in Its support, will enable the

Commission to determine with reasonable assurance that the established

EPA standard will be met. The Commission may insist upon the adoption of

a variety of design features, tests, or other measures in order to be

able to conclude with confidence that the EPA standard is met. The result

may be the same as if the Commission were to impose similar requirements

in the name of keeping releases as low as reasonably achievable. Buu

when the Commission finds that certain measures are needed to improve

confidence in dealing with uncertainties, it is making a substantial

safety judgment. ,

The same kinds of balancing that are undertaken in ALARA determina-

tions may be appropriate. That is, if confidence in the performance of

the geologic repository is sensitive to a particular source of uncer-

tainty, it will be in order for the Commission to take into account both

the significance of the factor involved and the costs of reducing or

eliminating it.

In short, the Commission has concluded that the long-term perform-

ance requirements should not be tied to an ALARA principle, and the rule

remains as it was when proposed. The Commission believes the concerns
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of the commenters in support of the ALARA.approach will be largely accom-

modated in connection with its treatment of uncertainties in the course
of the licensing process.5

Human Intrusion
The Commission'observed, in the preamble of the proposed rule, that

everything' that is reasonable should be done to discourage people from
intruding into the'geologic repository. Those measures which it believed

to be 'reasonable included directing site selection toward sites having
little resource value and marking and documentation of the site. Beyond
that, the Commission.'felt there would be no value in speculating on the
"virtual infinity of human intrusion scenarios and whether they will or
will not result in violation of the EPA standard." The Commission
explained that inadvertent intrusion was highly improbable; at least for
the first several hundred years during which time the wastes are most
hazardous; and even if it'should occur, it' is logical to assume that the

intruding society would have capability to assess the situation and miti-
gate consequences. The Commission recognized that deliberate intrusion
to recover the resource potential of the wastes could result in elevated
releases of radioactivity, but concluded that the acceptability of such
releases was properly left to those making the decision to undertake
resource recovery operations. It noted that comment on-its proposal and

alternative approaches would be welcome.

bThe proposed EPA standard calls for disposal systems to be selected and
designed to keep releases to the accessible environment as small as rea-
sonably achievable, taking into account technical, social, and economic
considerations. Proposed 40 CFR § 191.14(b). The Commission's rules
will accommodate the underlying concerns of EPA, 'as they are articulated
in the preamble to the Agency's proposed standards. There EPA explains
that it is concerned, as is the Commission, with assuring confidence in
complying with the numerical release limits. The Commission also notes
that the definition of "generally applicable environmental standards" in
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 refers-to limits such as those contained
in proposed 5 191.13 and related definitions. Accordingly, the Commission
would not contemplate making any revision to its rule even if EPA were
to adopt a provision such as proposed § 191.14(b). Because of the meas-
ures that will be required to address the uncertainties, the Commission
fully expects that actual releases are likely to be-well below the upper
bounds expressed in the EPA standard.
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Commenters generally accepted the approach outlined. A number of

commenters did emphasize the importance of Intrusion scenarios as having

the potential to lead to releases of radionuclides to the environment, but

they suggested no alternative means for dealing with the prospect. * One

commenter correctly calls attention to the possibility of a third category

of intrusion - that which is "intentional yet indifferent' - which was not
covered in the earlier discussion of "inadvertent" or "deliberate'

intrusion. This behavior presupposes knowledge (albeit imperfect) of the

existence and nature of the geologic repository and a level of technology

that could be applied to remedial action as well as to the intrusion

itself, yet makes no judgment as to whether a societal decision has been

made concerning the intrusion. The Commission has addressed this and

other concerns in the revised language that is being adopted, as explained'

below.

Although the discussion accompanying the proposed rule indicated that

intrusion scenarios need not be considered, the rule itself was not explicit

on this point. The Commission considers it necessary to clarify its posi-

tion and, in doing so, allows for examination of intrusion under appro-

priate bounding conditions. After careful consideration of the public

comments received on questions relating to human intrusion, the Comnis-

sion is of the view that while the passive control-measures it is requir-

ing will reduce significantly the likelihood of inadvertent intrusion

into a geologic repository, occasional penetration of the geologic reposi-

tory over the period of isolation cannot be ruled out, and some provision

should be made in the final rule for consideration of intrusion should

these measures fail. Its objective is to provide a means for evaluating

events that are reasonably of concern, while at the same time excluding

speculative scenarios that are inherently implausible. The Commission

will not require this generation to design for fanciful events which the

Commission has an abiding conviction will never occur; on the contrary,

it will grant a license if it is satisfied that the risk to the health

and safety of future generations is not unreasonable.

The rule now incorporates a definition of "unanticipated processes

and events" which are reviewable in a licensing proceeding; such

processes and events expressly include intrusion scenarios that have a

sufficiently high likelihood and potentially adverse consequence to exceed
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the threshold for review. The scenarios must be "sufficiently credible

to warrant consideration." The Commission is requiring that certain

assumptions be made in assessing this likelihood. First, the monuments

required by the-rule are assumed to be sufficiently permanent to serve

their intended purpose. The Commission takes this position because of

its confidence that monuments can be built to survive. While it assumes
that the monuments will last, it does not automatically assume that their

significance will continue to be understood. Second, the Commission

requires an-assumption that the value to future generations of potential

resources can be assessed adequately at this time. Consistent with its

previously stated views, it thinks that the selection of a site with no

foreseeably valuable resources could so reduce the likelihood of intrusion

as to reduce, or eliminate, any further need for it to be considered.

Third, the Commission requires the assumption that some functioning

institutions - though not necessarily those undertaking the intrusion -

understand the nature of radioactivity and appreciate its hazards. The

extent of intergenerational transfer of knowledge is, of course, debatable;

it is conservative, in the light of human history to date, to predict

this minimal level of information and to take it into account in assess-

ing the likelihood that intrusion will occur. Fourth, the Commission

provides that relevant records are preserved, and remain accessible, for

several hundred years after permanent closure. While perhaps this period

could not be justified on the basis of historic precedents alone, the

Commission considers the required deposit in land records and archives,
together with current data handling technology, to provide a sufficient

basis for assuming that information about the geologic repository will

continue to be available for several hundred years.

The definition of "unanticipated processes and events" also implicitly

bounds the consequences of intrusion scenarios. This is accomplished not

only by the assumption of continued understanding of'radioactivity and

survival of records, but also by-the further assumptions that if there

are institutions that can cause intrusion at depth in the first-place,

there will also be institutions able to assess the risk and take remedial

action. It need not be assumed that today's technology would be used -

merely that a level of social organization and technological competence
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equivalent to that applied in initiating the processes or events concerned

would be available to deal with the situation.

It was suggested that another way to reduce the likelihood of human

intrusion would be to adopt additional design criteria for the waste form

or waste package. These would prohibit, or at least discourage, the

emplacement of materials which themselves might attract recovery opera-

tions - for example, operations to recover the residual energy resource

value in spent fuel or scarce and expensive materials in the waste pack-

age. But, under the definition of "unanticipated processes and events"

in the fiial rule, intrusion for such purposes would have to be reviewed

in the licensing-process if the particular circumstances are sufficiently

credible to warrant consideration. This imposes a reasonable constraint.

The Commission believes that any further limitation would unduly inter-

fere with the flexibility of DOE as a designer and could, in the case of

spent fuel disposal, conflict with other national objectives.

In summary, the Commission has retained the principle that highly

speculative intrusion scenarios should not be allowed to become the

driving force in license reviews, but has introduced some flexibility to

permit consideration of intrusion on a case-by-case basis where

circumstances warrant.

Other Principal Changes

Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes and Events

The proposed rule defined anticipated processes and events as "those

natural processes and events that are reasonably likely to occur during

the period the intended performance objective must be achieved and from

which the design bases for the engineered system are derived." At the

same time, the Commission was requiring that the facility be designed so

as to assure that long-term releases conform to standards established by

EPA. The statement of considerations pointed out that if the process or

event is unlikely, the overall system must still limit the release con-

sistent with the EPA standard as applied to such events. This created

a contradiction because on the one hand it was stated that the design

bases should be derived from anticipated processes and events while, on

the other hand, the design was to meet an EPA standard as applied to

what was unanticipated.
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The Commission has resolved this conflict by eliminating the refer-

ence to design bases from the definition of "anticipated processes and

events." It has also included a definition of "unanticipated processes

and events." In the final rule, numerical performance objectives are

established for particular barriers, assuming "anticipated processes

and events." Such numerical criteria are-not established for "unantici-

pated processes and events." Rather, additional-requirements may be

found to be necessary to satisfy the overall system performance objec-

tive as it relates to unanticipated processes and events.
It should be noted that the distinction between anticipated and

unanticipated processes and events relates solely to natural processes
and events affecting the geologic setting. The Commission intends that a
judgment whether a natural process or event is anticipated or unantici-
pated be based upon a careful review of the.geologic record. Such
processes or events would not be anticipated unless they were reasonably
likely, assuming that processes operating in the geologic setting during
the Quaternary Period were to continue to operate but with the perturba-
tions caused by the presence of emplaced waste superimposed thereon.
Unanticipated processes and events would include those that-are judged
not to be reasonably likely to occur during the period the intended
performance objective must be achieved, but which nevertheless are

sufficiently credible to warrant consideration. These include processes
and events which are not evidenced during the Quaternary Period or which,
though evidenced during the Quaternary, are, not likely to-occur during
the relevant time frame.< Identification of anticipated and unanticipated
processes and events-for a particular site will require considerable
Judgment and will not; be amenable to accurate quantification, by statisti-
cal analysis, of their probability of occurrence.6

bThe Commission views the proposed EPA standard as being directed to the
evaluation of releases arising out of the categories that we have defined
as "anticipated processes and events" and "unanticipated processes and
events."' As EPA itself recognizes, there can only be estimates rather
than rigorous demonstrations of probabilities of occurrence. The Commis-
sion's translation of the EPA language into qualitative terms provides
a clearer basis for judging, under the'Atomic Energy Act, whether there
is unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.
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Because the design basis for the engineered barrier system will be

derived from the identification of anticipated and unanticipated pro-

cesses and events, such identification will have a pervasive effect on

the basic structure of the licensing proceedings. The Commission there-

fore contemplates directing that rulings made inr the course of construc-

tion authorization hearings on the scope of anticipated and unanticipated

processes and events be separately identified by the presiding officers

and certified to the Commission for interlocutory review, pursuant to

10 CFR 2.718(1).

The license review will thus need to include a determination whether

the proposed activities will meet the EPA standard as applied to antici-

pated processes and events and as applied to such unanticipated processes

and events, if any, as have been found to warrant consideration. Each

determination will be made in the light of assessments which will involve

interpretation of the geologic record and consideration of credible human-

induced events as bounded by the assumptions set forth above.. Worst-case

scenarios would be analyzed to the extent they may be encompassed by the

definition of unanticipated processes and events. Complex quantitative

models will need to be employed, and a wide range of factors considered

in arriving at a determination of whether there is reasonable assurance,

making allowance for the time period and hazards involved, that the EPA

standard will be met. There are two principal elements that will go into

the CommIssion's application of this "reasonable assurance" concept.

First, the performance assessment which has been performed must indicate

that the likelihood of exceeding the EPA standard is low. Second, the

Commission must be satisfied that the performance assessment is suffi-

ciently conservative, and its limitations are sufficiently well under-

stood, that the actual performance of the geologic repository will be

within predicted limits.

Transuranic Waste (TRU).

The proposed rule included a definition of transuranic waste and

performance objectives that would apply to the disposal of TRU in a

licensed geologic repository. This was widely misconstrued as a require-

ment that radioactive material conforming to the definition must be

disposed of in this manner. This was not the intention, nor in fact did
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the rule so specify. Rather, the Commission was merely indicating what

performance objectives would apply if TRU were disposed of in a licensed

geologic repository. Some commenters also took exception to the defini-

tion of TRU in the rule.

Whether or not a geologic repository is subject to licensing depends

upon the applicability of Sections 202(3) and 202(4) of the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974. (See definition of "HLW facility.") If a

facility is licensed, then the Commission must consider the radiological

hazards associated with whatever wastes may be emplaced. The Commission

attempted, in the proposed rule, to address the requirements for one such

kind of waste - TRU. But the Commission was too restrictive, in that its

definition of TRU was too limited for present purposes and in that wastes

other than HLW and TRU were not covered at all. For the time being, the

Commission has concluded that the matter is best handled by eliminating

all references to TRU. The remaining performance objectives provide

adequate guidance to deal with TRU-related issues that may arise.

The Commission has also reviewed the waste package requirements,

which as originally written would have applied to all emplaced

radioactive waste. It is appropriate to include such requirements for

HLW, which must necessarily be disposed of in a licensed facility. Since

the Commission does not know what other radioactive wastes, if any, will

also be emplaced, and what their chemical, radiological, thermal, and

other characteristics may be, it has decided to leave pertinent waste

package requirements to be determined on a case-by-case basis as the need

arises.

Siting Criteria

Although provisions relating to site characteristics have been

revised, the Commission has retained the same two basic concepts. First,

a site should exhibit an appropriate combination of favorable conditions,

so as to encourage the selection of a site that is among the best that

reasonably can be found. By referring to a "combination" of conditions,

it implies that the analysis must reflect the interactive nature of

geologic systems. Second, any potentially adverse conditions should be

assessed in order to assure that they will-not compromise the ability of

the geologic repository to meet the performance objectives. It is
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important to recognize that a site is not disqualified as a result of the

absence of a favorable condition or the presence of a potentially adverse

condition. The Commission emphasizes this point here because several

commenters who characterized the siting criteria as unduly restrictive

failed to appreciate that the presence of potentially adverse conditions

would not exclude a site from further consideration while others

mistakenly assumed that favorable conditions were requirements.

'The changes do not reflect any departure from the Commission's

original philosophy, but they are designed to express its purpose more

clearly. Thus, its interest in specifying that the geologic setting

shall have exhibited "stability" since the start of the Quaternary Period

was to assure only that the processes be such as to enable the recent

history to be interpreted and to permit near-term geologic changes to be

projected over the relevant time period with relatively high confidence.

This concept is best applied by identifying, as potentially adverse

conditions, those factors which stand in the way of such interpretation

and projection; this is the approach the Commission has chosen to follow.

One revison is the elimination of the classification of potentially

adverse conditions into one set pertaining to the "geologic setting"

(corresponding to 'site" in the final rule) and one set pertaining to the

"disturbed zone." The Commission has determined that by defining these

conditions as potentially adverse only when they occur in the site or

disturbed zone, respectively, some significant factors bearing upon waste

isolation may not be assessed. The Commission has changed the siting

criteria, therefore, so that the presence of any of the enumerated

conditions is to be regarded as potentially adverse If it applies to the

controlled area and, in addition, such a condition outside the controlled

area is to be regarded as potentially adverse if it may affect isolation

within the controlled area

Another change, discussed under Single vs. Multiple Performance

Standards, may have the effect of increasing the importance of the

geological conditions. Under the final rule, the performance objectives

for the engineered barrier system (§60.113(a)(1)) may be adjusted, on a

case-by-case basis, if the overall system performance objective, as it

relates to anticipated processes and events, is satisfied. This feature
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of the final rule may provide the designer additional incentive to select

the site so as to maximize its isolation capabilities.

The Commission's review of the siting criteria, as modified, has led

it to conclude that the isolation capabilities of the geologic repository

will be given the emphasis that they merit. This review has included a

consideration of suggestions that the rule require that the slate of

sites be among the best that can be found on the basis of geological

factors alone and that the geologic characteristics of the site provide

the highest reasonably available degree of the site's isolation capabil-

ities. These topics are discussed below, under the heading Geologic

Conditions.

A detailed review of the siting criteria is contained in the

Section-by-Section Analysis.7

Containment

Several commenters took exception to the performance objective
calling for a design of the waste packages to "contain all radionuclides"

for a specified period after permanent closure. The objections were:

first, that 100% performance cannot be expected in view of the very large

number of containers -that may be emplaced; second, that 100% performance

cannot be justified as being needed in order to meet any likely EPA

standard; and, third, that the adequacy-of design to contain "all" radio-

nuclides for long periods of time is not demonstrable. The commenters

failed, in part, to recognize that under-the specified-standard of proof

(see Reasonable Assurance, below), the applicant would not be forced to

carry an impossible burden. Nevertheless, since the Commission does not

expect proof that literally all radionuclides will be contained, the

7Under Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, DOE is
required to develop guidelines for the recommendation of sites for
repositories. Among other things, such guidelines are to "specify
detailed geologic considerations that shall be primary criteria for the
selection of sites in various geologic media." Issuance of these guide-
lines is subject to the concurrence of the Commission. The Commission
has made no determination whether such guidelines, when issued, should
in some manner be reflected in either the technical criteria or licens-
ing procedures portions of 10 CFR Part 60.
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performance objective now requires design so that containment of HLW

within the high-level waste packages will De "substantially complete" for

the specified period.

Terminology

Several commenters criticized, as vague or confusing, the terms used

by the Commission to describe the various geographical locations that are

addressed by the rule. There are many such locations--and there must

be--because the Commission must deal with different concerns during site

characterization, during operations, and after permanent closure. The

Commission has nevertheless attempted to clarify the terms. In addition

to the significant changes reviewed here, see also the discussion in the

Section-by-Section Analysis.

Accessible Environment/Controlled Area. The isolation capabil-

ity of a geologic repository is evaluated at a boundary which the

Commission has referred to as the "accessible environment." Under the

proposed rule, this was defined as "portions of the environment directly

in contact with or readily available for use by human beings." Several

commenters criticized this definition as being excessively vague;

further, the definition failed to assure that the isolation capability of

the rock surrounding the underground facility would be given appropriate

weight in licensing reviews.

The Commission agrees with the criticism and has revised the

definition in several respects--most importantly by excluding from the

accessible environment that portion of the lithosphere that is inside

what the Commission is calling, in the final rule, a ucontrolled area."

This is an area marked with monuments designed-to caution future genera-

tions against subsurface penetrations. The size, and shape of the con-

trolled area will depend upon the characteristics of the particular geo-

logic repository, but it must be small enough to justify confidence that

the monuments will effectively discourage subsurface disturbances. The

Commission has therefore limited the size of the controlled area so that

it extends no more than 10 kilometers from the emplaced waste. The term

"accessible environment" also appears in the proposed EPA standard. The

Commission has used the EPA language as a starting point-for example, in
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specifying the surface locations that are part of the accessible environ-

ment. But there is an important difference between the two definitions,

in that EPA includes in the accessible environment only those parts of

the lithosphere that are more than 10 kilometers from the emplaced waste,

whereas NRC may include parts of the lithosphere that are less than

10 kilometers from the emplaced waste, depending on the extent of the

controlled area" for a geologic repository. In other words, the

accessible environment may be larger under 10 CFR Part 60 than might be

the case under the proposed EPA Standard. The two definitions are never-

theless consistent in the sense that if the isolation requirements are

satisfied at the boundary of the accessible environment specified by 10 CFR

Part 60, they will necessarily be satisfied at the boundary defined by EPA

as well.

Both technical and legal considerations have influenced the Commis-

sion's decision not to adopt an unqualified 10-kilometer standard. The

technical consideration is that uncertainties about activities that may

be undertaken in the area outside the controlled area are so great that

the Commission would not be warranted in giving credit to the isolation

capability of the undisturbed lithosphere there. The legal consideration

is that the standards established by EPA are to apply outside the boun-

daries of locations controlled by NRC licensees, and in the context of

10 CFR Part 60 this refers most~lappropriately to the "controlled area"

as defined by the regulation. The Commission believes that the final

rule is fully responsive to the concerns of the'commenters while con-

forming as well to the policies underlying EPA's proposed standard.

Geologic Setting. The proposed rule limited this term to systems

that provide isolation of the waste. This is too restrictive a definition

to cover the wider region of interest which the Commission seeks to encom-

pass by "geologic setting." The definition has accordingly been extended

to include the geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical systems of the region

in which a geologic repository operations area is or may be located.

Site. "Site" had been defined in the proposed rule as being

equivalent to "geologic setting." This was appropriate where geologic

setting referred to an area having isolation capability. In the final
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rule, isolation is to be provided within a controlled area rather than

within the geologic setting and accordingly "site" now refers to the

location of this controlled area.

Decommissioning. As used in the proposed technical criteria,

the term "decommissioning" was intended to apply to that stage at which

the underground facility was closed and shafts and boreholes were sealed.

It was these activities that were addressed in 5 60.51, 'License

amendment to decommission." This intention is better expressed by

employing the term "permanent closure." Several commenters on the

proposed rule expressed the opinion that including the requirement for

dismantlement of all surface facilities in the definition of the term

"decommissioning" may be unnecessary and overly restrictive. Upon

consideration of these comments the Commission believes that where there

is a need to refer to decontamination or dismantlement of surface

facilities, this can readily be done without referring to

"decommissioning."

Accordingly, references to "decommissioning" with one exception (see

§60.132(e)), have been deleted from the rule, and the language now refers

to "permanent closure" or to "decontamination or dismantlement of surface

facilities,' as appropriate.

Important to Safety. In past NRC usage, the term "important to

safety" has only been defined qualitat'..ely (e.g., 10 CFR Part 50, App. A).

In response to public comments on Part 60, the NRC staff has adopted a

numerical criterion for determining which structures, systems and compo-

nents are important to safety. Structures, systems, and components are

important to safety if, in the event they fail to perform their intended

function, an accident could result which causes a dose commitment greater

than 0.5 rem to the whole body or any organ of an individual in an unre-

stricted area. The value of 0.5 rem is equal to the annual dose to the

whole body of an individual in an unrestricted area that would be per-

mitted under 10 CFR Part 20 for normal operations. The definition that

has been adopted defines as important to safety, therefore, any system,

structure or component whose failure to operate as intended could result
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in an annual dose commitment to an individual in an unrestricted area in

excess of what would be permitted for norniai operations of certain other

activities licensed by NRC. Such systems, structures, and components

would be subject to additional design requirements and to a quality assur-

ance program to ensure that they performed their intended functions.

This conservative approach is possible because, as noted by several

commenters, the materials received and possessed at a HLW facility will

be in a form, and the operations that are carried out will be of a

nature, that little potential exists for large releases of radioactive

materials to unrestricted areas. The choice of 0.5 rem in this instance

should not be construed as implying that it would be appropriate if

applied to any other types of activities subject to regulation by the

Commission.

The term "important to safety" has traditionally been linked to

structures, systems, and components which must operate under accident

conditions in a manner that will prevent serious offsite consequences.

The proposed rule inappropriately referred to structures, systems, and

components which must operate to meet the performance -objectives--including

those pertaining to long-term isolation under anticipated conditions--as

being "important to safety." The effect of this was to extend accident-

related design criteria to elements not subject to relevant kinds of acci-

dents. Design criteria related to isolation are important, and are

included, but not because the structures, systems, and components in

question are "important to safety" in the traditional -sense.

"Important to safety" is also important in defining the actions that

are necessary elements of a quality assurance program. For a geologic

repository, however, quality assurance must be extended to structures,

systems, and components Important to waste isolation. Since, for the

reasons discussed above, these concerns are no longer encompassed by the

term "important to safety," the quality assurance provisions have been

amended to apply to structures, systems, and components 'important to

waste isolation" as well.
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Other Principal Comments

These issues raised by commenters merit discussion here even though

they have resulted in no change to the rule.

Comparative Safety Analyses

Several commenters took exception to the proposed requirement that

the safety analysis report include a comparative evaluation of alterna-

tives to the major design features that are important to radionuclide

containment and isolation, [now termed "important to waste isolation"],

on the ground that a safety analysis should be directed at the specific

design being proposed. As a general principle, the commenters are

correct. In the context of licensing activities at a geologic repository

operations area, however, the Commission thinks it is well within its

discretion to seek the requested information. If the Commission finds,

on the basis of its review, that the adoption of some alternative design

feature would significantly increase its confidence that the performance

objectives would be satisfied, and that the costs of such an approach are

commensurate with the benefits, it should not hesitate to insist that the

'alternative be so adopted. This is consistent with the views expressed

above in the discussion of the ALARA principle and, also, with the

provisions of the revised performance objectives which contemplate that

the performance objectives for particular barriers are subject to

modification, on -a case-by-case basis, as needed to satisfy applicable

EPA standards.

Unsaturated Zone.

The Commission had explained that the proposed criteria were

developed for disposal in saturated media, and that additional or alter-

native criteria might need to be developed for regulating disposal in the

unsaturated zone. Accordingly, the performance objective for the

engineered barrier system (proposed § 60.113(b)(2)(i)) was written so as

to require the assumption of full or partial saturation of the underground

facility and the favorable and potentially adverse conditions concerned

only siting in the saturated zone.

This approach was criticized on the basis that disposal in the

unsaturated zone was a viable alternative, and that since the criteria
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were generally applicable without regard to the possibility of satura-

tion, their scope and applicability should not be unduly restricted. The

Commission has reviewed the criteria in the light of the comments and

finds this criticism to be well-founded. Although the criteria as written

are generally appropriate to disposal in both the saturated zone and the

unsaturated zone, some distinctions do need to be made. Rather than

promulgating the criteria which will apply to the unsaturated zone at

this time, the Commission will shortly issue such criteria in proposed

form so as to afford a further opportunity for public comment. However,

those criteria that are uniquely applicable to the saturated zone are so

indicated.

Geologic Conditions

One commenter recommended that the rule should require that the

slate of sites characterized by DOE be among the best that can reasonably

be found on the basis of geological factors alone. The Commission did

indicate, when it adopted licensing procedures, that the site characteri-

zation requirements will assure that DOE's preferred site will be chosen

from a slate of sites that are'among the best that reasonably could be

found. The standard proposed by the commenter is quite different. The

Commission intended that DOE should be able to take into account a

variety of non-geological considerations in its screening process. It

could properly exclude such locations as (1) areas, such es national

parks and wilderness, devoted to other ,.p.,amount uses, -(.2'locations'

which would be subject to unusually severe environmental and socioeco-

nomic impacts, and (3) locations where necessary surface, mineral, and

water rights may be obtainable only at great expense and with severe dis-

locating effects on residents. The Commission considers the rule, as

written, properly conveys its meaning on this score.

The same commenter urged it to require a demonstration that the

geologic characteristics of the chosen site provide the highest reason-

'ably achievable degree of enhancement of the waste isolation capabilities

of the geologic repository. Again, the Commission declines to accept the

suggestion. In the first place, it anticipates that DOE would on its own

Initiative strive to maximize isolation capabilities in order to demon-

strate more conclusively the facility's compliance with the performance
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objectives and other technical criteria. Beyond this, however, the

Commission believes the proposal could have undesirable and unintended

consequences. Maximizing isolation capabilities could dictate develop-

ment at one particular location instead of at another a few miles away;

this could result in the same kind of adverse environmental or other

effects as were described above. Furthermore, adherence to the proposed

standard could unduly interfere with, or increase the cost of, achieve-

ment of other goals, such as maintenance of retrievability, providing for

worker safety, etc.

There were other related comments which argue that the Commission's

approach places too great an emphasis on engineered barriers and provides

insufficient incentive to select a site with optimal geologic and hydro-

logic characteristics. The Commission considers both engineered and

natural barriers to be important, and it has structured the technical

criteria in a manner that demands not only the use of advanced engineer-

ing methods, but also selection of a site with excellent isolation capa-

bilities. As explained in the discussion of Reasonable Assurance, below,

uncertainties in the models used in the analysis of repository performance'

must be considered in the Commission's deliberations on the issuance of a

construction authorization or license. Selection of a site with favorable

geologic conditions will greatly enhance the Commission's ability to make

the prescribed findings. Moreover, since the final rule provides flexi-

bility for the Commission to approve or specify performance objectives

for the engineered barriers on a case-by-case basis, the applicant is

afforded still a further incentive to pick a site in which the host rock

has favorable geochemical characteristics or in which other particular

sources of uncertainty about hydrogeologic conditions are substantially

reduced. But in any event, the Commission anticipates that a high stan-

dard of engineering will be necessary -- not only to compensate for geo-

logic uncertainties at even the best reasonably available sites, but

perhaps also to mitigate the consequences of unanticipated processes and

events (including potential intrusion) during the years when fission

product inventories remain high.

Although the Commission agrees with the underlying appraisal of the

commenters that the isolation capabilities of the site play a key role in
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assuring that the performance objectives will be met, it finds no reason

to change the rule's basic approach.

Reasonable Assurance

The proposed rule stated that with respect to the long-term objec-.

tives and criteria under consideration, "what is required is reasonable
assurance, making allowance for the time period and hazards involved,

that the outcome will be in conformance with those objectives and crite-

- ria.! A number of commenters took exception to this formulation on the

ground that it provides inadequate guidance as to the required level of

proof. Others were concerned that "reasonable assurance" was too weak a

test and that the Commission should not license DOE activities without a

"high degree of confidence" that releases would be very small. Some

commenters suggested that a statistical definition of acceptability
should be employed. For the reasons set forth below, the Commission has

not modified the language.

In the Commission's view, the "reasonable assurance" standard neither

implies a lack of conservatism nor creates a standard which is impossible

to meet.- On the contrary,.it parallels language which the Commission has

applied in other contexts, such as the licensing of nuclear reactors, for

many years. See 10 CFR 50.35(a) and 50.40(a). The reasonable assurance

standard is derived from the finding the Commission is required to make

under the Atomic Energy Act that the licensed activity provide "adequate

protection" to the health and safety of the public; the standard has been

approved by the Supreme Court. Power Reactor Development Co. v. Elec-

trical Union, 367 U.S. 396, 407 (1961). This standard, in addition to

being commonly used and accepted in the Commission's licensing activities,

allows thetflexibility necessary for the Commission to make judgmental

-distinctions with respect to quantitative data which may have large

uncertainties (in the mathematical sense) associated with it.

The Commission has not modified the language, but has explained

elsewhere (see Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes and Events, above) how

the concept will be applied. The Commission expects that the information

considered in 'a licensing proceeding will include probability distribu-

tion functions for the consequences from anticipated and unanticipated

processes and events. Even if the calculated probability of meeting the
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Commission's standards is very high that would not be sufficient 
for the

Commission to have "reasonable assurance"; the Commission would 
still.

have to assess uncertainties associated with the models and data 
that had

been considered. This Involves qualitative as well as quantitative

assessments. The Commission would not issue a license unless it were to

conclude, after such assessments, that there is reasonable assurance 
that

the outcome will in fact conform to the relevant standards and criteria.

It is Important to keep in mind this distinction between, first, 
a

standard of performance and, second, the quality of the evidence that is

available to support a finding that the standard of performance has been

met. In principle, there is no reason why the first of these- the

performance standard - cannot be expressed in quantitative terms. The

rule does this in several places - notably, in including as performance

objectives a designed containment period, a-radionuclide release rate,

and a pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time. Similarly, EPA's

standard will establish limits on concentrations or quantities of

radioactive material in the general environment.

Expressing a requisite level of confidence in quantitative terms 
is

far more problematical. To be sure, measurement uncertainties are

amenable to statistical analyses. Even though there may be practical

limitations on the accuracy and precision of measurements of relevant

properties, it is possible- to make some quantitative statement as to how

well these values are known. The licensing decisions which the

Commission will be called upon to make involve additional uncertainties 
-

those pertaining to the correctness of the models being used to describe

the physical systems - which are not quantifiable by statistical methods.

Conclusions as to the performance of the geologic repository and

particular barriers over long periods of time must largely be based upon

inference; there will be no opportunity to carry out test programs that

simulate the full range of relevant conditions over the periods 
for which

waste isolation must be maintained.

The validity of the necessary inferences cannot be reduced, by

statistical methods, to quantitative expressions of the level of confi-

dence in predictions of long-term repository performance. Similarly,

the Commission will not be able to rigorously determine the probability
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of occurrence of an outcome that falls to satisfy the performance stan-

dards. It must use some other language, such as "reasonable assurance"

to characterize the required confidence that the performance objectives

will be met. In practice, this means that modeling uncertainties will

be reduced by projecting behavior from well understood but simpler

systems which conservatively approximate the systems in question. Avail-

able data must be evaluated in the light of accepted physical principles;

but, having done so, the Commission must make a judgment whether it has

reasonable assurance that the actual performance'will conform to the

standards the Commission has specified in this rule.

It should also be borne in mind that 'the factfinding process is an

administrative task for which the terminology of law, not science, is

appropriate. The degree of certainty implied by statistical definition

has never characterized the administrative process. It is particularly

Inappropriate where evidence is "difficult to come by, uncertain or

conflicting because it is on the frontiers of scientific knowledge."

Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 28 (D.C. 'dr. 1976).

Population vs. Individoal 'Dose

Some commenters noted that the performance objectives are derived

from an assumed EPA standard that'Is based upon consideration of doses to

populations as a whole rather than to the maximally exposed individual.

Several other analyses of repository design have examined prospective

requirements in terms of keeping individual doses below specified -alues,

and-as a consequence have led to different conclusions. The differences

represent a source of potential uncertainty'regarding the-overall goal

for safety performance. However, the resolution of this question is a

matter within the province of EPA. The Commission has assumed that the

EPA approach will be based upon population dose, since that is the

direction reflected in its working documents and its recently proposed

standard. The Commission's rule, especially as modified to allow perform-

ance objectives for particular barriers to be adapted in the light of the

EPA standard, can be applied whether the overall safety goal is expressed

in terms of total releases to the environment or in terms of maximum dose

to an individual or maximum concentration at any place or time.
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-If EPA were to establish a standard based upon individual doses,' the

Commission would review the provisions dealing with the content of the

license application (5 60.21) so as to develop requirements for any addi-

tional analyses that might be needed to evaluate site-specific pathways
for released radionuclides to reach humans.

Long-Term Post-Closure Monitoring

Several of the commenters suggested that the performance confirma-

tion program be required to be continued for as long as one thousand
years after permanent closure of the underground facility. The Commis-
sion considers such'measures unnecessary and unlikely to provide useful

information on the performance of a geologic repository. The multiple

barrier approach the Commission has adopted will result in containment of
substantially all of the radioactive materials within the waste packages
for centuries after permanent closure, the feasibility of obtaining

reliable data on subsurface conditions over a period of centuries is

questionable, and the practicality of taking remedial action after sealing

of the shafts is doubtful. Moreover, the emplacement of remote subsurface

monitoring instruments and the provision of data transmission capabilities,

could provide additional pathways for release that would make it more

difficult to achieve isolation. Rather, the Commission has adopted an

approach where the retrievability option is maintained until a performance

confirmation program can be completed that will allow the Commission to

decide, with reasonable assurance, that permanent closure of the facility,
with no further active human intervention with the emplaced wastes, will

not cause an unreasonable risk to public health and safety. See also,

Retrievability, above.

Section-by-Section Analysis

The final rule included numerous changes that reflect the considera-

tions discussed above. Other changes, not involving significant policy

issues, have also been incorporated in the final rule. The following

section-by-section analysis identifies the changes from the proposed rule

and includes an appropriate explanation for the revisions not previously

discussed. Principal references are to the text of the final rule.
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Where the counterpart provision of the proposed (or procedural) rule

appeared in a different place, that citation is given in brackets.

§ 60.2 Definitions.

'Accessible environment." See Accessible Environment/Controlled Area,

above.

"Anticipated processes and events." See Anticipated/Unanticipated

Processes and Events, above.

"Candidate area." This term is unchanged, but will be considered

again in connection with the Commission's review of the licensing proce-

dures in the light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

"Controlled area." New. See Accessible Environment/Controlled Area,

above.

"Decommissioning." Deleted. See Decommissioning, above.-_

"Disposal." The undefined term "biosphere" has been changed to

"accessible environment." As used in these rules, "isolation" refers

specifically to radioactive materials entering the accessible environ-

ment. The definition here is related to the concept of isolation rather

than to the concept of emplacement, as in Section 2(9) of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act; the Commission believes that in each instance the term

is defined in a manner appropriate to its context, and that the differ-

ences in the definitions will not result in confusion or conflict.

"Disturbed zone." The term "disturbed zone" has been modified to

relate changes in the physical or chemical properties of the controlled

area to the performance of the geologic repository.

"Engineered barrier system." Formerly "engineered system." This

clarifying change reflects the fact that shaft and borehole seals, though

engineered, are not part of the system that is being referred to. The
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Commission considers this definition to be synonymous with the term

"engineered barriers" which appears at Section 2(11) of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982.

"Far field." The term "far field" has been deleted from the rule.

Therefore, the definition is no longer necessary.

"Floodplain." Deleted. This definition was taken from Executive

Order 11388, which relates to environmental consequences of occupancy and

modification of floodplains. Those effects need to be- considered as part

of the Commission's environmental review, but they do not implicate the

radiological concerns that are addressed in Part 60. The term "flood-

plain" still appears in §60.l22(c)(l). However, rather than establishing

any particular frequency as the means for defining its extent, the Commis-

sion will allow the factors specified in §60.122(a)(3) to be used in

assessing the significance of flooding, whenever it may occur.

"Geologic repository." Clarifying change, to bring the terminology

into line with common usage. The new definition includes only that

portion of the geologic setting that provides isolation - not the entire

geologic setting. The term, as defined, is considered to be synonymous

with "repository" as defined at Section 2(18) of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act.

"Geologic setting." See Terminology, above. The phrase "spatially

distributed" was superfluous and has been deleted.

"High-level radioactive waste." The Nuclear Waste Policy Act dis-

tinguishes between "high-level radioactive waste" and "spent nuclear fuel."

These technical criteria are applicable equally to both categories.

Accordingly, no change in the definition of high-level radioactive waste

is required at this time.

"Important to safety." See "Important to Safety," above.
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"Medium" or "geologic medium." Deleted. For the sake of clarity,

the term "medium" is now replaced by "geologic medium" throughout the

rule. Since the term "geologic medium" should be sufficiently clear to

the professional community, it no longer appears necessary to define it.

"Overpack." This term has been deleted. Because-the overpack could

be a component of the waste package, it was included in the definition of

the term "waste package." However, this term is not used in the final

rule.

'Performance confirmation." The final rule's performance objective

with respect to retrievability of the waste refers to the completion of a

performance confirmation program and Commission review of the information

obtained from such a program. The addition of this-definition is intended

to clarify the intended purpose of the performance confirmation program.

"Permanent closure." New. See Decommissioning, above.

"Restricted Area." New. See Important to Safety, above.

"Retrieval." New. See Retrievability, above.

"Saturated zone.' New. Since the performance objectives in the

final rule specifically refer to disposal in the saturated zone, a

definition derived from Water Supply Paper 1988 (U.S.G.S., 1972) has

been included.

"Site.", See Terminoloqy, above.

"Stability." Deleted. See Siting Criteria, above. Also,

Section by Section Analysis, S-60.113, below.

"Subsurface facility." Deleted. Both "subsurface facility" and

"underground facility" were defined in the proposed rule. The use of the

two closely similar terms resulted in some confusion. "Subsurface facil-

ity" has been deleted and replaced (see definition of "Permanent closure")
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by explicit reference to shafts and boreholes, as well as the underground

facility, where appropriate.

"Transuranic wastes." Deleted. See Transuranic Waste, above.

"Unanticipated processes and events." New. See Human Intrusion,

above.

"Waste form." Clarifying change to bring terminology into line with

common usage.

"Waste package." Revised. Commenters questioned the clarity of

this proposed definition and one commenter suggested an alternative

definition. One commenter misinterpreted the proposed definition to

require that the outermost component of the waste package be an airtight,

watertight sealed container. The revised definition no longer uses the

terms "discrete backfill" or "overpack," which were ambiguous. To the

extent that absorbent materials or packing are placed around a container

to protect it from corrosion by groundwater, or to retard the transport

of radioactive material to the host rock, these materials would be con-

sidered part of the waste package. However,-while the final rule no

longer imposes a requirement for an airtight, watertight, sealed con-

tainer as part of the waste package, the Commission believes it likely

that DOE will incorporate such a component into the design of the waste

package in order to meet the performance objectives for. the engineered

barrier system for the period following permanent closure. The related

terms "disposal package' and "package," as defined at Section 2(10) of

the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, include unspecified overpacks; for pur-

poses of the Commission's rules, and specifically in connection with the

performance objective set out at Section 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A), a more

precise definition is needed. The differences in the definitions will

not, in the judgment of the Commission, result in confusion or conflict.

"Water table." New. Required because the term appears in the

definition of "saturated zone." The definition is derived from Water

Supply Paper 1988 (U.S.G.S., 1972).
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§ 60.10 Site characterization.

One amendment clarifies the point that investigations shall be con-

ducted in such a manner as to limit adverse effects; the original language

could have been construed to mean that the purpose of the investigations

was to limit, such effects. The provision calling, as a minimum, for the

selection of borehole locations to limit subsurface penetrations was said

to be confusing; the revision, which expresses the Commission's intention

more clearly, includes a phrase that emphasizes that the number of pene-

trations must be adequate to obtain needed site characterization data.

References to the 'repository" have been replaced by terms that are more

appropriate in their context.

§ 60.11 Site characterization report.

The ambiguous term "repository" has been replaced by defined terms

("geologic repository operations area" and "geologic repository") as

appropriate in the context (in § 60.11(a)(6)(ii)).

§ 60.21 Content of application.

S 60.21(c)(1)

Proposed § 60.21(c)(1) called for information regarding subsurface
conditions "in the vicinity of the proposed undergroundrfacility." This

has been clarified to refer to the controlled area and to other areas to

the extent that subsurface conditions there may affect isolation within

the controlled area.

§ 60.21(c)(1)(i).

The requirement for analysis of potential pathways has been extended

to include "potentially permeable features" whether or not they are, as

stated in the proposed rule, "permeable anomalies." Whether the feature

is actually permeable or anomalous is not the point; what matters is the

potential permeability.
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The adjective "bulk," as applied to qeomechanical, hydrogeologic,

and geochemical properties, has been deleted as ambiguous and confusing.

§ 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(A)

Clarifying change to include analysis of climatology as well as

meteorology.

§ 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(B) ES 60.123(b)]

This paragraph concerns analyses of the favorable and potentially

adverse conditions listed in 5 60.122. The addition of language

pertaining to the depth and breadth of investigations assures that the

information needed to analyze these conditions will be available for NRC

review. This is a modification of proposed §60.123(b) for conduct of

such investigations. The modification ties the extent of investigations

to effects of potentially adverse conditions on waste isolation within

the controlled area, rather than to specified distances, as originally

proposed.

§ 60.21(c)(1)(li)(C)

References to "expected" performance and releases have been deleted

from § 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(C) because, as revised, the evaluation must also

take into account the assumed occurrence of unanticipated processes and

events. Since the performance objectives provide for consideration of

unanticipated processes and events, relevant information must be included

in the safety analysis report. The evaluation is limited to periods

after permanent closure, as the option to retrieve the wastes is

available earlier.

§ 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(D) ES 60.21(c)(3)(iii)]

This paragraph reflects text that formerly was in § 60.21(c)(3).

The latter paragraph relates to structures, systems, and components

"important to safety." The term "important to safety," as used in the
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final rule, pertains to the period of operations. Because the require-

ment for evaluating the effectiveness of the barriers was directed to

questions regarding containment and isolation, it was relocated so as

to place itin the proper context.

S 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(E) CS 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(D)]

This paragraph, as proposed, was duplicative insofar as it related

to performance of the geologic repository after permanent closure. It

has therefore been revised so as to pertain solely to identification of

structures, systems, and components important to safety.' [As in

S 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(C) reference to "expected" has been deleted as

confusing.]

§ 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(F) [S 60.21(c)(l)(ii)(E)3

This paragraph has been revised to require that analyses and models
used to predict future conditions and changes in the geologic setting be
"supported by" rather than "cobfirmed by" an appropriate combination of
methods such as enumerated in the rule. Such support concerns not only
the reliability of the codes themselves, but also the representativeness
of the models with respect to the physical conditions of the site. The
Commission recognizes that confirmation, in the strict sense, is not
achievable. The term "field verified laboratory tests" has been clari-
fied to read "laboratory tests which are representative of field
conditions."

S 60.21(c)(4)

Section 60.21(c)(4) has been amended to reflect the limitation on
the scope of "important to safety." The footnote reference to 10 CFR
Part 50 has been deleted because of the cross-reference contained in
Subpart G.
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§ 60.21(c)(8)

Section 60.21(c)(8) required a description of controls to restrict

access. After permanent closure, monuments will be an important control.

The paragraph has been amended to require that a conceptual design of

such monuments be provided.

§ 60.21(c)(9) and § 60.21(c)(1)

Conforming changes required by elimination of the term

'decommissioning."

§ 60.21(c)(13)

The changes in this paragraph reflect the revised definitions of

"geologic setting," "site," "geologic repository," and "disturbed zone."

No substantive change is intended.

§ 60.21(c)(14)

Conforming change reflecting limitation of "important to safety" to

concerns related to the period of operations.

§ 60.21(c)(15)(i)

Editorial change limiting information on DOE organizational

structure to that which pertains to construction and operation of the

geologic repository operations area.

§ 60.21(c)(15)(ii)

Conforming change from quality assurance "program" to "organization";

and consistent with changes to §60.21(c)(4).
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§ 60.21(c)(15)(vii)

Conforming change required by elimination of the term "decommissioning."

§ 60.21(c)(15)(viii)

Conforming change reflecting limitation of "important to safety" to

concerns related to the period of operations.

§ 60.22 Filing and distribution of application.

Section 60.22(a) has been revised to conform to § 60.3(a). In both

places, the rule now refers to receipt and possession of source, special

nuclear, and byproduct material "at a geologic repository operations

area."

The reference in' 60.22(d) to "geologic repository" has also been

changed to Igeologic repository operations area", as the latter term is a

more precise designation of the HIW facility that is the subject of the

proposed licensing action.-

§ 60.31 Construction authorization.

The overall safety finding is related to the "geologic repost .ry

operations area" because that term refers to the HLW facility subject to

NRC licensing authority. [This is also the reason for:the change in

§ 60.31(a)(1)(ii).3 In order to assure that the relevant features of the

controlled area are considered in arriving at this finding, § 60.31(a)(2)

now specifically refers to consideration of the "geologic repository."

Because siting and design criteria are supplemental to performance

objectives in Subpart E, § 60.31(a)(2) has been amended to provide for

evaluation of the geologic repository's compliance with the performance

objectives as well. The reference to Subpart F has been deleted; that

subpart, which pertains to DOE's performance confirmation program, is now

referenced in § 60.74.
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§ 60.32 Conditions of construction authorization.

The change of "site data" to "data about the site," in 5 60.32(b),

is a clarifying editorial amendment.

In § 60.32(c), "repository" has been replaced by the defined term

"geologic repository." The restrictions that may be imposed under this

paragraph can include measures to prevent adverse effects on the geologic

setting as well as measures related to the design and construction of the

geologic repository operations area.

5 60.43 License specifications.

Sectio_ 60.43(b)(3) has been clarified by substituting "host rock"

for the ambiguous and undefined term "storage medium" that previously

appeared.

Section 60.43(b)(5) has been amended to require that license condi-

tions include items in the category of controls related to the controlled

area rather than the geologic repository operations area. This is a con-

forming change, which is made possible by the new definition of "con-

trolled arean as an area which may extend beyond the boundaries of the

geologic repository operations area. However, since additional controls

may be needed outside of the controlled area (see § 60.121), the provi-

sion is not limited to the controlled area alone. Under 1O CFR Part 20

and 2.is part, the licensee will have t- establish restricted areas for

purposes of assuring radiological protection during the period of opera-

tions, but this will not- necessarily require the incorporation of specific

conditions in the license. (See 10 CFR § 50.36, a corresponding provision

in the Commission's facility licensing regulations.)

§ 60.46 Particular activities requiring license amendment.

Section 60.46(a)(3) has been amended for the reasons stated in the

discussion of § 60.43(b)(5), to refer to the controlled area. This

requirement would continue to be applicable even after permanent closure

unless and until the license is terminated pursuant to § 60.52.
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Section 60.46(a(6). See Decommissionjn_, above.

A conforming change has been made to § 60.46(a), "Particular activ-

ities requiring license amendment," which adds anew paragraph (a)(7) to

make clear that any activity involving an unreviewed safety question

requires a license amendment. In its proposed form,§ 60.46(a) could

have been read to require a license amendment only for the six specific

activities listed. While the enumerated activities are quite broad and

may well include any change involving an unreviewed safety question, the

conforming language is intended to make this point explicit. It is of

course clear-that an amendment would also be necessary to accomplish a

change in the license conditions Incorporated in the license. (The

revision in no way affects the authority of DOE, under § 60.44(a)(1),

without prior'Commission approval' to make changes, tests, or experiments

that involve neither a change in the -license conditions incorporated in

the license nor an unreviewed safety question.) -

§ 60.51 License amendment for permanent closure. :

Conforming changes have been made to refer to "permanent closure"

instead of "decommissioning." See Decommissioning, above.

The area required to be identified is now stated to be the "con-

trolled area" because that encompasses the region in which waste

isolation is required.

The significance of preserving information is discussed in the

section on Human Intrusion, above. To assure complete recording of the

location of the geologic repository, the Commission has now provided for

information to be placed in land record systems as well as archives; this

better reflects its original intention. It also includes a reference to

State government agencies in order to further assure comprehensiveness.

It is not the Commission's intention to require that any new systems or

archives be created, but only that those that are available and appro-

priate should be employed. A further modification expresses the intention
that information concerning the detailed location of the underground

facility and boreholes and shafts, as well as the boundaries of the con-

trolled area, must be recorded.
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In § 60.51(a)(4), the undefined phrase "emplacement media" has been

changed to "host rock."

§ 60.52 Termination of license.

Conforming changes. See Decommissioning, above.

Subpart D - Records, Reports, Tests, and Inspections.

There are two substantive changes in Subpart D. First, the specifi-

cation of required construction records has been determined to be more

appropriately included here rather than in the design criteria in Subpart

E. Editorial changes, including renumbering of sections, have been made

to accomplish this. Second, the final rule now requires not only that

the geologic repository operations area be designed so as to permit imple-

mentation of a performance confirmation program but, as the Commission

had originally intended, that such a performance confirmation program

should actually be required to be carried out.

§ 60.71 General recordkeeping and reporting requirement.

Paragraphs (a) and (b) have been retained. Paragraph (c) is moved

to § 60.73. The caption has been changed because records and reports are

now treated in §§ 60.71-60.73, rather than § 60.71 alone.

§ 60.72 Construction records [S 60.134(c)].

Transferred from Subpart E. Survey records are to cover 'under-

ground facility excavations, shafts, and boreholes" rather than "under-

ground excavations and shafts." This makes the inclusion of borehole

records explicit. A clarifying amendment was made to indicate that the

records must include a description of materials encountered rather than

the materials themselves.
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§ 60.73 Reports ofdeficiencies [( 60.71(c)]..

Renumbered. The change of "site characteristics" to "characteristics

of the site" is editorial.

§ 60.74 Tests.; (5 60.72].

A new paragraph (§ 60.74(b)) of a clarifying nature has been added

which requires tests carried out under this section to include a perform-

ance confirmation program carried out in accordance with Subpart F of

this part. The proposed rule inadvertently-did not require such a

program, merely a description of one. -

§ 60.75 Inspections. [( 60.73]

References to "site" have been changed to "geologic repository opera-

tions area" or "location" where appropriate. See Terminolooy.

Subpart E- Technical Criteria

§ 60.101 Purpose and nature of~findings

A change has been made to § 60.101(a)(2) with respect to evaluations

of performance of the engineered barrier systems and geologic media.

The point that is being made is that the further into the future one must
project, the greater the uncertainties will be. The Commission did not
mean to suggest that the specific period of a thousand years is especially
significant; the more general "many hundreds of years" specified in the
'final rule better expresses the Commission's intent.

'A sentence has been added to § 60.101(a)(2) that emphasizes that
demonstration of compliance with long-term performance objectives and
criteria will involve the use of data from accelerated tests and, suitably

supported predictive models.

A reference to "repository" in § 60.101(b) has been changed to

"geologic repository operations area" to conform with a parallel change
in § 60.31.
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§ 60.102 Concepts.

An introductory paragraph has been added to explain the purpose of

this section and to indicate that it is subordinate to the definitions

contained in § 60.2.

See Transuranic Waste (TRU), above, with respect to the deletion of

the reference to TRU.

The section on Terminology, above, explains changes affecting the

terms "accessible environment," 'controlled area," "geologic setting,"

and "site." These changes are reflected in amended 5 60.102(c). The

reference to the host rock was deleted so as to avoid any implication

that other characteristics of the geologic setting might not, where

appropriate, also receive "particular attention."

See Decommissionin , above, for an explanation of the change in the

discussion of "permanent closure." Because activities unrelated to waste

isolation may continue at the geologic repository operations area after

permanent closure, the last sentence of § 60.102(d) has been deleted.

The treatment of containment and isolation has been consolidated in

light of changes made in the performance objectives. The reference to

assessment of uncertainties instead of prediction of consequences takes

into account the need to compensate for a broader range of factors, such

as identification of the events which are to be considered in the license

review. See Reasonable Assurance and Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes

and Events, above. A second reason for the change stems from a

commenter's criticism of the statement that consequences of events are

"especially difficult to predict rigorously" early during the life of a

repository; on the contrary, he suggested, consequences would be more

difficult to predict over longer periods of time. The matter need not be

resolved in those terms. The point the Commission was trying to make is

that containment measures are appropriate to compensate for the uncer-

tainties involved in assessing radionuclide transport in the presence of

high radiation and thermal levels.

The respective contributions of the engineered barrier system and

the geologic setting to the achievement of isolation are highlighted in a

new sentence. Other changes are made to conform with revised

definitions. See analysis of § 60.2.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

§ 60.111 Performance of the geologic repository'operations area through

permanent closure. Es 60.111(a)].

The provisions of §60.111(a) dealing with radiation protection and

releases 'of radioactive material for the period through permanent closure

of the underground facility are unchanged in substance from the proposed

rule. The paragraph has been renumbered and some editorial changes have

been made.

The provisions of §60.111(b) dealing with retrievability of waste

have been modified to link the period of retrievability more closely to

the performance confirmation program and to allow the Commission to

modify the retrievability period on a case-by-case basis based on the

waste emplacement schedule and the planned performance confirmation

program. The final rule also specifies that the period of retrievability

begin at the initiation of waste emplacement rather than after waste

emplacement is complete." Finally, the final rule explicitly states that

backfilling of portions of the underground facility'is not precluded,

provided the retrievability option is maintained, and that the Commission

may decide- to allow permanent closure of the underground facility prior

to the end. of the designed retrievability period. White these provisions

were discussed in the supporting information, they were not explicitly

stated in the proposed rule. Also see Retrievability, above.

§ 60.112 Overall system performance objective for the geologic repository

after permanent closure., [S 60.1nl(b)(1)].

The term "subsurface facility" has been deleted, as explained in the

analysis of § 60.2, and conforming changes have been made.

There is no conceptual difference between the proposed rule's refer-

ence to releases from the ceoloic'repository and the final rule'sI refer-

ence to releases to the accessible environment. The Commission prefers

the latter formulation because it more closely conforms to the standard-

setting authority of EPA. The proposed rule's definition of "accessible

environment" was too general to'allow such an approach. Under the final
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rule, however, the subsurface portions of the accessible environment and

the geologic repository are contiguous. See Terminology, above.

See also the discussion, above, relating to Anticipated/Unanticipated

Processes and Events.

Several commenters recommended that it would be preferable to leave

the rule in proposed form until the EPA standard had been published, at

which time NRC could adapt its regulations to the standards that EPA

actually promulgates. The Commission would, of course, prefer to have

final EPA rules available; and, if they were, it could build EPA's provi-

sions, where appropriate, into Part 60. In the absence of the final EPA

standard, however, the Commission deems it important to provide not only

to DOE but also to other interested persons, including governmental

institutions, firm guidance with respect to the Commission's regulatory

approach. As discussed under Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards

above, the technical criteria provide some flexibility to take into

account a range of standards that might be adopted by EPA. Should such

standards, when adopted, depart from those that the Commission has assumed

for purposes of analysis, the Commission would consider whether further

rulemaking on its part would be desirable. The procedure that is being

followed conforms to that prescribed by Section 121(b) of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act. See also the discussion regarding Population vs. Individual Dose.

§ 60.113 Performance of particular barriers after permanent closure.

CS 60.111(b)(2)-(3); § 60.1123.

The performance objectives for particular barriers have been

modified for reasons discussed at length above.

The analysis of Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards explains

the basis for retaining numerical values, while allowing them to be modi-

fied as the particular case warrants. The factors alluded to there as

among those that might be taken into account are set out in 5 60.113(b).

Section 60.113(c) reflects the observation there that considerations

related to unanticipated processes and events could form the basis for

additional performance requirements for individual barriers.

For the reasons presented under the headin~g ALARA, above, the Commis-

sion has elected not to apply an ALARA principle to the performance

requirements in this section.
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The reasons for elimination of requirements referring specifically
to TRU are described in the'section on Transuranic Waste, above. It

should be noted, however, that the release requirements in § 60.U13 apply
to all radionuclides, including those that may be contained in any TRU
that may be disposed of at a geologic repository operations area.

The proposed rule' required an assumption that groundwater saturate

the facility and that the performance of the waste packages be evaluated
on this basis. This approach was proposed because mechanisms exist for

groundwater transport to the underground facility, in salt formations as

well as hard rock. It may not always be necessary or technically reason-
able to assume the specified saturation conditions, provided that appro-
priate evaluations are made in the context of a particular application;
the final rule therefore calls for the partial and complete filling with
groundwater of available void spaces in the underground facility to be
considered and analysed among the anticipated processes and events in

designing the-engineered barrier system. This provision would not appear

to be needed for disposal in the unsaturated zone, even though there may
be water transport fromithe underground facility, primarily because the
design can, in principle, provide for adequate drainage. (Criteria appli-

cable to disposal in the unsaturated zone will be the subject of addi-

tional rulemaking.) Other changes in the' provision are of a clarifying
or editorial nature.

Editorial changes have been made to avoid repetitious language in
the performance objectives relating to the 'engineered barrier system's
containment and controlled-release capabilities.

The proposed requirement with respect to containment would have
specified'that the HLW waste packages contain all radionuclides for at

least the first 1,000 years after permanent closure. In response to

comments relating to the demonstrability of a design to contain "all"
radionuclides for an extended period, the Commission has modified the

requirement so that the design must provide "substantially complete"
containment. The reason for relying on containment as one means for
assuring achievement of the overall system performance objective is that
many sources of uncertainty are particularly significant during the

period when radiation and thermal conditions in the underground facility
are dominated by fission product decay. This period will depend, to some
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extent, on the characteristics of the particular facility. The

Commission has therefore allowed the containment period to be fixed,

where appropriate, at a shorter period. See, also, the discussion of

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

The incorporation of a general standard for release of radionuclides

from the engineered barrier system ("a gradual process which results in

small fractional releases to the geologic setting over long times')

places the specific criteria intp context, thereby emphasizing the policy

objective underlying these criteria. Moreover, it indicates the close

relationship between the provisions dealing with containment and limited

release. These are coupled parameters that should not be varied inde-

pendently, but rather should be viewed as a system to control the release

to the geologic setting. Again, see Single vs. Multiple Performance

Standards.

The fractional release rate has been modified slightly to eliminate

an ambiguity identified by one commenter. The new language makes it

clear that 'one part in 100,000 per year" refers to the activity at 1,000

years following permanent closure. This is a substitute for I part in

100,000 of the maximum inventory of the particular radionuclide at any

time after 1,000 years after permanent closure. The underlying concern

in the proposed rule was that the amounts of certain radionuclides, such

as Ra-226 and other actinide daughters, increased with time, and that It

was necessary to consider the maximum inventory of these nuclides in

assessing repository performance. The analyses performed in the rationale

document indicate that these nuclides are not important with respect to

meeting the EPA standard as presently formulated. Accordingly, the

Commission has chosen the less complicated formulation that appears in

the final rule. It should be noted that the release rate refers to

activity at 1,000 years after closure, even though a different contain-

ment period may be approved or specified by the Commission; the rate may

also be modified, however, under the provisions of the final rule. DOE,

in its comments on-the proposed rule, suggested that the fractional release

rate requirement should not apply to nuclides that constituted less then

0.1% of the inventory remaining at 1,000 years. This recommendation has

not been adopted since it could lead to excessive releases. Table 5 of

the rationale document in NUREG-0804 shows that the inventory of radio-
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active material in a repository containing 100,000 metric tons of spent

fuel is 1.7 x 108 curies after 1,000 years. The DOE suggestion would

eliminate nuclides whose inventories were less than' 170,000 curies from

consideration of their release rate from the engineered barrier system,
whereas the NRC provisions of § 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(B) would eliminate
nuclides whose'release'rates were less Ithan 1.7 curies/yr from further
consideration. While the Commission has not adopted the recommended
change it notes that, under the provisions of the final rule, DOE could
recommend an alternative release rate for nuclides in the light of the
'standard adopted by EPA or the geochemical characteristics of the host
rock, surrounding strata, and groundwater. In particular, the character-
istics of the host rock immediately adjacent to the underground facility
may be well understood because of the excavation activities and, where
appropriate, such characteristics could be taken into account in specify-

ing the nuclide release rate.
The previously proposed performance objective for the geologic

setting [§ 60.111(b)(3)} has been deleted. The new definition of "antici-
pated processes and events" includes the assumption that processes operat-
ing in the Quaternary Period continue to operate but with perturbations
caused by the presence of emplaced radioactive waste superimposed thereon.
The remainder of the proposed paragraph merely restates part of the over-
all system performance objective with respect to performance of the geo-
logic setting and would be redundant.

The references to "stability" in the geologic setting since the
start of the Quaternary Period have been deleted. What the Commission

-had intended was that the structural, tectonic, hydrogeologic,
geochemical, and geomorphic processes be such as to enable the recent
history to be interpreted and to permit near-term geologic-changes to be
projected with relatively high confidence. The selection of the term
"stability" to convey this meaning was unfortunate. Commenters'correctly
pointed out that a geologic setting can only be said to exhibit stability
in a relative sense. -As they noted, the proposed rule gave no guidance

as to the degree of required stability and, accordingly, the provision
would introduce ambiguity with respect to one of the major elements of
the geologic repository. The factors the Commission had identified are
all important, but the appropriate way to consider them is to assess them
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in the context of favorable and unfavorable conditions and to evaluate

the extent to which the geologic repository's achievement of the overall

system performance objective might be affected. If the relevant

processes are not well understood, one or more of the potentially adverse

conditions will be exhibited and such an evaluation will be required.

The pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time provision is

subject to adjustment on a case-by-case basis. See Single vs. Multiple

Performance Standards. A clarifying amendment relates the travel time

provision, as previously only implied, to the "fastest path of likely

radionuclide travel from the disturbed zone to the accessible environ-

ment."' Relating this provision to the "disturbed zone" instead of the

"far field" involves no substantive change. As stated in the analysis

of § 60.2, the term "far field" has been deleted from the rule.

Some commenters suggested that the groundwater travel time be

expressed in terms of post-emplacement as well as pre-emplacement condi-

tions. This assumes that post-emplacement changes would be significant.

By definition, however, the portion of the geologic setting significantly

affected by waste emplacement constitutes the "disturbed zone." The

groundwater travel time provision applies to transport from the disturbed

zone to the accessible environment. This parameter is not dependent upon

the effects of waste emplacement.

One commenter characterized the travel time performance objective as

" invalid" without a clear definition of "accessible environment." The

Commission agrees that the proposed rule was subject to a number of

interpretations. However, the modified definition provides a means for

delineating the limits of the accessible environment so as to take proper

account of site-specific conditions. Under this revised definition, a

subsurface area extending no more than 10 kilometers from the underground

facility may be used to isolate the waste from-the accessible

environment. This, in effect, places an upper limit on the rate of

groundwater travel to the accessible environment. Refer to the

discussion of 'accessible environment" and "controlled area" under

Terminology, above.
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LAND OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL

§ 60.121 Requirements for ownership and control of interests in land.

The proposed rule set out ownership and control requirements for the

"geologic repository operations area." The text, however, related these

requirements to the achievement of isolation. To express this concept

properly, the Commission has made the requirements in § 60.121(a)

applicable not only to the geologic repository operations area, but to

the controlled area as well. Section 60.121(b), which deals with

isolation and not with the period of operations, is amended so as to

refer to the controlled area. (The reference here to the "geologic

repository" instead of "site or engineered system" is not substantive; it

reflects' the revised definitions identified in the analysis of § 60.2.)

A conforming change has also been made to the caption of the section.

In response to a commenter's suggestion, the acquisition of appro-

priate water rights is now explicitly required.' This will not

necessitate any separate action on the part of DOE if it appears that

such needed water rights have been obtained, by implication, as a result

of reservation or acquisition of lands. See U.S. v. New Mexico, 438 U.S.

696 (1978), Cappaert v. U.S., 426 U.S. 128 (1976). The "purpose of the

geologic repository operations area" is intended to be construed broadly

to include the isolation of radioactive wastes after permanent'closure as

well as any water rights needed during t:.. period of operations.

The Commission declines an invitation 'to define a specific area that

must be acquired to assure public health and safety prior to permanent

closure. The size of this area will depend upon the particular activ-

ities to be carried out by DOE. There must be an "unrestricted area" to

which releases of radioactive materials will be maintained within the

limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20. § 60.111(a). The establishment of

this unrestricted area must also take accidents into consideration,

since structures, systems, and components "important to safety," as

defined in 1 60.2, must be designed so as to limit radiation doses under

accident conditions to 0.5 rem at the boundary of the unrestricted area.
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SITING CRITERIA

§ 60.122 Siting criteria CS 60.122-60.1243.

The following detailed comments supplement the discussion under the

caption "Siting Criteria" in the main text, above.

Section 60.122(a) consolidates the introductory paragraphs of pro-

posed SS 60.122 and 60.123, together with proposed § 60.124. This change

is designed to provide a clearer statement of the relationship between

the favorable and potentially adverse conditions. The revised language

makes it clear that all such conditions relate to isolation of the waste

after permanent closure.

Proposed 5 60.124 had specified ways to demonstrate that potentially

adverse conditions would not "impair significantly" the isolation ability

of the geologic repository. This has been modified so as to refer

instead to "compromise" of such site suitability. This change is made to

eliminate any question regarding the difference between the two terms.

No such difference was intended. Both terms relate to conditions which

would potentially preclude the Commission from finding that the geologic

repository would achieve the performance objectives.

The rule now provides for evaluating the effect of the potentially

adverse conditions on the "site" rather than the "geologic setting" or

"disturbed zone." See Siting Criteria, above.

In the provision which states that potentially adverse conditions

may be compensated by the presence of favorable conditions, the

Commission has specified the standard for measuring the adequacy of such

compensation -- namely, achievement of the performance objectives

relating to isolation of waste.

§ 60.122(b)(1) E§60.122(a)-(e)]

Proposed paragraphs 60.122(a), (c), (d), and (e) have been con-

solidated for editorial reasons. Even if some of the cited processes

might have an adverse effect on the geologic repository's ability to

isolate the waste, the Commission intends that the other processes may

nevertheless be treated as favorable conditions. The distinction between
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'tectonic" and "structural" processes is so "fine," as it was

characterized by one commenter, that the final rule uses only the former

term. The references to "the start of the Quaternary Period" have been

removed because of the difficulties that might be involved in dating this

point with precision; for present purposes, all that is important is that

processes loperating duringithe Quaternary Period" be-identified and

evaluated, and this is reflected in the revised language. Note the fact

that while the provision, as-before, applies to favorable conditions in

the "geologic setting," the broader definition of that term in the final

rule recognizes that processes operating more remotely from the geologic

repository must be taken into account.

§ 60.122(b)(2) E§60.122(f)]

The proposed rule included siting criteria applicable only to

disposal in the saturated zone. This paragraph adapts the provision that

dealt with hydrogeologic conditions in the host rock and is appropriately

limited to the saturated zone option. The Commission no longer identifies

"low groundwater content" as a favorable condition because it is the rate

and direction of groundwater movement rather than the amount of groundwater

present that is of primary significance; thus; instead, the final rule

substitutes a reference to low permeability and downward hydraulic

gradient. This change also addresses more clearly the prior considera-

tion about inhibition of groundwater circulation in the host rock.

Similarly, instead of referring to inhibition of groundwater flow between

hydrogeologic units, the Commission specifies the properties which result

in such inhibition, namely low vertical permeability'and low hydraulic

potential. Since the paragraph relates to the host rock, the reference

to shafts, drifts, and boreholes was not fully appropriate and, in any

event, is dealt with by identification of the pertinent properties.

The reference to groundwater'travel -time has been modified to

conform with the language of the related performance objective. The

proposed rule measured this property from the underground/facility.

However, the changes that may occur in the disturbed zone may negate the

favorable condition in that part of the geologic setting and, accord-

ingly, the final rule specifies that the travel time in question is to
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be measured from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment. There

is no basis for identifying a particular number of years that will be

deemed to be substantially in excess of 1,000 years. If for a particular

site the value is sufficiently high to enhance the Commission's corfi-

dence that the performance objectives will be met, then it can appro-

priately be considered as a favorable condition.

560.122(b)(3) E§60.122(g)]

Since the listed geochemical conditions may or may not occur

simultaneously, yet sinbce any of them may retard the transport of radio-

nuclides, the paragraph has been stated in the disjunctive in the final

rule (by substituting "or" in place of "and").

§60.122(b)(4) [§60.122(h)]

This paragraph concerns transformation of "mineral assemblages"

under thermal loading. It would be a favorable condition if changes left

the capacity to inhibit radionuclide transport unaffected; the proposed

rule, which spoke only of 'increased" capacity, was too restrictive.

The paragraph is concerned primarily with the behavior of mineral

assemblages which form coatings along the fracture paths along which

radionuclides are anticipated to migrate;. it would be incorrect, when

referring to this surface zone, to adopt a commenter's suggestion that

the Commission refers instead to "rock"' or "geologic media."

§60.122(b)(5) [60.122(1)]

This paragraph, relating to depth of emplacement, is unchanged. The

purpose of the provision is to reflect the consideration that wastes

buried at least 300 meters below the surface are less subject to disturb-

ance, especially by human intrusion, than wastes closer to ground level

would be. As in the case of the other favorable conditions, it should

be emphasized that the absence of a particular one or more of them does

not rule out a site or even demand explanation; it simply means that

other favorable conditions must be cited to show that the criterion set
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out in §60.122(a)(1) has been satisfied. (The elevation being referred

to is the altitude above mean sea level of the lowest point on the surface,

but the Commission perceives no need to express the concept, as one

commenter had suggested, in such detail.)

§60.122(b)(6)

New. See Population - Related Siting Criteria, above.

E§60.122(J)]

The proposed rule would have treated as a favorable condition 'any

local condition of the disturbed zone that contributes to isolation."

This was criticized as being unduly general and vague. As the key favor-

able conditions appear to have been identified, the Commission has con-

cluded that inclusion of such a "catch all" is unwarranted.

§ 60.122(c)(1) CS 60.123(a)(1) and (6)] - -

This paragraph is adapted from two provisions of the proposed rule.

Unlike most of the potentially adverse conditions, the prospect of flood-

ing is of most concern prior to permanent closure. Even though criteria

in S 60.133 provide that the underground facility be designed to handle

water intrusion, the anticipated design features need not be suffici...

to cope with massive inflows that could result from submersion of bore-

holes and shafts. Should such a situation develop, the ability of the

geologic repository to achieve isolation of the wastes that had been

emplaced could be compromised.

Because the concern relates to waste isolation, the paragraph has

been rewritten so as to be limited to flooding of the underground facil-

ity. The design criteria for structures, systems, and components import-

ant to safety require that appropriate measures be taken to protect

surface facilities against the consequences of flooding.

As there Is no reason to differentiate-between floods resulting from

natural causes (i.e., from occupancy and modification of floodplains) and
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those resulting from failure of impoundments, the two pertinent paragraphs

have been combined.
With respect to required investigations EHOA.123(b)3, see Section-by-

Section Analysis, 560.21(c)(1)(ii)(B).

§ 60.122(c)(2) ES 60.123(a)(2) and (3)].

Two paragraphs related to the groundwater flow system have been con-

solidated. The conditions are tb be regarded as potentially adverse If

the activities in question are "foreseeable." This is more conservative

than the original rule, which only identified "planned" activities. The

proposed rule encompassed such activities with a potential to

"significantly" affect groundwater flow. Any 'adverse' effect should be

treated as significant, and the final rule makes a change to reflect

this.

§ 60.122(c)(3) E5 60.123(a)(7)].

No substantive change from proposed rule.

§ 60.122(c)(4) ES 60.123(b)(8)].
E5 60.123(a)(5)].

ES 60.123(b)(6)].
ES 60.123(b)(7)].

Structural deformation would have been regarded as a potentially

adverse condition only if occurring within the disturbed zone during the

quaternary Period. This approach was unduly limiting. Structural

deformation in the geologic setting, whether or not of recent origin, is

potentially adverse because of the effects which it may have upon the

regional groundwater flow system. Of course, it is to be expected that

structural deformation remote from the site, especially if ancient, can

readily be found not to significantly affect the ability of the geologic
repository to isolate the waste. Still, it is a potentially adverse
condition and should be recognized as such.
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Faulting is one kind of structural deformation. By including it

here, the prior specific references to faulting can be eliminated.

S 60.122(c)(5) ES 60.123(b)(12)].

This paragraph is no longer restricted to the disturbed zone, but

otherwise is unchanged in substance.

§ 60.122(c)(6) ES 60.123(a)(8)].

The proposed rule referred to "expected climatic changes."

Climatology is not sufficiently understood to enable us to limit our

concern to "expected" changes, and the final rule therefore refers to

characteristics of the geologic setting likely to be affected directly by

reasonably foreseeable climatic change, viz., the hydrologic conditions.

§ 60.122(c)(7) ES 60.123(b)(14)].

This paragraph referred to groundwater conditions that could

"affect" solubility and chemical reactivity. The concern is not with

effects per se, but rather with effects that increase the solubility or

chemical reactivity of the engineered barrier system. This was not made

explicit. In order to be more comprehensive, chemical composition of the

host rock is added to the relevant groundwater conditions. -

§ 60.122(c)(8) ES 60.123(b)(15)].

Aside from the extension of this paragraph beyond the disturbed

zone, there are no changes in substance. One clarifying addition, "of

radionuclides," following "sorption" was made.

§ 60.122(c)(9) ES 60.123(b)(13)J.

This paragraph, related to non-reducing groundwater conditions, is

only appropriate to disposal in the saturated zone.
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§ 60.122(c)(10) [5 60.123(b)(5)].

Dissolutioning will be treated as a potentially adverse condition

throughout the geologic setting. Examples of the kinds of features that

provide evidence of dissolutioning have been included so as to make it

clear that the paragraph refers to processes that provide gross

manifestations of their presence.

§ 60.122(c)(11) CS 60.123(b)(8)].

No substantive changes.

;

§ 60.122(c)(12).

§ 60.122(c)(13).

S 60.122(c)(14).

§ 60.122(c)(15).

§ 60.122(c)(16)

CS 60.123(a)(4)J.

CS 60.123(b)(10)].

CS 60.123(b)(9)].

CS 60.123(b)(11)].

(S 60.123(b)(4)].

Extended from disturbed zone to the entire geologic setting, but

otherwise unchanged.

§ 60.122(c)(17) ES 60.123(b)(3)].

Consistent with the references to resources in the requirements for

the content of the safety analysis report, § 60.21(c)(13), the presence

of naturally occurring materials for which economic extraction is

currently feasible or potentially feasible during the foreseeable future

may give rise to a potentially adverse condition. The provision now

applies to the site, rather than the disturbed zone, since it is the site

that provides isolation of the waste.

§ 60.122(c)(18) (S 60.123(b)(1)].

Extended from the disturbed zone to the site.
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§ 60.122(c)(19) [S 60.123(b)(2)].

Extended from the disturbed zone to the site.

§ 60.122(c)(20) CS 60.123(b)(16)].

The paragraph refers to "rock or groundwater" conditions that would

require complex engineering measures. Although the engineering measures

being referred to would be'applied before permanent closure,- the reason

for having this criterion -- as in the remainder of § 60.122(c) -- stems

from concerns about the ability of the geologic repository to satisfy the

performance objectives with respect to isolation of the waste. Although

complex engineering measures are not inherently unacceptable, their

reliability must be carefully scrutinized in a licensing process. A

geologic setting that requires the adoption of such complex engineering

measures therefore can be viewed as exhibiting a potentially adverse

condition. Although the final rule applies to the geologic setting

instead of the disturbed zone, this paragraph would apply over only that

part of the geologic setting that has features relevant to the selection

of engineering measures.

§ 60.122(c)(21) {§ 60.123(b)(17)].

The criterion pertaining to stable underground openings is also

unchanged in substance,-except that it is no longer expressly limited to

the disturbed zone. This is another criterion that pertains to the

period of operations. However, like the preceding one, its underlying

purpose is to assure that waste isolation objectives can be achieved.

Failure of underground openings could result in the inability of the

licensee to retrieve the wastes practicably, should such a course of

action be found to be warranted.- The consequence of this failure could

be a transport of radionuclides to the accessible-environment at levels

exceeding the performance objectives.
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY OPERATIONS AREA

§ 60.130 Scope of design criteria for the geologic repository operations

area. ES 60.130(a)]

The separation of final § 60.130 from related sections is an

editorial change.

I As indicated in § 60.131, Subpart E is intended to specify site and

design criteria. References to construction requirements are therefore

inappropriate and have been deleted.

S 60.131 General design criteria for the geologic repository operations

area.

(a) Radiological protection. CS 60.130(b)(1)]

Aside from editorial changes, the only revision relates to the

design of the radiation alarm system; the language has been modified to

conform to 10 CFR § 72.74(b), and reference to radioactivity in effluents

was deleted since this section has to do with radiation protection in

restricted areas. Provisions for control of radioactivity in effluents

are contained in § 60.131(b)(4), for emergency conditions, and in

§ 60.132(c), for normal operations.

(b) Structures, systems and components important to safety.

(1) Protection against natural phenomena and environmental condi-

tions. CS 60.130(b)(2)]

The two proposed subparagraphs were duplicative and have been con-

solidated. The change of "site" to "geologic repository operations area"

is appropriate because the concern being addressed is accident conditions

at the HLW facility that could result in specified doses at the boundary.

Similarly, "any relevant time period" has been deleted since this provi-

sion deals with the prevention or mitigation of accidents associated with
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waste storage and handling activities. Also, since it is accident condi-

tions that are of concern, the provisions of the proposed rule dealing

with operations, maintenance and testing were inappropriate and have been

deleted. (The effects of natural phenomena and environmental conditions

on waste isolation are addressed in § 60.122.)

(2) Protection against dynamic effects of equipment failure and

similar events. [60.130(b)(3)]

Editorial change, characterizing missile impacts as dynamic effects.

(3) Protection against fires and explosives. ES 60.130(b)(4)]

The design criterion pertaining to continued operation during and

after fires has been limited to such events as are "credible." This

responds to comments that suggested that the proposed language could be

interpreted to require protection against any fire or explosion that

might be physically possible.

Because Subpart E is concerned with siting and design criteria, the

Commission has not adopted a suggestion to incorporate, at this point, a

requirement that explosives be excluded from areas containing radioactive

materials. However, such a provision could be one of the license

specifications found-to be appropriate under § 60.43.

(4) Emergency capability. ES 60.130(b)(5)]

-Provision has been made to require control of effluents during emer-

gency conditions, see §§ 60.131(a). Otherwise unchanged.

(5) Utility services. E5 60.130(b)(6)3

Paragraph (i). has been clarified by inserting an explicit reference

to systems 'important to safety." Since the definition of "important to

safety" refers to "accidents,", the term "emergency conditions" has been

changed to "accident conditions."
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Proposed paragraph (iii) has been deleted because it was redundant

with the general provision for inspection, testing, and maintenance.

Proposed paragraph (iv) [now (iii)] has been abbreviated. As pro-

posed, it could have been interpreted as requiring systems, even if

redundant, to be functional at all times. The intent was to assure that

timely emergency power can be provided to structures, systems, and compo-
nents important to safety. The provision has been modified accordingly.

There is no need to state that emergency power be sufficient to allow
safe conditions to be maintained, since thts is implicit in the remainder

of the text.

(6) Inspection, testing, and maintenance. ES 60.130(b)(7)]

'No change from proposed rule.

(7) Criticality control. [( 60.130(b)(8)]

No change from proposed rule.

- (8) Instrumentation and control systems. ES 60.130(b)(9)]

The adjective "engineered" has been deleted, in reference to systems

important to safety, so as to retain uniform terminology throughout the

rule.

The provision for design "with sufficient redundancy to ensure that

adequate margins of safety are maintained," which was criticized as being

vague, has been deleted. The objective was to ensure that the design

incorporate needed instrumentation and this has been accomplished more

clearly by the amended language.

(9) Compliance with mining regulations. (5 60.130(b)(10)]

No change from proposed rule. It should be noted that this provi-

sion is not intended to assert NRC authority over mining safety practices

generally; but to the extent that the safety of workers is necessary for
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'systems important to safety to perform their intended functions, the

relevant design features are of legitimate concern to NRC.

(10) Shaft conveyances used in radioactive waste handling.

ES 60.133(c)]

The specific criteria applicable to hoists important to safety have

remained unchanged. The general requirement that shaft conveyances used

to transport radioactive materials be designed to satisfy the requirements

for systems, structures, and components important to safety has been

deleted because it was unduly broad; to the extent that the shaft convey-

ances are in fact'important to safety, the applicable design requirements

will still apply.

§ 60.132 Additional design criteria for surface facilities in the

geologic repository operations area. {§ 60.1313

(a) Facilities for receipt and retrieval of waste. ES 60.131(a)]

This paragraph has been shortened by deleting redundant and unneces-

sary detail. The requirement for safe handling and storage Implies provi-

sion for inspection, repair, and decontamination as appropriate.

Similarly, it is not necessary to state that surface storage capacity

need not be provided for all emplaced waste; there must be sufficient

capacity,however., to allow safe handling and storage. - -

(b) Surface facility ventilation. (5 60.131(b)]

The only change is the reference to § 60.f1(a) by paragraph. This

is not a substantive amendment, as this is the only part of the perform-

ance objectives relevant to ventilation.

(c) Radiation control and monitoring. ES 60.131(c)]

The reference to emergency operations is omitted because that

subject is covered by § 60.131(b)(4). Editorial changes have been made
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here for the same reasons as were discussed in connection with that

paragraph.

(d) Waste treatment. CS 60.131(d)]

No change from proposed rule.

(e) Consideration of decommissioning. ES 60.131(e)]

See Decommissioning above. The term "decommissioning" has been

retained in this context because surface facilities may continue to be

used even after permanent closure. The requirement has been made more

precise by specifying that the same standards apply here as to other

activities licensed by NRC.

5 60.133 Additional subsurface design criteria. ES 60.132]

(a) General criteria for the underground facility. CS 60.132(a)]

Proposed paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) have been deleted because they

were redundant.

The requirement that design features "enhance Econtainment and

isolation of .radionuclides] to the extent practicable at the site" has

been changed to provide that the design shall 'contribute" to such

containment and isolation. As proposed, this provision could have been

construed as imposing requirements substantially in excess of those

needed to satisfy the performance objectives. This was not the

intention. See also the discussion of ALARA, above.

The requirement to design the underground facility against the

effects of disruptive events has been modified to apply to events occur-

ring during the period of operations and to exclude water and gas intru-

sions to eliminate redundancy with other provisions of the rule. The

requirement is also limited to consideration of credible disruptive events.
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(b) Flexibility of design. f§ 60.132(b)]

The only change, in punctuation, is editorial.

(c) Retrieval of waste. t§ 60.132(d)]

Proposed paragraph (d)(2) fias been deleted because it was redundant

with proposed paragraph (d)(1) and was read to prohibit backfillIng.

Proposed paragraph (d)(3) has been deleted because it is subsumed in

the remaining text of the paragraph.

(d) Control of water and gas. (§ 60.132(g)]

Because of confusion about the meaning of the term "service water,"

the design requirement has been rephrased so as to refer more generally

to "water or gas intrusion."

Additional proposed requirements have been deleted in response to

comments regarding the level of detail in the rule. (See Level of Detail,

above.) While each of the items that had been addressed will in all

probability be needed, the remaining general design criterion for control

of water and gas is adequate to ensure that each of the features will

be incorporated in the design where necessary. -

(e) Underground openings. (§ 60.132(e)]

This-paragraph has been rewritten in functional terms so as to

require design so that operations in the underground facility "can be

carried out safely and the retrievability option maintained.'

- The requirement that the design reduce the potential for deleterious

rock movement or fracturing of;rock has been retained. The identifica-

tion of considerations that must be taken into account has been deleted

as being more appropriate for treatment in regulatory guides. The

Commission anticipates, however, that each of the factors that had been

listed would in fact have been included In complying with this paragraph.
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(f) Rock excavation. E§ 60.132(f)]

The proposed rule required design to "limit damage to and fracturing

of rock." The extent to which damage should be ullmited" was not stated.

Moreover, for some geologic media and sites, the requirement could be

Interpreted to prescribe particular excavation methods, which was not the

intent. The paragraph has been rephrased to indicate that the design

must reduce the potential for creating a preferential pathway to the
accessible environment.

(g) Underground facility ventilation. [S 60.132(h)]

The term "subsurface facility" has been eliminated, conforming to

the caption of the section. Paragraph (g)(1) now refers to control

within and from the "underground facility."

Proposed paragraph (h)(2), which would have required design to

permit continuous occupancy of all excavated areas through permanent
closure, was excessively restrictive. Ventilation will need to be
maintained, however, where normal operations are being carried out, so
as to satisfy paragraph (g)(1).

Proposed paragraph (h)(3) was deleted. It is adequately covered by

paragraph (g)(1).

As in some other contexts, reference is now made to "accident condi-

tions" instead of "emergency conditions" (see discussion of § 60.131(b)(5)

above). The requirement for design to assure continued function is

retained, but the means for accomplishing this is left to the designer.

Redundant equipment and fail-safe control systems would continue to be
employed where necessary and appropriate.

(h) Engineered barriers. (S 60.132(i)]

The proposed rule, in paragraph (i), would have specified several
design requirements for the engineered barriers, including backfill and
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barriers at shafts. While the Commission continues to expect that such

features will ordinarily be incorporated into the design, it has con-

cluded that its earlier approach would have been unduly restrictive.

The Commission has therefore left only the general functional statement

that the engineered -barriers shall be designed to assist the geologic

setting in meeting-long term performance objectives.

(I) Thermal loads. ES 60.132(k)]

This provision retains the substance of proposed paragraph (k)(1).

The reference to the "ability of the natural or engineered barriers to

-retard radionuclide migration' is deleted because it is.already covered

by requiring that the performance objectives be met.

Proposed (k)(2), identifying factors to be taken into account in the

design of waste loading and waste spacings,ihas been omitted as contain-

ing excessive detail.

Other omitted provisions. [S§ 60.132(c), 60.132(j)]

* Proposed § 60.132(c), dealing with the.inodular concept, was exces-

sively restrictive. The Commission recognizes that to some degree the

"'concurrent conduct of excavation with waste emplacement could "impair"

wast -Amplacement or retrieval operations -Concurrent excavation and

waste emplacement would be acceptable,-provided that al.l other applicable

requirements are satisfied. The provision for insulation of individual

modules is not necessary, since paragraph (a)(3) requires that the design

limit the effects of disruptive events and paragraph (g)(2) provides that

the design assure continued function of ventilation systems under acci-

dent conditions. Section 60.131(a), including the design requirement to

control the dispersal bf radioactive contamination, is also relevant.

Proposed § 60.132 (j) would have specified fail-safe designs in

systems for handling, transporting, and emplacing wastes. This too was

excessively restrictive. What protective measures are needed will be

determined in the light of a range of factors, including the probability
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and consequences of mishaps and the costs of alternative means for

dealing with them. Similarly, the final rule does not require that

handling systems "minimize the potential for operator error;" specifica-

tions for such systems will depend upon an evaluation of the partidular

risks involved. Where protective measures are needed, particularly

insofar as they relate to radiological consequences, the remaining design

requirements suffice.

[S 60.134 Construction specifications for surface and subsurface

facilities.]

The proposed rule contained a section on construction specifications

that was not appropriate, since (under § 60.31(a)(2)), the scope of Sub-

part E was limited to site and design criteria.

Although the section has therefore been deleted, this does not mean

that construction procedures are not of vital significance. As stated in

§ 60.31(a)(1)(iv), the Commission will consider whether DOE has adequately

described construction procedures which may affect the capability of the

geologic repository to serve its intended function. Appropriate provi-

sions will be included in a construction authorization, as provided in

§ 60.32.

Proposed § 60.134(c), dealing with construction records, has been

retained, with minor modifications. It now appears as S 60.72, and is

discussed in the analysis of that section.

S 60.134 Design of seals for shafts and boreholes. (5 60.133]

The proposed rule contained a number of provisions which commenters

criticized as being unachievable, or at least incapable of being demon-

strated. Specifically, there was objection to the requirements that

shaft and seal design not create preferential pathways and that sealed

shafts and boreholes inhibit radionuclide transport to, at the least, the

same degree as the undisturbed rock. The Commission acknowledges that in

some cases a pathway may be created that may be preferential in relation

to the undisturbed rock. Whether or not this is acceptable will depend
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upon the characteristics of the rock in question, the quality of the seal
under projected conditions, the age, nature, and location of the wa.ne,
and the design of the underground facility. The important thing is that

the seals not become pathways that compromise the geologic repository's
ability to meet the performance objectives for the period relating to
isolation of the waste. This concept now appears as 6 60.134(a).

Additionally, although the Commission's general approach has been to
avoid ALARA-type concepts, it has in this instance specified that
materials and placement methods for seals be selected to reduce to the
extent practicable, the potential for creating a preferential pathway or
the migration of radionuclides through existing pathways. This approach
is based upon a concern that significant deficiencies In seal design
could largely, or entirely, eliminate the contribution to waste isolation
which is to be provided by the geologic setting. By insisting that seal

design reduce preferential pathways to the extent practicable, the
Commission ensures that the design will facilitate Its arriving at

licensing decisions.

Proposed § 60.133(b)(1) provided that shafts and boreholes be sealed
as soon as possible after they have served their operational purpose. As
in the other portions of the section, the objective was to address the
question of long-term isolation. Early sealing can prevent deformations

that might otherwise develop prior to permanent closure; such events
could make it more difficult or impractical to achieve maximum integrity
of the permanent seals when they are put into place. To the extent that
this Is an important concern, it too is covered under the text of the
final 5 60.134.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE WASTE PAKAGE

§ 60.13$ Criteria for the waste package and its components.

A geologic repository operations area, by definition, is a facility

that may be used for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste. The

rule must therefore address matters related to HLW, including ai approo

priate requirements as to HLW waste form and waste package. Whether or
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not other radioactive materials are emplaced in the facility is specula-

tive, and even if this should occur, the quantities, specific activity,

half-lives and other relevant factors may be so variable as to make it

impossible at this time to establish reasonable rules. The final iule

accordingly expressly limits the applicability of the requirements of

this section to high-level radioactive waste. Nonradioactive wastes are

not addressed at all. The Commission defers for later consideration,

should the occasion arise, an examination of the legal and technical

questions that would be presented if the disposal of nonradioactive

wastes in a geologic repository operations area were to be proposed.

S 60.135(a) High-level waste package design in general.

This paragraph has been revised editorially. It is now limited to

HLW packages, but is otherwise unchanged in substance from the proposed

rule.

S 60.135(b) Specific criteria for HLW package design. [S 60.135(c)]

Two paragraphs relate to contents of the waste package--one dealing

with explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically reactive materials and a

second dealing with free liquids. Editorial changes have been made so as

to provide parallel language. Insofar as the period of operations is

concerned, this is done by adopting the proposed language that has

applied to free liquids. Insofar as waste isolation is concerned, both

paragraphs are related to the relevant performance objective, adapting

for this purpose the proposed provisions on explosive, pyrophoric, and

chemically reactive materials.

- Also, as revised, the provision pertaining to explosive, pyrophoric,

and chemically reactive materials avoids the possible interpretation that

insignificant quantities of such materials may not be incorporated in

waste packages.

Other changes are merely editorial.
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§ 60.135(c) Waste form criteria for HLW. E§ 60.135(b)3

The portion of this paragraph that deals with combustibles has been

modified so as to specify that a fire involving waste packages contain-
ing combustibles will not affect the integrity of other waste packages,
adversely affect any structures, systems or components important to safety,

or compromise the ability of the underground facility to contribute to

waste isolation.- This parallels the corresponding changes in the waste

package design criteria.

The reference to structures, systems, or components is modified by

the defined term "important to safety" rather than the undefined adjec-

tive "safety-related."

§ 60.135(d) Design criteria for other radioactive wastes.

This paragraph is new.' Its purpose is described in the introductory

analysis for this section.
-RE.UIE;

PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION REQUIREMENTS

§ 60.137 General requirements for performance confirmation.

Unchanged from proposed rule.

Subpart F - Performance Confirmation Program

§ 60.140; General, requirements.

The proposed rule would have specified that the performance confirma-

tion program "ascertain" certain data. While achievement of that goal

would be desirable; it is more accurate to state that the program is to

"provide data which indicates, where practicable," whether conditions are
within assumed limits and systems are-functioning'as intended.

The proposed requirement that the confirmation program be implemented

so as not to "adversely affect" the natural and engineered barriers,

§ 60.140(d)(1), also needed to be qualified. The Commission's intention

was not to prohibit useful tests that would have trivial impacts upon the
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repository's performance; instead, it wishes to assure that significant

potentially adverse effects are taken into account in designing the per-

formance confirmation program. The paragraph has been modified

accordingly.

See also the amendment to § 60.74, which provides for the conduct of

the performance confirmation program.

S 60.141 Confirmation of geotechnical and design parameters.

Unchanged from proposed rule.

5 60.142 Design testing.

Unchanged from proposed rule.

§ 60.143 Monitoring and testing waste packages.

The ambiguous term "repository" has been replaced by the defined

terms 'geologic repository operations areas or "underground facility," as

appropriate. Other changes are editorial in nature.

Subpart G - Quality Assurance

§ 6u.150 Scope.

This section has been revised to correspond to the counterpart provi-

sion of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. Where the same term (here, "quality

assurance") is employed in related contexts, it is generally desirable

to use a common definition. For this reason, the Commission has declined

to substitute "reasonable assurance" for "adequate confidence" as the

measure of satisfactory performance.

§ 60.151 Applicability.

The final rule defines "important to safety" in a manner related to

the period of operations. Because quality assurance requirements must be
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applied with a view to long-term performance, Subpart G is also made

applicable to those elements of the geologic repository that must function

in a prescribed manner so as to satisfy the performance objectives for the

period after permanent closure. The proposed rule's reference to "events

that could cause an undue risk to the health and safety of the public"

has been deleted because of the inclusion of the more definite standards

that are referred to in the revised first sentence of the section.

Further, the Commission-has adopted a suggestion to revise the list

of activities'to which Subpart G pertains so as to correspond more closely

with the structure of the rule.

§ 60.152 Implementation.

Unchanged from proposed rule.

(S 60.153 Quality assurance for performance confirmation.]

This section of the proposed rule has been deleted because perform-

ance confirmation is now made subject, by § 60.151(b), to explicit

requirements for the conduct of performance confirmation.

Subpart H - Training and Certification of Personnel

Provisions for Training and Certification of Personnel are unchanged

in substance from the proposed rule. The rule has been clarified by

replacing the undefined term 'operations important to safety" with the

phrase 'operations of systems and components important to safety." Other

changes are merely editorial.

Subpart I - Emeraency Planning Criteria

Section 60.31(a) provides that one of the considerations bearing

upon the issuance of a construction authorization is whether DOE's
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emergency plan complies with the criteria contained in Subpart I. The

proposed technical criteria were silent with respect to Subpart I, and

the contents of that subpart here continue to be reserved.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Pursuant to Section 121(c) of the National Waste Policy Act of

1982, the promulgation of these criteria shall not require the prepara-

tion of an environmental impact statement under Section 102(2)(C) of the

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 or any environmental review

under subparagraph (E) or (F) of Section 102(2) of such Act.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT

This rule contains no new or amended recordkeeping, reporting, or

application requirement, or any other type of information collection

requirement, subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act (Pub. L. 96-Sl).

REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT CERTIFICATION

As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C.

605(b), the Commission certifies that this rule, if adopted, will not

have a significant economic impact upon a substantial number of small

entities. The only entity subject to regulation under this rule is the

U.S. Department of Energy.

LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 10 CFR PART 60

High-level waste, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Nuclear

materials, Penalty, Reporting requirements, Waste treatment and disposal.

ISSUANCE

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act

of 1974, as amended, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, and 5 U.S.C.

553, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is adopting the following

amendments to 10 CFR Part 60.
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10 CFR PART 60 - DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE

WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

1. The Table of Contents for Part 60 is revised to read as follows:

SUBPART A--GENERAL PROVISIONS

60.1 Purpose and scope.

60.2 Definitions.

60.3 License required.

60.4 Communications.

60.5 Interpretations.

60.6 Exemptions.

60.7 License not required for certain preliminary activities.

60.8 Reporting, recordkeeping, and application requirements;

OMB approval not required.

60.9 Employee protection.

SUBPART B--LICENSES

PREAPPLICATION REVIEW

60.10 Site characterization.

60.11 Site characterization report.
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LICENSE APPLICATIONS

60.21 Content of application.

60.22 Filing and distribution of application.

60.23 Elimination of repetition.

60.24 Updating of application and environmental report.

CONSTRUCTION AUTHORIZATION

60.31 Construction authorization.

60.32 Conditions of construction authorization.

60.33 Amendment of construction authorization.

LICENSE ISSUANCE AND AMENDMENT

60.41 Standards for issuance of a license.

60.42 Conditions of license.

60.43 License specifications.

60.44 Changes, tests, and experiments.

60.45 Amendment of license.

60.46 Particular activities requiring license amendment.

PERMANENT CLOSURE

60.51 License amendment for permanent closure.

60.52 Termination of license.
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SUBPART C--PARTICIPATION BY STATE GOVERNMENTS AND INDIAN TRIBES

60.61 -Site review.

60.62 Filing of proposals for State participation.

60.63 Approval of proposals.

60.64 Participation by Indian tribes.

60.65 Coordination.

SUBPART D--RECORDS, REPORTS, TESTS, AND INSPECTIONS

60.71 General recordkeeping and reporting requirements.

60.72 Construction records.

60.73 Reports of deficiencies.

60.74 Tests.

60.75 Inspections.

SUBPART E--TECHNICAL CRITERIA

60.101 Purpose and nature of findings.

60.102 Concepts.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

60.111 Performance of the geologic repository operations area through

permanent closure.

60.112 Overall system performance objective for the geologic repository

after permanent closure.

60.113 Performance of particular barriers after permanent closure.
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LAND OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL

60.121 Requirements for ownership and control of the geologic

repository operations area.

SITING CRITERIA

60.122 Siting criteria.

DESIGN CRITERIA

FOR THE GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY OPERATIONS AREA

60.130 Scope of design criteria for the geologic repository

operations area.

60.131 General design criteria for the geologic repository

operations area.

60.132 Additional design criteria for surface facilities in the

geologic repository operations area.

60. 133 Additional design criteria for the underground facility.

60.134 Design of seals for shafts and boreholes.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE WASTE PACKAGE

60.135 Criteria for the waste package and Its components.

PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION REQUIREMENTS

60.137 General requirements for performance confirmation.
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SUBPART F - PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION PROGRAM

60.140 General requirements.

60.141 Confirmation of geotechnical and design parameters.

60.142 Design testing.

60.143 Monitoring and testing waste packages.

-SUBPART G - QUALITY ASSURANCE

60.150 Scope.

60.151 Applicability.

60.152 Implementation.

SUBPART H - TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL

60.160 General requirements.

60.161 Training and certification program.

60.162 Physical requirements.

SUBPART I - EMERGENCY PLANNING CRITERIA

[RESERVED]

2. The authority citation for Part 60 is revised to read as follows:

Authority: Secs. 51, 53, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161, 182, 183, 68 Stat. 929,

930, 932, 933, 935, 948, 953, 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2071, 2073, 2092,

2093, 2095, 211, 2201, 2232, 2233); secs. 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1244, 1246

(42 U.S.C. 5842, 5846); sec. 14, Pub. L. 95-601, 92 Stat. 2591 (42 U.S.C.

2021a); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332); sec. 121,

Pub. L. 97-425,.96 Stat. 2228.
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For the purposes of .sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C.

2273), §§ 60.71-60.75 are issued under sec. 1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

3. Section 60.2 is revised to read as follows:

§ 60.2 Definitions.

As used in this part--

"Accessible environmenta" means (1) the atmosphere, (2) the land

surface, (3) surface water, (4) oceans, and (5) the portion of the

lithosphere that is outside the controlled area.

"Anticipated processes and events" means those natural processes

and events that are reasonably likely to occur during the period the

intended performance objective must be achieved. To the extent reasonable

in the light of the geologic record, it shall be assumed that those

processes operating in the geologic setting during the Quaternary Period

continue to operate but with the perturbations caused by the presence of

emplaced radioactive waste superimposed thereon.

"Barrier" means any material or structure that prevents or

substantially delays movement of water or radionuclides.

"Candidate areas means a geologic and hydrologic system within

which- a geologic repository may be located.

"Commencement of construction" means clearing of land, surface or

subsurface excavation, or other substantial action that would adversely

affect the environment of a site, but does not include changes desirable

for the temporary use of the land for public recreational uses, site

characterization activities, other preconstruction monitoring and

investigation necessary to establish background information related to

the suitability of a site or to the protection of environmental values,
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or procurement or manufacture of components of the geologic repository

operations area. -

"Commission" means the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or Its duly

authorized representatives.

"Containment" .means the confinement of radioactive waste within a

designated boundary.

"Controlled area" means a surface location, to be marked by suitable

monuments, extending horizontally no more than 10 kilometers in any

direction from the underground facility, and the-underlying subsurface,

which area has been committed to use as a geologic repository and from

which incompatible activities would be restricted following permanent

closure.

"Director" means the Director of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.

"Disposal" means the isolation of radioactive wastes from the

accessible environment.-

"Disturbed zone" means that portion of the controlled area the

physical or chemical properties of which have changed as a result of

underground facility construction or as a result of heat generated by

the emplaced radioactive wastes such that the resultant change of

properties may have a significant effect on the performance of the

geologic repository.

"DOE" means the U.S. Department of Energy or its duly authorized

representatives.

"Engineered barrier system" means the waste packages and the under-

ground facility.
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"Geologic repository" means a system for the disposal of radioactive

wastes in excavated geologic media. A geologic repository includes (1) the

geologic repository operations area, and (2) the portion of the geologic

setting that provides isolation of the radioactive waste.

"Geologic repository operations area" means a high-level radioactive

waste facility that is part of a geologic repository, including both

surface and subsurface areas, where waste handling activities are

conducted.

"Geologic setting" means the geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical

systems of the region in which a geologic repository operations area is

or may be located.

"High-level radioactive waste" or "HLW" means (1) irradiated reactor

fuel, (2) liquid wastes resulting from the operation of the first cycle

solvent extraction system, or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes

from subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent, in a facility for

reprocessing irradiated reactor fuel, and (3) solids into which such

liquid wastes have been converted.

NHLW facility" means a facility subject to the licensing and related

regulatory authority of the Commission pursuant to Sections 202(3) and

202(4) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (88 Stat 1244).1

'These are DOE "facilities used primarily for the receipt and storage of
high-level radioactive wastes resulting from activities licensed under
such Act [the Atomic Energy Act]" and "Retrievable Surface Storage
Facilities and other facilities authorized for the express purpose of
subsequent long-term storage of high-level radioactive wastes generated
by [DOE], which are not used for, or are part of, research and development
activities. "
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"Host rock".meansi the geologic medium in which the waste is emplaced.

"Important to safety,".with reference to structures, systems, and

components means those engineered structures, systems, and components

.essential to the prevention or mitigation of an accident that could

result in a-radiation dose-to the whole body, or any organ, of 0.5 rem'

or greater at or beyond the nearest boundary of the unrestricted area at

any time until the completion of permanent closure.

"Indian tribe" means an Indian tribe as defined in the Indian Self-

Determination and Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638).

"Isolation" means inhibiting the transport of radioactive material

so that amounts and concentrations of this material entering the

accessible environment will be kept within prescribed limits.

NPermanent closure" means final backfilling of the underground

facility and the sealing of shafts and boreholes.

"Performance confirmation" means the program.of tests, experiments,

and analyses which is conducted to evaluate the accuracy and adequacy

of the Information. used to determine with reasonable assurance that the

performance objectives for the period after permanent closure will be met.

uPublic Document Room' means the place. at 1717 H Street N.W.,

Washington, D.C., at which records of the Commission will ordinarily be

made available for~public Inspection and any other place, the location

of which has been published in the Federal Register, at which public

records of the Commission pertaining to a particular geologic repository

are made available for public inspection.

"Radioactive waste" or 'waste" means HLW and any other radioactive

materials other than HLW that are received for emplacement in a geologic

repository.
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"Restricted area" means any area access to which is controlled by

the licensee for purposes of protection of Individuals from exposure to

radiation and radioactive materials. "Restricted area" shall not include

any areas used as residential quarters, although a separate room or rooms

in a residential building may be set apart as a restricted area.

"Retrieval" means the act of intentionally removing radioactive.waste

from the underground location at which the waste had been previously

emplaced for disposal.

"Saturated zone" means that part of the earth's crust beneath the

deepest water table in which all voids, large and small, are ideally

filled with water under pressure greater than atmospheric.

"Site" means the location of the controlled area.

"Site characterization" means the program of exploration and

research, both in the laboratory and in the field, undertaken to estab-

lish the geologic conditions and the ranges of those parameters of a

particular site relevant to the procedures under this part. Site

characterization includes borings, surface excavations, excavation of

exploratory shafts, limited subsurface lateral excavations and borings,

and in situ testing at depth needed to determine the suitability of the

site for a geologic repository, but does not include preliminary borings

and geophysical testing needed to decide whether site characterization

should be undertaken.

UTribal organization" means a tribal organization as defined in the

Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638).

"Unanticipated processes and events" means those processes and events

affecting the geologic setting that are judged not to be reasonably likely

to occur during the period the intended performance objective must be
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achieved, but which ate nevertheless sufficie tly credible to warrant

consideration. Unanticipated processes and events may be either natural

processes or events or processes and events initiated by human activities

other than those activities licensed under this part. Processes and

events initiated by human activities may only be found to be sufficiently

credible to warrant consideration if it is assumed'that: (1) the monu-

ments provided for by this part are sufficiently permanent to serve their

intended purpose; (2) the value to future generations of potential

resources within the site can be assessed adequately under the applicable

provisions of this part; (3) an understanding of the nature of radioac-

tivity, and an appreciation of its hazards, have been.retained in some

functioning institutions; (4) institutions are able to assess risk and

to take remedial action at a level of social organization and technologi-

cal competence equivalent to, or superior to, that which was applied in

initiating the processes or events concerned; and (5) relevant records

are preserved, and remain accessible, foir several hundred years after

permanent closure.. -

'Underground facility" means the underground structure, including

openings and.backfill materials, but excluding shafts, boreholes, and

their seals.

"Unrestricted area" means any area, access to which is not controlled

by the licensee for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure

to radiation and radioactive'materials, and any area used for residential

quarters.

"Waste form" means the radioactive waste materials and any

encapsulating or stabilizing matrix.
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"Waste package" means the waste form and any containers, shielding,

packing and other absorbent materials immediately surrounding an individual

waste container.

"Water table" means that surface in a groundwater body at which

the water pressure is atmospheric.

4. Section 60.10 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) and (d) to

read as follows:

§ 60.10 Site characterization.

(a) Prior to submittal of an application for a license to be issued

under this part DOE shall conduct a program of site characterization with

respect to the site to be described in such application.

(b) Unless the Commission determines with respect to the site

described in the application that it is not necessary, site characteriza-

tion shall include a program of in situ exploration and testing at the

depths that wastes would be emplaced.

(c) As provided in § 51.40 of this chapter, DOE is also required

to conduct a program of site characterization, including in situ testing

at depth, with respect to alternative sites.

(d) The program of site characterization shall be conducted In

accordance with the following:

(1) Investigations to obtain the required information shall be

conducted in such a manner as to limit adverse effects on the long-term

performance of the geologic repository to the extent practical.

(2) The number of exploratory boreholes and shafts shall be limited

to the extent practical consistent with obtaining the information needed

for site characterization.
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(3) To the extent practical, exploratory. boreholes and shafts

in the geologic repository operations area shall be located where shafts

are planned for underground facility construction and operation or where

large unexcavated pillars are planned.

(4) Subsurface exploratory drilling, excavation, and in situ

testing before and during construction shall be planned and coordinated

with geologic repository operations area design and construction.

5. Section 60.11 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) and (b)

to read as follows:,

§ 60.11 Site characterization report.

(a) As early as possible after commencement of planning for a

particular geologic repository operations area, and prior to site

characterization, DOE shall submit to the Director a Site Characteriza-

tion Report. The report shall include2 (1) a description of the site

to be characterized; (2) the criteria used to arrive at the candidate

area; (3) the method by which the site was selected for site characteri-

zation; (4) identification and locaticn of-alternative media and sites

at which DOE intends to conduct site characterization and for Wae>h DOE

anticipates submitting subsequent Site Characterization Reports; (5) .a

description of the decision process by which the site was selected for

characterization, including the. means used to obtain public, Indian

tribal and State views during selection; (6) a description of the site

characterization program including (i) the extent of planned excavation

"To the extent that the information indicated in items 2 through 5 appears
in an Environmental Impact Statement prepared by DOE for site character-
ization at the named site, it may be incorporated into DOE's Site
Characterization Report by reference.
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and plans for in situ testing, (ii) a conceptual design of a geologic

repository operations area appropriate to the named site in sufficient

detail to allow assessment of the site characterization program, with

respect to investigation activities which address the ability of the site

to host a geologic repository and isolate radioactive waste, or which

may affect such ability, and (iii) provisions to control any adverse,

safety-related effects from site characterization, including appropriate

quality assurance programs; (7) a description of the quality assurance

program to be applied to data collection; and (8) any issues related to

site selection, alternative candidate areas, or other sites, or design

of the geologic repository operations area which the DOE wishes the

Commission to review. Also included shall be a description of the

research and development activities being conducted by DOE which deal

with the waste form and packaging which may be considered appropriate

for the site to be characterized, including research planned or underway

to evaluate the performance of such waste forms and packaging.

* * * .* %

6. Section 60.21 is amended by revising paragraphs (c)(1), (c)(3),

(c)(4), (c)(8), (c)(9), (c)(11), (c)(13), (c)(14), and (c)(15) to reed

as follows:

S 60.21 Content of application.

* * * * *

(c) The Safety Analysis Report shall include:

(1) A description and assessment of the site at which the proposed

geologic repository operations area is to be located with appropriate

attention to those features of the site that might affect geologic
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repository operations area design and performance. The description of

the site shall identify the location of the geologic repository opera-

tions area with respect to the boundary of the accessible'environment.

(i) The description of the site shall also include the following

information regarding subsurface conditions. This description shall, in

all cases, include such information with respect to the controlled area.

In addition, where subsurface conditions outside the controlled area may

affect isolation within the controlled area, the description shall include

such information with respect to subsurface conditions outside the

controlled area to the extent such information is relevant and material.

The detailed information referred to in this paragraph shall include--

(A) The orientation, distribution, aperture in-filling'and origin

of fractures, discontinuities,' and heterogeneities;

(B) The presence and characteristics of other potential pathways

such as solution features, breccia pipes, or other potentially permeable

features;

(C) The geomechanical properties and conditions, including pore

pressure and ambient stress conditions;-

' '(D) The hydrogeologic'properties and conditions;

CE)- The geochemical properties; and

(F) The anticipated response of the geomechanical, hydrogeologic,

and geochemical systems to -the maximum design thermal loading, given the

pattern of fractures and other discontinuities -and the heat transfer

properties of the rock mass and'groundwater.

(ii) The assessment shall contain---

(A) An analysis of the geology, geophysics, hydrogeology,

geochemistry, climatology, and meteorology of the site,
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(B) Analyses to determine the degree to which each of the favorable

and potentially adverse conditions, if present, has been characterized,

and the extent to which it contributes to or detracts from isolation. For

the purpose of determining the presence of the potentially adverse condi-

tions, investigations shall extend from the surface to a depth sufficient

to determine critical pathways for radionuclide migration from the under-

ground facility to the accessible environment. Potentially adverse

conditions shall be investigated outside of the controlled area if they

affect isolation within the controlled area.

(C) An evaluation of the performance of the proposed geologic

repository for the period after permanent closure, assuming anticipated

processes and events, giving the rates and quantities of releases-of

radionuclides to the accessible environment as a function of time; and a

similar evaluation which assumes the occurrence of unanticipated processes

and events.

(D) The effectiveness of engineered and natural barriers, including

barriers that may not be themselves a part of the geologic repository

operations area, against the release of radioactive material to the

environment. The analysis shall also include a comparative evaluation

of alternatives to the major design features that are important to waste

isolation, with particular attention to the alternatives that would

provide longer radionuclide containment and isolation.

(E) An analysis of the performance of the major design structures,

systems, and components, both surface and subsurface, to identify those

that are important to safety. For the purposes of this analysis, it

shall be assumed that operations at the geologic repository operations
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area will-be carried out at the maximum capacity and rate of receipt of

radioactive waste stated in the application.

(F) An explanation of measures used to support the models used to

perform the assessments required in paragraphs (A) through (D). Analyses.

and models that will be used to predict future conditions and changes in

the geologic setting shall be supported by using an appropriate'combina-

tion of such methods as field tests, in situ tests, laboratory tests

which are representative of field conditions, monitoring data, and

natural analog studies.

(3) A description and analysis of the design and performance

requirements for structures, systems, and-components of the geologic

repository which are important to safety. This analysis shall consider--

(i) the margins of safety under normal conditions and under conditions

that may result from anticipated operational occurrences, including

those of natural origin; and (ii) the adequacy of structures, systems,

and components provided for the prevention of accidents and mitigation

of the consequences of accidents, including those caused by natural

phenomena.

(4) A description of the quality, assurance program to be applied

to the structures, systems', and components important to safety and to

the engineered and natural barriers important to waste isolation.

* - , * .t . f. *

(8) A description of the controls that the applicant will apply to

restrict-access and to regulate land use at the site and adjacent areas,

including a conceptual design of monuments which would be used to identify

the controlled area after permanent closure.
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(9) Plans for coping with radiological emergencies at any time prior

to permanent closure and decontamination or dismantlement of surface

facilities.

* * .* * x

(11) A description of design considerations that are intended to

facilitate permanent closure and decontamination or dismantlement of

surface facilities.

* * * * . *

(13) An identification and evaluation of the natural resources of

the geologic setting, including estimates as to undiscovered deposits,

the exploitation of which could affect the ability of the geologic

repository to isolate radioactive wastes. Undiscovered deposits of

resources characteristic of the area shall be estimated by reasonable

inference based on geological and geophysical evidence. This evaluation

of resources, including undiscovered deposits, shall be conducted for

the site and for areas of similar size that are representative of and

are within the geologic setting. For natural resources with current

markets the resources shall be assessed, with estimates provided of both

gross and net value. The estimate of net value shall take into account

current development, extraction and marketing costs. For natural

resources without current markets, but which would be marketable given

credible projected changes in economic or technological factors, the

resources shall be described by physical factors such as tonnage or

other amount, grade, and quality.

(14) An identification of those structures, systems, and components

of the geologic repository, both surface and subsurface, which require

research and development to confirm the adequacy of design. For
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structures, systems,.and components important to safety and for the

engineered and natural barriers important to waste isolation, DOE shall

provide a detailed description of the programs-designed to resolve fsafety

questions, including a schedule indicating when these questions would be

resolved.

,(15) The following information concerning activities at the geologic

repository operations area:-

(i) The organizational structure of DOE as it pertains to construc-

tion and operation of the geologic repository operations area including

a description of any delegations of authority and assignments of respon-

sibilities, whether in the form of regulations, administrative-directives,

contract provisions, or otherwise.

(ii) The quality assurance organization to be used to ensure safety.

(iii)* .- .

(vii) Plans for.permanent closure and plans for the decontamination

or dismantlement of surface facilities.

(viii) Plans for any uses of the geologic repository- operations area

for purposes other than disposal of radioactive wastes, with an analysis

of the effects, if any, that such uses may have upon the operation of

the structures, systems, and components important to safety and the

engineered and natural barriers important to waste isolation.

7. Section 60.22 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) and (d) to

read as follows:
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5 60.22 Filing and distribution of application.

(a) An application for a license to receive and possess source,

special nuclear, or byproduct material at a geologic repository opera-

tions area at a site which has been characterized, and an accompanying

environmental report, and any amendments thereto, shall be filed in

triplicate with the Director and shall be signed by the Secretary of

'Energy or the Secretary's authorized representative.

* * * *

(d) At the time of filing of an application and environmental report,

and any amendments thereto, one copy shall be made available in an appro-

priate location near the proposed geologic repository operations area

(which shall be a public document room, if one has been established) for

inspection by the public and updated as amendments to the application or

environmental report are made. An updated copy shall be produced at

any public hearing on the application for use by any parties to the

proceedings.

* * * * *

8. Section 60.31 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) (1) and

(a) (2) to read as follows:

§ 60.31 Construction authorization.

* * * -* *

(a) Safety. That there is reasonable assurance that the types and

amounts of radioactive materials described in the application can be

received, possessed, and disposed of in a geologic repository operations

area of the design proposed without unreasonable risk to the health and
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safety of the public. In arriving at this determination, the Commission

shall consider whether:

(1) DOE has described the proposed 'geologic repository including

but not limited to (i) the geologic, geophysical, geochemical and

hydrologic characteristics of the site; (ii) the kinds and quantities

of'radioactive waste to be received, possessed, stored, and disposed of

in the geologic repository operations area; (iii) the principal archi-

tectural and engineering criteria for the design of the geologic

repository operations area; (iv) construction procedures which may affect

the capability of the geologic repository to serve its intended function;

and '(v) features or components incorporated in the design for the

protection of the health and safety of the public.

(2) The site and design comply with the performance objectives and

criteria contained in Subpart E of this part.

v * * ft ft - -

9. Section 60.32 is amended by revising paragraphs (b) and (c) to

read as follows:

S 60.32 Conditions of construction authorization.

(a)

(b) The Commission will incorporate in the construction authoriza-

tion provisions requiring DOE to furnish periodic or special reports

regarding: (1) progress of construction, (2) any data about the site

obtained during construction which are not within the predicted limits

upon which the facility design was based, (3) any deficiencies in design

and construction which, if uncorrected, could adversely affect safety
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at any future time, and (4) results of research and development programs

being conducted to resolve safety questions.

(c) The construction authorization will include restrictions on

subsequent changes to the features of the geologic repository and the

procedures authorized. The restrictions that may be imposed under this

paragraph can include measures to prevent adverse effects on the

geologic setting as well as measures related to the design and construc-

tion of the geologic repository operations area. These restrictions will

fall into three categories of descending importance to public health and

safety as follows: (1) those features and procedures which may not be

changed without (i) 60 days prior notice to the Commission, (ii) 30 days

notice of opportunity for a prior hearing, and (111) prior Commission

approval; (2) those features and procedures which may not be changed

without (i) 60 days prior notice to the Commission, and (if) prior

Commission approval; and (3) those features and procedures which may not

be changed without 60 days prior notice to the Commission. Features and

procedures falling in paragraph (c)(3) of this section may not be changed

without prior Commission approval if the Commission, after having received

the required notice, so orders.

** *

10. Section 60.43 is amended by revising paragraphs (b)(3) and

(b)(5) to read as follows:

§ 60.43 License specifications.

(a) * * * *

(b) License conditions shall include items in the following

categories--
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(1) * - i , A

(3) Restrictions as to the amount of waste permitted per unit

volume of storage space considering the physical characteristics of. both

the waste and the host rock.

(4) *x

(5) Controls to be applied to restricted access and to avoid

disturbance to the controlled area and to areas outside the controlled

area where conditions may affect isolation within the controlled area.

* * A * A

11. Section 60.46 is amended by revising paragraphs (a)(3) and

(a)(6) and adding (a)(7) to read as follows:

§ 60.46 Particular activities requiring license amendment.

(a) Unless expressly authorized in the license, an amendment of

the license shall be required with respect to any of the following

activities--

(1) A

(3) Removal or reduction of controls.applied to restrict access to

or avoid disturbance of the controlled area and to areas outside the

-controlled area where conditions may affect isolation within the controlled

area.-

(4) * -

(6) Permanent-closure.

(7) Any other activity involving an unreviewed safety question.

12. Section 60.51 is amended by changing the undesignated center

heading immediately preceding the section from DECOMMISSIONING to
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PERMANENT CLOSURE and by revising paragraphs (a)(1), (2), (4), (5) and

(6), and paragraph (b).

5 60.51 License amendment for permanent closure.

(a) DOE shall submit an application to amend the license prior to

permanent closure. The application shall consist of an update of the

license application and environmental report submitted under 5§60.21 and

60.22, Including:

(1) A description of the program for post-permanent closure

monitoring of the geologic repository.

(2) A detailed description of the measures to be employed--such as

land use controls, construction of monuments, and preservation of

records--to regulate or prevent activities that could impair the long-

term isolation of emplaced waste within the geologic repository and to

assure that relevant information will be preserved for the use of future

generations. As a minimum, such measures shall include--

(i) Identification of the controlled area and geologic repository

operations area by monuments that have been designed, fabricated, and

emplaced to be as permanent as is practicable; and

(Ii) Placement of records in the archives and land record systems

of local State, and Federal government agencies, and archives elsewhere

in the world, that would be likely to be consulted by potential human

intruders -- such records to identify the location of the geologic

repository operations area, including the underground facility, boreholes

and shafts, and the boundaries of the controlled area, and the nature and

hazard of the waste.

(3) * *
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(4) The results-of tests, experiments, ind any other analyses

relating to backfill of excavated areas, shaft sealing, waste interaction

with the host rock, and any other tests, experiments, or analyses

pertinent to the long-term isolation of emplaced wastes within the

geologic repository.

(5) Any substantial revision of plans for permanent closure.

(6) Other information bearing upon permanent closure that was not

available at the time a license was issued.

(b) DOE shall update its environmental report in a timely manner

so as to permit the Commission to review, prior to Issuance of an

amendment, substantial changes in the permanent closure activities pro-

posed to be carried out or significant new information regarding the

environmental impacts of such permanent closure.

13. Section 60.52 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) and (c)(2)

to read as follows:

§ 60.52 Termination of license.

(a) Following permanent closure and the decontamination or

dismantlement of surface facilities, DOE may apply for an amendment to

terminate the license.

.* * * * *c

(c) A license shall be terminated only when the Commission finds

with respect to the geologic repository--

(1) * * *-,

(2) That the final state of the geologic repository operations area

conforms to DOE's plans for permanent closure and'DOE's plans for the
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decontamination or dismantlement of surface facilities, as amended and

approved as part of the license.

A * * * *

14. Subpart D is revised to read as follows:

SUBPART D--RECORDS, REPORTS, TESTS, AND INSPECTIONS

S 60.71 General recordkeeping and reporting requirements.

(a). DOE shall maintain such records and make such reports in

connection with the licensed activity as may be required by the condi-

tions of the license or by rules, regulations, and orders of the

Commission as authorized by the Atomic Energy Act and the Energy

Reorganization Act.

(b) Records of the receipt, handling, and disposition of

radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area shall contain

sufficient information to provide a complete history of the movement of

the waste from the shipper through all phases of storage and disposal.

§ 60.72 Construction records.

(a) DOE shall maintain records of construction of the geologic

repository operations area.

(b) The records required under paragraph (a) shall include at least

the following --

(1) Surveys of the underground facility excavations, shafts, and

boreholes referenced to readily identifiable surface features or monuments;

(2) A description of the materials encountered;

(3) Geologic maps and geologic cross sections;

(4) Locations and amount of seepage;
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(5) Details of equipment, methods, progress, and sequence of work;

(6) Construction problems;

(7) Anomalous conditions encountered;

(8) Instrument locations, readings, and analysis;

(9) Location and description of structural support systems;

(10) Location and description of dewatering systems; and

(11) Details, methods of emplacement, and location of seals used.

§ 60.73 Reports~of deficiencies.

DOE shall promptly notify the Commission of each deficiency

found in the characteristics of the site, and design and construction of

the geologic repository operations area which, were it to remain

uncorrected, could (a) be a substantial safety hazard, (b) represent a

significant deviation from the design criteria and design bases stated

in the application, or (c) represent a deviation from the conditions

stated In the -terms of a construction authorization or the license,

including license specifications. The notification shall be in the form

of a written report, copies of which shall be sent to the Director and

to the appropriate Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regional Office listed

in Appendix 0 of Part 20 of this chapter.

§ 60.74 Tests.

(a) DOE shall perform, or permit the Commission to perform, such

tests as the Commission deems appropriate or necessary for the admin-

istration of the regulations in this part. These may 'include tests of

(1) radioactive waste, (2) the geologic repository including its struc-

tures, systems, and components, (3) radiation detection and monitoring
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instruments, and (4) other equipment and devices used in connection with

the receipt, handling, or storage of -ndioactive waste.

(b) The tests required under this section shall include a perform-

ance confirmation program carried out in accordance with Subpart F of

this part.

§ 60.75 Inspections.

(a) DOE shall allow the Commission to inspect the premises of the

geologic repository operations area and adjacent areas to which DOE has

rights of access.

(b) DOE shall make available to the Commission for inspection, upon

reasonable notice, records kept by DOE pertaining to activities under

this part.

(c)(1) DOE shall upon request by the Director, Office of Inspection

and Enforcement, provide rent-free office space for the exclusive use of

the Commission inspection personnel. Heat, air-conditioning, light, elec-

trical outlets and janitorial services shall be furnished by DOE. The

office shall be convenient to and have full access to the facility and

shall provide the inspector both visual and acoustic privacy.

(2) The space provided shall be adequate to accommodate a full-time

inspector, a part-time secretary and transient NRC personnel and will be

generally commensurate with other office facilities at the geologic

repository operations area. A space of 250 square feet either within

the geologic repository operations area's office complex or in an office

trailer or other onsite space at the geologic repository operations area

is suggested as a guide. For locations at-which activities are carried out

under licenses issued under other parts of this chapter, additional space
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may be requested to accomodate additional full-time inspectors. The

office space that is provided shall be subject'to the approval of the

Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement. All furniture, supplies

and'communication equipment will be furnished bythe Commission.

(3)- DOE shall afford any NRC resident inspector assigned to that

-location, or other NRC inspectors identified by-the Regional Administrator

as likely toinspect the facility, immediate unfettered access, equivalent

to access provided regular employees, following proper identification

and compliance'with applicable access control measures for-security,.

radiological protection and personal safety.

15. Subparts E, F, G, H, and I are added to read as follows:

SUBPART E - TECHNICAL CRITERIA

§ 60.101 Purpose and nature of findings.

(ai(1) Subpart B of this part prescribes the standards for issuance

of a license to receive and possess source, special nuclear, or byproduct

material at a geologic repository operations area. In particular,

§ 60.41(c) requires a finding that the issuance of a license will not con-

stitute an unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the put c. The

purpose of this subpart is to set out performance objectives and site and

design criteria which, if satisfied, will support such a finding of no

unreasonable risk.

(2) While these performance objectives and criteria are generally

stated in unqualified terms, it is not expected that complete assurance

that they will be met can be presented. A reasonable assurance, on the

basis of the record before the Commission, that the objectives and

criteria will begmet is the general standard that is required. For
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§ 60.112, and other portions of this subpart that impose objectives and

criteria for repository performance over long times into the future,

there will inevitably be greater uncertainties. Proof of the future

performance of engineered barrier systems and the geologic setting over

time periods of many hundreds or many thousands of years is not to be had

in the ordinary sense of the word. For such long-term objectives and

criteria, what is required is reasonable assurance, making allowance for

the time period, hazards, and uncertainties involved, that the outcome

will be in conformance with thosewobjectives and criteria. Demonstration

of compliance with such objectives and criteria will involve the use of

data from. accelerated tests and predictive models that are supported by

such measures as field and laboratory tests, monitoring data and natural

analog studies.

(b) Subpart B of this part also lists findings that must be made

in support of an authorization to construct a geologic repository opera-

tions area. In particular, 5 60.31(a) requires a finding that there is

reasonable assurance that the types and amounts of radioactive materials

described in the application can be received, possessed, and disposed of

in a geologic repository operations area of the designp roposed without

unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public. As stated in

that paragraph, in arriving at this determination, the Commission will

consider whether the site and design comply with the criteria contained

in this subpart. Once again, while the criteria may be written in

unqualified terms, the demonstration of compliance may take uncertainties

and gaps in knowledge into account, provided that the Commission can

make the specified finding of reasonable assurance as specified in

paragraph (a) of this section.
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§ 60.102 Concepts.

This section provides a functional overview of Subpart E. In the

event of-any inconsistency with definitions found in § 60.2, those"

definitions shall prevail.

(a) The HLW facility.

NRC exercises licensing and related regulatory authority over those

facilities described in section 202(3) and (4) of the Energy Reorganiza-

tion Act of 1974. Any of these facilities is designated a-HLW facility.

(b) The geologic repository operations area.

-(1) 'This part deals with the exercise of authority with respect to

a particular class of HLW facility--namely a geologic repository

* operations area.

(2) A geologic repository operations area consists of those surface

and subsurface areas that are part of a geologic repository where radio-

active waste handling activities are conducted. The underground structure,

including openings and backfill materials, but excluding shafts, boreholes,

and their seals, is designated the underground facility.

(3) The exercise of Commission authority requires that the geologic

repository operations area be used for storage (which includes disposal)

of high-level radioactive wastes (HLW).

(4) HLW includes irradiated reactor fuel as well as reprocessing

wastes. However, ifWDOE proposes to use the geologic repository opera-

tions area for storage of radioactive waste other than HLW, the storage

of this radioactive waste is subject to the requirements of this part.
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(c) Areas related to isolation.

Although the activities subject to regulation under this part are

those to be carried out at the geologic repository operations area, the

licensing process also considers characteristics of adjacent areas that

are defined in other ways. There is to be an area surrounding the under-

ground facility referred to above, which is designated the controlled area,

within which DOE is to exercise specified controls to prevent adverse

human actions following permanent closure. The location of the controlled

area is the site. The accessible environment is the atmosphere, land

surface, surface water, oceans, and the portion of the lithosphere that

is outside the controlled area. There is an area, designated the geologic

setting, which includes the geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical systems

of the region in which a geologic repository operations area is or may be

located. The geologic repository operations area plus the portion of the

geologic setting that provides isolation of the radioactive waste make up

the geologic repository.

(d) Stages in the licensing process.

There are several stages in the licensing process. The site

characterization stage, though begun before submission of a license

application, may result in consequences requiring evaluation in the

license review. The construction stage would follow, after issuance of

a construction authorization. A period of operations follows the issuance

of a license by the Commission. The period of operations includes the

time during which emplacement of wastes occurs; any subsequent period

before permanent closure during which the emplaced wastes are retrievable;

and permanent closure, which includes sealing of shafts. Permanent
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closure represents'the end of active human intervention with respect to

the engineered barrier system.

(e) Isolation of waste.

During the first several hundred years following permanent closure

of ageologic repository, when radiation and thermal levels are high and

the uncertainties in assessing repository performance are large, special

emphasis is placed upon the ability to contain the wastes by waste

packages within an engineered barrier system. This is known as the

containment period. The engineered barrier.'system includes the waste

packages and the underground facility. A waste package is composed of

the waste form and any containers, shielding, packing, and absorbent

materials immediately surrounding an individual'waste container. The

underground facility means the underground structure, including openings

and backfill materials, but excluding, shafts, boreholes, and their seals.

Following the containment period special emphasis is'placed upon

the ability to achieve isolation of the wastes by virtue of the character-

istics of the geologic repository. The engineered barrier system works

to control the release of radioactive material to the geologic setting

and the geologic setting works to control the release of radioactive

material to the accessible environment. Isolation means inhibiting the

transport of radioactive material so that amounts and concentrations of

the materials entering the-accessible environment will be kept within

prescribed limits. ..
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

§ 60.111 Performance of the geologic repository operations area

through permanent closure.

(a) Protection against radiation exposures and releases of.

radioactive material. The geologic repository operations area shall be

designed so that until permanent closure has been completed, radiation

exposures and radiation levels, and releases of radioactive materials to

unrestricted areas, will at all times be maintained within the limits

specified in Part 20 of this chapter and such generally applicable

environmental standards for radioactivity as may have been established

by the Environmental Protection Agency.

(b) Retrievability of waste.

(1) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to

preserve the option of waste retrieval throughout the period during which

wastes are being emplaced and, thereafter, until the completion of a

performance confirmation program and Commission review of the information

obtained from such a program. To satisfy this objective, the geologic

repository operations area shall be designed so that any or all of the

emplaced waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule starting at

any time up to 50 years after waste emplacement operations are initiated,

unless a different time period is approved or specified by the Commission.

This different time period may be established on a case-by-case basis

consistent with the emplacement schedule and the planned performance

confirmation program.

(2) This requirement shall not preclude decisions by the Commission

to allow backfilling part or all of, or permanent closure of, the geologic
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repository operations'area prior to the end of the period of design for

retrievability.

(3) For purposes of this paragraph, a reasonable schedule for.

retrieval is one that would permit retrieval in about the same time as

that devoted to construction of the geologic repository operations area

and the emplacement of wastes.

§ 60.112 Overall system performance objective for the geologic

repository after permanent closure.

The geologic setting shall be selected and the engineered barrier

system and the shafts, boreholes and their seals shall be designed to

assure that releases of radioactive materials to the accessible environ-

ment following permanent closure conform to such generally applicable

environmental standards for radioactivity as may have been established

by the Environmental Protection Agency with respect to both anticipated

processes and events and unanticipated processes and events.

-§ 60.113 Performance of particular barriers after permanent closure.

(a) General provisions.

(1) Engineered barrier system.

(I) The engineered barrier system shall be designed so that assuming

anticipated processes and events (A) containment of hLW will be substan-

tially complete during the period when radiation and thermal conditions

in the engineered barrier system are dominated by fission product decay;

and (B) any release of radionuclides from the engineered barrier system

'shall be a gradual process which results in small fractional releases

to the geologic setting over long times. For disposal in the saturated

zone, both the partial and complete filling with groundwater of available
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void spaces in the underground facility shall be appropriately considered

and analysed among the anticipated processes and events in designing the

engineered barrier system.

(11) In satisfying the preceding requirement, the engineered barrier

system shall be designed, assuming anticipated processes and events, so

that:

(A) Containment of HLW within the waste packages will be substan-

tially complete for a period to be determined by the Commission taking

into account the factors specified in subsection 60.113(b) provided, that

such period shall be not less than 300 years nor more than 1,000 years

after permanent closure of the geologic repository; and

(B) The release rate of any radionuclide from the engineered barrier

system following the containment period shall not exceed one part in

100,000 per year of the inventory of that radionuclide calculated to be

present at 1,000 years following permanent closure, or such other fraction

of the inventory as may be approved or specified by the Commission;

provided, that this requirement does not apply to any radionuclide which

is released at a rate less than 0.1% of the calculated total release

rate limit. The calculated total release rate limit shall be taken to

be one part in 100,000 per year of the inventory of radioactive waste,

originally emplaced in the underground facility, that remains after

1,000 years of radioactive decay.

(2) Geologic setting. The geologic repository shall be located so

that pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time along the fastest path

of likely radionuclide travel from the disturbed zone to the accessible

environment shall be at least 1,000 years or such other travel time as

may be approved or specified by the Commission.
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(b) On a case-by-case basis, the Commission may approve or specify

some other radionuclide release rate, designed containment period or

pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time, provided that the overall

system performance objective, as it relates to anticipated processes and

events, is satisfied. Among the factors that the Commission may take

into account are--

(1) Any generally applicable environmental standard for radio-

activity established by the Environmental Protection Agency;

(2) The age and nature of the waste, and the.design of the

underground facility, particularly as these factors bear upon the time

during which the thermal pulse is dominated by the decay heat from the

the fission products;

(3) The geochemical characteristics of the host rock, surrounding

strata and groundwater; and

. (4) Particular sources of uncertainty in predicting the performance

of the geologic repository.

(c) Additional requirements may be found to be necessary to satisf,

the overall system performance objective as it relates to unanticipated

processes and events.

a

V

LAND OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL

§ 60.121 Requirements for ownership and control of interests in land.
(a) Ownership of land.

(x) Both the geologic repository operations area and the controlled

area shall be located In and on lands that are either acquired lands under

the jurisdiction and control of.DOE, or lands permanently withdrawn and

reserved for its use.
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(2) These lands shall be held free and clear of all encumbrances,

if significant, such as: (i) rights arising under the general mining

laws; (ii) easements for right-of-way; and (i11) all other rights

arising under lease, rights of entry, deed, patent, mortgage,

appropriation, prescription, or otherwise.

(b) Additional controls.

Appropriate controls shall be established outside of the controlled

area. DOE shall exercise any Jurisdiction and control over surface and

subsurface estates necessary to prevent adverse human actions that could

significantly reduce the geologic repository's ability to achieve

isolation. The rights of DOE may take the form of appropriate possessory

interests, servitudes, or withdrawals from location or patent under the

general mining laws.

(c) Water rights.

(1) DOE shall also have obtained such water rights as may be needed

to accomplish the purpose of the geologic repository operations area.

(2)- Water rights are included in the additional controls to be

established under paragraph (b) of this section.

SITING CRITERIA

5 60.122 Siting criteria.

(a)(1) A geologic setting shall exhibit an appropriate combination

of the conditions specified In paragraph (b) so that, together with the

engineered barrier system, the favorable conditions present are sufficient

to provide reasonable assurance that the performance objectives-relating

to isolation of the waste will be met.
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(2) If any of.the potentially adverse conditions specified in para-

graph (c) of this section is present, it may compromise the ability of

the geologic repository to meet the performance objectives relating to

isolation of the waste. In order to show that a potentially' adverse

condition does not so compromise the performance of the geologic

repository the following must be demonstrated:

(I) The potentially adverse human activity or natural condition has

been adequately investigated, including the extent to which the condition

may be present and.still be undetected taking into account the degree of

resolution achieved by the investigations; and

(ii)- The effect of the potentially adverse human activity or natural

condition on the site hasbeen adequately evaluated using analyses which

are sensitive to the potentially adverse human activity or.natural

condition and assumptions whichare not likely to underestimate Its

effect; and

(iii)(A) The potentially adverse humanactivity or natural condition

is shown by analysis pursuant to paragraph (2)(ii) of this section not to

affect significantly the ability of the geologic repository to meet the

performance objectives relating to isolation of the waste, or

(B) The effect of the potentially adverse human activity or

natural condition is compensated by the presenceof a combination of the

favorable characteristics so that the performance objectives relating to

isolation of the waste are met, or

(C) The potentially adverse human activity or natural condition

can be remedied.

(b) Favorable conditions.

(1) The nature and rates of tectonic, hydrogeologic, geochemical,

and geomorphic processes (or any of such processes) operating within the
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geologic setting during the Quaternary Period, when projected, would not

affect or would favorably affect the ability of the geologic repository

to isolate the waste.

(2) For disposal in the saturated zone, hydrogeologic conditions

that provide--

(i) A host rock with low horizontal and vertical permeability;

(ii) Downward or dominantly horizontal hydraulic gradient in the

host rock and immediately surrounding hydrogeologic units; and

(iii) Low vertical permeability and low hydraulic potential between

the host rock and surrounding hydrogeologic units; or

(iv) Pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time along the fastest

path of likely radionuclide travel from the disturbed zone to the acces-

sible environment that substantially exceeds 1,000 years.

(3) Geochemical conditions that--(i) Promote precipitation or

sorption of radionuclides; (ii) Inhibit the formation of particulates,

colloids, and inorganic and organic complexes that increase the mobility

of radionuclides; or (iii) Inhibit the transport of radionuclides by

particulates, colloids, and complexes.

(4) Mineral assemblages that, when subjected to anticipated thermal

loading, will remain unaltered or alter to mineral assemblages having

equal or increased capacity to inhibit radionuclide migration.

(5) Conditions that permit the emplacement of waste at a minimum

depth of 300 meters from the ground surface. (The ground surface shall

be deemed to be the elevation of the lowest point on the surface above

the disturbed zone.)

(6) A low population density within the geologic setting and a

controlled area that is remote from population centers.
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(c) Potentially'adverse conditions. I

The following conditions are potentially adverse conditions if they

are characteristic of -the controlled area or may effect isolation within

the controlled area.

(1) -Potential for flooding of the underground facility, whether

resulting from the occupancy and modification of floodplains-or from

the failure of existing or planned man-made surface water impoundments.

(2) Potential for foreseeable human activity to adversely affect the

groundiater flow system, 'such as groundwater withdrawal, extensive irriga-

tion, subsurface injection of fluids, underground pumped storage, military

activity or construction of large scale surface water impoundments.

(3) Potential for natural phenomena such as landslides, subsidence,

or volcanic activity of such a magnitude that large-scale surface water

impoundments could be created.that could change the regional groundwater

flow system and thereby adversely affect the performance of the geologic

repository.:-

(4) Structural deformation, such as uplift, subsidence, folding, or

faulting that may adversely affect the regional groundwater flow system.

(5) Potential for changes in hydrologic conditions that'would

affect the migration of radionuclides to the accessible environment,

such as changes-in hydraulic gradient, average interstitial velocity,

storage coefficient, hydraulic conductivity, natural recharge,

potentiometric levels, and discharge points.

(6) Potential for changes in hydrologic conditions resulting

from reasonably foreseeable-climatic changes.
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(7) Groundwater conditions in the host rock, including chemical

composition, high ionic strength or ranges of Eh-pH., that could Increase

the solubility or chemical reactivity of the engineered barrier system.

(8) Geochemical processes that would reduce sorption of radionuclides,

result in degradation of the rock strength, or adversely affect the perfor-

mance of the engineered barrier system.

(9) For disposal in the saturated zone, groundwater conditions in

the host rock that are not reducing.

(10) Evidence of dissolutioning such as breccia pipes, dissolution

cavities, or brine pockets.

(11) Structural deformation such as uplift, subsidence, folding,

and faulting during the Quaternary Period.

(12) Earthquakes which have occurred historically that if they were

to be repeated could affect the site significantly.

(13) Indications, based on correlations of earthquakes with tectonic

processes and features, that either the frequency of occurrence

or magnitude of earthquakes may increase.

(14) More frequent occurrence of earthquakes or earthquakes of higher

magnitude than is typical of the area in which the geologic setting is

located.

(15) Evidence of igneous activity since the start of the Quaternary

Period.

(16) Evidence of extreme erosion during the Quaternary Period.

*(17) The presence of naturally occurring materials, whether identified

or undiscovered, within the site, in such form that:

(I) economic extraction is currently feasible or potentially

feasible during the foreseeable future; or
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(ii) such materials have greater gross ialue or net value than the

average for other areas of similar size that are representative of _...d

located within the geologic setting. .

(18) Evidence of subsurface mining for resources within the site.

(19) Evidence of drilling for any purpose within the site.

(20) Rock or groundwater conditions that would require complex

engineering measures in the design and construction of the underground

facility or in the sealing of boreholes and shafts.

(21) Geomechanical properties that do not permit design of

underground openings that will remain stable through permanent closure.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY

OPERATIONS AREA

S 60.130 Scope of design criteria for the geologic repository operations

area.

Sections 60.131 through 60.134 specify minimum, criteria for the

design of the geologic repository operations area. These design criteria

are not intended to be exhaustive, however. Omissions in §§ 60.131 through

60.134 do not relieve DOE from any obligation to provide such safety

features in a specific facility needed to achieve the performance

objectives. All design bases must be consistent with the results of

site characterization activities.
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S 60.131 General design criteria for the geologic repository operations

area.

(a) Radiological protection.

The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to maintain

radiation doses, levels, and concentrations of radioactive material in

air in restricted areas within the limits specified in Part 20 of this

chapter. Design shall include--

(1) Means to limit concentrations of radioactive material in air;

(2) Means to limit the time required to perform work in the vicinity

of radioactive materials, including, as appropriate, designing equipment

for ease of repair and replacement and providing adequate space for ease

of operation;

(3) Suitable shielding;

(4) Means to monitor and control the dispersal of radioactive

contamination;

(5) Means to control access to high radiation areas or airborne

radioactivity areas; and

(6) A radiation alarm system to warn of significant increases in

radiation levels, concentrations of radioactive material in air, and of

increased radioactivity released in effluents. The alarm system shall

be designed with provisions for calibration and for testing its

operability.

(b) Structures, systems, and components important to safety.

(1) Protection against natural phenomena and environmental conditions.

The structures, systems, and components important to safety shall

be designed so that natural phenomena and environmental conditions
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anticipated at the geologic repository operatfo'ns area will not interfere

with necessary safety functions.

(2)' Protection against dynamic effects of equipment failure and

similar events.

The structures, systems, and components important to safety shall

-be designed to withstand dynamic effects such as missile impacts, that

could result from equipment failure, and similar events and conditions

that could lead to loss of their safety functions.

(3) Protection against fires and explosions.

(I) The structures, systems, and components important to safety

shall be designed to perform their safety functions during and after

credible'fires or explosions in the geologic repository operations area.

(Ii) To the extent practicable, the geologic repository operations

area shall be designed to incorporate the use of noncombustible and heat

resistant materials. -

(iii) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to

include explosion and'fire detection alarm systems and appropriate sup-

pression systems with sufficient capacity and capability to reduce the

adverse effects of fires and explosions on-structures, systems, and

components important to safety.

(iv) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to

include means to protect systems, structures, and components important

to safety against 'the adverse effects of either the operation or failure

of the fire suppression-systems.
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(4) Emergency capability.

(i) The structures, systems, and components important to safety

shall be designed to maintain control of radioactive waste and radio-

active effluents, and permit prompt termination of operations and

evacuation of personnel during an emergency.

(ii) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to

include onsite facilities and services that ensure a safe and timely

response to emergency conditions and that facilitate the use of avail-

able offsite services (such as fire, police, medical and ambulance

service) that may aid in recovery from emergencies.

(5) Utility services.

(i) Each utility service system that is important to safety shall

be designed so that essential safety functions can be performed under

both normal and accident conditions.

(ii) The utility services important to safety shall include

redundant systems to the extent necessary to maintain, with adequate

capacity, the ability to perform their safety functions.

(iii) Provisions shall be made so that, if there is a loss of the

primary electric power source or circuit., reliable and timely emergency

power can be provided to instruments, utility service systems, and

operating systeibs, including alarm systems, important to safety.

(6) Inspection, testing, and maintenance. The structures, systems,

and components important to safety shall be designed to permit periodic

inspection, testing, and maintenance, as necessary, to ensure their

continued functioning and readiness.

(7) Criticality control. All systems for processing, transporting,

handling, storage, retrieval, emplacement, and isolation of radioactive
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waste shall be des'gned to ensure that a nuclear criticality accident is

not possible unless at least two unlikely, independent, and concurrent

or sequential changes have occurred in the conditions essential to.

nuclear criticality safety.' Each system shall be designed for criti-

cality safety under normal and accident conditions. The calculated

effective multiplication factor (keff) must be sufficiently below unity

to show at least a 5% margin, after allowance for the bias in the method

of calculation and the uncertainty in the experiments used to validate

the method of calculation.

(8) Instrumentation and control systems. The design shall include

provisions for-instrumentation and control systems to monitor and control

the behavior of systems-important to safety over anticipated ranges for

normal operation and for accident conditions.

(9) Compliance with mining regulations. : To the extent that DOE is

not subject to the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, as to the

construction and operation of the geologic repository operations area,

the design of the geologic repository operations area shall nevertheless

include such provisions for worker protection as may be' necessary to pro-

vide reasonable assurance that all structures, systems, and components

important to safety can perform their intended functions. Any deviation

from relevant design requirements in 30 CFR, Chapter I, Subchapters 0,

E, and N will give rise to a rebuttable presumption that'this requirement

has not been met.

(10) Shaft conveyances used in radioactive waste handling.

(I) -Hoists important to safety shall be designed to preclude cage

free fall.
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(ii) Hoists important to safety shall be designed with a reliable

cage location system.

(iii) Loading and unloading systems for hoists important to safety

shall be designed with a reliable system of interlocks that will fail

safely upon malfunction.

(iv) Hoists important to safety shall be designed to include two

independent indicators to indicate when waste packages are in place and

ready for transfer.

§ 60.132 Additional design criteria for surface facilities in the

geologic repository operations area.

(a) Facilities for receipt and retrieval of waste. Surface

facilities in the geologic repository operations area shall be designed

to allow safe handling and storage of wastes at the geologic repository

operations area, whether these wastes are on the surface before emplace-

ment or as a result of retrieval from the underground facility.

(b) Surface facility ventilation. Surface facility ventilation

systems supporting waste transfer, inspection, decontamination, processing,

or packaging shall be designed to provide protection against radiation

exposures and offsite releases as provided in § 60.111(a).

(c) Radiation control and monitoring.

(1) Effluent control. The surface facilities shall be designed to

control the release of radioactive materials in effluents during normal

operations so as to meet the performance objectives of § 60.111(a).

(2) Effluent monitoring. The effluent monitoring systems shall be

designed to measure the amount and concentration of radionuclides in any

effluent with sufficient precision to determine whether releases conform
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to the design requirement for effluent control. -rThe monitoring systems

shall be designed to include alarms that can be periodically tested.

(d) Waste treatment. Radioactive waste treatment facilities .shall

be designed to process any radioactive wastes generated at the geologic

repository operations area into a form suitable to permit safe disposal

at the geologic repository operations area or to permit safe transporta-

tion and conversion to a form suitable for disposal at an alternative

site in accordance with any regulations that are applicable.

(e) Consideration of decommissioning The surface facility shall

be designed to facilitate decontamination or dismantlement to the same

extent as would be required, under other parts of this chapter, with

respect to equivalent activities licensed thereunder.

§ 60.133 Additional subsurface design criteria for the underground.

facility.

(a) General criteria for the underground facility.

(1) The orientation, geometry, layout, and depth of the underground

facility, and the design of any engineered barriers that are part of the

underground facility shall contribute to the containment and isolation of

radionuclides.

(2) The underground facility shall be designed so that the effects

of credible disruptive events during the period of operations, such as

flooding, fires, and explosions, will not spread through the facility.

(b) Flexibility of design. The underground facility shall be .

designed with sufficient flexibility to allow adjustments where neces-

sary' to accommodate specific site conditions identified through in situ

monitoring, testing, or excavation.
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(c) Retrieval of waste. The underground facility shall be designed

to permit retrieval of waste in accordance with the performance objectives

of S 60.111.

(d) Control of water and gas. The design of the underground facility

shall provide for control of water or gas intrusion.

(e) Underground openings.

(1) Openings in the underground facility shall be designed so that

operations can be carried out safely and the retrievability option

maintained.

(2) Openings in the underground facility shall be designed to reduce

the potential for deleterious rock movement or fracturing of overlying

or surrounding rock.

(f) Rock excavation. The design of the underground facility shall

incorporate excavation methods that will limit the potential for creating

a preferential pathway for groundwater or radioactive waste migration to

the accessible environment.

(g) Underground facility ventilation.

The ventilation system shall be designed to--

(1) Control the transport of radioactive particulates and gas=,

within and releases from the underground facility in accordance with the

performance objectives of 5 60.111(a).

(2) Assure continued function during normal operations and under

accident conditions; and

(3) Separate the ventilation of excavation and waste emplacement

areas.
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(h) Engineered barriers.

Engineered barriers shall be designed to assist the geologic setting

in meeting the performance objectives for the period following permanent

closure.

(i) Thermal loads. The underground facility shall be designed so

that the performance objectives will be met taking into account the

predicted thermal and thermomechanical response of the host rock, and

surrounding strata, groundwater system.

5 60.134 Design of seals for shafts and boreholes. 7
(a) General design criterion. Seals for shafts and boreholes

shall be designed so that following permanent closure they do not become

pathways that compromise the geologic repository's ability to meet the

performance objectives for the' period following permanent closure.

(b) Selection-of materials and placement methods. Materials and

placement methods for seals shall be selected to reduce, to the extent

practicable, (1) the potential for creating -a preferential pathway'for '

groundwater; or (2) radioactive waste migration through existing pathways.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE WASTE PACKAGE

5 60.135 Criteria for the waste package and its components.

.(a) High-level-waste package design in general.

(1) Packages for HLW shall be designed so that the in situ chemical,

physical, and nuclear properties of the waste package and its interactions

with the emplacement environment do not compromise the function of-the

waste packages or the performance of the underground facility or the

geologic setting.
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(2) The design shall include but not be limited to consideration of

the following factors: solubility, oxidation/reduction reactions, corro-

sion, hydriding, gas generation, thermal effects, mechanical strength,

mechanical stress, radiolysis, radiation damage, radionuclide retardation,

leaching, fire and explosion hazards, thermal loads, and synergistic

interactions.

(b) Specific criteria for HLW package design.

(1) Explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically reactive materials. The

waste package shall not contain explosive or pyrophoric materials or

chemically reactive materials in an amount that could compromise the

ability of the underground facility to contribute to waste isolation or

the ability of the geologic repository to satisfy the performance

objectives.

(2) Free liquids. The waste package shall not contain free liquids

in an amount that could compromise the ability of the waste packages to

achieve the performance objectives relating to containment of HLW (because

of chemical interactions or formation of pressurized vapor) or result in

spillage and spread of contamination in the event of waste package

perforation during the period through permanent closure.

(3) Handling. Waste packages shall be designed to maintain waste

containment during transportation, emplacement, and retrieval.

(4) Unique identification. A label or other means of identifica-

tion shall be provided for each waste package. The identification shall

not impair the integrity of the waste package and shall be applied in

such a way that the information shall be legible at least to the end of

the period of retrievability. Each waste package identification shall be

consistent with the waste package's permanent written records.
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(c) Waste'form criteria for HLW.

High-level radioactive waste that is emplaced in the underground

facility shall be designed to meet the -following criteria:

(1) Solidification. All such radioactive wastes shall be in solid

form and placed in sealed containers.

* (2) Consolidation. Particulate waste forms shall be consolidated

(for example, by incorporation into an encapsulating matrix) to limit

the availability and generation of particulates.

(3) Combustibles. All-combustible radioactivewastes shall be

reduced to a-noncombustible form unless it can be demonstrated that a

fire involving the waste packages containing combustibles will not

compromise the integrity of other waste packages, adversely affect any

structures, systems, or components important to safety, or compromise

the ability of the underground facility to contribute to waste isolation.

(d) Design criteria for other radioactive wastes.

Design criteria for waste types other than HLW will be addressed

on an individual basis if and when they are proposed for disposal in a

geologic repository.-

PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION REQUIREMENTS

§ 60.137 General requirements for performance confirmation.

The geologic repository operations area shall be designed so as to

permit implementation of a performance confirmation program that meets

the requirements of Subpart F of this part.
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SUBPART F - PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION PROGRAM

§ 60.140 General requirements.

(a) The performance confirmation program shall provide data which

indicates, where practicable, whether--

(1) Actual subsurface conditions encountered and changes in those

conditions during construction and waste emplacement operations are within

the limits assumed in the licensing review; and

(2) Natural and engineered systems and components required for

repository operation, or which are designed or assumed to operate as

barriers after permanent closure, are functioning as intended and

anticipated.-

(b) The program shall have been started during site characteriza-

tion and it will continue until permanent closure.

(c) The program shall include in situ monitoring, laboratory and

field testing, and In situ experiments, as may be appropriate to

accomplish the objective as stated above.

(d) The program shall be implemented so that:

(1) It does not adversely affect the ability of the natural and

engineered elements of the geologic repository to meet the performance

objectives.

(2) It provides baseline information and analysis of that informa-

tion an those parameters and natural processes pertaining to the geologic

setting that may be changed by site characterization, construction, and

operational activities.

(3) It monitors and analyzes changes from the baseline condition

of parameters that could affect the performance of a geologic repository.
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(4) It provides an established plan for feedback and analysis of

data, and implementation of appropriate action.

§ 60.141 Confirmation of geotechnical and design parameters.

(a) During repository construction and operation, a continuing

program of surveillance, measurement, testing, and geologic mapping shall

be conducted to ensure that geotechnical and design parameters are

confirmed and to ensure that appropriate action is taken to inform the

Commission of changes needed in design to accommodate actual field condi-

tions encountered.

(b) Subsurface conditions shall be monitored and evaluated against

design assumptions.

(c) As a minimum, measurements shall be made of rock deformations

and displacement, changes in rock stress and strain, rate and location

of water inflow into subsurface areas, changes in groundwater conditions,

rock pore. water pressures including those along fractures and joints,

and the thermal and thermomechanical response of the rock mass as a result

of development and operations of the geologic repository.

- (d) These measurements and observations shall be compared with the

original design bases and assumptions. If significant differences exist

between the measurements and observations and the original design bases and

assumptions, the need for modifications to the design or in construction

methods shall be determined and these differences and the recommended

changes reported to the Commission.

(e) In situ monitoring of the thermomechanical response of the

underground facility shall be conducted until permanent closure to
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ensure that the performance of the natural and engineering features are

within design limits.

§ 60.142 Design testing.

(a) During the early or developmental stages of construction, a

program for in situ testing of such features as borehole and shaft seals,

backfill, and the thermal interaction effects of the waste packages,

backfill, rock, and groundwater shall be conducted.

(b) The testing shall be initiated as early as Is practicable.

(c) A backfill test section shall be constructed to test the

effectiveness of backfill placement and compaction procedures against

design requirements before permanent backfill placement is begun.

(d) Test sections shall be established to test the effectiveness

of borehole and shaft seals before full-scale operation proceeds to seal

boreholes and shafts.

5 60.143 Monitoring and testing waste packages.

(a) A program shall be established at the geologic repository opera-

tions area for monitoring the condition of the waste packages. Waste pack-

ages chosen for the program shall be representative of those to be emplaced

in the underground facility.

(b) Consistent with safe operation at the geologic repository opera-

tions area, the environment of the waste packages selected for the waste

package monitoring program shall be representative of the environment in

which the wastes are to be emplaced.

(c) The waste package monitoring program shall include laboratory

experiments which focus on the internal condition of the waste packages.

To the extent practical, the environment experienced by the emplaced
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waste packages within the underground facility;,during the waste package

monitoring program shall be duplicated in the laboratory experiments.

(d) The waste package monitoring program shall continue as long as

practical up to the time of permanent closure.

SUBPART G - QUALITY ASSURANCE

§ 60.150 Scope.

As used in this part, "quality assurance" comprises all those planned

and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that the

geologic repository and its subsystems or components will perform

satisfactorily in service. Quality assurance includes quality control,

which comprises those quality assurance actions related to the physical

characteristics of a material, structure, component, or system which

provide a means to control the quality of the material, structure,

component, or system to predetermined requirements.

§ 60.151 Applicability.

The quality assurance program applies to all systems, structures

and components important to safety, to design and characterization of

barriers important to waste isolation and to activities related thereto.

These activities include: site characterization, facility and equipment

construction, facility operation, performance confirmation, permanent

closure, and decontamination and dismantling of surface facilities.

§ 60.152 Implementation.

DOE shall implement a quality assurance program based on the

criteria of Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50-as applicable, and appropriately

supplemented by additional criteria as required by S 60.151.
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SUBPART H - TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL

§ 60.160 General requirements.

Operations of systems and components that have been identified as

important to safety in the Safety Analysis Report and in the license

shall be performed only by trained and certified personnel or by personnel

under the direct visual supervision of an individual with training and

certification in such operation. Supervisory personnel who direct opera-

tions that are important to safety must also be certified in such

operations.

§ 60.161 Training and certification program.

DOE shall establish a program for training, proficiency testing,

certification and requalification of operating and supervisory personnel.

§ 60.162 Physical requirements.

The physical condition and the general health of personnel certified

for operations that are important to safety shall not be such as might

cause operational errors that could endanger the public health and safety.

Any condition which might cause impaired judgment or motor coordination

must be considered in the selection of personnel for activities that are

important to safety. These conditions need not categorically disqualify

a person, so long as appropriate provisions are made to accommodate such

conditions.
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SUBPART I - EMERGENCY PLANNING CRITERIA

. [RESERVED]

Dated at Washington, D.C., this ; __ _day - of ., 1983.

Dr the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
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criteria apply only to disposal to ai in a way that would result In the and L000-year groundwater trait time
geologic respositories and do et repository not meeting the performance am three criteria which act
address other possible or potential objectives Anticipated processes and Independently of the overall repository
disposal methods. Similz y In th events would Include such items as performance to provide confidence that
DOEs current plans call for dispoal at wastefrock interactions that result from the wastes will be isolated at least for
sufficient depth to be in the area tmed he as long as thqy sost hazardous...
the saturated zone, these ariteria were gauldtroaino oeoesas otl n slto
developed for disposal In sastuatursted If tep esor evntloent and esolalte
maedia Adtionab or alternatip e fo terma the overall system mut still lit the During the fist several hundred yeac-

ay need to be developed for regulating rase of radioncdes consistentwh following emplacement of the wastes,
disposal 'A the unsaturated or vaose the EPA standar4 as applied to such both the radiation from and the heat
ZOe eveits. Ant example of an unlikely event generated by th wastes a ttibuble
Authority would be reactivation of a fault within mainly to the decay of the shorter-lied

Sections =03 (3) and (4) of th E the geologic setting which had not Atucile prly fision products A
Reorganization Act of 1974. ase en exhibited movement since the start of about 1.000 yr ater epl ent
provide the Commission with lche Quatesnar Period. l a enera both the rdiation o nd heat
and regulator authority regarding DOE liel and unlikely processes nd events generated by decay of the wastes have
facilities used primarily for the receipt a se d she about 3 orders of -
and storage of hil-tl I radioactive e c and w be identied DOE agtitude. As the decay of the longer.
wastes resulting from activities lioesed. t its Icn application. li nucides primarily actide&s !

iidsr the Atomic Enargy Act and. Multo da . bn s to dminatai both the radiation
&"law wulr Su5.gcr= zu6VW guswugw
facilities of DCL Pusuant to that
authority. the Commission is developing
alterla appropriatc to reulatin

ec diposa of W by DO The
requreents n citderia conained in
thfis proposed ruler a result of that.

Relation to Generaly Appleal
Standards for Radoato io the
Eavironment Established by the
Invionmnental Protecton Agency

'Me Environmental Protection Agency
(VA] has the authority and
lreponsibility for setting generally
applicable standards for radiation i the
12%aronmenL It ts the respo:sibility of
Ihe .RC to Implement those standards
I Its licensing actions and assu that

i health and safety ari protected.
ihgh no EPA standard for disposal

dlILW yet exsts. these prposed
Zetlahl citecrsa for reglting gologi
^,pwsal of HLW have been developed

to he compatible with a geneally

The proposed tectnical criteria wep
developed not only with the
iderstanding that EPAs geneMa1
applicable environmental stana
would need to be Implemented. af least
to parby per ~forigcl ulains
p edWat cs.e bAut also with the
kowledge that a of those
calculations would be complex and
uncertai Natural systems ae dificut
to characterize and any understandi
of the site will have sincant
limitations and uncertainties hoss
psopertis which: pertain to Isolation o
HLW reteffcit to messre and the
measurements which are mado will be
subject to several sources of error and
unenty.The physical and chemical
processes which isolate the a stes are
themselves varie and complex. boter.
those proesesa e dic
to un ersand l theareadouhette
emplaced wastes because thatsarea is
physically and chemically disturbed by
the heat generated by those wast

continue to fan until almost 1.o0 to
.000. yefa after emplacement By

that tim toth have dIs by- - hot
S orders of mgntude and bo eat anh
radiation becoe roughly csat due
to the ingrowth of daugtetrnucides.
primsarily Rxa-223. Ra-IZO an their
decay producs

techica o criterfa would require
the engneerd system to be designed so
that the wastes ar contained within the
waste aage orQ thrs thusa
years following emplacement. Following
thi period. contaimet Is no loner
assued and the futon of the waste
package a nderund fa s to-
control the release of radionuclides from
the underground facility. By requiring
containment during the period when the
thermal conditions around the waste
packages ar ost severe, valuationo of
repository performlance s greaty

mplifled to consid es of th
degree oconseats inthea
containent desig relative to cevets
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and processes that might affect the Rte llly b.te y. a tperformancec dlr.ng the vantainmeutlicendng procedures o1 CP U uliested of about the same eime as
psi , . Part s were written assuming tat thn the °iginal onst-action plus

Although both the radiation from and would be A proVrff of testing and emparece opertpobaboyr 30t
heat generated by the dacay of the me ue t d the tbenil. M ean Su I Is bly ml
wastes have di-ni-shad about 3 orders me al a c cal pro es of practical to adjust the retrievabilit
of magnitude during the containment the major engineered barriern to coDfrm dsig aspects of the repository
period. the area surrounding the - accori to the order of emplacemet
emplaced wastes will not netusn to Comisepon ctould ker to n tIe of thie waste pacAges. the 110-yero
temperatures near thos before the reqirement fo retievability of e requirement will apply to all of the
wastes were emplaced until after about wastes to the expected fme needed to watetL The Com sion Is particularly
10o0o years. As mentioned earlier, the execute the perfornae confirmatin interested In comments an the dege to
thermal disturbance of the area near the program. However. at prsent It appears whia this requirement will govern the
emplaced wastes add significantly to to the Commislion that neither the thermal ed meh design of the
the uncertainties In the calculation of specific nature nor the period needed for repository and on whether some shorter
the transport of the radionudlides execution of the performanca period would be adequate or whether
through the geologic environment. 7ki confirmation program win be certain there arn th ways than an overall
technical citerla are intended to un- cosution bf the repository Is retrievability requirement to prserve
compensate for uncertainties by Substantially complete that 1L until the options before permanent bdosur The
imposing hrther design requirements On actual licensing to receive wastes at a Comilsaio does not want to approve
the waste package and underground geologic repository. Hiene it is diffiut construction of a design that will
facility. thereby liiting the source term at this time to se perfor e foreclose unnecessarily options for
by controlling the release rate. confirmation program as a basis for future decisiomakers. butit Ls also
Rol of e Sit . establishiag a period of retrievability. concerend that retrievability- tNonetheless. DOE Is now making requireets not urnecessarily

The Commission neither Intends nor ritical decsion regarding the design of coplicata or doinate repositcry
expets either containment t2 e los geologic repositories whic will have a delisn.
complety at yr followig direct effect upon bow loag the optTo to he etimrbality requirement doe
emplacement or the enineered sstems retieve wastes can be maintained, a nd not specify the form in which the wastes
contrebution to thse upon the diaculty which will be an to be retrievable or that wastes m
of wastes to cease abruptly at some encounted in exercising that option 'readily retrievable. The requirement Is
later time. However, the CommiJion sould that be necessary for protectidh simply that all the wastes be retrievable
Icognie that et ome point the design of public health and saIety. herfore to during a period equal to the period of

aabeilities of the ennered system provide a suitable objective In this construction and emplacement DOE'
be lost and that t eolafc regard. the proposed n le sets forth a plans for retuieval are specifically

setting-thdesit the ruiremnat tat the angineered system requested as part of Its license
Isolation of the wastes om the be designed so that the option to application and the practicabilt of its

sronment d h trasulated th retrieve the waste can be preserved for proposal win be considered byte
equireent Into a performance up to Mfty years following completion of Commisioo. Waste may be rtrieved

objeive for the geologic setti. he emplacement. Thus. the waste package upon NRC approval of a DOE
Comsjon aso recognzes that and the underground facility would be applic tion or-upon order by NRQ or
Isobtion l. In fact. a controled releas designed so that the period of otheqwise. what authrized by DOEs
to the environment which could span etrievability would not be the . cense.
many thousands of yes. and that the determinant of when the Commis s m n E
release of radionucldies and the woul dede to permit clue of the
potential exposures to individuals which reposltory. Rather. tie Commissiof Some concern has been ras n e
could result. should be addressed in the would be assured of the option to let teo Issue-of human Intrusion Into a geologic
evaluaton of a repoiltory. A conduct of the performace repository. Human Irusin cc-d
complement to the evaluation of the confirmaton program Indicate wte d It b rCCet by O= it na dvetetly
effects of design basis processes and eppropriate to ale such a decision. I or dellberately. Inadvertent Intrusion Is
events which might disrupt the ' particur, the Comission Is concered the accidental breaching of the
repository Is aprojection of bow the thaeccaldesg repository In the cnwse of some activity
repository. unperturbed by dicrete t inunderground faciity s that ,nrelated to the existence of th
exteral events, Will evolve through th access cn balnbaned uni the repository. e-g. exploration for E
centuries as a result of the geologic Commission either decides to p t development of resources For
processes operating at the site. Hence, permanent closure of the repository or Inadvertent Intrusion to occur. the
an amendment Is being proposed to that to take corrective acti whional control, si r
portion of Subpart B 1f 10 CFR Port 0 Include retrieval* public records and sodetal memory of
which desaibes the contents of the As It Is now structured, the rule would the repository's existence =mit lae
Safety AnaIysis Report of DOE's require in effect that the repository - been ineffective or have ceased to exist
application or geologle disposal of design be suc as to permit retrieval of Deliberate or Intentional Intruston el
W.W wrhich would require DOE to waste pckagesfor a period of up to SS0 the other hand. assumes a conscious
project the expected perfo=ance of th years. Te components of-this total decision to breach the repository. for
proposed geologic repository noting the period are as foflows the first waste example. In order to recover the high-
rates and quantities of expected packges to g in the repository are level waste Itsel, or exploit a mineral
releases of radionuclides to the l t In pla about thirty yeaurs associated with the site.
accessible environment as a fucdt of before a wastn ar In place: Historical evidence indIcates that
time. thereafter. a 10-year perod is required there Is substantial continuity of

-
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ar sumeroc examples of kwledge,
Induding complex Wormatim being
preserved for thousods of yeas 7his
a occurd even In the absenc of
prnting and modera Wormatios
transfer and storage Systems.
Furtbemore. this lformatia transfer
has survived disruptive avweas. Pach as
wars, natural disaste. and dramatic
chans in the social and political fabrin
of Societies. The combination of the
historical record of tnfor-atica transter.
provisions for a well-marked and
extensively documented site location.
and the scale and technology of the
operation needed to drill deeply enough
to penetrate a geologi repodio7 ru
stonly that Inadvertent Inruos a
described above Is higly Improbabe at
last f the fi severa h ed years
un whih tie the wste amost

haza . Selectng a sits w a
repository whc Is unattractive with
respect to? Ih resource vlu anEd

sceiL utet ad the
improbability of Inadvertent human
Intrusion. It Is also logical to assum
that any future generation possessig-
the technical capability to locate and
explore for resources at the depth of a
repository would alo possess the
capability to asses the naue of the

ateral discoered. to mitiga e
conaseuences of the brnach ad to
reestablish din*strtin c ontrol ove
the areat needed. Finally. iRIs
Inconsistent to assume the scredtilc tA
tehnical capability to Identify and
explore an anomalous hbal Source
several hundred meters beneath the
Earths surface and not assume that
thse exploring would have some ides
of ethr what might be the cause of the
anomaly or what steps to take to
mitigate any untoward consequence of
that exploraton

Te above argumens do ad apply to
the case of deliberate Intrusl. T*h
repository Itself could be atte and
tnvte intrusion simply because of the
resource potential of the wastes
themselves. Intrusion to recover the
wastes demands (13 enowledge of the
exstence and naetu of the repository.
and () effort of the sam meguitude as
that undertaken to emplace the wastes.
Hens intrusion of this st caimonly be
te result of a consci collective
ocdetal decision to recover the waste".
Intrusion for the purpose of sabotage

c terarlsm has also been mentioned as
spossibillty. However. dto the nate

doloic dsposa, there seems to be
tt possibility that tarorists or

abotu could breach a reposItory.
Ilrda of the repositoy would require
VAesive use at -v8-uy kx drilli

and excamua aver a csiderable
period al tine I Is highly improbabl
that a tanodst woup could _COn ab

In i above, the Commitssil
adopted the pouition tht cOMMoseu
dictates that Naethin that is
reasonabla be done to CiPsccu people
from intru into the repository . Thu
the proposed tecimical oritrl am-
Written to N Sits selection towards
eltion of dsites of lite resorce value

and for wicb them does not appear lo
be ny attracion for furare sdez&s
Further, the proposed citerla would
require reliable docaentastia of the
exist and location of the raposnta
and the nature ofthe wastes emplaced
thierein. Includir4 markcing the site with
the aost permneti markers practicaL
However. once the sit* Is selected,
mariel. ard documented. It does no us'
to aue over heter these esuor
wil be adequst In the fhtr or to
speculate on the vla Infinit ot
hua ntsio scenarios and whether
they will or will not result in violation Of
the EPA standard. Of Cous the
Commissioa recognizes that thee are
alternative approaches to the Human
Intruslon question. Accordingly.
comment on this and alternatve
approaches Is welcome.
Relatio to Other Pub at NMC
Regulations

nTe proposed rule conezaplates that
DOE activities At a geologic repository
operations area may t appropriate
cases be linsed under other parts Di
NRC regulations and would them not be
governedby these tech calcritera.We
note, in this conecdon, that the scope
section of the procedura rulle
specificlcy provides that Part 60 sall
not apply to an actiity lcnse ndr .
another art.L Ti1s alowa

Installatlon to~lcned Iundextr hrt??.
even thoug located at a geolog
repository operatio ara (provided. of
course. It la suffcently separtes to be
cassified as" ndependentr Other DO8
activities of the geologic repository
operations area could be licensed under
Parts 30 or 70 if an exemption from Pat
8e is determined to be approptiats.
AltrnaveApproach

In the couse of the Commiszaows
deertiao. nt becomes erident that It
order to have confidence In th ability of
a geological repositmT to contain and
hsolato the wastes fa an extended
period of dime the reposftory must
consist otfmultiple barrier In view of
the uncertaintles that stac to reliance
On the gelo4c setin alone, the
Commissioa belevs that a repository

shouldflonout attwo "mor efgpeered
banlers (waste pod""es and
undergound facility) I addito to the
natural barrier provided by the
geoloical setting. The CommIssion Is
emphasi&4 these elements to take
advantage Of the opportunity to Attain
pester confidence In the Isolatlon of the
WZae Havln TOeChed these
conduslons the Commission consIdes
naxt whether or not and to what level of

geological repositor sould be
preSanbed. In ths rgar the
Commission consider t followUn 3
alantivc '

L Prescribe a single averall
performance standard that must be MeL
The standard in this case would be the
EPA stander*

I Presoibe performance
standards for each of the major
element la addition to requirlg the
overall stm to meet the EPA
stmndds: and

. Prnecb detmied cnnalca
criterfa on ritical ensmeering
attributes of the repository system.

Alternative a tosidered overly
restrictive on the design flexibility and

ded to be Iappropate at this stage
of technological development.
Thereffore. t!2is alternatve Is qulchly
eli~nted a a Yibl reuaOr
approachL

Alternative I has as Its princpl
advnage the fact that it provides
maximum exibility In apportioning.
credit for containment and soltion to
the seVer elements of the repository. Ut
cli galows the designer to cor ato
end apply new technc
developments and Imolledge from the
site characterziaticu phase to the
reposir dsfgo Notwithstandin
soe concern over Its practicality in the
regultory framewor the Commission
cannot at this time elInate It fro

.her consideratio.o The Cozmmssin
Is. thereforr. speciffcally requesting the
general publc particularly those fro
the technical comun-iteS to comment
on this point. In addidon the-
Commisio requests commantors
espouas"n th alternatve to addresa
spe~cfcly ways in whic the
Commi ight fd resoabLe
assiranca that the uiate stadas

* o.taJ. dsaua m th advanta id

gfaaZ Appedx 1 i Cemaua Pap sECT-l
2S. ApA V. 12f stivui fat PAdormmm
Objecuvul and XeQ&U Muw ua to
Cpoaogk S"thla *vapp-ft is Wine PM"
WAeply and hs anilabui WfhA ciiup an
,.q* to dt C dszWW& NbMe Ooam
Roaa. VW SL.NK Wa*htCpM O.CW8S

;
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are met without prescribing standards '" fal and enhaustive analysis of all - '; rted from the H.W so that thy will
for the major elements of a repository. the features of the repository will be not experience a significant Inc:es In

In relation to the first and the third needed. ITt analysis necessarily must temperature.
alternatives that ar briefly discuised - be both qualitative and quantitative, Although a mintmum 1.0-year
above, AIernative Z appears to offer a although the analysis can and will be containment and a maximum one part In
reasonable and practical compromise. In largely quantitative during the period 100.000 release rate will satisfy these
addition to retaining the single overall that greatest reliance can be placd criteria, the Commission considers It
performance standard In Alternative 1 upon the engineered Oyste=.L Therafter. highly desirable that wastes be
as the f pefornc objecve t although the issues of concern, and contained as long thereafter as Is
approach establishes the iniu m certainly the physic of a repository reasonably achievable. and that release
performance obetives for each of the 3 ltseiL do not changp the numerical rates be as far below one part In 100.00
major barriers of the repository. While uncertaintie bei to becme so large as Is reasonably achievable.
this approach limits the repository that calulations beca e a weak 1. Sgft Requirements. Although o
designer's flexibility. It is clear that Indicator of expected repository specific site suitabiity or excusion
meeting these minimum design goals prformance. requirements are given In the criteria
would substantially erhance the In sum. the technical criteria perform stability and minimum groundwater
Commisslon's confidence that the fiad two tasks. First they serve to guide DOE travel times are specified as required
EPA standard will be met. Therefore. In siting. designing. constructing and site characteristics. ALARA (as low as
the Commissfon prefers a technical rule operating a repository in such a manner reasonably achievable princiles have
established upon this approach. -' that there can be reasonable confidence not been applied to the natura features

It should be noted that. In the event that public health and safety will e of a ste because thy not amenable
that the Commission decides to adopt I roteted. Second. they serve to guide to modification onc a it Is chosen
the Alternate 2 approach In the final uOE In those same areas Inr such a However the technical criteria do
remaking portions of the proposed manner that there can be reasonable dentify sit characteristia considered

le ( the secton on reurements for confidence that the analyses, needed to favorable for a repository as well as
thegeolgcalsetting) wouldhav to be determine whether public health and chrteistics which. If presentatthe
her stuied and possibly rvsed safety is protected. can be performed. ChLariay womproiise sit prstabaitt

addition. itpossible thatrtherpublic L Perfomance Objectives. The design aitwh may romise re qfui anblsit
ommnents would have to be sought. and operation of the repository arend such mw ruire carefub analysis

Majr Fatresof heProose Rle resibd t besuh tiatdwn~ he and scmeasures as may be necessary
Maor Featur of t Proposed Reastesre be eplaed to compensata for them adequately. The

a OvercilDescipdon. The proposed nd performance asesed. xposure to Impact of these characteristics on
technical criteria have been written to workers and releses of rdoactivit to oerl perfomance would be ste
address the followinrg performance the environment must be thin ts pecific Tus the Corission has
objectives and requirements for siting set by the Comiission and the EPA . uged that these *hould not be made
design and construction of the Further. the repository Is to be designed absolute requirements Presence of all
repository, the waste package, so that the option can be preserved to lea to the coancluothtt thes Is
confiation of repository perf orace. trieve the emplaced wastes beginning lead to the concb20to that the dte b
quality assurance. and the traii and at anytime up to S0 years following . suitable to host a repository. Neither Is
certification of personnel C- co-;1etion Of emplacement Following the presumption of unuitability use
appropriate. these topics re tivided In permanent closure. the repository must ,of the presence of an unfavorable r
turn to address separately require ents perform so that releases are within the characteristic Incontrovertible. Rather.
which apply during construction was lits prescribed by the generally the Commissions approach requires a
emplacement. and after permanent applicable environmental standard sufficient combination of conditions at
closure (decommissioning) of the which will be set by the EPA. Farther. the selected site to provide reasonable
repository. Although the licensing the design of the repository must include - assurance that the performance
procedures Indicte that there would be a waste pace and an underground - objectives will be achieved adverse
separate subparts for siting and design facility, as well as the sita; as barriers t conditions art Identified as being
reqrments i Subparu Eand F. radionuclide migration. presenth they must be thoroughly
respectively (cf. I 0.31faKZD. the RC The performance bf the engineered charaterized and analyzed and It must
now believes that the te d design system (waste package and be demonstrated that the conditions are
are so Interdependen that such a underground facility) foo - compensated for by repository design at
distinction Is artificial and misleading permnent cosure bs pecified to reqire by favorable conditions In the geologic
For exple. although the requirement containment of the wastes within the setting.
to place the underground facility at * - waste packge for at least 1000 ye - The Commission has not Induded any
minimum depth of 30Q meters Is clearly folowing closure, when temperaures I: siting requirements which directly deal
a design requirement. it b manifested as the reposito are substantially with population density or i to
a siting requirement since unless the site elevated. and control of the reease cf - population centers. Rather, the issue has
has a host rock of sufficient thickness at cli to the geologic environment been addressed Indirectly through
suficdent depth. the above design thereafter. consideration of resources In the
requirement cannot be maet Hence the TrAnsuranic waste CMM may be geologic setting. The Commission
proposed Subpart E to 10 CFR Part o disposed of in a geologic repository. beleves this to be a more realistic
contains both site and design Since transuranIc waste does not approach given the long perlod of tm
requirements. I . generate significant amounts of heat. Involved with geologic disposaL

to enable the ComImission to reach a there Is no advantage to containment far Nonethgeless the Commissidn Invites
finding as to whether the generally any speciied period Hence thi comment on whether population related
applicable environmental standard for requirement for siU se I ply a sting requirements should be included
disposal of HLW Is met and that public controled release equivalent to that fr In the final rule and how they might be
health and safety will be protected. a LW. prov ey are physicaly Implemented.
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4.r v and Cmoucd h cmnatibmty WIth 69he unero'n I K02 *&owadditonuto the requirements an fity ad the ide and a lothod of For tMe puoses othIs Pa-
designing fr natwa pura unique Identication am required of the "Accamsbl vooe Sn
aiticality conaL radation protecd= waste package. laced In the Ietion those poations of the envirnmeal
and pffluent cantroL t p d o the proposed technical crflerh whc &edy in contact with oa redily
techcical critda requIrs the deAn of deals with the waste pat' ar available tae by human beins.

t :to a l 7 ° reudr ts that the waste r Use "Anticlpated Ptocsses and Events'
Iothe was t contaIe ithas the packap be means those natural proceuses and
undergoud aclif 7t. and the s*t. consdat and non-prophoi@ - evenls that as reasonably likely to
Requirements are also placed upon the IL Performance CantnnofiaThe ded
design of the eq pst to e aued far poposed techaical taerla In-Jude . . performace obJecte must be chieed
hadl e wastrequirements ftor a progam of testin an ws b f ths
and purpose o thbr baekflfl matmtal.nd and measurement (Subpart F. The main engisee J p te3 aedrved.
dusgn and perfone of hole e pwupose of this program Is to con&= the 8arirer" means any matea o
shaft sea . thsbe eassumptions, data and nalyses which ' stcture that prevents ot substandally
reqre=ents related to the methods of led to the tndus that permitted delays movement orfwate of
consructn Tne Commission beieves coustmon of the repositoay end radio-AcdeL a
uch urements asr neoressa to subsequent e splacaent of th wastes. Candias ra mea a ge=olsdc

assur that the ability of the repoilor er. t eormanc a hrologic sysem withih c ato contain and Isolate the wastes will proaan d utd refiu eia 101 geologc rpotoly my be located.not be compromised by the costr io gonitoring of ke geoo a nd "eoc may o ct"of the repositry. hmdrolognc p t U ht m Clearing oJ canstrac orThe proposed techncal aiterla would caaracteclaatlon. cOsutlnL su ,fubsrface eaxcava'b. o t
require that the subsurfacs facility be emplacement to detect any siunifnsftac o that olher
deie so tht it could b o ed chansgs in the coditn waffe the envtrotaet of a site. butand openated i accoar aith suppored th above findins dd. or, does nqt include changes desirable for
wich sedesn rr f cduram would the temporary use of the land for public
cetai itern of a .of th cves of oreeanal uses, dtcre terizatin
mechanical equipant and g the shaft sats end of bac" Pt moItorin e and eston netcesar
use of uxlasives. procdares. mntrn n netgto eesrrT espe pt ta are a bto establish backgound Informationande" ctf led pre scai p d rfieents. Ragsunq rk=U4 CmgIa6a related to the scitability of a site or toa nd detaileed inavnts. Io aReuo the proticion of envroental valu"esohm s savn been duee p poftn CTby At of 2L 5 U.SS. a(bJ te or t er muthcts of
the licesing o oterpde aiw pr~ Canlsisur earu ~atisr cm uenu f thae gelogic repositoryt~h~e 1crtsig ofother adedve a faclitiet operation are
such as power plants and foal cycle ss me Nue
facltes hile thEe re direcen Sd ute 5 pr Resulston7 Comtission or Its duly
th~e syrstems ansd compt2 adduesWd the Depent d FMn .. ini darn S authorized representatives'oy tfese itena fr~tose of poe wihi th inw C m,at meas tef s.

h cyele fmsties. Mnd he thecriteia han been written " he Ptuaut to the Atomic Znae Act of. scon~ emmnt afradioactm waste withnappropriate X | s C 1954.as amended. the EnerV a designated boundary.
prpsdFtrarprsn eorganization Act of 1974. as amended. MeconnI~ssfloul2z* or 'PertanentPPcsce based c aernesce h - the National Eovironmental Policy Act dosure" meansfl backtd g of

own tht the av te b of 196. as amended. and sctons = osu ace fa Me. nvIng of shaft%
regulatedThe level f detail of and 53 of tide of the Unltd States and decotmnin and
criteria reffects the Co misisons Code. notice Is hereby iSven that dIsmoatdlment of srfae facmUe
curren thinkLn on kow to rer s adoption of the foflowlrt amendmcenta Vectno means lbe DIrector at the
airec=tlealjoosic disposal of afW. tO Title 20. Cispter J. Code of Federal Nula euaoyCammilsios~o O~cleHowever a mmission coutialles Ra ofN;YC:Mat lSaha7and
examine other possibilides fo PART S0-DISPOSAL OF =e Y"Disposa means the ISoIonG2 Of
promulgating the mor detailed ot these RAICACT WASTES IN GZOLOGIC radloactir. wages from the biospher

abs or the desladitbed zon*' means that portio
conut terI the tul a h pral 1 Te authority Citilmn fot P*A W of the goOgCSIsettig that Is

s m o reds as f.lloww a... i agniczantly affected by conifrool on
supplemented. of course. with mome Atorn .D zZ e. s , the subsurface fcadty or by the heat
details In staff guidance documents nch U ,pL.%aislL tU - mias * generated by &. emplacmactnf
Us P *ah - .G.d ame St ..aded . j , gmgmI a& g94 radioactive w st*.

& Wo. PCk Thpre cped S=. 95 uas amended 43USC. S _ DO ea Ithe Ul S a ewa
requirements fat desig the waste =2L 2M Z 23 S EiL dri tlzapackage emphasize Its rLe isa key M 26 Pu& L 93-" U4 SU. 24t 24I(42 epesnative.oUpotsof t ov l . se sr Se C4 Pub, L 9a-=0(43 -Eineered stedh means the wast-.

systm. =idj bSer- VgXc Ath L 91Uk packageas and the =&drjrmid fac:lity.'
contibute to the ngineered Sta. M m 42 U.c i= J . * S eld means the portd of the
meeang containmet a nd conuoled 2. Section 1s revihed to reed as - geologic setting that Lies beyond the'
rlease performae objctve. boh foflowu -disturbed zons.
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* "loodplain" means the lowland and i! "Medium or "geologic medium" Is a , -exduding shaft bK holes and their
rtlatively flat areas adjoining Inland and body of rock characterized by lithologic seas.
coastal waters including flood prone homogeey..tricted arr&' mes ay rea.
areas of offshore Islands and including sOverpastw mean ny er - 2 which Is not controllud by the
at a minimum that are subject to a one materiaL reepace wrap er bx or licensee for urposes of protection of
percent or grester chance of flooding In other ate tkat Is both within nd Individuals erom exposure to radiation
any given year an Integral part of a waste package. It and radioactive materials and any rea

'Geologic reposltory" means a system encloses and protects the waste form so used for residential quarte.
for the dispos of radioactive wastes In u to meet the performance objeCtivL "Waste form' means the radioactlve
excavated geoligic media. A eologic 'Public Document Room' means the waste materials and any encapsulat
repository Includes (p) the geologic lace at 77 H Street NW. W shgto or stabilizing materials. exclusive of
repository operations area, and (2) the E.C. at which records of the eontalner
geologic setting. Commission will ordinsrily be de Waste package- means the airtight.

"Geoloec repository opeations re available for public inspectioand a Y watertight. sealed container which
means an HL.W facility that Is part of a other place the location of wbich has includes the waste form and any
geologic repository. Including both been published In b Federal Regis nilary enour Incuding shielding.
arface and subsurface areas, ere at whih pbli t of the discrete backfill and overpacks.
waste handling activities are conducted. Comsinpranngt atclr 2 Section 60.10 is revised to read as

"Geologic settin or "site" ipositry a ble folLos
spatially distributed geologic. fd ostSe waste or wt @ Sts cractrzation.
hydrologic, and geochemical systems means tW and any other radioactive prior to submittal of an application
thatprovde Isolati of theradio e materials other than HLW that am for a license to be issued under is part

agte.erareceived for emplatcement in a geologic the DOE shall conduct a program of site.
"Hig m-ean repo I radviasted recor repository, gealogic etn characterization with respect to the siteeeo fueL Zq d e rslinSte means uther glicsettik to be described in such application.. _ "Site characterization means the (b) Unle s the Commissio s
operau in to the irst cl slent program of exploration and research. wit Urnessect o the sioe detcierine h
exwtractonsystem. a orei valofett, Corand th both in the laboratory and in the field, wihresn to te st de

conentated stes from ubquent uoderten t eabsh te gogic application that I is not necessary, site
extraction cycles.or equivalent, in a uondeitknsnd the stablis of the e for caaracterizaton shall include a program
facility for reprocessing Irradiated parameiters ofna path clrie rane ttelevan of In situ exploration and testing at the
reactor fueL and (31 solids into which t proaedres bundr this iarte ret depths that wastes would be emplaced.
such liquid wastes have been converted dt che proicator incderis bori. S(c) A. provided in t h 1.40 of this

" L fawhciity" means a facilit surface excavations excavatio of chapter. DOE is also requir to n
subject to the licensitg and related exploratory shafts, limited subsurface, ram of sharacterizato.
regulatoryauthorityofthe Commission lateral excavations and borings. and in nn the with

puruan toSecion 20(3)and2024)of situ testing at depth needed toepc t lentiests
theaEnergy Reorganiation s Act of S974 determine the suitability of the site for a (d) Tne ogram of te

(8 tt 24. oi epstory. but does not *. caatrzto hl ecnutdin
-c ost nts" meanthpcie gesologc nkse preliminats p borings and * accordance with the folio wd
edium Ine whlasichthve w aste ce. geosical testing eeded to decide (1) InvestIgations to obtain the
"important to th ref h et te acterization should b! eormation shall be conducted

to structures. syst componen undertaken. -to lt adverse effects n the lonterm
means thse szctures. sysem. 6 and 'Stability' means that the nature and performance of the geologic repository

copnnsthtpoie esnbe rates of natural processes such as to the extent practical.

c teonentIn that proide Seas ewud otia fablee2°c bel

assurance that radioactive waste ca t erosion and faulting have been and are (2) As a minimum the location of
received. handledL and stored witht projected to be such that their effects exploratory boreholes and shafts SW
undueIsktothe health andsafetyof wllnotrJeopard Isolton of the beselected soasto lmtithe total
the puic. radioactive waste. number of subsurface penetrations

'India r"Subsurface facility' means the - above and around the underground
* as defined In thelIndian Self- I undergound portions of the geologic facility.

Determination and be .ptitn repository operations area IncludIng (3) To the extent practical.
Assistance Act (Pblic Law - opent gs, backfill materials, shafts and exploratory boreholes and shafts in the

Isolation" means Ihbltigthoeeoles as well as shaft and borehole geologic repository operations area shall
transport of a m ateriat or ieals. be loatwed where shafts are planned for

anspors tn adic tive maera so thi t TrWansalc u ates" or "TR repositor construction and operation ormamutsriand nentrrn teatcsiols owastes" means radioactive wastte where large unexcavated pillars are
maenvrialentwinl the kcess iblen contsinng alpha emitting transuranic planned.
pr.ensroimedn1atyw- eketwti elements, with radioactive half-lives *(4) Subsurface exploratory dorillng

ed tester than five years. In excess of la excavation and In situ testing before
u~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ nantocuries per gram. addrn osrcinsalb

a sunp of .W n w "Tribal organization" means a Tibal p
rsu-tinghm actvint-a.vdeniadam~ h organizatIon us defined In the Indian rpstr einadcntuto,.

Atoic cum Aahr ad 2etsai"Ab! Soofm Self-Determina lion and Education4.Prgah()1)(e(,ad(c1)
Stamp facmlties and ohar?1d~te suftrburdf A sssactc PblcLw1-31

nl.. tWit of W egi cnt wad br. e gtest S Cnndergound structe. Icluding I 6021 Conen2 of appacaftbr
fiaddnwep , 'l r' openingsvand bac kfil a but * ' *
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(c) The Safety Analysis Report sall,
Include:

(1) A desciption and assessment of
the site at which the proposed geologic
repository operations area Is to be
located with appropriate attention to
those features of the sitd that might
affect facility design and performane
The desciption of the site hall Ident*
the limits of the accessible enronment
with respect to the location of the
geolo e repository operations area

(I)thsdescrptionao1thesdte shall
dlso include the following Inonnation

gadg subsurface conditions the
vicinity o the proposed undergroun

(A) Xke orientation. disibtion
aperture in- and origin of fractures
discontinulties and heterogeneities:

191 he presenc and chancteristics
of other potential pathways such as
solution features. breccis pipes, ao otrier.
permeable anomalies:

(C) The bulk geomechanica e
propertis and conditions. incudin
pore pressure and ambient Stress
conditionx:

ID1 The bulk hydrogeologi properte
and conditions:

(IE The bulk geochemical properties;
and

(FI Te anticpated response of the
bu geoechanicul. hydrogeolgic. end
geochemnical systemns to the mamums
design therm al loading. giVe the
pattern of fractures and other
dltontinulties and th heat tanfer
propertes of the rock mas and
groundwater.

(Ii) Te assessment shal contain.-
(A) An analysis of the geolog,

geophysics. hydrogeology. geocehmstry,
and meteorology of the sits;

(B) Analyses to determin the degree
to which each of the favorable and
adverse conditions. if present; has been
characterized and the extent to which it
contributes to or detracts frm Isolation.

(C) An evaluation of the expected
performance of the proposed geologic
repository noting the rast and
quantitfes of expected releases of
radlonuclildes to the accessible
envircntent as a lMCon of tIM4 In
OwcatIn thls valuation DI shall
assume tft thosse processes operating
o a site ad those which have been

peratig on It during the Quten
Pedod and sperpose the perturbations
caued b the presence of emplaced

radiociewarste on1 the natua

(DIAn analysis of theepected
Permance of the major design
-. ''~ sytems, and components.
o urface and subsurface that bear

s cajy On the suitability of the
geologic tcpos2ory for iposal of

radioactive waste assuming the
anticipated processes and events and
natural phenomena from which the
design bases ar derived. For the
purposes of this anslyss It shall be
assumed that operations at the 1eologic
repository operstions area will be
carried out at the maimum capacity
and rate of receipt of radioactive waste
stated to the application.

(E An xpa on om easures ued
to conrm th odels used to perform
the assessmetsa required in paragraphs
(A) through (D). Analyses and models
that will be used to predict ftur
conditions and changes in the geologic
setting shall be confrmed by u field
tests. in ditu tests. leld-vriled
laboratory tests. monitoring data. or
natural analog studies.

(3) A desuription and analysis of the
design and performance requirements
for structure systems. and components
of the geologic repository which are
Importat to safety. This analysis shan
consider-il the mar=ns of safety def
normal and conditions that may result
from anticipated operational
occurrences. Including those or natural
origin (11) the adequacy of structures -
systems nd components provided for
the prevention of accidents and
imitgation of the consequences of
accidents. Including those caused by
natural phenomena: and (ill the
effectiveness of engineered and natural
barriers. Including barriers that may not
be themselves a part of the geologfc
repository operations area, against the
releue of radioactive material to the
environment. The analysfs shall also
Include a comparative evaluation of
alternatives to the major design features
that are Important to radionuclide
co aent and Isolation. with -
particular attention to the alternatives
that would provide longer radlonuclide
containet and Isolatio
S * . *

(3) An Identification and evaluatio
of the natural resources at the site,
IncludIng estimates u to ndiscovered
deposits, the exploitation of which coud'
affect the ability of the site to Isolate
radioacte wstes Undcovered
deposits of resources characteristic of
the area shall be estimated by
reasonable Inference based on
geological and geophysical evfdence.
This evaluation of resources. Includin
undiscovered deposits, shall be
conducted for the disturbed zone and for
areas of similar size that ae
representative of and ar within the
geologic Setting. For nstural resources
with current markets the resources shell
be assessed, with estimates provided of

both prss and net value Th estimate
of net value shall takce Into account _
current development extraction and
marketing costs. For natural resources
without current markets. but which
would be marketable given uredible
projected changes la economic or
technoogcal factors the resoua
be dThbed by phyidcal fcstors suh
tonnage or other aiount. grade an
quaity.
* * .* - .

Paragraph (a)(2) of I a0.1 Is revised
to read as follows:

* S * . to

(2) The se and dsign comply with
the adriteda contanet in Supe.t E.
* * * *

6. Paragraph (aXt2) of 5 00.51 is revised
to read as follows:

I LO.SS IUcense amnmert to
decommoo

(2) a detailed deseription of the
measures to be employed--uch as land
use controls. construction of
monuments, and preservation of
record-to regulate or prevent activities
that could Impair the long-term Isolation
of emplaced waste within the geologic
repositor and to assure that relcevnt
information will be preserved for the usa

of fture generations.As a m znLum
such measures shall include

M Identification of the geologic
repository.operations area by
monuments that have been designated.
fabricated, and emplaced to be as
permanent as Is practicable and

IM Placement of records of the
location of the geologic repository
operations area and the nture and
hazard of the waste in the archives of
local end Federal government agencie&
and archives elsewhere In the world,
that would be likely to be consulted by
potetlional human intruders.

T.New Subpart &"Te'nica
Critesia. Subpat F 7Performance
ConfirmatIono" Subpart C -Quality
Assurance" and Subpart IL Trhining
and Certification of Personelr ae
added to 10 CFR Pant G
Subpart C-Tectnical Crete

6020 Prspose and nature of nnp
.o= Cocepts.

Faformanc Oblectisee
e.z Pedrormce oblectlym
aa=13 Required characteristics of the

Seoloct settn
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Owneshpo and Contra ah oaogk wected the complete assm%= that sels. i designated the rgderouwd
ilm Opers Az fthey wil be met an be presented.A fadty.

Sec 3aonabe sassman=e 00 th bai of '(3) The exercise of CommIssion
60.2z2 Requirwtema fo @wockp and the recotd befoft thw Commission that authority re qires that the plc

caoWo of the geologic nposilme the objective and crtei wlbemtis repository operations area et used for
opeaton as.the SCIIe?51 standard that is required. storage (which includes'dkposal3 of

Additional Requirmis e the Oolo*g c For I W0.2L and other portonU thh igh-level hdfocaive wastes (M WK
Sonbbee e ees ! isubpart that impose objectes ad(4 W e adte a

Om.2= Favorabl. econdian .cimu .. a l reposito pd e fuel as well as reprocessing wastes.
0.22 Potentally adverse lonbt I= times into the °frre. then willow

60.124 Asse~ssment of potentilaly adVeMs tnevitably be grea tmrucertainties. Hwvr fDEpooe ouets
ditins.rd of the itre peoance of geologic repository operatios ara for

D' eginere sytem an gelogc mdia storage of radfocctive waste other than
sigand C o dc s e*vier e peid st ak thouseoo medy H the It of this radioactive

60.30 General design ovquieeor t tim plods f a thSm eor waste is subject to the requirements of
- geologic repository o thousands. of years Is not to be bad In this pan Thus, the storage of :
= Additional design offor the odnary sense of the word. For such wpeat r
sf facilities ito l-term objectives and -rfteria. what tu . Itse a form of a W must
n positoy opera area. Is requitd Is reasonable assurance. conform to te requirements of this p

GM.32 Additional design rquirements fa making allowance for the time period I I in a geologic reposit or
th* Uderground facility and hazards Involved, that the outcome

6043 Design of sbafts and scab for shafts Wil lbe in cniformance with those operations area.
and bortholes. l q E- objectivm and ocriteria (c) Areas odbeant to the geoloic

60234 construction specifications .or hl to
surface and subsurface hcffcilti- e (b) Subpcrt s of t s part cfist "P "tiOr , OPeradens kneo Although te

flndimss that must be made he support of activities subject to regulation under this
Waste Paage :.quitns n a hrizt to dlert ar l e those to be carred cut at the
6W2 Requtreents for the w-ata package repoitor ceolog c repoitory operationsa. the

and Its components. - .31(a) re flndirI of c . censng procssalso cIsonsies
performanca QCoFirmation u re aobe asaine tha gp is creriticso adaendt areas Tat

o.V Gereral raounsof prdoatect fora btred s towbe an apea withon w o
performance conhhfmend C described In theapulcatio t rspfied onols to

Fo - received, possessed. and dip d h prevent adverse huma actins Second.
Subpart equr w ts r a repository oftsdesign Pro there da larger area. designated the
r0.142 Generaliuo ou e : without unreasanable rsek to stages

1eosinr £-TniW gCreri t hd and safety of the public. As statlo
60.242 Design tesing. thatpargrph. In Srifillu at hyrlgcangehmclssts
6243 oMnng and testig waste determnination the Coemi adioactivef

package,.os d Vaturc W( 11a enng tconsider whether the site and design w from the a se enviromt.'
Subpart G-Ouaty BAsumof e complyw wtlithe lie2nu containedin rge geologic repository operations area
GUM scam this subpart. Once aa I. wie the plus the geologic setting make up the .f
60ud Applicabyprtu. criteria ma*t be written In u uirfi u geologic rePosita7. Within the peologic

term, te eon~~atos f c mpince settuing particular attention must be
alhs peforma= may take uncertainties and gaps In .oveno the characteristics of the host

con02arice knowledge into accouaL provided that rock as well as any rock units
Subpart M-Train and easmteuon of the Commission can make the specifed surraundinag the host rock.
eronAl nding of reasonable assurance as Stagem a fher ulcenshvg Pr=cess.
.2 Gn0 e of i spbpatcfied In paragraph (a) of this section. There are several stages In the icflnsig

Ge621 TraIni and crtificadtion progam. co tuas o prces The site characterzton stage,
MUM0.s22 sical- requarectnts. thougSbeu befoe submissinceJt of a

(a) The hZWfacflty.NWC exercises lcneapiain a eutI
Subpart E-Tbohnlcal Criteria w # iecs ad related regulat c i ltine
I eM01 purpose and naws of ndI n2ngS. authority over those facilities described ce

(a*I) Sub art B of this part prescribes he seteion 23 () and (41 of the Energy - stage would fallow, after Issuance ofa
the standard for Issuance of a ricense Reorganization Act of254.Any of tties constiuction authorization. Apezwdgif
to receive and possess source. special facilities Is designated an rMWlaity. operations follows the Issuance ofa
nuclear. or byproduct matenral at a (b)T7e ovare, si operotiaa license by the Commission. The period
geologic repository operations area.. Es CtO of operations includks thetieuin
particular. I 60.41(c) requires a finding (1) This pint deals with the exercise of which emplaet ent of wastesocus
that the Issuance of a license WM~t Ca authority with respect to a particular and any subsequent period before
constitute an unreasonable risk to the 'class of HLW facllt-camely a permanent closure during which the
health and safety of the public. Th. gealogic reparitor,' operations are,. emaplaced wastes are ret reevable and
purose of this subpart Is to set out I (2) Ageowlogirepmosltr operations permanent cosure. which Includes Enad
perfomance objectives an4,Its and area consists of those surface andbckflnofssraefcite.
design aliterla which. If satisfied. will subsurface areas that are part of a seln fsat.dcnaiaigand
support such a finding of so gelgcreoioy where radioactiv!imnln"fsufc aiiis
unreasonable risk. wat adigatvte r oducted. Pemnn lsr ersnsteend of

(2) While these performance Teudrrudsutr.ncuig atvhoanciiiswthhegeologic
objectives and criteria are generaflp pnnsadbciWmtras u repositoiry operations area and

* staed in unqualified terms. it is ant exldn hfs oeoe.adter engineered systems.
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Ce) C meaL a during the
rpository lif. he ation and
thermal vels uh and ~the
consequ eceo en especially
difflcut to predict rigorouly. specal
emphasis Is placed upon the ability to
contain the wstei by waste packages
within an e eered sytem. This Is
known " the cantirAMentpdod The
eeeedysteos Incudes the waste
pchagu au weD is the cnderpn.

e waste~ s pa gendiade~Ste
(fl he wastefin bich conssts Or

the radioactive waste materils and any
associated encapsulating or stab
mzaterials.
(21 The contoiner which Is the art

major sealed endosure that holds the
waste form

(3) Ovepcksbwich consist of any
buffer material. receptabl. wrapper.
box or other structure, that Is both
within and an Integral part of a waste
packs It encloses and protects the
wasta r so a to meet the
performance objectivest

(fl Isolatfon, Following the
containment period special emphasis Is
placed upon the ability to achieve
Isolation of the wastes by virtue of the
characteristics of the geologic
repository. solatio means the act of

ibtng the transport of radioactive
material to the accessible environment
in amounts and concentrations within
limits The occesble environment
means those portions of the environment
directly in contact with or readily
available for use by human beings

Performance Objectives

* 16.11t Performance objecties
(a) Performance of the zeolosi

repository operations area through
Permnoent dosure.-1J Ptectdon
against raiaton cxposUss and
releases of doacUtiY mateiaL The

gedgi rpoitqroperatios aeashl
bo ed sed so tht until permanet

osuhas been copleted, rdiation
exposures ad radiation levelsa n
releases of radioactive material to
unrestricted areas will at all times be
maintained within the limits specified la
Part 20 of this chapter and any generally
applicable environmental standards
established by the Environmental
Prsotection Agenl.

(2tRi deuoywt-oft wast 'e
:eologlc reposmon operations area al
he des pied so that the entir inventor
of waste could he retriceve ona
reasonable scheduIle startn atan
time up to 50 year fter wuste
3mplaceent operatonsu complete.
A reasonable schedule for trieval bi
one that requires no longer than about
the same overall period of time than

was devoted to the construction of ths
gologic repository operatincs ara and
th emplacement of wastes.

(b) Performvance of the Seoloi
zrpositoryatr :cpermanent cios~uw.-(
Ovreuilsysamperfomnce. The
geologisetting shall be selected and the
subsurface railt desiged so s to
asue that releases ofradioactive.
materls from the geologic repository
following permanent closure Conform to

*such generally applicable environmental
radiation protection standards as may
have beeo established by the
Esvironmental Protection Agency.

(2) Performn of the gineered
-1 Contaie ofwastes.*

a engineered system shall be
designed so that even it full a partial
saturstion of the underpound facility
were to occur. and assuming anticipated
processes and events, the waste

achages will contain all radionuclides
Jtor at lst the rst .00 years after
permanent closur This requirement
does not apply to TRU waste unless
TRU waste is emplaced dose enough to
HLW that the TRU release rate can be
significantly affected by ths heat
generated by the MLM.

(Ill Contrmlofreleases
(A) For HLW. the engineered system

shall be designed so that. after the jirst.
r0 yeas following permanent closure.

the annual release rate of any
uJd-o-ucllde from the engineered system
into the geologic setdzng assuming
anticipated processes an events. is at
most one pat in 100.000 of the maximum
amount of tha radionuclide calculated
to be present In the underground facilty
(assuming no release from the
underground facility) at any time after
1.000 years following permanent closure.
This requirement does not apply to
radionuclides whose contribution Is less
thaN 0w1i of the total annual cuie
release as prescribed by this paragraph.

( ) For RU waste, the eng ered
Isysten shall be desiped so that
following permanent closure the annua
release rate of any radionuclide from the

nderground facility into the geologio.
setting. assuming anticipated processes
and events Is at mOt one pat In
100.000 Of the oa f t
calculated to be present In the
underground facility (as n no
rae$ese from the underground fcilt) at

The COaMLulom speci~aly wake ca=.a an
W a th AAa s A bcfe abuldib anped ttO
Ms pW anut mtquimmast datiq witb
amctainald Mud omu el etnkatals. in ,ut
Qb Commiswaa ha coadavil whuibar we
tchcadl laitasAul ai PILutfy qW
wutiommut be W u M u as retawUbtl
ahisvaba ad the ase raten tn be -as low u t
resonably schleabl. Cammet shd ad*rus
te MAS ds a requ1Anamnt. how tb bMfam
. ad hbe recftaty cc its W M eontM

any time following permanent closure.
This requirement does not apply to
radionuclides whose contribution is less
then 0.i% of the annual curie release as
presc'bed by this paragraph.

(3) Perfomance of the ge2AVc
aettit.-(Ip Containment period During
the contaiament period. the geologic
setting shall mitigate the impacts of
premature failure of the engineered
system. The ability of the gedolog
setting to Isolate wastes during the
Isolation period. i aceordac with
pargraph (b)3X of this section. shall
be deemed to sa y this r.aL

(1 Iato peiod Following the
containment period. the geologic stting
In conjunction with the egneer

stecas Iong u that systems n
cxpected to nction ha d alone
thereafer all be capable of isolateng
radioac~tve waste so that trasport of
radlonuclldes to the aceossble
sevinmnt sall be in aounts ard -

concenstrations that conform to mc
genealy applicable environmenal3
standards as may have been established
by the Environmental Protection
Agency. For the purpose of this
parsgrapb. the evaluation of the site
shall be based upon the assumption that
those processes operating on the site am
those which have been operating on It
during the Quateary Period. wth
perturbations caused by the presence oJ

*emplaced radloactive astes
erimposed to

I 60.x12 Requrd chadetstcs of tt"
g*eolsle setting.

(a Thne geologic setting sallvs
ehbited strural and tectonic
stability since the start of the
Quaternary Period.

b1 The eologfe setting shal have
exhbitedhydrogeologfc.geo-chemlcal
and geomorphic stability since the start
of the Quaternary Period.

(cc The eologic repository shall be
located so that pre-waste emplacement
groundwater travel times through the fad
feld to the accessible environment ar
at east 000 yeloar
Ownersblp and Contr aO thi
GeolocgIc Repository Operations Ares

1M121 Reulements for owrnershp .rd
t on" *1 Me 20*104 rspogtMq

operations aoto
(Al Onership of theo c

repository operations asr,. The eolft
repository operations area is a
located in and on lands thAt either
acquured lands under the jurisdiction
and coatsol of DOWE orlands
pe manently withdraws and reserved

Its usLese lands shall be held
free and clear of all enumbrancs if

',;
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signlficant such ae (1) riots arising
under the general mining lawr. (2)
easements for right-of-war and (3) al
other rights arising under lease. rights of
entry. deed. patent. mortgage.

ppropriation. prestproti or
otherwise.

(b) Establishmmnt of coaircb.
Appropriate eontrolr shall be

established outside of te geologic
eposltory operations area. DOE sha

exercse ay jursdction and control
ovr surface snd subsurface estates'-

necessary to prevent adverse human
actions that could significantly reduce
the site or engneered systeams ability to
achieve Isolation. The rights of DOE
may take the fom of appropriate
possessory Intests servitudes or
withdrawals brm location or patent
under the genwral ml"ini laws.
Additional Requirements for the
Geologic Setting

560122 FresbleeondW sfl
Each of the following conditions may

contribute to the ability of the geologic
setting to meet the performance
objectives relating to Isolation of the
waste. In addition to meeting the
mandatory requirements of I .GM= a
geologic setting shall exhibit an
appropriate combination of these
conditions so that. together with the
enfgeered system. the favorable
conditions present are sufcent to
provide reasonable assurance that such
performance objectives will be met.

(a) The nature and rates of tectonic
processes that have occurred since the
start of the Quaternary Period are such
that. when projected. they would not
affect or would favorably affect the
ability of the geologic repository to
isolate the waste.

(bJ The nature and rates of strul
processes that have occurred sitce the
start of the Quaternary Period are such
that. when projected. they would not
affect or would favorably affect the
ability of the geologic repositozy to
isolate the waste.

Ic) The nature and rate of
hydroeological processes that hm
occurred since the st of the
Quaternary Period are each that. when
projected. they would not affect or
would favorably affect the ability of the
geologic repository to Isolite the waste.

Cd) Ths nature and rtes of
geochemical processes that bate
occurred since the start of the
Quaternary Period are sch that when
projected. they would not affect or
would Iavorably affect the ability of the
geologic repository to isolate the waste

(el The nature and rates of
geomorphic Processes that hate

occumed site &e rtartef the Isot limite to planned groundwater
Qualderary period ar such that when withdrawal. extensive brigsatn
projected they would not affect or would subsurface injection of fuids.

vorably affect the ability of the underground pumped storale facilities,
eologic repository to Isolate the wasts. or unje.pround military activity.

A bestrod tbat provides the (4) Earthquakes which have occurred
olwing gnoridwater chrtristica-. historically that if they were to be

rlow undwater conteat (2) rpeated coud aect the geologic
= aibition of groundwater cfrculatia n repository asfgicantly.

the host roc (33 InhibItion f i that
Soiudwater flow between a active sce the sart of the
hydareoleo5c units or along shaU wQuatemarv Period and which s ithin a
Wts, and boreholer. and (4) dsnce o! the disturbe me that Is
*poundwater Uavel times. under pre- less than the smallest dimension of the
waste emplacement conditions between fault rupture surface.
the underground facility and th (a) Potential for adverse impacts G
accessible environment that the geolgic repouitroy resulting frM
substantially exceed 1=00 years the occupancy and modification of

Geochemical conditions that t1). lootplaIna
te preipitatioa or sorption or O Potential for natural phenomena

dionudies.(2) Inhibit the formation uch as landslides. subsidence. or
of particulates. colloida. and inorganic volcanic activity of such a mcagnitude
and or ic complexes that creasse 'the that lare-scale surface water
mobility afradionudides and (3) inhibit Impoundments could be created tht
the transport of radionuclides by could affect the performance of the
particulates. coolds. and coaplexes . eeologic reository through chanes In

(hi Mineral assemnblages that when tpe regioal grounxdwater flow.
subjcte toaticiae termat (6 Expo ouldveted c&lmatticch~anges thatoaigwilrmiunleeoralter t o ul aea des feto the

erl assemblages having ieasd geologic, geochemical. or hydroloic
capacity to Inhibit radionaclda cha.cstnse
migration. Qo] Advetse conditions In e

emplacementof haste aesult tha m. .disturbedzone. For the purpose of
dept of 00 eter frm th ~d determining the presence of the

sraa~c. (rh pol ratce shall b m~ud foliowing conditions within the
dastrubed zone. investigations should

deemd to be the elevation the lowest extend to the greater of either its
point OU the surface above e rbed aulated extent or a horizontal
sone- &s dige of 2 k fon the llmits of the

1) Any local conditidn of the distne .of 2km fro theits dof W
disturbed zone that contributes to bnegon aiiy nrmtelo

* . ~the limitsb of the repository ecavation..-
I 5Oit Potetay Cdvrse eotUn. ( Evidence of subsusrface miin (o

Uth following ae potentially adverse rtsource
conditions. Te presence of any such (2) Evidence of drifng for ay ,
conditions may compromise site prpose.
suitability and will requir ca 531 Resourles that haue either greater
analysis and such ineasures as l t , ome
necessary to compensate for thez* Potential than the average for other

deouately pursuant to I 00. representative areas of similar size that
(aj Adlrse condEf the eo~fd are representative of and located in the

geologic settc g
(1)otenttal for faure of exsting or (41 Evidence of extreme trosion during

plnnd man-mde srace wvater the Quaternary Period.
itpoundments that co cause floodng - (1 Evidence of dlssolutlonlng of
of the geologic repository operations soluble ocs
are. (6) The existence of a fault that has

(2) PotentfaL based on at been active during the Quatenary
geologic and hydrologic conditions. that Period.
planned casructica of large-scale - (7)Potentialforceating new
surface water Impoundments may pathways for radionuclide migration due
signticantly affect the geologic o presence of a fault or fracture tone .
repository through changes In the Irrespective of the age of last movement
reional groundwater ow syste. (e Structural deformation such as

(3) Potentia for huma activity to uplift.subsidence. folding, and
affect significantly the geogic fra cturing during the Qua tern ry Period.
repositort through changes In the More frequent occuce of

hydrgeology. Thsactivity Icludes but earthquaes or earthquaes of higher
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Manitude than ts typical ot the me hn
which the Reologic setting ts loated.

(t10 Indcatons baaed on comlsatos
of earhuake wlt teic proesses
an features, that efite the frequency of
oocurrece or m ntude of ealqaezsee
may igae

(11) EvIdence of tgeous activitly tine
the start of the QuatUnary Period.

(p2) Potential for chnes in
hydrolog od itionsd that wouild

s ad affecte mipan of
tlnudldesto te accesible -
enviroanmet including but not limited to
danges In hydraulic rdietluL average
interstitial velocty stornge eoeCient.
hydraulic cnductivuty. natural echarge
patenttiazetric levels. Vnd dischargepoin~ts. ei C

(13) Cond3tions In th hoatrock that
ar not reducing conditions

(14) Gudwater coditions In tSe
boat ro cld but not lited to
hig Ionic strent or raangso dE-pi
that could affect the solubility an
chemical ractiityd ofte e 'gn r -
systems.

(Ii) Processes that would reduce
sortion. result in degradatlon of the

trock tength, or adversely affed the
performance of the engineered systc.

(IS)f Rlock or groundwter conditons
t would reqre complx egieerIn

measvu.s In the design and construction
of lbs underpoundt ac~ity or In the

eal1n of borehole: and ahalts
(27)Ceomechaplcal properties that do

not permit delsi of stable undercnd
openings dn ct waste
emIacement, ot retrieval operations
I WI2l Assessment of potentall
Wvens eoad~kMM

In order to show thatCa potendafy
adverse condition or c:m bination of
coditionsr cited In I a.z3 does not
Im~par significantly the ability ofthe
5ogm repository to Isolate the
raiati~ve waste, the following mt he
damonstrated:

(a) The potentially adverse h
activity or natural condition his been
adequately tharcterized. indludinibthe
estent to which the condition: ay
Present and still be udetected taking
into acc= t the depee of resolution
aCieved by the investigations: and

(blTheaffectofthapotentially
,aes h unma activity or natural

Wuratlan on the geologic Setting hu
bet adequately evaluated uling
o2M ative analyses and assumptios,
md lb evaluation used Is 3i sl -
ts advers human~ activity or natural
> iti% n dby

(CI)TheZ potentialy adverse humSan
IJor natural condtiton Is 5IowU by

d~ttyis in par gaph (bi of this seto

not to affect sifcantly te sb~ity of
the geologgic Retti to isolata wate, or.

(2) Te effct of the potentially
adverse human actdivty Or natua
condition Is compensated by the
Petence of a combination of the
avorable charaderisca cited In

OQ= or
(3) The potentially Sav-se umn

activity x nAtI condition can be
remedied
Destge and ComsUtizm eUpIrements.
I S0130 Oerwa design eqfwetB tf
ae gbologic repository o~eradofs area.

(a) Sections a30 thrug 0.124
specif mnium rquiemets lort t
des ot and constro
secifcatons lo, the geologi
reposito$ y operations are
Req rements for design containd La
If 80.22 thrao 8.133 must be
coiderd In connuncton with the
requiremxens for consruction in

0o.234. Secdouw 0130 through &U3
at not Intended to contain an
exhaustive list of design and
construction requirements. Omissions in
I 80.130 through 0134 do not relieve

DOE frmproviding safety feauets in a1
specific facility needed to achiev the
performance objectives conatined in
110.11. All desin and constucsIo a

arlterla must be consistent with the
reasats of dte characterization activims

(b) Systems. structures, and
components of the geologic repoitr
operations areahl satif the
fol~oir

(1) Rodolco Iprotecirlm Th
strutue, wsytem and comoetsp
located withi restriced areas sall h
designed to mantai radiatonz doses
levels. ad concentratons of adIoactiv
material n air In those restricted ara
witi th limits specified In Part z ocf
this chapte. These structures. systems
and com~poens shall he designed to

W Means tolmit concentation of
radioactive materil In alr

(11 Mean to liit the time requrd to
p. o skl the vicnity of
rndioactive materials Incld, as
appropriute. desiin equpmet for
ease of repair and replcement anud
poidin adequate space foir ease of
operatiom

(1) Suitable shelhdn_
ev) Means to moantor and canmdo the

dispendra of radioactiv containativ
(v) Means to control aCCess ho high-

ratonarea airbtosn radioactvdita
areath and '

(an A radcations alam bsle ds towart
of Raes radiatiol levlas.
coanntratos of raioactive matia in

ur, sa of nrdseased radeoac tanty

released ta efneutz. T lar system
shall be designed with redundancy and
in sits testing capability.

(2) Protectlon Ainst Raton!
phAnomena =d env~cnw=:2W -

( 71e stre s, systems, and
Componens i rtant to saety sabe
desined to be coatible with
anticipated slit charcteristics gan to
accoozmddate the effects oI
aenvirometal conditionS so AS to
prevent interference with normal
operatio. naintalnence and testing
during the entire period of construction
and operations.

(1 noe stuctures. systems and
components Important to safety shall be
designed so that natural phenomen and
environmental conditions anticipated at
the site wln not result in any relevant
time perod. In failure to achieve the
performance objectives

(3) ftaalon qagas dynamic effects
of equoipmen fWUe and simitcr 8vents
ne structures, systems and components
Important to saety shal he designed to
wthsand dynami ee that could
result fro equpment failura suc as
miwssle impacts. and simlar events and
condtions that could ld to loss of
their safety fuctons

(4) Protectio qwnstpu and

()The structue systems and
componensimportant to safet sha be
designd to perform their safety
funtons during and atRu fies
exploshions inth geologic repositor
operations are.

(II) So the extent pretitcable the
gedogicreposltory operations areasbhall

b efeSto incorporate the ue of
noncombutib tad heat resistant
materials

( 1Th. geologa re posito
operations area shall be desigped to
Include explosion and fire detection
alarm ystam and appropriate
supprrisioa systems with sufficient
capacity ansd capability to reduce the
advere effects of fr and explood
onstruct res. spte= and compones
important to swety.

CT) Tbe geologic repository opertions
area shall be designed to Include means
to protect systems. structures, and
components Important to safety against
the adverae effects of either the
operation cc failure of the fin
suppression systems.

(3) £ntervency Mopablty.
I Te suctmus, systems, and

components Important to safes Shall be
desig:ed to m>aitain contrdol
radioactiv wlaste *nd permt prompt
termintion of opertions an
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vacustion of personnel during an
emergency.

(1U1) The geologic repcA'tory operanti
area shall be designed to include onsita
failities and services that ensure a sfe
and timely response to emergency
conditions and that facilitate the use of
available offsite services (such as fire.
police. medical and ambulance service)
that may aid in recovery from
emergencies.

*1(6 Utiyaerdwczi
Each utility rice systemshall be

designed so that essential sfety
functions can be performed under both
normal and emergen conditions.

M The utility services Important to
safety shall Iude redundant systems
to the extent necessary to maintain.
with adequate capacity, the ability to
perform their safety functions.

(lii) The emergency utility services
shall be designed to permit testing of
their functional operability and
capacity. This wll include the full
operational sequence of each system
wren transferring between normal and
emergency supply sourc as well as
the operation of associated safety
Systems.

(lv) Provisions shall be made so that.
If there Is a loss of the priary electric
power source or circuit. reliable and
continued emergency power Is provided
to instrtunents. utility service systemsu
and operating systems. Including aarm
systems. This emergency poiyer shall b4
sufficient to allow safe cnditions to be
maintained. AU systems Important to
safety shall be designed to permit them
to be maintained at all times in a
functional mode.

(7) Inspecon. testing. and
maintenance. The structures, Systems.
and components Important to safety
Shall bedesigned to permit periodic
Inspectlon. testig nd snten a
necessary, to ensure their continued
functiosnng and readiness.

() Criticaft cantroL All q t foar
processing. transporting. I=n
storage. retrieval emplacement and
Isolation of radioactive waste shall be
designed to ensure that a nuclear
esltcality acddent IJ not possible unles
at last two uniely Independent. and
onennt or sequential changes have

occed In the conditions essential to
nuclear crticality safty. Each system
shall be designed for clticality safety
under normal and accident conditions.
The calculated'effective multiplicatlon
factor Okd must be Sufficiently below
tnity to show at least a 5% margn aftii
allowance for the bias In the method of
calculation and the uncertainty in the
experIments used to validate the metho,
of aculatdo

(93 hatmentation and control
syms. insrsmentatioc and control

S iysems shall be designed to monitor
and control the behavior of engineered
systems important to safety over
anticipated ranges for normal opetion
and for accident conditions 49e
systems shall be designed with *
sufficient redundancy to ensure that
adequate margins of safety am
maintained.

(20) Cowplinc. with mining
t * latihon To the extnt that DOE Ii

not subject to thne Federal Mine Safety
and Health Act of 1977, as to the
constructio and operation of the
geologic repository operations ares. the
design of the geologic repository
operations area shall nevertheless
Include such provison for worker
protection as way be necesary to
provide reasonable assurance that all
structures. systems. and components
important to safety can perform their
Intended fhnctions. Any deviation from
relevant design requirements In 30 CFR.
-Capter I Subchapter. A L and N will
give rise to a rebuttable presumption
that this requirement has not been met.
2 f131 Additional design rurements
for surface facilities In te geologic
repository Operatios ares.

(a) 1aciitcs for rectipt andretrie va
tof wasfle. Surface facilites In the

geologic reipository operations area shall
be designed to allow sae handling and

estorage of wastes at the dkte whether
these wastes are on the sace ore
emplacement or a a result of redr ieva
from the underground facility. The
surface tfclitis shatl he designed so as
to permit astpection. re nd
decontamination of such wastes and
hei wcntainers. Surface storage

capaecty 1I not reqired for all empoaced
wate. *

I bl SArfac ac y Cvntl a -n
Surface facility ventilation systems
spportng waste transfer, inspcton.v
emdecontam ination. processing, or
packaging shal be designed to provide
protection againt radiation extposure

and o te releases as p ded i

5 tel Radiation contrl nd
arortoing( Et7ffluent contLThe

face filitie shall be designed to
control the release of radioacti
materialo a I efluents durian norln ani d
emergency operations n e f ciliies
sall be designed to provide protection
against radiation exjoaurs and offulte
releases as providedI ~l

(1 t2Efluent monitoringeffluent
monitorigsystems shall be designed to
measusre the amount and concentsation

rd of radionuclides In ay effluent with
*suffiient precision to dtermine

whether releases coaform to the design
.Vrequirement for effluent controL The

ionitorng gsystems shall be designed to
Include arm that can be 1eriodically
tested.

(d) Waste treatment Radioactive
waste treatment facilities shall be
designed to process any radioactive
wastes generated at the jeologic
eposito operations are Into a form
=utable to permit safe disposal at the

geologic repository operations ara or to
permit safe transportation and
conversion to a form suitable for
disposal at an alternative site In
accordance with any regulations that
are applicable.

(e) Cosderafton of decommissioning.
The surface facility shall be designed to
facilitate decommisslosinin
I 6132 AddItional dei requirements
f0r the underground factUty.

(a) General citeria for the
underground facility.

I ( The underground facility shall be
designed so as to perform Its safety
functions assuming interactions among
the geologic setting. the underground
fasility, and the waste package.

(21) The underground facility shall be
designed to provide for strucrural
stability, control of groundwater
movement and control of radionuclide
releases. as necessary to comply with
the performance objectives of I 0.11.

(3) The orientation. geometry layout.
and depth of the underground facility.
and the design of any engineered
barriers that are part of the underground
facility shall enhance containment and
ladation of radionuclidei to the extent

pracc ble at the Site'
4 The41 underground facility shal be

desgned so That the effects of disruptive
events such as Intrusions of gas. or
water, or explosions will not spread
through the facility.

(b) Flexribztry of desgnL The
underground facility shau be designed
with Sufficient flexibility to allow
adjustments. where necessary to
ccommodate specific site conditions

Identified through in situ monitoring
testing, or excavation.

(c) Sepamation of excavation =nd
waste emplacement (modular cnncept)l
If concurent excavation and
emplacement of wastes are planned.
the

(13 The design shall provide for such
separation of activities into discrete
areas (modules) as may be necessary to
assure that excavation does not impair
waste emplacement or retrieval
operations.
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(2) Eachodula shal be designed to
permit insulation hre other modules If
au accident occus.-

(d) Desi~gnfrr ie ofofwnsta The
underground facility sha be designed
to-

(1I emit rerlm or waste In
accordance with the perfoance
objectives (5 8211> *

(M ENsur uent s
stability of openings and control of
godwater to permit the safe conduct
of wast retrieval operations; and

(31 Allow remov of any waste
packages that may be dameged or
requim tnspectiam without
compromising the ability of the seologic
repository to meet the performance
objectives (1 aM1121

(e' Desip of mubsuoct openims
(1) Subsurface o n

designed to manta sstailty
throughout the consmcdon Ma
openi periods. i structural support

for stability, it sha9llb
designed to be comspatibl withXu.
termi deforain hydroogla
geochemicaL and theromechalcalu
chascterls tcs of the rock ed to alow
subsequent placement of backL

121 Structumrs ruired for t Mporary
support of zones o weak or h
fractured rock shal be degned soa
not to Impait the placemest of
permanent structures a the capabilty to
seal excavated areas ueed for me
containment of wastes.

(3) Subsurface openings shal be
designed to reduce the potential low
deleterlous rock movement oa fracturing
of overlyins or surrounding rock over
the long term The sime shape.
orientatdon, and spacing of opeings and
the desip of e ered support
systems hall a the following
conditions into considerations-

() natural stress conditions:
(a) deformation characteristics of th

host rock wnder normal cond donsand
thermal loadLn

(I)The inds ofweamesses or
structural dlscontlnuities found at
varionu locations tn the geologic
repotry

r) Equipment requiremen ad
v) The ability to construct the

underground facility as designed so thai
stability of the rock Is enhance. -

(1 exccvotf n The dedsg of the
underground facility sha corpoat
escvaton methods that wil lmit
damsp to and racturing of rock

Cs contrai of Water andos.
Water and gas sstee
at desined tobof sufent

Ca~abilt and capcaty to reuc th
P0tentially adverse effect of
gonwatu fiounln srvce watu.

lntruskmP or ge kdaw Into tbe
underground facility.

(2) Water and Sas control ryst
shall be designed to control the quantity
of water or gas oswing into or fom the
underground facility, monitor tbe

positon of gase. and permit
sampligofliquida

(3pl System shll be deigned to
provd contro of wtetr ana in bot
waste emplaceent arelaas
excvatdoo areas.

4) Water control sstems hl be
designed to 1nclude stonpge capbillty
and odulr layuts thates that
unexpeteda in ruo oodig ca be
controled and cotaied.

(S) itter cta U of aqefes or
warter~bear geologic strucue Is
anticipated during Cso Dtln the
des of the uderground faciltysha
Include plcan for cutoff or control of
water In advanc of the exvtlon

(8) 11linings are required, the contact
bstweenthe Riing and the rock
surrounding subsiface excavations

albe designed s as to avoid the
eation of any preferetal pathway for

groundwater or radlonuclds igration,
(h)Su ae w t~ioion T

ventilatlio syte *shl be deied
to-

(1) Cotrol the traport of
ndloactive particulates and gaes
wIthin and releases from the subsurface
facility In accordance with the
performance objectives (I a1i1k

(2) Permit continuous occupancy of al
etxted ares dining normal
operations through the Urns of
permanent de10e;

(3) Aommmodate changes la
operating nditions such as variations

in tmpertur and humidity In the
derground faty
(4)lInclud redun t eqilpeni ad

tell safe control systems as may b
needed o asure continued function
uder normi and emergency condit
and

( Separate the ventilation d
eavatioaz and waste explacemeni
area&

(1) Bearier shall be located where
shafts could allow accesfot
groundwater to enter or leave t.
underground facility.

(2) BarrIers shal create a waste
package environment which favorably
control chemical reactions affecting the
performance of theaste W ackag.

(3) Backlill placed in the underground
facility shal be d ed as a barrIer.

pBad placd the underground
fclity s nctions
asumin anticpated chanes in tbe
geologIc s

(U) Beain placed ta the undergrund
facility sha sam the following
functions:

(A) It shalx provide a barrier to
groundwater movement io and b=
the underground facility,

(I) It sall reduc creep defomtio
of the host rock that may adversey
affect () waste package performance or
(2 the local hydlogical syte s.

(C) It shall redaced nd to u
aounwater lovement witin 1e
underround faigty.

(U) It retard r e
migrato.

(t) Backfill placnd in thei radercfnd
faciity shall be dslected t allow or
adequate placemelt nsd Cnoprot Ic
wudergrond opentngs.

C Waste ha dia ce
(1)The systs used for handling

t caesport and etplacin ratloactve
wates sall be desind to hhe
positntiv fil -sa design to protect
workers an t3 prvet paag t
waste pacfrges.

(2) The hnderg systems fcr
emplaceent and retrlesa opseoth
shall be degnred to minimiae the
potential for operetoiarmor.

(Ii Design fr t huraloarh
(li he underground facility shall be

designed *o thact the predicted thral
and thermomechcanlo response of the

rock: will not degrade sigificsanty the
performnce of te repository or the
ability of the natural or engineered
barrers to retad rdlonucl-
migratio -
j2) The design of waste loading and

waste spacings Shal take Into
consideration-

0 Effects af te des o( the
underground facility on the thermal and
thermomnecbancal response of the host
rock and the groundwater system:

M Features of tha bost rockand
geologic setting that affect the
thermMechanical respons of the
underground facility and bartler
Including but not limited tin behavior
and deforiational charactarIt cs of th
host rock the presence of Insulating
layers. aquifers. fault, oientatin of
bedding planes. and the presen of
dlscontinuities in the host rocki and

(M) IT extent to which bactqul of
the host rodc Is Influenced by cycles of
temperaturs increase and deoeas&

60133 Destgn a sfts an eaft for
shaw d borhoa

Ca) Shaft des,,L Shaft shall be
designed o as not to caste o
preferential pathway for migation of
grunwater en *o as not to incrceas
t-he potential For migrtion trog
existig pathways

,-
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-bSha avd'banhae seclk. Sh Rnderground facility b canstructed as physical and nuclear properties of the
and Mo C lit ses hall be deigned so isi red. t wpata package and its interactloni with
tht S.afts a. b*ol w be . > U 4plac~emt en'rt do not

i S h a eb s w b cotucton spedfications shall Include compromise the function of the waste
csaled a oon as possile fter th requirements for the development of a paCkes.C The design shall Include but
have sered their o pratonal p uo se. complete documented history of not be limited to consideration of the

(12) t thel tmeoer t losure epository onstructon. h following factors. solubility. oxidad
seas at tetducdto reactions. corrosion.

t&asSpot the b the foow gQ. generationitt edia
same de st n t ed units f S of oeffects. mecis I strength. mechanIcA
ockthrough wch the h or xca ons ansaftslo d via stress.radilysis. radiation damage
bororeadily Identifable surface features or zadionudclide retardation. leaching. £r

Uthe borehole nd shaf sa sa monuments, and explosion hazards, thermal loads.
also be designed to prevent groundwater 12) Materials encoitee and synergistic Interactions.
circulation tha wouldsult l - ' ( GeogIc maps and geologic cross (2) EffecS of ~ twh s torkg .n the
dissolution. .... . * nderunddfccJitycn t Aactur !

(3 Contact betweengh aft and (4) Locations and amount of seepage: barrirrsyfie eoli settlaS.The
borehole seals and the adjacent rod (5) Details of equipment methods, waste package sl designed so that
does aot become a preferential pathway progress. and sequence of wor. the in situ chemical physical. and
for water. - (6) Construction problems; nudcear properties of the wate package

(4) Shaft and borehole seals an (7) Anomalous Conditions -and its Interactions with the
accommodate potential variations of encountered. emplacemt eronent do ao

stress. temperature, and moisture. (8) Instrument locations. rvadin4s. and c stheperormance of the
(5) The materials used to construct the anulys. nderground fty or the eologic

teals are appropriate In view of the (9) Location and description of sttng. 'e design shall iu t not
geochemistry of the rock ad structural support systems.; b limted t con tion of the
groundwater system. anticipated (201 Locatioi and description of following factors: solubilty. oxdation/
deformations of the tock and other In dewatering systems. and reduction reactions, Corrosion.
situ conditions. (11) Details. methods of emplacement. hdiding S gention then l

(c) Shaft conveyances vied * -.d location of seals use. gss Me neratron. thermal
radoactive waste handling. E(t1) Loc excaratfoa Ile methods stress. radioysia. radiation damage.

(1) Shaft conveyances used to used for excavation shall be selected to radionuclide retardation. Ieachln& fAr
transport radioactive materials shall be reduce to the extent practicable the and explosion hazards theral toads.
destgned to satisfy the requirements as potential to create a preferential and synergistic interacons.
set forth in I W0.530 for sys pathway fo groundwater or radioactive . (b Waste fnmn requfrement.
Structures and components important t waste migation or Increase migration Radioactive waste that Is emplaced In

* sft thrqugh existn Pathways. the underground facility shall mieet the
f2) Hoists Impornt to safet(e) Conhtro7o ezpIVeS If explosives foblOlrwt requirements:

desined to preud cae free L are used the provisions of 30 CFR V57 - J(1 Solidificdonv All ach, radioactive
12) ffoists importt t sfety sat. (xplosives) Issued by the &fne Safety wastes shall be in solid form and placed
e cage oct and Health ArtIntratIon. Department In sarled containers.
(a4 ost o , u . of Laborshallbemetas nm ' (2) CansofidatioL Particulate waste

syste shall be designed with a safety requirements for storage. useand forms shall have been consolidated (or

reliable system of Interlocks that will traport h gologc po y exple. by Incorporation Into an
(a safely noon mal opertion area.' : encapsulating matrix) to limit the

(5] Hoists anorta to safety shall be WterconL onst availability and generation of

designed to Ind ude two Independent ped tou shal prvide a wter particulates.
Indicators to indicate when waste enounterdct n ex at ._ sha be s A combustible

packases are in place Srappled. ad removed to the surface end contorad i t dioactive wastes must have been

readytr fcrnsfa. accordance with design requirements reduced to a nncomstible flr=

radiation control and monitoring uless I can be demonstrated that a be

I 5&M Construcion Stpieorcat IonC U .231(cI) involving a single package will neither
Surface and "nsudscc tacinuee I W=at hanMdl andemplccenL compromise tbe integrity of other -

(a en !equirement , Teconstruction specifications shall packages. nor adversely affect any
Sped~cation for construct s rvide for demonstration of the safectyrelated structurs systes or

conform to te obeives ad tecc effectiveness of handling equipment and components
requirmn fsystems fore mplacement and rtevat- (c Wqstepchage req em e

operations, under operating conditions. waste package design shall meet the
(b) Consftecon mncnemen. Waste Package Requirements following requirements:

progra Its construction..p....cato.. (l £piosivtonyrophod. ¢ d
shall aclitat the conduct of a 160.135 Pequkrement for On waste chirmically reacirve materiacl. Th
Construction muatgement progra that packge and its components. wat package shall Uot contain

wil ensu alt constrctn activtilds () Senrfrequi ts fdesin explosive orpyrophoric materials ot

do not adversely affect the suitability of he design of the waste package shall chemically reactive materials that could

the site to Isolate the waste or include the following elements: . nterfere with operations In the

jeopardize the Isolatin capabilities of () tIfect of the site on the.wast underground facility or compromise the
the underground fc ity. boreole pa ag The waste package shall be abillty of the geologic repository to
chft, and seas d tht the. designed so that the in situ chemical the performance objecties.
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(27 Ff liquddS. The waste psAage
shall not contain free liquids In an
amount that could Lmpair the st'ctural
iafegnty of waste package componts
(because Of chemlcal Interactions or
forstion of pressurized vapor) or resl
in spilap and spread of contamination
a the event of package erFforktio.

(31 Napldi*y. Waste packages shall be
designed to maintain waste contsinment
durn tanspoartatic emplacement. and
retrieval.

(4) Unique idenUIjctofAs A label oi
otha means of Identieadoon shall be
pruwited for each package The
itentatlon s all not Impair the
Integrity of the package and shall be
applied In such a way that the
infomatdon shall be legible at least to
the and of the retrievable storage period.
zach package Itdentifcation shall be
constaent With the packages permanent
written records.

Performan Cotermation
Requirements I

1S1012 Generalrequirementso 1 -
prfo.ae Confinnatto.

The geologic repository operations
area shall be desined so as to permit
Implementatio of a performan=
conr ation program that meets the
requirements of Subpart F of this pan

Subpart F-Paformance Connnatlon

160140 t:erstrequemwents.
(t) he formanceconmationprgr aS ranacertain wheotier-
(i) Actual subsurface conditions

encountered and changes In those
conBtions during constuction and
waste emplacement operations ar
Within the limits assumed In the
licensing revlaw. and

(2) Natural and engineered sysem
and components required for repository

*operation orwilch adesigned or
assumed to operate as barriers after
permanent closure are fncctiong as
intended and anticipated

(bi nh progrmu shall have been
started during site characterization and
It will continue untDl penanent closu.

d The cy r on program shall be
0lt does notadversel affectbsf

natad and engineered elem ts of the
eoluoglrepostitos

{11 X toe notaclyde esS(2)11 provfdes baseline sInormation
an analysis of that InformatiionX

toepaaeters an natura proesses
Petiigto tegeologic setting that

may be chaged by site
CharacteriZation. conStruction. and
opedonal acvities.

(3)1 t monitos and analyzes changes
from he baseline condition of
p ameters that coud aect the
performance of a geologic repositoryr.

(4)1lt provides an estabished plan fr
feedback and anlsis of data, an
linplemenSation of appropriate aton.
I 60f141 Conirfoa of geotestwilal and

(a) Dung epsitoy construction and
operation. a continuing prograt of
surveillance, masurement. testing. and
geologic mapping sball be conducted to
ensure that geotechnical and desip
paaetersar coEnfired ad to ensr
that appropriate aton Is ltaen to
ifrorm th Commission of changes
needed In desig to accommodate actual
field condltions encountered. b

(b) Subsurface conditions shal bel
monitored and evaluated against design
assumptlons.

) As a minimum, measurements
shal be made of rock deformations and
displacement. changes in roc stress
and strain rate and location of water
inLoaw into subsurfaca areass Changes in
groundwater condItions rock pore water

ressures Including those along
fctures and Jolntsi and the thermSf and
*thermbmechanical response of the rck
mass as a result of development and
operatfons of the geologic repository.

d These measurements ad
observations shall be compard with the
original desgn bes nd assptions.
If sgnicant differene exist between
the mseasrsements anda obserainrs an Dt
the original design bases and
assumptlon the need for modlftaiooa
to the design or In construction methods
sl be determined and these -
differences and the recommended
canges reported to the Commission.

(e)in situ monitoring of the
thermomechanical response of to.
underground facility shal be conducted
until permansent closure to elnsueta
thse performsance of the naturl nd
enlne~ing teatures aewithin da

110142 0osGei tsftin
(a) During the eay or developmenta

stages of construction, a propnm for ila
situ testing of such reatue as borehole
and shaA siats. bakl and the thermal
Interction effects of th waSt
ptBace& backL rock, and
grdwater shall be conducted.

(b) The testingshall be Initiated u
earl as Is practicablo .

constructe to test the effectivens ct

backfil placement and compaction
procedur against design requirements
before permanent backfill placement is
begun.

(d) Test sections shall be established
to test the esfectiveness of borehole and
shaft seals before full scale operation
proceeds to seal boreholes and shafs

16014U Monitoing and tet waste
*packges.

(a) A program shall be established at
the repository for monitoring the
condition of the waste packages.
Packages chosen for the program shall
be representative of those to be
emplaced ln the repository.

(b) Consistent with sae operation of
the repository, the environment of the
whste packages selected for the waste
package monitoring propm shall be
representative of the emplaced wastes.
* IC) The waste package monitoring
progm shall include laboratory
experiments whicb focus on the Internal
condition of the Waste packages. To the
extent practicaL the environment
experienced by the emplaced waste
packages within the repository during
the waste package monitorn proam
sball be duplicated In the laboratory
experiments.

(d) Tho waste package monitoring
progra shall contnue long as
practical up to the tim of petm ent
closure.

Subpart 0-Quality Assurance

150.150 Scope .
(a)Ax used In this par "quality

assurance comprises all those planned
and systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that the
repository and its subsystemu or
components will perform satisfactorily

(b)QualltyassursnceIsa
multidisclplinazy system of management
controls which address safety.
reliabllty, maintainability perforac
and othe tchnical discipl

5 60121 Applcabot.
The qualty assurance pxogra

apples to al sstem s tes d
components ipotant S afety ad to
ac~tvtes which would preen or
mitiatep events that could cause an
undue riskt to the health and safety of
the pubhlc. These activities incu
exploring site select deign
fabricating pubrchasi.ah dlln&.
shipping tori ea rectin
histallg, emplacing. inpecting testIng

-
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[7590-01]

[COMPARATIVE TEXT]

10 CFR PART 60 - DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE

WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

1. The Table of Contents for Part 60 is revised to read as follows:

SUBPART A--GENERAL PROVISIONS

[Seer]

60.1 Purpose and scope.

60.2 Definitions.

60.3 License required.

60.4 Communications.

60.5 Interpretations.

60.6 Exemptions.

60.7 License not required for certain preliminary activities.

60.8 Reporting, Recordkeeping, and application requirements; OMB

approval not required.

60.9 Employee protection.

SUBPART B--LICENSES

PREAPPLICATION REVIEW

60.10 Site characterization. -

60.11 Site [E~characterization [R]report.

1 Enclosure C
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LICENSE APPLICATIONS

60.21 Content of application.

60.22 Filing and distribution of application.

60.23 Elimination of repetition.

60.24 Updating of application and environmental report.

CONSTRUCTION AUTHORIZATION

60.31 Construction authorization.

60.32 Conditions of construction authorization.

60.33 Amendment of construction authorization.

LICENSE ISSUANCE AND AMENDMENT

60.41 Standards for issuance of a license.

60.42 Conditions of license.

60.43 License specifications.

60.44 Changes, tests, and experiments.

60.45 Amendment of license.

60.46 Particular activities requiring license amendment.

PERMANENT CLOSURE [BE66MMiSSI8NfH6]

60.51 License amendment [to-decommission] for permanent closure.

60.52 Termination of license.
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SUBPART C--PARTICIPATION BY STATE GOVERNMENTS AND INDIAN TRIBES

60.61 Site review.

60.62 Filing of proposals for State participation.

60.63 Approval of proposals.

60.64 Participation by Indian tribes.

60.65 Coordination.

SUBPART D--RECORDS, REPORTS, TESTS, AND INSPECTIONS

60.71 General recordkeeping and reporting requirements. [Records

and-reports]

60.72 Construction records. [Tests]

60.73 Reports of deficiencies. [inspections]

60.74 Tests.

60.75 Inspections. -

SUBPART E--TECHNICAL CRITERIA

[See.]

60.101 Purpose and nature-of findings.

60.102 Concepts.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

60.111 Performance of the geologic repository operations area through

permanent closure. [Performance-objectivesr]
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60.112 Overall system performance objective for the geologic reposi-

tory after permanent closure. (Required-characteristics-of-the

geologic-setting-3

60.113 Performance of particular barriers after permanent closure.

LANO OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL [eF-THE-6E8eSeie-REP8SiTeRY-8PERATi9N5-AREAI

[Seer]

60.121 Requirements for ownership and control of the geologic

repository operations area.

SITING CRITERIA (AB8f:FfNAt.-REQUiREMENTS-FOR-THE-6E~t.66E-SEITiN6]

60.122 Siting criteria (Favorabie-conditions?]

fe.iS3---~Potentialiy-adverse-conditions.]

f63.I24---Assessment-of-potentiaily-adverse-conditions]-

DESIGN (AN8-eeNsTRueTf6N-REQi*REMENf5] CRITERIA

FOR THE GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY OPERATIONS AREA

60.130 Scope of design criteria for the geologic repo'sitory

operations area.

[68.?38] 60.131 General design (requirements] criteria for the geologic

repository operations area.

[6WeiS4) 60.132 Additional design Crequirements) criteria for surface

facilities in the geologic repository operations area.

(68 232] 60.133 Additional design [requirements] criteria for the

underground facility.

[683I3)] 60.134 Design of [shafts-and] seals for shafts and boreholes.

[6?I834---6onstruction-specifications-for-surface-and-subsurface

facilities3]
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE WASTE PACKAGE [REQUIREMENTS]

60.135 [Reqcirements] Criteria for the waste package and its components.

PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION REQUIREMENTS

60.137 General requirements for performance confirmation.

SUBPART F - PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION PROGRAM

60.140 General requirements.

60.141 Confirmation of geotechnical and design parameters.

60.142 Design testing.

60.143 Monitoring and testing waste packages.

SUBPART G - QUALITY ASSURANCE

60.150 Scope.

60.151 Applicability.

60.152 Implementation. _

E66ri5S---Quaiity-assurance-for-performance-confir,.ation.7]

SUBPART H - TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL

60.160 General requirements.

60.161 Training and certification program.

60.162 Physical requirements.
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SUBPART I - EMERGENCY PLANNING CRITERIA

[RESERVED)

2. The authority citation for Part 60 is revised to readts] as follows-

Authority: Secs. 51, 53, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161(b77-fr7-i7-o?;-pr], 182,

183,.[Pub?-?--83-783;-as-amended;] 68 Stat. 929, 930, 932, 933, 935, 948,

953, 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2071, 2073, 2092, 2093, 2095, 2U1, 2201,

2232, 2233); [S.Iecs. 202, 206, [Ptbr-Lt-93-4387] 88 Stat. 1244, 1246

(42 U.S.C. 5842, 5846); [S]sec. 14, Pub. L. 95-601, 92 Stat. 2591 (42 U.S.C.

2021a); [S]sec. 102[(t2)c)7] Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C.

4332)[.]; sec. 121, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2228.

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C.

2273); §§ 60.71-60.75 are issued under sec. 1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

3. Section 60.2 is revised to read as follows:

§ 60.2 Definitions.

[For-the-purposes-ofJ As used in this Part--

"Accessible environment" means (1) the atmosphere, (2) the land

surface, (3) surface water, (4) oceans, and (5) the portion of the

lithosphere that is outside the controlled area. Ethose-portions-of-the

enmironment-directi1y-n-contact-with-or-readiiy-avaiiabie-for-use-by

human-beings])

"Anticipated processes and events" means those natural processes

and events that are reasonably likely to occur during the period the

intended performance objective must be achieved. [and-from-which-the

design-bases-for-the-engineered-system-are-derived?) To the extent
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reasonable in the light of the geologic record, it shall be assumed that

those processes operating in the geologic setting durina the Quaternary

Period continue to operate but with the perturbations caused by the

presence of emplaced radioactive waste superimposed thereon.

"Barrier" means any material or structure that prevents or substan-

tially delays movement of water or radionuclides.

"Candidate area" means a geologic and hydrologic system within

which a geologic repository may be located.

"Commencement of construction" means clearing of land, surface or

subsurface excavation, or other substantial action that would adversely

affect the environment of a site, but does not include changes desirable

for the temporary use of the land for public recreational uses, site

characterization activities, other preconstruction monitoring and

investigation necessary to establish background information related to

the suitability of a site or to the protection of environmental values,

or procurement or manufacture of components of the geologic repository

operations area.

"Commission" means the. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or its duly

authorized representatives.

"Containment" means the confinement of radioactive waste within a

designated boundary.

"Controlled area" means a surface location, to be marked by suitable

monuments, extending horizontally no more than 10 kilometers in any dir-

ection from the underground facility, and the underlying subsurface, which

area has been committed to use as a geologic repository and from which

incompatible activities would be restricted following permanent closure.

7 Enclosure C
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fugecommissioningu-or-uperm~anent-ciosureu-means-finai-back

fiiiing--of-stbsurface-facii4ties;-seaiing-of-shaft3,-and-decontamination

and-dismantiement-of-surface-faciiitiesr]

"Director" means the Director of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.

"Disposal" means the isolation of radioactive wastes from the

accessible environment. [biosphereT]

"Disturbed zone" means that portion of the [geoiogic-setting-that

is-significantiy-affected-by-constrcticton-of-the-subswrface-faciiity-or

by-the-heat-generated-by-the-empiacement-of-radioactive-waster]

controlled area the physical or chemical properties of which have changed

as a result of underground facility construction or as a result of heat

generated by the emplaced radioactive wastes such that the resultant

change of properties may have a significant effect on the performance

of the geologic repository.

"DOE" means the U.S. Department of Energy or its duly authorized

representatives.

"Engineered barrier system" means the waste packages and the

underground facility.

[UFar-fieijd-means-the-portin-ofn-the-geoiogic-setting-that-.ies

beyond-the-disturbed-zoner]

["Fioadpiainu-means-the-iowiand-and-reiativeiy- fiat-areas-adjoining

iniand-and-cosstai1-waters-inciuding-fiood-prone-aress-of-offshore-isiands

and-inciding-at-a- mnimum-that-ares-subject-to-a-one-percent-or-greater

chance-of-fiooding-in-any-given-yearr]

"Geologic repository" means a system (which-is-intended-to-be-used

for--or-may-be-used] for the disposal of radioactive wastes in excavated
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geologic media. A geologic repository includes (1) the geologic reposi-

tory operations area, and (2) the portion of the geologic setting that

provides isolation of the radioactive waste.

."Geologic repository operations area" means [an-HtW] a high-level radio-

active waste facility that is part of a geologic repository, including both

surface and subsurface areas, where waste handling activities are conducted.

"Geologic setting" Eorrusiteu] means the [is-the-spatiaiiy-distribcted]

geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical systems of the region in which a

geologic repository operations area is or may be located. [that-provide

isoiation-of-the-radioactive-waste--

"High-level radioactive waste" or "HLW" means (l) irradiated reac-

tor fuel, (2) liquid wastes resulting from the operation of the first

cycle solveQt extraction system, or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes

from subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent, iv a facility for repro-

cessing irradiated reactor fuel, and (3) solids into which such liquid

wastes have been converted.

-"HLW facility" means a facility subject to the licensing and related

regulatory authority of the Commission pursuant to Sections 202(3)

and 202(4) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (88 Stat 1244).1

"Host rock" means the geologic medium in which the waste is

emplaced.

'These are DOE "facilities used primarily for the receipt and storage of
high-level radioactive wastes resulting from activities licensed under
such Act [the Atomic Energy Act]" and "Retrievable Surface Storage
Facilities and other facilities authorized for the express purpose of
subsequent long-term storage of high-level radioactive wastes generated
by (DOE], which are not used for, or are part of, research and develop-
ment activities."
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"Important to safety," with reference to structures, systems,

and components, means those engineered structures, systems, and components

[that-provide-reasonabie-assurance-that-radioactive-waste-can-be-receiveds

handied;-and-3tored-without-undue-risk-to-the-heaith-and-safety-of-the

pubiic.] essential to the prevention or mitigation of an accident that

could result in a radiation dose to the whole body, or any organ, of

0.5 renm or greater at or beyond the nearest boundary of the unrestricted

area at any time until the completion of permanent closure.

"Indian tribe" means an Indian tribe as defined in the Indian

Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638).

"Isolation" means inhibiting the transport of radioactive material

so that amounts and concentrations of this material entering the

accessible environment will be kept within prescribed limits.

[uMedium -or-ugeoiogic-medmus. -is-a-body-of-rock.-character;zed-by

i thoiogic-hemogeneity?

Ueverpacku-means-any-buffer-materia.a-receptaciew-wrapper.-.box-or

other-structure;-that-is-both-within-and-an-integrai-part-of-a-waste

pacKage.---t-encioses-and-protects-the-waste-form-so-as-to-meet-the

performance-objectivesr]

"Permanent closure" means final backfilling of the underground

facility and the sealing of shafts and boreholes.

"Performance confirmation" means the program of tests, experiments,

and analyses which is conducted to evaluate the accuracy and adequacy of

the information used to determine with reasonable assurance that the

performance objectives for the period after oermanent closure will be met.

"Public Document Room" means the place at 1717 H Street N.W.,

Washington, D.C., at which records of the Commission will ordinarily be

10 Enclosure C
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made available for public inspection anu any other place, the location

of which has been published in the Federal Register, at which public

records of the Commission pertaining to a particular geologic repository

are made available for public inspection.

"Radioactive waste" or "waste" means HLW and any other radio-

active materials other than HLW that are received for emplacement in a

geologic repository.

"Restricted area" means any area access to which is controlled by

the licensee for purposes of protection of Individuals from exposure to

radiation and radioactive materials. "Restricted area" shall not include

any areas used as residential quarters, although a separate room or rooms

in a residential building may be set apart as a restricted area.

"Retrieval" means the-act of intentionally removing radioactive

waste from the underaround location at which the waste had been

previously-emolaced for disposal.

"Saturated zone" means that part of the earth's crust beneath

the deepest water table in which all voids, large and small, are ideally

filled with water under pressure greater than atmospheric.

"Site" means [the-geoiogic-settingrj the location of the controlled

area.

"Site-characterization" means the program of exploration and

research, both in the laboratory and in the field, undertaken to

establish the geologic conditions and the ranges of those parameters of

a particular site relevant-to the procedures under this part. Site

characterization includes borings, surface excavations, excavation of

exploratory shafts, limited subsurface lateral excavations and borings,

11 Enclosure C
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and in situ testing at depth needed to determine the suitability of the

site for a geologic repository, but does not include preliminary borings

and geophysical testing needed to decide whether site characterization

should be undertaken.

[UStabiiityu-means-that-the-nature-and-rates-of-naturai-processes

such-as-erosion-and-fa&iting-have-been-and-are-projected-to-be-such-that

their-effects-wiii-not-jeopardize-i soiation-of-the-radioactive-waste.

-USubsurface-faciiity-means-the-underground-portions-of-the-geo

iogic-repository-operations-area-inciading-openings;-backfiii-matet4ais3

shafts-and-borehoies-as-wei*-as-shaft-and-borehoie-seais.

uiran3Uranic-waste3U-or-TRU-wastes'-means-radioactive-waste-contain-

ing-aipha-emitting-transuranic-eiements;-with-radioactive-haif-4ives

greater-than-five-years;-in-excess-of-I8-nanocwries-per-grams ]

"Tribal organization" means a tribal organization as defined in the

Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638).

"Unanticipated processes and events" means those processes and

events affecting the geologic setting that are judged not to be reasonably

likely to occur during the period the intended performance objective

must be achieved, but which are nevertheless sufficiently credible to

warrant consideration. Unanticipated processes and events may be either

natural processes or events, or processes and events initiated by human

activities other than those activities licensed under this part.

Processes and events initiated by human activities may only be found to

be sufficiently credible to warrant consideration if it is assumed that:

(1) the monuments provided for by this part are sufficiently permanent

to serve their intended purpose: (2) the value to future generations of
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potential resources within the site can be assessed adequately under the

applicable provisions of this part; (3) an understanding of the nature

of radioactivity, and an appreciation of its hazards, have been retained

in some functioning.institutions; (4) institutions are able to assess

risk and to take remedial action at a level of social organization and

technological competence equivalent to, or superior to, that which was

applied in initiating the processes or events concerned; and (5) relevant

records are preserved, and remain accessible, for several hundred years

after permanent closure.

"Underground facility" means the underground structure, including

openings and backfill materials, but excluding shafts, boreholes, and

their seals.

"Unrestricted area" means any area, access to which is niot-.

controlled by the licensee for purposes of protection of individuals

from exposure to radiation and radioactive materials, and any area

used for residential quarters. .

"Waste form" means the radioactive waste materialsiand.avnyencaps.u-

latmia or stabilizing matrix. (msteri.,-excitsive-oficontiners:l

"Waste package" means- the waste form and any containers, shielding,

packing and other absorbent materials immediately surrounding an

individual waste container. [airt4ght;-watertight;-seaied-container

which-inciedes-the-waste-form-and-any-anciiiary-encioscres;-'inccding

shieiding;-discrete-backfiir-and-overpacksr]

"Water table" means that surface in a groundwater body at which

the water pressure is atmospheric.

4. Section 60.10 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) and (d)

to read as follows:
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§ 60.10 Site characterization.

(a) Prior to submittal of an application for a license to be issued

under this part [the] DOE shall conduct a program of site characterization

with respect to the site to be described in such application.

(b) Unless the Commission determines with respect to the site des-

cribed in the application that it is not necessary, site characterization

shall include a program of in situ exploration and testing at the depths

that wastes would be emplaced.

(c) As provided in § 51.40 of this chapter, DOE is also required to

conduct a program of site characterization, including in situ testing at

depth, with respect to alternative sites.

(d) The program of site characterization shall be conducted in

accordance with the following:

(1) Investigations to obtain the required information shall be

conducted in such a manner as to limit adverse effects on the long-term

performance of the geologic repository to the extent practical.

(2) [As-a-minimum-the-iocation] The number of exploratory boreholes

and shafts shall be limited to the extent practical (seiected-so-as-to

iimit-the-totai-number-of-subsurface-penetrations-above-and-around-the

underground-faciifty] consistent with obtaining the information needed

for site characterization.

(3) To the extent practical, exploratory boreholes and shafts

in the geologic repository operations area shall be located where

shafts are planned for [repository] underground facility construction

and operation or where large unexcavated pillars are planned.
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(4) Subsurface exploratory drilling, excavation, and in situ

testing before and during construction shall be planned and coordinated

with geologic repository operations area design and construction.

5. Section 60.11 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) and (b)

to read'as follows:

§ 60.11 Site characterization report.

- -- (a) As early as possible after commencement of planning for a

- particular geologic repository operations area, and prior to site

characterization, [the] DOE shall submit to the Director a Site Charac-

terization Report. The report shall include2 (1) a description of the

site to be characterized; (2) the-criteria used to arrive at the candidate

area -(3) the method by which the site was selected for site characteriza-

tion; (4) identification and location of alternative media and sites at

which DOE intends to conduct site characterization and for which DOE

anticipates submitting subsequent Site Characterization Reports; (5) a

description of the decision process by which the site was selected for

characterization, including the means used to obtain public, Indian tribal

and State views during selection; (6) a description of the site charac-

terization program including (i) the extent of planned excavation and

plans for in situ testing, (ii) a conceptual design of a geologic

repository operations area appropriate to the named site in sufficient

detail to allow assessment of the site characterization program, with

respect to investigation activities which address the ability of the

4To the extent that the information indicated in items 2 through 5 appears
in an Environmental Impact Statement prepared by DOE for site character-
ization at the named site, it may be incorporated into DOE's Site
Characterization Report by reference.
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site to host a geologic repository and isolate radioactive waste, or

which may affect such ability, and (Mii) provisions to control any

adverse, safety-related effects from site characterization, including

appropriate quality assurance programs; (7) a description of the quality

assurance program to be applied to data collection; and (8) any issues

related to site selection, alternative candidate areas or other sites, or

design of the geologic repository operations area which the DOE wishes

the Commission to review. Also included shall be a description of the

research and development activities being conducted by DOE which deal

with the waste form and packaging which may be considered appropriate

for the site to be characterized, including research planned or underway

to evaluate the performance of such waste forms and packaging.

* * * *

6. § 60.21 is amended by revising paragraphs (c)(1), (c)(3),

(c)(4), (c)(8), (c)(9), (c)(11), (c)(13), (c)(14), and (c)(15) to read

as follows:

§ 60.21 Content of application.

*. * * *

(c) The Safety Analysis Report shall include:

(1) A description and assessment of the site at which the proposed

geologic repository operations area is to be located with appropriate

attention to those features of the site that might affect geologic reoosi-

tory operations area [facility] design and performance. The description

of the site shall identify the Eiim4ts-of-the-accessibie-environment

with-respeet-to-the] location of the geologic repository operations area

with respect to the boundary of the accessible environment.
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(i) The description of the site shall also include the following

information regarding subsurface conditions. This description shall, in

all cases, include such information with respect to the controlled area.

In addition, where subsurface conditions outside the controlled area may

affect isolation within the controlled area, the description shall include

such information with respect to subsurface conditions outside the con-

trolled area to the extent such information is relevant and material.

The detailed information referred to in this paragraph shall include--

[in-the-v4cinity-of-the-proposed-underground-factHityJ

(A) The orientation, distribution, aperture in-filling and origin

of fractures, discontinuities, and heterogeneities;

(B) The presence and characteristics of other potential pathways

such as solution features, breccia pipes, or other potentially permeable

[anomajies] features;

(C) The [baikJ geomechanical properties and conditions, including

pore pressure and ambient stress conditions;

(D) The [btik] hydrogeologic properties and conditions;

(E) The [baik] geochemical properties; and

(F) The anticipated response of the [buik] geomechanical,

hydrogeologic, and geochemical systems to the maximum design thermal

loading, given the pattern of fractures and other discontinuities and

the heat transfer properties of the rock mass and groundwater.

(ii) The assessment shall contain--

(A) An analysis of the geology, geophysics, hydrogeology,

geochemistry, climatology, and meteorology of the site,

(B) Analyses to determine the degree to which each of the favorable

and potentially adverse conditions, if present, has been characterized,
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and the extent to which it contributes to or detracts from isolation.

For the purpose of determining the presence of the potentially adverse

conditions, investigations shall extend from the surface to a depth

sufficient to determine critical pathways for radionuclide migration

from the underground facility to the accessible environment. Potentially

adverse conditions shall be investigated outside of the controlled area

if they affect isolation within the controlled area.

(C) An evaluation of the Eexpectedi performance of the proposed

geologic repository for the period after permanent closure, fnotingi

assuming [the] anticipated processes and events, giving the rates and

quantities of fexpected3 releases of radionuclides to the accessible

environment as a function of time; and a similar evaluation which assumes

the occurrence of unanticipated processes and events. [in-execating-this

evaiuation-BeE-shali-assume-that-those-processes-operating-on-the-site-are

those-which-have-been-operating-on-it-during-the-Quaternary-Period-and

superpose-the-perturbations-caased-by-the-presence-ofempiaced-radicactive

waste-on-the-naturai-processes].

(0) The effectiveness of engineered and natural barriers, including

barriers that may not be themselves a part of the geologic repository

operations area, against the release of radioactive material to the

environment. The analysis shall also include a comparative evaluation

of alternatives to the major design features that are important to waste

isolation, with particular attention to the alternatives that would

provide longer radionuclide containment and isolation.

(E)((3J] An analysis of the (expected] performance of the major

design structures, systems, and components, both surface and subsurface,

to identify those that are important to safety. [bear-significantiy
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on-the-suitabi*4ty-of-the-geoiogic-repostotry-for-disposai-of-radiosctive

waste-tssam4ng-the-antic4pated-processes-dnd-events-and-naterai-phenomena

from-which-the-design-bases-are-derivedJ] For the purposes of this analysis,

it shall be assumed that operations at the geologic repository operations

area will be carried out at the maximum capacity and rate of receipt of

radioactive waste stated in the application.t

(F)[(E53 An explanation of measures used to support [conf4rmj the

models used to perform the assessments required in paragraphs (A) through

(D). Analyses and models that will be used to predict future conditions

and changes in the geologic setting shall be supported [confirmed] by using

an appropriate combination of such methods as field tests, in situ tests,

Efieid-verif4ed] laboratory tests which are representative of field

conditions, monitoring data, and [or] natural analog studies.

* * * *

(3) A description and analysis of the design and performance

requirements for structures, systems, and components of the geologic

repositiory which are important to safety. This analysis shall consider--

(i) the margins of safety under normal conditions and under conditions

that may result from anticipated operational occurrences, including those

of natural origin; and (ii) the adequacy of-structures, systems, and

components provided for the prevention of accidents and mitigation of the

consequences of accidents, including those caused by natural phenomena.

[,end-fttii-the-effect4venessof-engineered-^nd-natarai-barr4ers;-inciod4ng

barriers-that-may-not-be-themseives-a-part-of-the-geciog4c-reposttory

operat4ons-areea-eginst-the-reiease-of-radioact've-materiai-to-the -

envhronment?---The-enaiysfs-sheii-eiso-inciude-a-comparative-evaihatton

of-aiternat4ves-to-the-major-design-feetures-that-are-important-to
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radionrciide-containment-and-isoaition;-with-partieuiar-attention-to-the-

aiternatives-that-wouid-provide-+onger-radionuclide-containment-and

isoiationrJ

(4) A description of the quality assurance program to be applied

to the (design-fabrication;-inspection;-construction;-testing-and

operation-of-the] structures, systems, and components important to

safety Eof-the-geoiogie-repositiory-operations-area and to the engineered

and natural'barriers important to waste isolation.

[ 7 The-eriteria-in-Appendix-B-of-Part-58-of-this-chapter-wifi-be-used-by

the-Eommission-in-determining-the-adequacy-of-the-quaiity-assurance

program]

* * * * *

(8) A description of the controls that the applicant will apply to

restrict access and to regulate land use at the Cgeologic-repository

operations-area) site and adjacent areas including a conceptual design

of monuments which would be used to identify the controlled area after

permanent closure.

(9) Plans for coping with radiological emergencies at any time

prior to fcompietion-of-decommissioning-the-geologic-respository

operations-area] permanent closure and decontamination or dismantle-

ment of surface facilities.

* * * * *

(11) A description of design considerations that are intended to

facilitate [decommissioning-of-the-fscirity] permanent closure and

decontamination or dismantlement of surface facilities.

x * * * *
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(13) An identification and evaluation of the natural resources [at

the-site7] of the geologic setting, including estimates as to undiscovered

deposits, the exploitation of which could affect the ability of the

geologic repository rsite] to isolate radioactive wastes. Undiscovered

deposits of resources characteristic of the area shall be estimated by

reasonable inference based on geological and geophysical evidence. This

evaluation of resources, including undiscovered deposits, shall be con-

ducted for the site [disturbed-zone] and for areas of similar size that

are representative of and are within the geologic setting. For natural

resources with current markets the resources shall be assessed, with

estimates provided of both gross and net value. The estimate of net

value shall take into account current development, extraction and market-

ing costs. For natural resources without current markets, but which

would be marketable given credible projected changes in economic or tech-

nological factors, the resources shall be described by physical factors

such as tonnage or other amount, grade, and quality.

(14) An identification of those structures, systems, and components

of the geologic repository, both surface and subsurface, which require

research and development to confirm the adequacy of design. For [systems]

structures, systems, and components important to safety, and for the

engineered and natural barriers important to waste isolation, [the] DOE

shall provide a detailed description of the programs designed to resolve

safety questions, including a schedule indicating when these questions

would be resolved.

(15) The following information concerning activities at the geologic

repository operations area:
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(i) The organizational structure of DOE as it pertains to construc-

tion and operation of the geologic repository operations area (offsite-and

onsite] including a description of any delegations of authority and assign-

ments of responsibilities, whether in the form of regulations, administra-

tive directives, contract provisions, or otherwise.

(ii) The quality assurance [program] organization to be used to

ensure safety.

(iii) * * *

(vii) Plans for [decommissioning] permanent closure and plans for

the decontamination or dismantlement of surface facilities.

(viii) Plans for any uses of the geologic repositiory operations

area for purposes other than disposal of radioactive wastes, with an

analysis of the effects, if any, that such uses may have upon the opera-

tion of the structures, systems, and components important to safety and

the engineered and natural barriers important to waste isolation.

7. Section 60.22 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) and

(d) to read as follows:

§ 60.22 Filing and distribution of application.

(a) An application for a license to receive and possess source,

special nuclear, or byproduct material tin] at a geologic repository

operations area at a site which has been characterized, and an accompany-

ing environmental report, and any amendments thereto, shall be filed in

triplicate with the Director and shall be signed by the Secretary of

Energy or [his] the Secretary's authorized representative.

* * * ft *

(d) At the time of filing of an application and environmental report,

and any amendments thereto, one copy shall be made available in an
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appropriate location near the t[site-of-the] proposed geologic repository

operations area (which shall be a public document room, if one has been

established) for inspection by the public and updated as amendments to

the application or environmental report are made. An updated copy shall

be produced at any public hearing on the application for use by any

parties to the proceedings.

* A * * *

8. Section 60.31 is amended by revising paragraphs (a)(1) and

(a)(2) to read as follows:

§ 60.31 Construction authorization.

* * * * *

(a) Safety. That there is reasonable assurance that the types and

amounts of radioactive materials described in the application can be

received, possessed, and disposed of in a geologic repository operations

area of the design proposed without unreasonable risk to the health and

safety of the public. In arriving at this determination, the Commission

shall consider whether:

(1) [The] DOE has described the proposed geologic repository

including but not limited to (i) the geologic, geophysical, geochemical

and hydrologic characteristics of the site; (ii) the kinds and quantities

of radioactive waste to be received, possessed, stored, and disposed of in

the geologic repository operations area; (iii) the principal architec-

tural and engineering criteria for the design of the geologic repository

operations area; (iv) construction procedures which may affect the capa-

bility of the geologic repository to serve its intended function; and (v)

features or components incorporated in the design for the protection of

the health and safety of the public.
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(2) The site and design comply with the performance objectives

and criteria contained in Subpart E of this part.

* *

9. Section 60.32 is amended by revising paragraphs (b) and (c) to

read as follows:

§ 60.32 Conditions of construction authorization.

(a) * * *

(b) The Commission will incorporate in the construction authorization

provisions requiring Ethel DOE to furnish periodic or special reports

regarding: (1) progress of construction, (2) any [site] data about the

site obtained during construction which are not within the predicted

limits upon which the facility design was based, (3) any deficiencies

in design and construction which, if uncorrected, could adversely affect

safety at any future time, and (4) results of research and development

programs being conducted to resolve safety questions.

(c) The construction authorization will include restrictions on

subsequent changes to the features of the geologic repository and the

procedures authorized. The restrictions that may be imposed under this

paragraDh can include measures to prevent adverse effects on the geologic

setting as well as measures related to the design and construction of the

geologic repository operations area. These restrictions will fall into

three categories of descending importance to public health and safety as

follows: (1) those features and procedures which may not be changed with-

out (i) 60 days prior notice to the Commission, (ii) 30 days notice of

opportunity for a prior hearing, and (iii) prior Commission approval;

(2) those features and procedures which may not be changed without

(i) 60 days prior notice to the Commission, and (ii) prior Commission
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approval; and (3) those features and procedures which may not be changed

without 60 days prior notice to the Commission. Features and procedures

falling in paragraph (c)(3) of this section may not be changed without

prior Commission approval if the Commission, after having received the

required notice, so orders.

* * * *A *

10. Section 60.43 is amended by revising paragraphs (b)(3) and

(b)(5) to read as follows:

§ 60.43 License specifications.

(a) . * * * *

(b) License conditions shall include items in the following

categories--

(1) *A**

(3) Restrictions as to the amount of waste permitted per unit

volume of storage space considering the physical characteristics of both

the waste and the host rock [storage-medium].

(4) *AA

(5) Controls to be applied to restrict access and to avoid

disturbance to the [geoiogic-repository-operattons-area-and-adjacent

areas] controlled area and to areas outside the controlled area where

conditions may affect isolation within the controlled area.

11. Section 60.46 is amended by revising paragraphs (a)(3) and

(a)(6), and adding (a)(7) to read as follows:
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§ 60.46 Particular activities requiring license amendment.

(a) Unless expressly authorized in the license, an amendment of the

license shall be required with respect to any of the following activities--

(1) *

(3) Removal or reduction of controls applied to restrict access to

or to avoid disturbance of the (geoiogic-repositoryoperations-area-or

adjacent-areas] controlled area and to areas outside the controlled area

where conditions may affect isolation within the controlled area.

(4) *

(6) Permanent closure. [Becommissioning].

(7) Any other activity involving an unreviewed safety question.

12. Section 60.51 is amended by changing the undesignated center

heading immediately preceding the section from DECOMMISSIONING to

PERMANENT CLOSURE and by revising paragraphs (a)(1), (2), (4), (5) and

(6), and paragraph (b).

§ 60.51 License amendment (to-decommission] for permanent closure.

(a) [The] DOE shall submit an application to amend the license prior

to permanent closure (decommissioning-]. The application shall consist

of an update of the license application and environmental report

submitted under §§60.21 and 60.22, including:

: (1) A description of the program for [post-decommissioning] post-

permanent closure monitoring of the geologic repository.

(2) A detailed description of the measures to be employed--such as

land use controls, construction of monuments, and preservation of

records--to regulate or prevent activities that could impair the long-

term isolation of emplaced waste within the geologic repository and to
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assure that relevant information will be preserved for the use of future

generations. As a minimum, such measures shall include--

(i) Identification of the controlled area and geologic repository

operations area by monuments that have been designed, fabricated, and

emplaced to be as permanent as is practicable; and

(ii) Placement of records [of-the-4ocation-of-the-geo ogic-reposftory

operations-eirea-and-the-nature-and-hazard-of-the-waste] in the archives

and land record systems of local, State, and Federal government agencies,

and archives elsewhere in the worLd, that would be likely to be consulted

by potential human intruders--such records to identify the location

of the geologic repository operations area, including the underground

facility, boreholes and shafts, and the boundaries of the controlled

area, and the nature and hazard of the waste.

(3) *

(4) The results-of tests, experiments, and any other analyses

relating to backfill of excavated areas, shaft sealing, waste interaction

-with the host rock, [empiacement-mediaJ and any other tests, experiments,

or analyses pertinent to the long-term isolation of emplaced wastes within

the geologic repository.

(5) Any substantial revision of plans for [decommissioningJ

- permanent closure.

- - ~(6) Other information bearing upon [decommissioning] permanent

closure that was not available at the time a license was issued.

(b) [The] DOE shall update its environmental report in a timely

manner so as to permit the Commission to review, prior to issuance of an

amendment, substantial changes in the [decommissioning] permanent closure

activities proposed to be carried out or significant new information
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regarding the environmental impacts of such [decommissionting] permanent

closure.

13. Section 60.52 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) and (c)(2)

to read as follows:

§ 60.52 Termination of license.

(a) Following permanent closure [decommissioning] and the decontami-

nation or dismantlement of surface facilities, DOE may apply for an

amendment to terminate the license.

** *

(c) A license shall be terminated only when the Commission finds

with respect to the geologic repository--

(1) *

(2) That the final state of the geologic repository operations

area [site] conforms to [the] DOE's plans for permanent closure

tdecommissioning] and DOE's plans for the decontamination or

dismantlement of surface facilities, as amended and approved as part

of the license.

** * *

14. Subpart 0 is revised to read as follows:

SUBPART 0 -- RECORDS, REPORTS, TESTS AND INSPECTIONS

[Records-and-reports]

§ 60.71 General recordkeeping and reporting requirements.

(a) [The] DOE shall maintain such records and make such reports in

connection with the licensed activity as may be required by the conditions

of the license or by rules, regulations, and orders of the Commission as

authorized by the Atomic Energy Act and the Energy Reorganization Act.
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(b) Records of the receipt, handling, and disposition of radioactive

waste at a geologic repository operations area shall contain sufficient

information to provide a complete history of the movement of the waste

from the shipper through all phases of storage and disposal.

U§-660:34dc3] § 60.72 Construction records.

[The-construction-specifications-shaii-inciude-requirements-for-the

deveiopment-of-a-compiete-documented-history-of-repository-construction.

This-domented-history-shai[-inciade-at-ieast-the-foiiowinge]

(a) DOE shall maintain records of construction of the geologic

repository operations area.

(b) The records required under paragraph (a) shall include at least

the following --

(1) Surveys of the underground facility excavations, jlnd] shafts,

and boreholes referenced to [4ocated-v~ia3 readily identifiable surface

features or monuments;

(2) A description of the CM] materials encountered;

-(3) Geologic maps and geologic cross sections;

(4) Locations and amount of seepage;

(5) Details of equipment, methods, progress, and sequence of work;

(6) Construction problems;

(7) Anomalous conditions encountered;

(8) Instrument locations, readings, and analysis;

(9) Location and description of structural support systems;

(10) Location and description of dewatering systems; and

(11) Details, methods of emplacement, and location of seals used.
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§ 60.73 Reports of deficiencies.

[The] DOE shall promptly notify the Commission of each deficiency

found in the characteristics of the site, and design and construction of

the geologic repository operations area which, were it to remain uncor-

rected, could (a) be a substantial safety hazard, (b) represent a signi-

ficant deviation from the design criteria and design bases stated in the

application, or (c) represent a deviation from the conditions stated

in the terms of a construction authorization or the license, including

license specifications. The notification shall be in the form of a

written report, copies of which shall be sent to the Director and to the

appropriate Nuclear Regulatory Commission finspection-and-Enforcement]

Regional Office listed in Appendix D of Part 20 of this chapter.

C§-68rZ] § 60.74 Tests.

La[)Thel DOE shall perform, or permit the Commission to perform, such

tests as the Commission deems appropriate or necessary for the admin-

istration of the regulations in this part. These may include tests of

(1) [fail radioactive waste, (2) [fbi] the geologic repository inc'.ing

its structures, systems, and components, (3) [tc)] radiation detection

and monitoring instruments, and (4) (fdiJ other equipment and devices

used in connection with the receipt, handling, or storage of radioactive

waste.

(b) The tests required under this section shall include a perform-

ance confirmation program carried out in accordance with Subpart F of

this part.
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[§-68r?3] § 60.75 Inspections.

(a) [The] DOE-shall allow the Commission to inspect the premises

of the geologic repository'operations area and adjacent areas to which

[the] DOE has rights of access.

(b) [The] DOE shall make availableto the Commission for inspection,

upon reasonable notice, records -kept by [the] DOE pertaining to activities

under this part.

(c)(l) [The] DOE shall upon request by the Director, Office of

Inspection and Enforcement, provide rent-free office space for the exclu-

sive use of the Commission-inspection personnel. Heat, air-conditioning,

light, electrical outlets'and janitorial services shall be furnished by

DOE. The office shall be convenient to and have full access to the facil-

ity and shall provide the inspector both visual and acoustic privacy.

(2).The space provided shall be adequate to accommodate a full-time

inspector, a part-time secretary and transient NRC personnel and will be

generally commensurate'with other office facilities at the geologic reposi-

tory operations area [site]. A space of 250 square feet either within the

geologic repository operations area's [site's] office complex or in an office

trailer or other onsite space at the geologic repository operations area

is suggested as a guide. For [sites] locations at which activities are

carried out under licenses issued under other parts of this chapter, [con-

taining-maitipie-faciiities7] additional space may be requested to accom-

odate additional full time £inspectorfs)] inspectors. The office space

that is provided shall be subject to the approval of the'Director, Office

of Inspection and-Enforcement. All furniture, supplies and communication

equipment will be furnished by the Commission.
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(3) DOE shall afford any NRC resident inspector assigned to that

[site] location, or other NRC inspectors identified by the Regional

(Birector] Administrator as likely to inspect the facility, immediate

unfettered access, equivalent to access provided regular employees,

following proper identification and compliance with applicable access

control measures for security, radiological protection and personal

safety.

15. Subparts E, F, G, H, and I are added to read as follows:

SUBPART E - TECHNICAL CRITERIA

§60.101 Purpose and nature of findings.

(a)(1) Subpart B of this part prescribes the standards for issuance

of a license to receive and possess source, special nuclear, or byproduct

material at a geologic repository operations area. In particular,

§ 60.41(c) requires a finding that the issuance of a license will not

constitute an unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.

The purpose of this subpart is to set out performance objectives and site

and design criteria which, if satisfied, will support such a finding of

no unreasonable risk.

(2) While these performance objectives and criteria are generally

stated in unqualified terms, it is not expected that complete assurance

that they will be met can be presented. A reasonable assurance, on the

basis of the record before the Commission, that the objectives and

criteria will be met is the general standard that is required. For

§ [687.11,] 60.112 and other portions of this subpart that impose

objectives and criteria for repository performance over long times into

the future, there will inevitably be greater uncertainties. Proof of
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the future performance of engineered barrier systems and the geologic

[media] setting over time periods of [a-thousand] many hundreds or many

thousands of years is not to be had in the ordinary sense of the word.

For such long-term- objectives and criteria, what is required is reasonable

assurance, making allowance for the time periods [and] hazards and

uncertainties invo.lved, that the outcome will be in conformance with

those objectives and criteria. Demonstration of compliance with such

objectives and criteria will involve use of data from accelerated tests

and predictive models that are supported by such measures as field and

laboratory tests, monitoring data and natural analog studies.

(b) Subpart B of this part also lists findings that must be made

in support of an authorization to construct a geologic repository opera-

tions area. In particular, § 60.31(a) requires a finding that there is

reasonable assurance that the types and amounts of radioactive materials

described in the application can be received, possessed, and disposed of

in a geologic repository operations area of the design proposed without

unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public. As stated in

that paragraph, in arriving at this determination, the Commission will

consider whether the site and design comply with the criteria contained

in this subpart. Once again, while the criteria may be written in unquali-

fied terms, the demonstration of compliance may take uncertainties and

gaps in knowledge into account, provided that the Commission can make

the specified finding of reasonable assurance as specified in paragraph

(a) of this section.
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§ 60.102 Concepts.

This section provides a functional overview of Subpart E. In the

event of any inconsistency with definitions found in § 60.2, those

definitions shall prevail.

(a) The HLW facility.

NRC exercises licensing and related regulatory authority over those

facilities described in section 202(3) and (4) of the Energy Reorganization

Act of 1974. Any of these facilities is designated a HLW facility.

(b) The geologic repository operations area.

(1) This part deals with the exercise of authority with respect to

a particular class of HLW facility -- namely a geologic repository

operations area.

(2) A geologic repository ooerations area consists of those surface

and subsurface areas that are part of a geologic repository where radio-

active waste handling activities are conducted. The underground

structure, including openings and backfill materials, but excluding shafts,

boreholes, and their seals, is designated the underground facility.

(3) The exercise of Commission authority requires that the geologic

repository operations area be used- for storage (which includes disposal)

of high-level radioactive wastes (HLW).

(4) HLW includes irradiated reactor fuel as well as reprocessing

wastes. However, if DOE proposes to use the geologic repository opera-

tions area for storage of radioactive waste other than HLW, the storage

of this radioactive waste is subject to the requirements of this part.

(Thas,-the-itorage-of-transuranic-contaminated-waste-fFRU),-though-not

itseif-a-form-of-HtWk-most-conform-to- the- reqrements-of-this-part-if

it-is-stored-in-a-geoiogic-repository-operations-arear]
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(c) Areas related to isolation. Cedjacent-to-the-ge'iogtc-reposi-

tory-operations-erea.]

Although the activities subject to regulation under this part are

those to be carried out at the geologic repository operations area, the

licensing process also considers characteristics of adjacent areas that

.are defined in other ways. (First;] There is to be an area surrounding

the underground facility referred to above, which is designated the con-

trolled area, within which DOE is to exercise specified controls to prevent

adverse human actions following permanent closure. (Second;] The location

of the controlled area is the site. The accessible environment is the

atmosphere, land surface, surface water, oceans, and the portion of the

lithosphere that is outside the controlled area. There is an (a-iarger]

area, designated the geologic setting, [or-site] which includes the

Cspatiaiiy-distribated] geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical systems

of the region in which a geologic repository operations area is or may

be located [that-provide-isciation-of-the-radioactive-waste-from-the

accessibie-environment-] The geologic repository operations area plus

the portion of the geologic setting that provides isolation of the

radioactive waste make up the geologic repository. [Within-the-geoiogic

setting;-particciar-attention-must-be-given-to-thecharacteristics-of-the

host-rock-es-weii-as-eny-rock-tnits-strrounding-the-host-rock:]

(d) Stages in the licensing process.

There are several stages in-the licensing process. The site

characterization stage, though began before submission of a license

application, may result in consequences requiring evaluation in the

license review. The construction stage would follow, after issuance of a

construction authorization. A period of operations follows the issuance
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of a license by the Commission. The period of operations includes the

time during which emplacement of wastes occurs; any subsequent period

before permanent closure during which the emplaced wastes are retrievable;

and permanent closure, which includes [finai-backfti5ing-of-subsurface

fdciiities] sealing of shafts. Cand-decontaminating-and-dismantiing-of

surface-faciiitiesr Permanent closure represents the end of active human

intervention with respect to the [activities-with-the-geoiogic-repository

operations-area-and] engineered barrier system~s).

(e) Isolation of waste. [eontainment-.]

[Eariy] During the first several hundred years following permanent

closure Crepository-Wife] of a geologic repository, when radiation and

thermal levels are high and the uncertainties in assessing repository

performance are large, [consequences-of-events-are-especiaiiy-diffittit

to-predict-rigorousiy7] special emphasis is placed upon the ability to

contain the wastes by waste packages within an engineered barrier system.

This is known as the containment period. The engineered barrier system

includes the waste packages [as-weii-as] and the underground facility.

A waste package (ineiadesr] is composed of the waste form and any

containers, shielding, packing, and absorbent materials Immediately

surrounding an individual waste container. The underground facility

means the underground structure, including openings and backfill

materials, but excluding, shafts, boreholes, and their seals.

(fi3-The-was te-form-which-consists-of-the-radiosetive-waste-mste

rials-and-any-associated-encapsuiating-or-stabiiizing-materiais.)

Efi(--The-container-which-is-the-first-major-seaied-enciosure-that

hoids-the-waste-form- ]
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, d--8verpcks-whtch-consist-of-any-baffer-materits5-receptacie;

wrapper;-box-or-other-structtre;-that-is-both-within-and-an-4ntegrai

partof-a-waste-package7--it-encioses-and-protects-the-waste-form-so-as-

to-meet-the-performance-objectives-j '

- ff3--Isoiation:J

-Following the containment period special emphasis ts placed upon

the ability to achieve isolation of the wastes by virtue'of the character-

istics of the geologic repository. The engineered barrier system works to

control the release of radioactive material to the geologic setting and

the geolouic setting works to control the release of radioactive material

to the accessible environment. Isolation means (the-act-of] inhibiting

the transport of radioactive material [to] so that amounts and concentra-

tions of the material-entering the accessible environment [tn-amoants-and

concentrations] will be kept within prescribed limits. [The-accessibie

environment-means-those-portions-of-the-environment-directiy-in-contact

with-or-readiiy-avaiiabie-for-tse-by-hwman-beingsI J

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

[§66eri?--Performance-objectives.-

§ 60.111 -(a) Performance of the geologic repository operations area

through permanent closure. -

(a) {id Protection against radiation exposures and releases of

radioactive material.' The geologic repository operations area shall be

designed so that until permanent closure has been completed, radiation

exposures and radiation levels, and releases of radioactive materials to

unrestricted areas, will at all times be maintained within the limits

specified in Part 20 of this chapter and such [any] generally applicable
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environmental standards for radioactivity as may have been established

by the Environmental Protection Agency.

[fL3--Retrievabiiity-of-waster--The-geoiogic-repository-operations

area-sha5i-be-designed-so-that-the-entire-inventory-of-waste-couid-be

retrieved-on-a-reasonabie-schedaie;-starting-at-any-time-up-to-58-years

after-was te-empi acement-operations-are-compi eter--A-reasonabi e- scheduie

for-.-etrievai-is-one-that-requtires-no-ionger-than-about-the-same-overaii

period-of-time-than-was-devoted-to-the-constraction-of-the-geoiogic

repository-operations-area-and-the-empiacement-of-wastes.]

(b) Retrievability of waste.

(1) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to

preserve the option of waste retrieval throughout the period during which

wastes are being emplaced and, thereafter, until the completion of a

performance confirmation program and Commission review of the informa-

tion obtained from such a program. To satisfy this objective, the geo-

logic repository operations area shall be designed so that any or all of

the emplaced waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule starting

at any time up to 50 years after waste emplacement operations are

initiated, unless a different time period is approved or specified by

the Commission. This different time period may be established on a case-

by-case basis consistent with the emplacement schedule and the planned

performance confirmation program.

(2) This requirement shall not preclude decisions by the Commission

to allow backfilling part or all of, or permanent closure of, the geologic

repository operations area prior to-the end of'the period of design for

retrievability.
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(3) For purposes of this paragraph, a reasonable schedule for

retrieval is one that would permit retrieval -in about the same time as

that devoted to construction of the geologic repository operations area

and the emplacement of wastes..

[fb3--Performance-of-the-geoiogie-repository-after-permanent-ciostre-

(43-6veraii-system-peeformance-7]

§ 60.112 Overall system performance objectives for the geologic repository

after permanent closure.

The geologic setting shall be selected and the engineered barrier

system (subsurface-fatciity] and the shafts, boreholes and their seals shall

be designed [so-as] to assure that (assomtng-anticipated-processes-and

events,) releases of radioactive materials [from-the-geoiegic-repository]

7 to the accessible environment following permanent closure--conform to such---

generally applicable environmental standards for radioactivity as may have

* . been established by the Environmental Protection Agency with respect to

both anticipated processes and events and unanticipated processes and

events.

[fE3-Performance-of-the-engineered-systemw

(i3--6ontainment-of-wastes.*--The-engineered-system-shai4-be

designed-so-that-even-if-fuii-or-partai-sat ration-of-the-underground

faci 4ty-were-to-occorn-and-assaming-anticipated-processes-and-events,-the

waste-packages-wUii-contain-a^i-radionceiides-for-at-ieast-the-first-i;8ee

years-after permanent-ciosure7--This-requirement-does-not-appiy-to-TRe

waste-eniess-TRU-waste-is-empiaced-ciose-enotgh-to-HtW-that-the-TRU-re-

:}ieese-rate-can-be-significantiy-affected-by-the-heat-generated-bY-the-HtWhe]
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(i~it-ontroi-of-reieases.

(fA)--For-lHteW-the-engineered-system-shaii-be-designed-so-that,

after-the-first- *e888-years-foiiowing-permanent-ciosure;-the-annuai

reiease-rate-of-any-radionuciide-from-the-engineered-system-into-the

geoiogic-setting;-ass3ming-anticipated-processes-and-events -?s-at-most

one-part-in-i89;8e8-of-the-maximum-amount-of-that-radionuciide-eaicu-

iated-to-be-present-in-the-anderground-faciiity-fassuming-no-reiease

from-the-anderground-faciiity)-at-any- time-after- e ee-,years-foiiowting

permanent-ciosurer--This-requirement-does-not-appiy-to-radioneciides

whose-contribution-is-iess-than-8?i%-of-the-totai-annmai-carie-reiease

as-prescribed-by-this-paragraph.

(B)--For-fRY-waste -the-engineered-systeM-shaii-be-designed-so-that

foiiowing-permanent-cioscre-the-annuai-reiease-rate-of-any-radionuciide

from-the-underground-faciiity-into-the-geoiogic-setting;-asstming

anticipated-processes-and-events3-is-'t-most-one-part-in-te8e868-of-the

maximtm-amount-caics iated-to-be-present-in- the-underground-faciiity

(ass3ming-no-reiease-from-the-undergroand-faciiityl-at-any-time

foiiowing-permanent-ciosure?--This-requirement-does-not-appiy-to

radionaciides-whose-contribution-is-iess-than-eri%-of-the-annuai

cnrie-reiease-as-prescribed-by-this-paragraph.I

§ 60.113 Performance of particular barriers after permanent closure.

(a). General provisions.

(1) Engineered barrier system.

(i) The engineered barrier system shall be designed so that assum-

ing anticipated processes and events (A) containment of HLW will be

substantially complete during the oeriod when radiation and thermal

conditions in the engineered barrier system are dominated by fission
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product decay; and (B) any release of radionuclides from the engineered

barrier system shall be a gradual process which results in small fractional

releases to the geologic setting over long times. For disposal in the

saturated zone, both the partial and complete fillina with groundwater

of available void spaces in the underground facility shall be appropriately

considered and analysed among the.anticipated processes and events in

designing the engineered barrier system.

(ii) In satisfying the preceding requirement, the engineered barrier

system shall be designed, assuming anticipated processes and events, so

that-

(A) Containment of HLW within the waste packages will be substan-

tially complete for a period to be determined by the Commission taking

into account the factors specified in subsection 60.113(b) provided, that

such period shall be not less than 300 years nor more than 1,000 years

after permanent closure of the geologic repository; and

(B) The release rate of any radionuclide from the engineered barrier

system following the containment period shall not exceed one part in

100,000 per year of the inventory of that radionuclide calculated to be

present at 1,000 years following permanent closure, or such other

fraction of the inventory as may be approved or specified by the

Commission; provided, that this requirement does not apply to any radio-

nuclide which is released at a rate less than 0.1% of the calculated

total release rate limit. The calculated total release rate limit

shall be taken to be one part in 100,000 per year of the inventory of

radioactive waste, originally emplaced in the underground facility, that

remains after 1,000 years of radioactive decay.
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E(33--Pevformsnee-of- the-geoiogic-setting.

()--eontainment-period -- Buring-the-containment-period;-the-geoiogic

setting-shaii-mitigate-the-4mpacts-of-premature-fai4cre-of-the-engineered

system?--The-abiiity-of-the-geoiogic-setting-to-+soiate-wastes-dar ng-the

isoiation-period;-ini-accordance-with-paragraph-fb)(3)(ii)-of-this-section;

shaii-be-deemed-to-satisfy-this-requirement];

Iii3---fsoiation-periodr--Foiiowing-the-conta4nment-period;-the-geo-

iogic-setting;-in-conjanction-with-the-engineered-system-as-iong-as-that

system-is-expected- to-function;-and-asone- thereafter;-shaii-be-capabie-of

isoiating-radioactive-waste-so-that-transport-of-radionteii-des-to-the

accessibie-environment-shaii-be-in-amounts-and-concentrations-that-con-

form-to-s3ch-generaiiy-appiicabie-environmentai-standards-as-may-haue-

been-estabiished-by-the-Environmenta*-Protection-Agencyr--For-the-parpose

of-this-paragraph;-the-evasuation-of-the-site-sha*i-be-based-tpon-the

asstmption-that-those-proeesses-operating-on-the-site-are-those-which

have-been-operating-on-it-daring-the-Qoaternary-Period;-with-perturbations

csased-by-the-presence-of-empiaced-radioactive-wastes-stperimposed-thereon?-

[§68.3.2--Required-characteristics-of-the-geoiogic-setting?

fa3--The-geoogic-setting-shaii-have-exhibited-strteturai-and

tectonic-stabi;ity-since-the-start-of-the-Qaaternary-Period.

fb3--The-geoiogie-setting-shsii-have-exhibited-hydrogeoiogic,

geoehemicai -and-geomorphic-stabi;ity-since-the-start-of-the-Quaternary

Period.]

H(e)] (2) Geologic setting. The geologic repository shall be

located so that pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time(s-throcgh

the-far-fieid] alona the fastest path of likely radionuclide travel from

the disturbed zone to the accessible environment Care] shall be at least
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1,00u years or such other travel time as may be approved or specified by

the Commission.

(b) On a case-by-case basis, the Commission may approve or specify

some other radionuclide release rate, designed containment period, or

pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time, provided that the overall

system performance objective, as it relates to anticipated processes

and events, is satisfied. Among the factors that the Commission may

take into account are--

(1) Any generally applicable environmental standard for radioactivity

established by the Environmental Protection Agency; -

(2) The aae and nature of the waste, and the design of the under-

ground facility, particularly as these factors bear upon the time during

which the thermal pulse is dominated by the decay heat from the fission

products;

(3) The geochemical characteristics of the host rock. surrounding

strata and groundwater; and

(4) Particular sources of uncertainty in predicting the performance

of the geologic repository.

(c) Additional requirements may be found to be necessary to satisfy

the overall system performance objective as It relates to unanticipated

processes and events.

-- .LAND OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL [ef-THE-6Eet66fE-REP655ieRY-ePERATI6NS-AREA-)

§ 60.121 Requirements for ownership and control of interests in land.

---- - - the-geoiogie-repository-operations-aree.3

(a) Ownership of land. [the-geoioeg-repository-operations-area7]

(1) Both the geologic repository operations area and the controlled

area shall be located in and on lands that are either acquired lands under
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the jurisdiction and control of DOE, or lands permanently withdrawn and

reserved for its use.

(2) These lands shall be held free and clear of all encumbrances,

if significant, such as: (i)f rights arising under the general mining

laws; (ili)((i1Jasements for right-of-way; and (iii)[(3S] all other

rights arising under lease, rights of entry, deed, patent, mortgage,

appropriation, prescription, or otherwise.

(b) CEstabiishment-of] Additional controls.

Appropriate controls shall be established outside of the (geoiogie

repository-operations] controlled area. DOE shall exercise any jurisdic-

tion and control over surface and subsurface estates necessary to prevent

adverse human actions that could significantly reduce the geologic reposi-

tory's [site-or-engineered-systemlsJ ability to achieve isolation. The

rights of DOE may take the form of appropriate possessory interests,

servitudes, or withdrawals from location or patent under the general min-

ing laws.

(c) Water rights.

(1) DOE shall also have obtained such water rights as may be needed

to accomplish the purpose of the geologic repository operations area.

(2) Water rights are included in the additional controls to be

established under paragraph (b) of this section.

EABBi6iGNAk-RE£8REMENTS-FeR-THE-6Et6i-86*S-ETHEN6

SITING CRITERIA

§ 60.122 Siting criteria (Favorabie-conditions7]

(a)(1) (Each-of-the-foiiowing-eonditions-may-contribtte-to-the

abifity-of-the-geoiogic-setting-to-meet-the-performance-objectives
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reisting-to-isoiation-of-the-wasteJ [in-addition-to-meeting-the

mandatory-requtirements-of-§-66.iiE;-a] A geologic setting shall exhibit

an appropriate combination of [these] the conditions specified in

paragraph (b) so that, together with the engineered barrier system, the

favorable conditions present are sufficient to provide reasonable

assurance that [stch] the performance objectives relating to isolation

of the waste will be met.

(2) If any of the potentially adverse conditions specified in

paragraph (c) of this section is present, it may compromise the ability

of the geologic repository to meet the performance objectives relating

to isolation of the waste. In order to show that a potentially adverse

condition does not so compromise the performance of the geologic

repository, the following must be demonstrated:

[68.iE4--Assessment-of-potentiaiy-adverse-conditions:.

In-order-to-show-that-a-potenttiaiy-adverse-condition-or-combiinstion-

of-conditions-c'ted-in-§-66.4ES-does-not-4mpair-signififsantiy-the-abiiity

of-the-geoiogic-repository-to-isoiate-the-radiosctive-waste; t-he-foi.iow-.

Ag-must-be-demonstrated]_

[(ad](i) The potentially adverse human activity or natural condi-

tion has been adequately investigated [characterized], including the

extent to which the condition may be present and still bkcuridetected-

taking into account the degree of resolution achieved by the investiga-

tions; and

[fbbJ(ii) The effect of the potentially adverse human activity

or natural condition on the site [geooegic-setting] has been adequately

evaluated using [conservative] analyses which are [and-assumptions7-and

the-evaication-ased-is] sensitive to the potentially adverse human
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activity or natural condition and assumptions which are not likely to

underestimate its effect; and

Cfcjif3(iii)(A) The potentially adverse human activity or natural

condition is shown by analysis pursuant to [in] paragraph [b](2)(ii) of

this section not to affect significantly the ability of the geologic

repository [setting-to-isoiate-waste;, to meet the performance objectives

relating to isolation of the waste, or

C(c)MIf3 (B) The effect of the potentially adverse human activ-

ity or natural condition is compensated by the presence of a combination

of the favorable characteristics (cited-in-§-687i227] so that the perform-

ance objectives relating to isolation of the waste are met, or

Efc)03( (C) The potentially adverse human activity or natural

condition can be remedied.

[6a.ei2(fa)--The-nature-and-rates-of-tectonic-processes-that-have

ocurred-since-the-start-of-the-Quaternary-Period-are-such--that;,-when

projected;,-they-wouad-not-affect-or-wouid-favorabiy-affect-the-abiiity

of-the-geoiogic-repository-to-isoiate-the-waste-

fbe--The-nature-and-rates-of-structural-processes-that-have-occu~red

since-the-start-of-the-Quaternary- Period-are-such-that;-when-projected;

they-would-not-affect-or-wouid-favorabiy-affeet-the-abiiity-of-the-geo-

iogic-repository-to-isolate-the-waste?

(c)--The-nature-snd-rates-of-hydrogeologicsi-processes-that-hate

occurred-since-the-stsrt-of-the-Quaternary-Period-are-such-that;-when

projected;-they-wouid-not-affect-or-woald-favorabiy-affect-the-abiiity

of-the-geologic-repository-to-isolate-the-waster
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(di---The-natere-and-rates-of-geochemicai-processes-that-have-occer-

red-since-the-staret-of-the-Quaternary-Period-are-such-that;-when-pro-

jected,-they-wouid-not-affect-or-wouid-favorabiy-affect-the-abi1ity-of

the-geo1ogic-repository-to-isoiate-the-waste-

(e)--The-nature-and-rates-of-geomorphic-processes-that-have-occtr-

red-since-the-start-of-the-Quaternary-Period-are-such-that,-when-pro-

jected;-they-wooid-not-affect-or-wouid-favorabiy-affect-the-abfiity-of

the-geoiogic-repository-to-isoiate-the-waste . --

(fe--A-host-rock-that-provides-the-foeiowing-ground-water

characteristics--f(i-iow-groundwater-content;-(E3-inhibition-of-grocnd-

water-circtieation-in-the-host-rock;-f(3-inhibition-of-growndwater-f ow

between-hydrogeoiogic-tnits-or-aiong-shafts;-drifts;-and-borehoies;-and

(4)-groundwater-travei-times;-under-pre-waste-empiacement-conditions;

between-the-undergrownd-faci;ity-and-the- ceessibie-environment-that

substantiaiiy-exceed-ie66e-yearsr]

(b) Favorable conditions.

(1) The nature and rates of tectonic, hydrogeologic, geochemical,

and geomorphic processes (or any of such processes) operating within

the geologic setting during the Quaternary Period, when projected, would

not affect or would favorably affect the ability of the geologic

repository to isolate the waste.

(2) For disposal in the saturated zone, hydrogeologic conditions

that provide --

(i) A host rock with low horizontal and vertical permeability;

(ii) Downward or dominantly horizontal hydraulic gradient in the

host rock and in immediately surrounding hydrologeologic units; and
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(iii) Low vertical permeability and low hydraulic potential between

the host rock and surrounding hydrogeoloqic units; or

(iv) Pre-waste emplacement groundwater travel time along the fastest

path of likely radionuclide travel from the disturbed zone to the acces-

sible environment that substantially exceeds 1,000 years.

L3)[6er122fg3J Geochemical conditions that--(iU.(i)J Promote precipi-

tation or sorption of radionuclides; (ii)JMUZU Inhibit the formation of

particulates, colloids, and inorganic and organic complexes that increase

the mobility of radionuclides; or [and] (iii) (33J Inhibit the transport

of radionuclides by particulates, colloids, and complexes.

(4) [68r122(h)] Mineral assemblages that, when subjected to antici-

pated thermal loading, will remain unaltered or alter to mineral assemblages

having equal or increased capacity to inhibit radionuclide migration.

[U61 (5) [68.22Mi] Conditions that permit the emplacement of

waste at a minimum depth of 300 meters from the ground surface. (The

ground surface shall be deemed to be the elevation of the lowest point

on the surface above the disturbed zone.)

.[68ai2fj3Any-iocai-condition-of-the-dis3trbed-zone-that-contributes

to-isolationr]

(6) A low population density within the geologic setting and a

controlled area that is remote from population centers.

[6867*2] (c) Potentially adverse conditions.

The following conditions are potentially adverse conditions (The

presence-of-any-such-conditions-may-compromise-site-saitabi;ity-and-wtii

require-carefai-anaiysis-and-such-measures-as-are-necessary-to-compen-

sate-for-them-adequateiy-parsnant-to-§-66?*247] if they are characteristic

of the controlled area or may affect isolation within the controlled area.
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fai-Advernse-conditi ons-i n- the-geoi ogi c-setti ng7J

LIt6B.er3(afi)] Potential for flooding of the underground facil-

ity, whether resulting from the occupancy and modification of floodplains

or from the failure of existing or planned man-made surface water

impoundments. (that-couk-caese-fiooding-of-the-geohogic-repository

operations-area-.]

((E3-Potentiai;-based-on-existing-geoiogic-and-hydro-igic-condi-

tions;-that-pianned-constrzction-of-iarge-scate-surface-water-impoand-

ments-may-significantiy-affect-the-geocogic-repository-throtgh-changes

in-the-regionai-groundwater-fiow-system-. -

(2)[(3] Potential for foreseeable human activity to adversely

affect [significantiy-the-geodogc-repository-through-changes-in-the

hydrogeoiogy7--This-activity-inciudes;-but-4s-not-iimited-to-pianned]

the groundwater flow system such as, groundwater withdrawal, extensive

irrigation, subsurface injection of fluids, underground pumped storage,

[faciiities7-or--underground] military activity or construction of large

scale surface water impoundments.

[*(5-A-fauit-in-the-geoiogic-setting-that-has-been-active-- nee-the _

start-of-the-Queternary-Period- and-which-i s-wi thi n-a-distance- of- the

disturbed-zone-that-is-iess-than-the-smaiiest-dimension-of-the-fauit

ruptare-surface.].

[(63--Potentiai-for-adverse-impacts-on-the-geoiogic-repository

resciting-from-the-occupancy-and-modification-of-fioodpifinsr]

(3)[(fJ Potential for natural phenomena such as landslides, sub-

sidence, or volcanic activity of such a magnitude that large-scale sur-

face water impoundments could be created that could [affect-the-perfor-

mance-of-the-geoiogic-repository-through-changes-in] change the regional
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groundwater flow system and thereby adversely affect the performance of

the geologic repository.

(4)j68i23(b3(85) Structural deformation, such as uplift, subsidence,

folding, or faulting, [and-fracturing-during-the-Quaternary-Pertod] that

may adversely affect the regional groundwater flow system.

(5)[68ri23(b)(123J Potential for changes in hydrologic conditions

that would [significantiy] affect the migration of radionuclides to the

accessible environment, such as [inciuding-but-not-iimited-to] changes

in hydraulic- gradient, average interstitial velocity, storage coefficient,

hydraulic conductivity, natural recharge, potentiometric levels, and

discharge points.

( 6)6i23fadf8)-Expected-ciimatic-changes-that-wouid-have-an

adverse-effect-on-the-geologic;-geochemica*,-or-hydroiogic-character-

istics] Potential for changes in hydrologic conditions resulting from

reasonably foreseeable climatic changes.

Q7)E68rI23(bI(f4)] Groundwater conditions in the host rock, includ-

ing chemical composition, (but-not-iimited-to] high ionic strength or

ranges of Eh-pH, that could [affect] increase the solubility or [and]

chemical reactivity of the engineered barrier systemts].

[68?i2S3(b)--Adverse-conditions-in-the-disturbed-zone

For-the-parpose-of-determining-the-presence-of-the-f oiotwng-condi-

tions-within-the-investigations-shouid-extend-to-the-greater-of-either

its-caicuiated-extent-or-a-horizontai-distance-of-!-krm-from-the-iimits

of-the-underground-facility;-and-from-the-surface-to-a-depth-pathways

for-radionuciide-of-Se-meters-beiow-the-iimits-of-the-repository

excavation-]
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[667I23(b3(65--The-extstence-of-a-faui-thiat-has-been-active-daring

the-Quaternary-Period?

(f3--Potentia*-for-creating-new-pathways-for-radioneiide-migration

due-to-presence-of-a-facit-or-fracture-zone-4rrespeetive-of-the-age-of

iast-movement-J -

-- 66.423( -More-frequent-occurrence-of-earthquskes-or-earthqtakes-of

higher-magnittde-than-is-typtcai-of-the-area-in-which-the-geoiogic-set-

ting-ts-iocated7J -

)[68dAE35fb3(i53J Geochemical [P] processes that would reduce sorp-

tion of radionuclides, result in degradation-of the rock strength, or

adversely affect the performance of the engineered barrier system.

-(66iU3(bfi13j] For disposal in the saturated zone, groundwater

(6] conditions in the host rock that are not reducing (conditions).

(10)[66iE3S(bif53] Evidence of dissolutioning [of-soiabie-roecksr]

.such as breccia pipes, dissolution cavities, or brine pockets.

- (11)c6e7IH3(b3f833 Structural deformation such as uplift, sub-

sidence, folding, and faulting [and-fracturing] during the-*Qaternary-

Period.

(12)C66e7f(a3f443] Earthquakes which have occurred historically that

if they were to be repeated could affect the Cgeoiogic-repository] site

significantly.

(13)t6'.!A3(b3fiM3J Indications, based on correlations of earthquakes

with tectonic processes and features, that either the frequency of occur-

rence or magnitude of earthquakes may increase.

(14)L66.E(Wb3(93) More frequent occurrence of earthquakes or

earthquakes of higher magnitude than is typical of the area in which

the geologic setting is located.
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(15)t6S-7132(b3f1)3 Evidence of igneous activity since the start of

the Quaternary Period.

(1)tC68ri23fb)(4)3 Evidence of extreme erosion during the Quaternary

Period.

(17)[687i23(b3fS) i Resoarces-that-have-efther] The presence of

naturally occurring materials, whether identified or undiscovered, within

the site, in such form that:

(i) economic extraction is currently feasible or potentially

feasible during the foreseeable future; or

(ii) such materials have greater gross value or net value[7-or

commerciai-potentiail than the average for other [representative]

areas of similar size that are representative of and located

in the geologic setting.

(18)[O6T-83fbfi(3] Evidence of subsurface mining for resources within

the site.

(19M)O6?230)(b]3 Evidence of drillingfor any purpose within the

site.

(20)[687123fbW16)] Rock or groundwater conditions that would require

complex engineering measures in the design and construction of the

underground facility or in the sealing of boreholes and shafts.

(21)(68?i23f(bji33 Geomechanical properties that do not permit

design of 3tsabieJ underground openings Edtringreonstraction7-waste

empiacement;-or-retrievai-operations7] that will remain stable throuah

permanent closure.
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DESIGN [ANB-66N5TRUCT6eN-REQUiREMENT5J CRITERIA FOR THE GEOLOGIC

REPOSITORY OPERATIONS AREAS

§60.130 Scope of f6enerai] design criteria [requirements] for the geo-

logic repository operations area.

[(a)] Sections [68ri38] 60.131 through 60.134 specify minimum

[requirements] criteria for the design of[;-and-construction-specifica-

tions-for,] the geologic repository operations area. [Requirements-for

design-contained-in-§§667i.i-throtgh-66.i33-must-be-considered-in-conjunc-

tion-with-the-requirements-for-constrtction-in-§66.g34?--Sections-6e7i38

through-687.44-are-not-intended-to-contain-an-exheustive-iist-ofI These

design (and-constraction-requirements] criteria are not intended to be

exhaustive, however. Omissions in §§ [6e7i36] 60.131 through 60.134 do

not relieve DOE from [providing] any obligation to provide such safety

features in a specific facility needed to achieve the performance objec-

tives. [contatned-in-§§-68ril7] All design [and-construction-criteria-]

bases must be consistent with the results of site characterization

activities.

(b3-53ystems;-stracteres;-and-components-of-the-geoiogic-repository

operations-area-shaii-sat4sfy-the-fo~iowingeI

§ 60.131 General design criteria for the geologic repository operations

area.

£a1)66Tiae(b)(1)] Radiological protection.

The geologic respository operations area [structares7-systems;-and

components-*ocated-within-restricted-areasI shall be designed to maintain

radiation doses, levels, and concentrations of radioactive material in air
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in (those] restricted areas within the limits specified in Part 20 of

this chapter. [These-stractures;-systems;-and-components] Design shall

(be-designed-to] include--

M(E12 i3] Means to limit concentrations of radioactive material in

air;

(2)[fiiJ] Means to limit the time required to perform work in the

vicinity of radioactive materials, including, as appropriate, designing

equipment for ease of repair and replacement and providing adequate space

for ease of operation;

(3)[(iii)] Suitable shielding;

M i(4v) l Means to monitor and control the dispersal of radioactive

contamination;

(5).[ty] Means to control access to high radiation areas or air-

borne radioactivity areas; and

(6).§(+)]- A radiation alarm system to warn of significant increases

in radiation levels, concentrations of radioactive material in air, and

of increased radioactivity released in effluents. The alarm system shall

be designed with provisions for calibration and for testing its operability.

[redondancy-and-in-situ-testing-capabiiityr]

(b) Structures, systems, and components important to safety.

,()C68rI3efbifif] Protection against natural phenomena and environ-

mental conditions.

((4)-The-stractures;-systems;-and-components-important-to-safety

shaii-be-designed-to-be-compattbie-with-anticipated-site-characteristics

and-to-secommodate-the-effects-of-environmentai-conditions,-so-as-to

prevent-interference-w4th-normai-operationm-maintenance-and-testing

during-the-entire-period-of-constrtction-and-operations7J
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o4fid] The structures, systems, and components important to safety

shall be designed so.that natural phenomena and environmental conditions

anticipated at the [s4te] geologic repository operations area will not

(resuit-in-any-reievent-time-per4od-4n-faei*re-to-ach4eve-the-perform-

ance-objectives] interfere with necessary safety functions.

. t2) [(33] Protection against dynamic effects of equipment failure

and similar events.

The structures, systems, and components important to safety shall'be

designed to withstand dynamic effects such as missile impacts that could

result from equipment failure[7-such-as-missiie-impscts], and similar

events and conditions that could:lead to loss of their safety functions.

(3) [(43] Protection against fires and explosions

(i) The structures, systems, and components important to safety

shall be designed to perform their safety functions durfig and after

credible fires or explosions in the geologic repository operations area.

.(ii) To the extent practicable, the geologic repository operations

area shall be designed-to incorporate the use of noncombustible and heat

resistant materials.

(iii) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to

include explosion and fire detection alarm systems and appropriate sup-

pression systems with sufficient capacity and capability to reduce the

adverse effects of fires and explosions on structures, systems, and

components important to.safety..

.(iv) The geologic repository operations area shall be-designed to

include means to protect systems, structures, and components important

to safety against the adverse effects of either the operation or failure

of the fire suppression systems.
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MUSIf5UJ Emergency capability.

(i) The structures, systems, and components important to safety

shall be designed to maintain control of radioactive waste and radioac-

tive effluents, and permit prompt termination of operations and evacua-

tion of personnel during an emergency.

(ii) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to

include onsite facilities and services that ensure a safe and timely

response to emergency conditions and that facilitate the use of avail-

able offsite services (such as fire, police, medical and ambulance

service) that may aid in recovery from emergencies.

(5)t((6] Utility services.

(i) Each utility service system that is important to safety shall

be designed so that essential safety functions can be performed under

both normal and [emergency] accident conditions. _:

(ii) The utility services important to safety shall include redundant

systems to the extent necessary to maintain, with adequate capacity, the

ability to perform their safety functions.

(fi4i3-The-emergency-utii ty-services3-shai*-be-designed-to-permit

testing-of-their-functionai-operabfiity-and-capacityr---fhis-wit-inciade

the-fuii-operationai-sequence-of-each-system-when-transferring-between

mormai-and-emergency-stppiy-sourees,-as-weii-as-the-operatfon-of

associated-safety-systems.]

(iii)[f(iy] Provisions shall be made so that, if there is a loss

of the primary electric power source or circuit, reliable and timely

Continaed] emergency power can be [is] provided to instruments, utility

service systems, and operating systems, including alarm systems, important

to safety. [This-emergeney-power-shai1-be-safficient-to-aiiow-safe-condi-
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tions-to-be-maintatnedr--Aii-systems-importent-to-safety-sheHi-oe-designed

to-permit-them-to-be-mainta4ned-at-afi-times-in-a-f nctonai -mode?3

-(6)[(73] Inspection, testing, and maintenance. The structures,

systems, and components important to safety shall be designed to permit

periodic inspection, testing, and maintenance, as necessary, to ensure

their continued functioning and readiness. -

Q2(7(83J Criticality control. All systems for processing, trans-

porting, handling, storage, retrieval, emplacement, and isolation of

radioactive waste shall be designed to ensure that a nuclear criticality

accident is not possible unless at least two unlikely, independent, and

concurrent or sequential changes have occurred in the conditions essen-

tial to nuclear criticality safety. Each system shall be designed for

criticality safety under normal and accident conditions. The calculated

effective multiplication factor (keff) must be sufficiently below unity

to show at least a 5% margin, after allowance for the bias in the method

of calculation and the uncertainty in the experiments used to validate

-the method of calculation.

M(R93] Instrumentation and control systems. The design shall

include provisions for [f] instrumentation and control systems [shaii

be-designed] to monitor and control the behavior of engineered systems

important to safety over anticipated ranges for normal operation and for

accident conditions. [The-systems-shai*-be-designed-w4th-stufficient

redandancy-to-ensare-that-adequate--marg'ins-cf-safety-are-mainta4nedJ

(9)[fie] Compliance with mining regulations. To the extent that

DOE is not subject to the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, as

to the construction and operation of the geologic.repository operations
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area, the design of the geologic rep.sitory operations area shall never-

theless include such provisions for worker protection as may be necessary

to provide reasonable assurance that all structures, systems, and compo-

nents important to safety can perform their intended functions. Any

deviation from relevant design requirements in 30 CFR, Chapter I, Sub-

chapters D, E, and N will give rise to a rebuttable presumption that this

requirement has not been met.

(10)[687133(c03 Shaft conveyances used in radioactive waste handling.

t1l3--Shaft-eonveyances-ased-to-transport-radioactive-materiais-shaii

be-designed-to-satisfy-the-requirements-as-set-forth-in-§-68r3-S-for

systems;-structures;-and-components-important-to-safety?]

(i)[2] Hoists important to safety shall be designed to preclude

cage free fall.

(ii)[(3] Hoists important to safety shall be designed with a reli-

able cage location system.

(iii)(4.] (Hoist] Loading and unloading systems for hoists important

to safety shall be designed with a reliable system of interlocks that

will fail safely upon malfunction.

(iv)[5?J Hoists important to safety shall be designed to include

two independent indicators to indicate when waste packages are in

place [7-grappied*] and ready for transfer.

§ 60.132 [6e1i31] Additional design [requirements] criteria for

surface facilities in the geologic repository operations area.

(a) Facilities for receipt and retrieval of waste. Surface

facilities in the geologic repository operations area shall be designed

to allow safe handling and storage of wastes at the (site] geologic

repository operations area, whether these wastes are on the surface
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before emplacement or as a result of retrieval from the underground

facility. (The-surface-facfiities-shaii-be-designed-so-as-to-permit

inspection,-repair--and-decontamination-of-such-wastes-and-their

containersr--Surface-storage-capacity-is-not-required-for-aii-empiaced

waste.]

(b) Surface facility ventilation. Surface facility ventilation

systems supporting waste transfer, inspection, decontamination, pro-

cessing, or packaging shall be designed to provide'protection against

radiation exposures and offsite releases as provided in §60.111a.).

(c) Radiation control and monitoring.

(1) Effluent control. The surface facilities shall be designed

to control the release of radioactive materials in effluents during

normal [and-emergency] operations so as to meet the performance objectives

Of § 60.111(a). (The-fac'iities-sheai-be-designed-to-provide-protection

-aganst-radiation-expostres-and-offsite-reieases-as-provided-in-§66.i7i]

(2) Effluent monitoring. The effluent monitoring systems shall be

designed to measure the amount and concentration of radionuclides in any

effluent with sufficient precision to determine whether releaser -onform_

to the design requirement for effluent control. The monitoring systems

shall be designed to include alarms that can be periodically tested.

(d) Waste treatment. Radioactive waste treatment facilities

shall-be designed to process any radioactive wastes generated at the

geologic repository operations area into a form suitable to permit safe

disposal at the geologic repository operations area or to permit safe

transportation and conversion to a form suitable for disposal at an

alternative site in accordance with any regulations that are applicable.
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(e) Consideration of decommissioning. The surface facility shall be

designed to facilitate [decommissioningJ decontamination or dismantlement

to the same extent as would be required, under other parts of this chapter,

with respect to equivalent activities licensed thereunder.

§ 60.133 (t-6813U] Additional subsurface design [requirements] criteria

for the underground facility.

(a) General criteria for the underground facility.

[f)i--The-anderground-faciiity-shai -be-designed-so-as-to-perform

its-safety-fUnctions-ass3ming-interactions-among-the-geoiogic-setting;

the-anderground-facidity-and-the-waste-packager]

(fi3--fhe-anderground-faciiity-sha1i-be-designed-to-provide-for

stracturai-stabiiity;-contro*-of-groundwater-movement-and-controi-ef

radio nctide-reieases;-as-necessary-to-compiy-with-the-performance

objectiwes-of-q368. iI1?

(1) ((3)] The orientation, geometry, layout, and depth of the

underground facility, and the design of any engineered barriers that are

part of the underground facility shall contribute to the (enhance] con-

tainment and isolation of radionuclides [to-the-extent-practicabie-at

the-site].

(2) ((45] The underground facility shall be designed so that the

effects of credible disruptive events during the period of operations,

such as [intrUsions-of-gas3-or-water-or] flooding, fires, and explosions,

will not spread through the facility.

(b) Flexibility of design. The underground facility shall be

designed with sufficient flexibility to allow adjustments where neces-

sary to accommodate specific site conditions identified through in situ

monitoring, testing, or excavation.
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[fc3--Separat4on-of-excavation-and-waste-empiacement-fmodtiar-concepti.

ff-concurrent-excavation-and-empiacement-of wastes-are-piannedT-then:

(fi--The-design-shaii-provide-for-such-seperation-of-activities

into-discrete-areas-fmodties3-as-may-be-necessary-to-asstre-that

excavation-does-not-impair-waste-empiacement-or-retrievai-operations.

(23--Each-moduie-shaii-be-des4gned-to-permit-instifation-from-other

modties-if-an-accident-occurs. ]

(c) W(d3J [Besiin-for] Retrieval of waste. The underground facil-

ity shall be designed to [(13P-] Rermit retrieval of waste in accordance

with the performance objectives of §60. 111.

[(E3--Enstre-sufficient-strccturai-stab;iity-of-openings-and-controi

of-groundwater-to-pertit-the-safe-conduct-of-waste-retrievai-operations;

and-

E(S3--MIdow-removaF-of-any-waste-packages-that-may-be-damaged-or

require-4nspection-without-comprnmising-the-abi*ity-of-the-geoiogic

repositery-to-meet-the-performance-objectives-f§68eili).]I

(d) [66TI3S(g]3 Control of water and gas. [fi)--Water-and-gas

contro*-systems-shidi-be-designed-to-be-of-sufficient-capabiiity-and

capacity-to-redece-the-potentiaiiy-.adverse-effects-of-groandwater

4ntrusion;-service-water-intrtsion;-or-gas-infiow-into-the-under-

groend-faciiftyi] The desion of the underground facility shall provide

for control of water or gas intrusion.

EfE3-Water-and-gas-controi-systems-shaii-be-designed-to-controi-the

quantity-of-water-or-gas-ff wing-into-or-from-the-anderground-faciiity;

monitor-the-composttion-of-gases;-and-permit-sampifng-of-iiqtids7

- b3t--wystems-shaia-be-destigned-to-provadciontroe-of-water-and-gas

frn-both-waste-empi acement- areas-and-excavation- areals.
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(43--Water-contr&i-systems-3haiH-be-designed-to-inciede-st -:;e

capabiiity-and-modaiar-iayoatt-that-ensure-.that-unexpected-inrush-or

fiooding-can-be-contro~ied-and-contained.

(53--if-the-intersection-of-aquifers-or-water-bearing-geoiogic

strtctures-is-anticipated-daring-construction;-the-design-of-the-tnder-

ground-faciiity-shaii-inciude-pians-for-cutoff-or-controi-of-water-in

advance-of-the-excavation.

(6)--if-iinings-are-required;-the-contact-between-the-iining-and

the-rock-surrounding-subsurface-excavations-shai*-be-designed- so-as- to

avoid-the-creation-of-any-preferentia*-pathway-for-groundwater-or

radionaciide-migration.]

(e) (Besign-of-sabsurface] Underground openings.

(1) (SabsarfaceJ gpenings in the underground facility shall be

designed so that operations can be carried out safely and the retrievabil-

ity option maintained. [to-maintain-stabi1ity-throughout-the-construction

and-operation-periods.--if-structurai-support-is-required-for-stabiiity;

it-shaiH-be-designed-to-be-compatibie-with-4ong-term-deformation;

hydroiogic;-geochemitai;-and-thermomechanicai-characteristics-of-the

rock-and-to-aiiow-subsequent-piacement-of-backfiil7]

(i3--Structures-required-for-temporary-s3tpport-of-zones-of-weak-or

highiy-fracttred-rock-shai*-be-designed-so-as-not-to-impair-the-piace-

ment-of-permanent-structures-or-the-capabiiity-to-seai-excavated-areas

ased-for-the-containment-of-wastesr

(2)[fS)] [Sabsurface-olOpenings in the underground facility shall

be designed to reduce the potential for deleterious rock movement or

fracturing of overlying or surrounding rock. (over-the-iong-term7-The

size;-shape;-orientation;-and-spacing-of-openings-and-the-design-of
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engineered-support-systems-sheii-take-the-foiicwing-conditions-into

considerations--

('i3--t'atters*-stress-conditi ens;

(ii3--deformation-characteristics-of-the-host-rock-under-normai

conditions-and-thermai-ioading;

'fii3--the-kinds-of-weaknesses-or-strtcttrai-discontincities-fotnd-at

van ous-*ocati ons-4n-the-geodogic-repoui to.ry; ~~ --

(iv3--equipment-reqiirements;-and; .-

(v3--the-abiiity-to-construct-the-enderground-faci ity-as-designed

so-that-stabijiity-cf-the-rock-is-enhanced..

(f) Rock excavation. The design of the underground-facility shall

incorporate excavation methods that will limit the potential for creating

a preferential pathway for groundwater or radioactive waste migration to

the accessible environment. [damage-to-and-frecturing-of-rock:)]-

(NOTE: The modified text for 60.132(g) Control of water and gas is now

found at § 60.133(d)).

-(g) E6NiS¢(h3J [Subsurface) Underground facility ventilation.

The ventilation system shall be designed to--,

(1) Control the transport of radioactive particulates and gases

within and releases from the underground [subsorface-] facility in accord-

ance with the performance objectives of Ef3§60.1U(aJE33. -

t(E(-Permi t-contintous-occupency-of-aii-excavated-areas-dtring

normai-operattons-throough-the-time-of-permanent-ciostre;

(33--Accommodate-changes-in-operating-conditions-stch-as-varlations

in-temperature-end-humidity-in-the-undergrotrnd-faciiity;

(43--inciude-redundant-equipment-and-faii-safe-controi-systems-as

may-be-needed-to]
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(2) [a] Assure continued function during [under] normal operations

and under accident conditions; and

(3)[05) Separate the ventilation of excavation and waste emplace-

ment areas.

Uh2tfi(J Engineered barriers.

Engineered barriers shall be designed to assist the geologic setting

in meeting the performance objectives for the period followinq permanent

closure.

[(i)--Barriers-sha**-be-iocated-where-shafts-couid-aiiow-access-for

groundwater-to-enter-or-ieave-the-anderground-faciiity.

(2t--Barriers-shaiH-create-a-waste-package-environment-which

favorabiy-controis-chemicai-reactions-affecting-the-performance-of-the

waste-packager

(33--Backfii*-piueed-in-the-underground-faciitty-sha&i-be-designed

- as-a-barrierr

fi)--aaekffii-piaced-in-the-underground-faciiitr-shaei-perform-its

ftnctions-a&s3ming-antfiipated-changes-in-the-geoiogic-setting7

(ffi-Backfi+H-piaced-in-the-tnderground-faci ity-shall-serv- the

foaiowing-fumctionsr

fA4--it-shaii-pro4 de-a-barrier-to-groundwater-movement-into-and

from-the-anderground-factiity7

(B3--it-shasii-reduce-creep-deformation-of-the-host-rock-that-may

adverseiy-affect-Ul -waste-package-performance-or-njU-the-iocai

hydroioaicai-system?

(83--ft-shaii-redece-and-controi-groundweter-movement-with4n-the

tinderground-fieiityit
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- (63--it-shaiH-retard-radionceiide-migrationr

(t4i)--Backftii-piaced-in-the-tndergroand-fac~iity-shaii-be-seiected

to-a iow-for-adequate-p icement-and-compaction-4n-wnderground-openings.

(j3--Waste-handiing-and-empiacement.

(i)--The-systems-used-for-handiing;-transporting;-and-empiacing

- radioactive-wastes-sha*1-be-designed-to-have-positive;-faei-safe-designs

to-proteet-workers-an'd-to-prevent-damage-to-waste-packagesr

(f3--The-handiing-systems-for-empiacement-and-retrievai-operations

shali-be-designed-to-minimvze-the-potentiai-for-operator-error7]

M (66:i5E2k)] [Besion-for] Thermal loads. CfiJ] The underground

facility shall be designed so that the performance objectives will be met

takinc into account the predicted thermal and thermomechanical response of

, the host'rock, surrounding strata, and groundwater system. [will-not

- degrade-significantiy-the-performance-of-the-repository-or-the-abiiity

of-the-naturai-or-engineered-barriers-to-retard-radionaciide-migration.

[f(E3-The-design-of-waste-loading-and-waste-spacings-shaii-take-into

consideration--_

(i)--Effects-of-the-design-of-the-anderground-faciiity-on-the

thermai-and-thermomechanicai-response-of-the-host-rock- and-the-ground-

water-system,

ffi3--Features-of-the-host-rock-and-geologic-setting-that-affect-the

thermomechanicai-response-of-the-anderground-faciiity-and-barriers,

inciuding-but-not-iimited-to;-behavior-and-deformationai-characteristics

of-the-host-rock;-the-presence-of-insciating-layers;-aqtifers;-fatits,

orientation-of-bedding-pianes;-and-the-presence-of-discontinzities-in

the-host-rock,-and
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f4i+3--The-extent-to-wh4ch-fracturtng-of-the-host-rock-is-influenced

by-cycies-of-temperature-inerease-and-decrease-)

§ 60.134[6eri333 Design of [shafts-and] seals for shafts and boreholes.

(a) General design criterion. [Shaft-design] Seals for

)S] shafts and boreholes shall be designed so that they do not become

pathways that compromise the geologic repository's ability to meet

the performance objectives for the period following permanent closure.

[as-not-to-create-a-preferent4ai-pathway-for-migration-of-groundwater

and-so-as-not-to-increase-the-potentiai-for-migration-through-existing

pathways.]

(b) Selection of materials and placement methods. Materials and

placement methods for seals shall be selected to reduce, to the extent

practicable, (1) the potential for creating a preferential pathway for

groundwater or (2) radioactive waste migration through existing pathways.

[68-e33fb3--Shaft-and-borehoie-seais:

Shaft-and-borehoie-seais-shaii-be-designed-so-thatr

fi3--Shafts-and-borehoies-wiii-be-seaied-as-soon-as-poss4bie-after

they-have-served-their-operationai-purposer

(!3--At-the-time-of-permanetit-ciostre-seaied-shafts-and-borehoies

wiHi-inhibit-transport-of-radioneciides-to-at-ieast-the-same-degree-as

the-undisturbed-untts-of-rock-through-which-the-shafts-or-borehoies-pass:

fn-the-case-of-soiubie-rocks3-the-borehoie-and-shaft-seais-shai*-aiso-be

designed-to-prevent-groundwater-eircuiation-that-woutid-resuit-in

dissoi*tionr

(fS--6ontact-between-shaft-and-borehoie-seais-and-the-adjacent-rock

does-not-become-a-preferentiai-pathway-for-water.
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(4i--Shaft-and-borehoie-seais-can-aceommodate-potentia*-var4ations

of-stress;-temperature;-and-moisture.

(53--The-materiais-used-to-constrtct-the-seais-are-appropriate-in

view-of-the-geochemistry-of-the-rock-and-groundwater-system;-anticipated

deformations-of-the-rock;-and-other-4n-situ-conditions.

* E§66?i34--eonstruction-specifications-for-surface-and-subsurface-facisities?

- (a)--6enerai-reguirement -- Specifications-for-construction-shaii

conform-to-the-objectives-and-technicai-reqatrements-of-§§6e-736-through

668-ABS

(b3--construction-management-pro ram.--The-construction-specsffca-

tions-shaiH-factiftate-the-conduct-of-a-construction-management-program

that-wti*-ensure-that-construction-activities-do-not-adverseiy-affect

the-suttabifity-of-the-site-to-isoiate-the-waste-or-jeopardize-the-4soia-

tion-capabiiit4es-of-the-underground-faciiity;-borehoies;-shaft;-and

seais;-and-that-the-andergroand-faciiity-is-constracted-as-designed.

(NOTE: -What was 60.134(c) is now found in modified form at § 60.72.)

(d3--f 66e34f d)3--Rock-excavationm--The-methods-used-for-excavation

shaii-be-seiected-to-reduce-to-the-extent-practiceabie-the-potentiai-to

create-a-preferentiai-pathway-for-groundwater-or-radi octive-waste-migra-
tion-or-increase-migration-through-existing-pathways.

-e)--6ontroi-of-expiosivesr--if-expiosives-are-used;-the-prov4si0ns

of-36-6FR-5776-fExpiosives)-issued-by-the-Mine-Safety-and-Heaith-Admtn-

istration;-Bepartment-of-tabor-shaii-be-met;-as-minimam-safety-reqtire-

* ments-for-storage;-tls e-and-transport-at-the-geoiogic-repository-opera-

tfons-area.

(ff--Water-controei--The-construction-specifications-shaii-provide

that-water-encountered-4n-excavations-shail-be-removed-to-the-s rface
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and-controiied-in-accordsnce-with-design-reqa4rements-for-radiation-con-

trol-and-monitoring-( §687133.( 3

(g3--Waste-han* in- and- emplacemen * --The- constructi on-specf fi catt ons

shaii-provide-for-demonstration-of-the-effectiveness-of-handiing-equipment

and-systems-fornempiacement-and-retrievai-operations;-under-operating

conditions.]..

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE WASTE PACKAGE [REQUiREMENTS]

a

§ 60.135 [Requirements] Criteria for the waste package and its components.

(a) [Seneral-requirements-of-desiqn] High-level-waste package design

in general.

[The-design-of-the-waste-package-shaii-inciade-the-foiiowing

eiements.

(1) EEffect-of-the-site-on-the-waste-Pacake --The-waste] [p] Pack-

ages for HLW shall be designed so that the in situ chemical, physical,

and nuclear properties of the waste package and its interactions with the.

emplacement environment do not compromise the function of the waste

packages or the performance of the underground facility or the geologic

setting.

(2) The design shall include but not be limited to consideration

of the following factors: solubility, oxidation/reduction reactions,

corrosion, hydriding, gas generation, thermal effects, mechanical

strength, mechanical stress, radiolysis, radiation damage, radionuclide

retardation, leaching, fire and explosion hazards, thermal loads, and

synergistic interactions.

[(fe--Effect-of-the-waste-package-on-the-underground-faci4ity-and

the-naturai-barriers-of-the-geoioage-settinq.--fhe-waste-package-shail-be
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designed-so-that-the-in-sitt-chemicai,-physicai;-and-nociear-properties

:of-the-waste-package-and-fts-interactions-witth-the-empiacement-environ--

ment-do-not-ecmpromise-the-performance-of-the-underground-facitity-or-the

geoIogic-setttng7--The-design-sha*F-4nciede-but-not-be--iimited-to-con-

sideration-ef-the-foiiowing-factors? -- soibility;-oxxidat4on/reductton

reactions;-corrosion,-hydriding,-gas-generation,-thermai-effects,-mechan-

ica*-strength;-mechanicai-stress;-radioiysis;-radiation-damage;-radiont-

ciide-retardation;-ieaching;-fire-and-expiosion-hazards,-thermai-ioads;

and-synergistic-interactions.]

(b) [(c3J Specific criteria for HLW package design.

[The-HtW-waste-package-design-shaii-meet-the-fo5iowing-requirementsr]

(1) Explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically reactive materials. The

waste package shall not contain explosive or pyrophoric materials or

chemically reactive materials in an amount that could [interfere-with

operations-in] compromise the ability of the underground facility [or

compromise] to contribute to waste isolation or the ability of the

geologic repository to satisfy the performance objectives. -

(2) Free liquids. The waste package shall not contain free liquids

in an amount that could compromise the ability (impair-the-strtettrai

integrity] of the waste packages [components] to achieve the performance

objectives relatino to containment-of HLW (because of chemical. inter-

actions or formation of pressurized vapor) or result in spillage and

spread of contamination in the event of waste package perforation

during the period through permanent closure.

(3) Handlina. Waste packages shall be designed to maintain waste

containment during transportation, emplacement, and retrieval.
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(4) Unique identification. A label or other means of identifica-

tion shall be provided for each waste package. The identification

shall not impair the integrity of the waste package and shall be applied

in such a way that the information shall be legible at least to the end

of the [retrievabie-storageJ period of retrievability. Each waste

package identification shall be consistent with the waste packages

permanent written records.

(c)[68ri35(bj] Waste form (requirements] criteria for HLW.

High-level [R]radioactive waste that is emplaced in the underground

facility shall be designed to meet the following [requirements] criteria:

(1) Solidification. All such radioactive wastes shall be in solid

form and placed in sealed containers.

(2) Consolidation. Particulate waste forms shall be [have-been)

consolidated (for example, by incorporation into an encapsulating

matrix) to limit the availability and generation of particulates.

(3) Combustibles. All combustible radioactive wastes shall be

[must-have-been] reduced to a noncombustible form unless it can be demon-

strated that a fire involving Ca-singie] the waste packages containing

combustibles will not [neither] compromise the integrity of other waste

packages, [nor] adversely affect any [safety-reiated] structures, systems,

or components important to safety, or compromise the ability of the

underground facility to contribute to waste isolation.

(d) Design criteria for other radioactive wastes.

Design criteria for waste types other than HLW will be addressed

on an individual basis if and when they are proposed for disposal in a

geologic repository.
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PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION REQUIREMENTS

§ 60.137 General requirements for performance confirmation.

The geologic repository operations area shall be designed so as to

permit implementation of a performance confirmation program that meets

the requirements of Subpart F of this part.

SUBPART F - PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION PROGRAM -

§ 60.140 General requirements.

(a) The performance confirmation program shall provide data which

indicates, where practicable [ascertain] kihether--

(1) Actual subsurface conditions encountered and changes in those

-conditions during construction and waste emplacement operations are

within the limits assumed in the licensing review; and

(2) Natural and engineered systems and components required for

repository operation, or which are designed or assumed to operate as

barriers after permanent closure, are functioning as intended and

anticipated.

(b) The program shall have been started during site character-

ization and it will continue until permanent closure.

(c) The program twigs] shall include in'situ monitoring, labora-

tory and field testing, and in situ experiments, as may be appropriate

to accomplish the objective as stated above.

(d) The (confirmation]`program shall be implemented so that:

(1) It does not adversely affect the ability of the natural and

engineered elements of the geologic repository to meet the performance

objectives.
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(2) It provides baseline information and analysis of that informa-

tion on those parameters and natural processes pertaining to the geologic

setting that may be changed by site characterization, construction, and

operational activities.

(3) It monitors and analyzes changes from the baseline condition

of parameters that could affect the performance of a geologic repository.

f4) It provides an established plan for feedback and analysis of

data, and implementation of appropriate action.

§ 60.141 Confirmation of geotechnical and design parameters.

(a) During repository construction and operation, a continuing

program of surveillance, measurement, testing, and geologic mapping

shall be conducted to ensure that geotechnical and design parameters are

confirmed and to ensure that appropriate action is taken to inform the

Commission of changes needed in design to accommodate actual field

conditions encountered.

(b) Subsurface conditions shall be monitored and evaluated against

design assumptions.

(c) As a minimum, measurements-shall be made of rock deformations

and displacement, changes in rock stress and strain, rate and location

of water inflow into subsurface areas, changes in groundwater conditions,

rock pore water pressures including those along fractures and joints,

and the thermal and thermomechanical response of the rock mass as a

result of development and operations of the geologic repository.

(d) These measurements and observations shall be compared with the

original design bases and assumptions. If significant differences exist

between the measurements and observations and the original design bases
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and assumptions, the need for modifications to the design or in co..

struction methods shall be determined and these differences and the

recommended changes reported to the Commission.

(e) In situ monitoring of the thermomechanical response of the

underground facility shall be conducted until permanent closure to

ensure that the performance of the natural and engineering features are

within design limits.

§ 60.142 Design testing.

(a) During the early or developmental stages of construction, a

program for in situ testing of such features as borehole and shaft seals,

backfill, and the thermal interaction effects of the waste packages,

backfill, rock, and groundwater shall be conducted.

(b) The testing shall be initiated as early as is practicable.

(c) A backfill test section shall be constructed to test the

effectiveness of backfill placement and compaction procedures against

design requirements before permanent backfill placement is begun.

(d) Test sections shall be established to test the effectiveness

of borehole and shaft seals before full-scale operation proceeds to seal

boreholes and shafts.

§ 60.143 Monitoring and testing waste packages.

(a) A program shall be established at the geologic repository opera-

tions area for monitoring the condition of the waste packages. Waste CP]

packages chosen for the program shall be representative of those to be

emplaced in the [repository.] underground facility.

(b) Consistent with safe operation (of] at the geologic repository

operations area, the environment of the waste packages selected for the
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waste package monitoring program shall be representative of the [empiaeed]

environment in which the wastes are to be emplaced.

(c) The waste package monitoring program shall include laboratory

experiments which focus on the internal condition of the waste packages.

To the extent practical, the environment experienced by the emplaced

waste packages within the [repository] underground facility during the waste '

package monitoring program shall be duplicated in the laboratory experiments.

(d) The waste package monitoring program shall continue as long as

practical up to the time of permanent closure.

SUBPART G - QUALITY ASSURANCE

§ 60.150 Scope.

[fa)] As used in this part, "quality assurance' comprises all those

planned and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence

that the geologic repository and its subsystems or components will perform

satisfactorily in service. [b] Quality assurance includes quality control,

which comprises those quality assurance actions related to the physical

characteristics of a material, structure, component, or system which

provide a means to control the quality of the material, structure,

component, or system to predetermined requirements. [is-a-muiti-

discipiinary-system-of-management-controis-which-address-safetry

reiiabiiityT-maintainabidity;-performance;-and-other-technica4

discipiines?]

§ 60.151 Applicability.

The quality assurance program applies to all systems, structures and

components important to safety, to design and characterization of barriers

important to waste isolation, and to activities related thereto. [which
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wouid-prevent-or-mitigate-events-that-couid-cause-an-undte-risk-to-the

heaith-and-safetY o -the-ptbiic.] These activities include: site

characterization, facility and equipment construction, facility operation,

[expi cing;-seiecting;-designing;-fabricating;-purchasing;-handiing;

storing;-cieantng,-erecting;-insti*iing;-empiacing;-inspecting,-testing

operating;-maintaining;-monitoring;-repairing,-modifying-and

decommissioning] performance confirmation, permanent closure, and decon-

tamination and dismantling of surface facilities.

§ 60.152 Implementation.

DOE shall implement a quality assurance program based on the criteria

of Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 as applicable, and appropriately

supplemented by additional criteria as required by § 60.151.

_ t-66-i53--Quaiity-assurance-for-perfer nc-confirmationT

The-quaiity-asstrance-program-shaii-incitide-the-program-of-tests3

experitments-and-anaiyses-essentiai-to-achieving-adequate-confiidence

that-the-empiaced-wastes-wiii-remain-isciated-from-the-accessibie

environmentJ '

SUBPART H - TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL

§ 60.160 General requirements.

Operations of systems and components that have been identified as

important to safety in the Safety Analysis Report and in the license shall

be performed only by trained and certified personnel or by personnel

under the direct visual supervision of an individual with training and

certification in such operation. Supervisory personnel who direct
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operations that are important to safety must also be certified in such

operations.

§ 60.161 Training and certification program.

(The] DOE shall establish a program for training, proficiency

testing, certification and requalification of operating and supervisory

personnel.

§ 60.162 Physical requirements.

The physical condition and the general health of personnel certified

for operations that are important to safety shall not be such as might

cause operational errors that could endanger the public health and safety.

Any condition which might cause impaired judgment or motor coordination

must be considered in the selection of personnel for activities that are

important to safety. These conditions need not categorically'disqualify a

person, so long as appropriate provisions are made to accommodate such

(defect] conditions.

SUBPART I - EMERGENCY PLANNING CRITERIA

[RESERVE .

Dated at Washington, D.C. this day of , 1983.

For the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
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